Decisions on Submissions to the
Proposed Natural Resources Plan
for the Wellington Region
Part 1, 26 June 2019
Te Tikanga Taiao o Te Upoko o Te Ika a Maui

The Independent Hearing Panel: Mark St. Clair (Chair), Elizabeth
Burge and David McMahon, were appointed by the Wellington
Regional Council and delegated all necessary powers and functions to
hear and decide on submissions on the Proposed Natural Resources
Plan for the Wellington Region, including (as necessary) powers under
clause 16 of the First Schedule to the Resource Management Act 1991.
These decisions were made on 26 June 2019 and publicly notified on
31 July 2019.
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Decision Report 1
Introduction, Procedural Matters and Decision Format
26 June 2019

GLOSSARY
Throughout our decision reports, we have adopted several acronyms and abbreviations
for the sake of brevity. The table below provides a summary of these terms.
Term

Means…

the Act
CDC
CentrePort

Resource Management Act 1991
Carterton District Council
CentrePort Limited and CentrePort Properties Limited
NB – where necessary to refer to these two parties separately, the full name has
been used.
Wellington Civic Trust
Coastal Marine Area
Greater Wellington Regional Council
DairyNZ and Fonterra Co-operative Group Limited
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Fertiliser Association of New Zealand
First Gas Limited
Wellington Fish and Game Council
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society
Greater Wellington Regional Council
Roading, Parks and Gardens and Solid Waste Departments of Hutt City Council
and Upper Hutt City Council
Heritage New Zealand – Pouhere Taonga
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014
Horticulture New Zealand
Hutt Valley Angling Club Inc
Kāpiti Coast District Council
Kiwi Rail Holdings Ltd
Local Government Act
Masterton District Council
Meridian Energy Limited
Ministry for the Environment
Mean high water springs
Mt Victoria Residents Association Inc
Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air Quality)
Regulations 2004
Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Sources of
Human Drinking Water) Regulations 2007
The Proposed Natural Resources Regional Plan
National Policy Statement
National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014
National Policy Statement on Renewable Energy Generation 2011
National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity 2016
The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010
New Zealand Transport Agency
The Oil Companies and Powerco
Porirua City Council
Porirua Harbour Catchment Community Trust
The Proposed Natural Resources Regional Plan
The Proposed Natural Resources Regional Plan
Queen Elizabeth II National Trust
Rangitāne Tū Mai Rā Trust and Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc.
Renewable Energy Generation
Regional Public Health is the public health unit for the Wairarapa District Health
Board

Civic Trust
CMA
Council
Dairy NZ and Fonterra
Federated Farmers
Fertiliser NZ
First Gas
Fish and Game
Forest and Bird
GWRC
HCC and UHCC departments
Heritage NZ
HNZPTA
Hort NZ
HVAC
KCDC
KiwiRail
LGA
MDC
Meridian
MfE
MHWS
Mt Victoria Residents
NESAQ
NES-DW
notified Plan
NPS
NPSET
NPS-FM
NPSREG
NPSUDC
NZCPS
NZTA
Oil Companies and Powerco
PCC
PHCTT
PNRP
proposed Plan
QEII Trust
Rangitāne o Wairarapa
REG
Regional Public Health

i

RHTNZ
RMA
Roading, Parks and Solid
Waste
RPS
RSI
Rural Residents
section 32 and section 32AA
Section 42A Report
SPS
SWBG
SWDC
the Plan
Te Upoko Taiao
Transpower
WCC
WIAL
WIP
WRIT
WRMFA
WWL
WWU

ii

Rail Heritage Trust of New Zealand
Resource Management Act 1991
“Roading, Parks and Gardens and Solid Waste Departments of Hutt City Council
and Upper Hutt City Council”
The Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region 2013
Regionally Significant Infrastructure
Rural Residents Environmental Society Inc
Sections 32 and 32AA, Resource Management Act 1991
Report prepared by the Council pursuant to s42A, Resource Management Act
1991
Surfbreak Protection Society
South Wairarapa Biodiversity Group Inc
South Wairarapa District Council
The Proposed Natural Resources Regional Plan
Te Upoko Taiao – Natural Resources Plan Committee
Transpower NZ
Wellington City Council
Wellington International Airport Limited
Whaitua Implementation Programme
Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust
Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association
Wellington Water Limited
Wairarapa Water User’s Inc. Society
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Decision Report 1
Introduction, Procedural Matters and Decision Format

1.

Introduction

1.1

This is the first of 16 decision reports prepared by the Hearing Panel appointed
to hear and decide submissions on the Proposed Natural Resources Plan (PNRP).
It is a generic report that is common and relevant to all decision reports. It should
be read in conjunction with each subsequent decision report.

1.2

This report does not include any decisions of the Hearing Panel. Rather it:
(a)

records several background and procedural matters of relevance to our
decisions;

(b)

establishes the statutory context for our decision-making;

(c)

provides a guide to the format and approach adopted for each of the
subsequent decision reports; and

(d)

records some preliminary comments from us about the proposed Plan
and key issues we have identified that span across the PNRP as a whole.

1.3

The material in this report is largely factual and provides context that each of the
subsequent decision reports draw upon. Our aim in centralising these contextual
matters within this introductory report is to avoid duplication of the same
common material in the subsequent decision reports. To that same end, readers
of the subsequent decision reports on each topic should have regard to this report.

2.

Procedural matters

2.1

Matters Considered in this Section
This section of the report addresses various matters of process and procedure
leading up to the completion of the hearings. Specifically, the matters we address
here are a description of:

2.2

1

(a)

our role and the purpose of our reports;

(b)

the evolution of the PNRP; and

(c)

the hearing streams.

Much of this information - particularly the evolution of the PNRP - is contained
in Part A of the section 42A report1 produced by the Wellington Regional
Council (the Council) for Hearing Stream 1. Accordingly, we only provide a
brief summary here of the above three matters and rely on the details in the Part
A of the section 42A report for those interested to delve further.

Part A: Overall Policy Framework of the Proposed Plan, Emily Greenberg, April 2017.

1
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The Hearing Panel’s Role and the Purpose of Reports
We were appointed as Hearing Panel members by Council resolution dated 30
September 2015. Our delegation included all necessary powers under the
Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) to hear and make decisions on all
submissions made to the PNRP2, noting that the final approval power for the
Regional Coastal Plan provisions rest with the Minister of Conservation.3 In
addition, we received delegation from the Council to make any changes where
such an alteration is of minor effect, or to correct any minor errors pursuant to
Clause 16 of the First Schedule of the RMA.
The purpose of this report and the subsequent reports relating to each hearing
stream is to satisfy the Council’s various decision-making obligations and
associated reporting requirements under the RMA.
Evolution of the PNRP
The PNRP is a regional plan prepared under the RMA for the purposes of
replacing the existing five operative regional plans which individually manage
discharges to land, air quality, freshwater, soil, and the coastal resources of the
Wellington Region.

2.6

The Council’s intent in combining those operative plans into a single integrated
plan reflects the Council’s desire to manage the region’s natural and physical
resources in a more holistic manner.4

2.7

The PRNP was prepared over a six-year period and was publicly notified on 31
July 2015. Decision Report 2 discusses the process leading up to notification in
further detail.

2.8

Two hundred and fifty-five submissions were received by the closing date of 25
September 2015. Under delegated authority, the Council’s Environmental Policy
Manager granted waivers for an additional 175 submissions received after the
closing date.5

2.9

A summary of decisions requested by submitters was notified on 26 February
2016. The Council subsequently identified that two submissions were omitted
from the summary and a further eight submissions were incorrectly summarised.
This led to the Council re-notifying the updated submission summary (Errors
and Omissions Addendum) on 11 April 2016, with further submissions closing
on 26 April 2016.

2.10

Ninety-six further submissions were received by the closing date for the original
further submission period and another further submission was received late and
granted a waiver by the Environmental Policy Manager. Five of the further
submitters also made submissions in respect of the updated submission
summary.

2

Under Clause 10, Schedule 1, RMA.
Under section 28(b), RMA and section 64(3), RMA.
4
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.6, para 12.
5
Under sections 37 and 37A of the RMA.
3
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The Council’s General Manager, Environment Group also granted three
extensions under delegated authority to the requirement under Clause 10(4)(a)
of the RMA that Council gives notice of its decisions on submissions within two
years of notification. The extensions resulted in an end date of 31 July 2019, and
all submitters and further submitters were duly notified of this extension.
The Hearing Streams
The Council opted to conduct the hearings in six tranches. Hearing streams were
organised by topic and were conducted at venues in Wellington City, Kāpiti and
the Wairarapa to minimise travel time for submitters.
The formal hearing proceedings were conducted between 22 May 2017 and 1
August 2018. Table 1 below provides a summary of the various hearing streams,
and the topics covered.
Table 1: Summary of hearing streams
Hearing Stream

Topics

1

Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan, beneficial use and
development, and areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.

2

Air quality management, land use in riparian margins and stock access to water
bodies, and soil conservation.

3

Water allocation, and natural form and function.

4

Water quality and stormwater.

5

Beds of lakes and rivers, discharges to land, and wetlands and biodiversity.

6

Coast; Natural Hazards; Significant historic heritage values; Contaminated land
and hazardous substances; Discharges within drinking water supply protection
areas.

2.14

As we set out in further detail below, individual decision reports have been
prepared for each topic within each hearing stream. The hearing streams were
organised to accommodate several administrative needs of the parties involved,
whereas our decision reports are focussed squarely on topics. In section 4 of this
report, we provide an outline of each decision report by topic (see Table 2).

2.15

At Appendix A, we have provided a schedule of the attendances for each
hearing. We refer to those parties throughout our subsequent decisions where
relevant.

2.16

We have also attached a schedule of tabled documents at Appendix B. These
comprised a mixture of documents provided by submitters during the hearing
streams.

2.17

Over the course of the hearing we issued various minutes. Each minute served a
different purpose, but by way of summary, they:
(a)

set out procedures to be followed by the parties in preparing their
evidence and in readiness for their attendance at the hearings;

3
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(b)

sought advice from various parties on legal and / or other substantive
matters relevant to a given hearing topic;

(c)

commissioned further reports to assist our decision-making, established
terms of reference for those reports, and provided procedures for parties
to receive and respond to those reports;

(d)

made provision for expert conferencing on various matters to narrow
and articulate matters in contention, and to assist our decision-making;
and

(e)

resolved various administrative matters arising over the course of
proceedings, including (for example) the granting of waivers and time
extensions for receiving information.

2.18

Perhaps the most substantial matter addressed in our minutes involved the
proposed Plan’s objectives and a report we commissioned to explore aspects of
those provisions. That report – produced by Mr Gerard Willis of Enfocus Ltd6 –
examined the objectives as a collective whole and contemplated potential
structural and substantive changes that could be adopted to improve their clear
interpretation and effective implementation over the life of the Plan.

2.19

The Enfocus Report is discussed in some detail in Decision Report 4.

2.20

Given the lengthy hearing schedule, we took opportunities to hold deliberations
progressively throughout the process. We formally closed the hearings by way
of Minute 59.

3.

Statutory Context

3.1

Matters Considered under this Section
Here we provide an outline of the relevant statutory considerations for our
decision-making.

3.2

3.3

The matters outlined below are a reference point for each of our evaluations in
the topic-based decision reports.
Summary of Statutory Requirements
In Colonial Vineyard Ltd v Marlborough District Council,7 the Environment
Court set out (the updated) framework of matters to be evaluated when preparing
a plan as follows:
A. General requirements
1. A district plan (change) should be designed to accord with — and assist
the territorial authority to carry out — its functions so as to achieve the
purpose of the Act.

6
Review of the objectives of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region, Gerard Willis, 14 July
2017.
7
ENV-2012-CHC-108,[2014] NZEnvC 55.

4
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2. The district plan (change) must also be prepared in accordance with any
regulation (there are none at present) and any direction given by the
Minister for the Environment.
3. When preparing its district plan (change) the territorial authority must
give effect to any national policy statement or New Zealand Coastal
Policy Statement.
4. When preparing its district plan (change) the territorial authority shall:
(a) have regard to any proposed regional policy statement;
(b) give effect to any operative regional policy statement.
5. In relation to regional plans:
(a) the district plan (change) must not be inconsistent with an operative
regional plan for any matter specified in section 30(1) or a water
conservation order; and
(b) must have regard to any proposed regional plan on any matter of
regional significance etc.
6. When preparing its district plan (change) the territorial authority
must also:
• have regard to any relevant management plans and strategies
under other Acts, and to any relevant entry in the Historic
Places Register and to various fisheries regulations to the
extent that their content has a bearing on resource
management issues of the district; and to consistency with
plans and proposed plans of adjacent territorial authorities;
• take into account any relevant planning document recognised
by an iwi authority; and
• not have regard to trade competition or the effects of trade
competition;
7. The formal requirement is that a district plan (change) must also state
its objectives, policies and the rules (if any) and may state other
matters.
B. Objectives [the section 32 test for objectives]
8. Each proposed objective in a district plan (change) is to be
evaluated by the extent to which it is the most appropriate way to
achieve the purpose of the Act.
C. Policies and methods (including rules) [the section 32 test for policies and
rules]
9. The policies are to implement the objectives, and the rules (if any)
are to Implement the policies;
10. Each proposed policy or method (including each rule) is to be
examined, having regard to its efficiency and effectiveness, as to
whether it is the most appropriate method for achieving the
objectives of the district plan taking into account:
(i) the benefits and costs of the proposed policies and methods
(including rules); and
(ii) the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or
insufficient information about the subject matter of the policies,
rules, or other methods; and
(iii) if a national environmental standard applies and the proposed
rule imposes a greater prohibition or restriction than that, then

5
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whether that greater prohibition or restriction is justified in the
circumstances.
D. Rules
11. In making a rule the territorial authority must have regard to the
actual or potential effect of activities on the environment.
12. Rules have the force of regulations.
13. Rules may be made for the protection of property from the effects of
surface water, and these may be more restrictive than those under
the Building Act 2004.
14. There are special provisions for rules about contaminated land.
15. There must be no blanket rules about felling of trees in any urban
environment.
E. Other statues:
16. Finally territorial authorities may be required to comply with other
statutes.
F. (On Appeal)
17. On appeal the Environment Court must have regard to one
additional matter — the decision of the territorial authority.

3.4

3.5

We expand upon each of these below, adapting the matter to fit the regional plan
context where relevant.
Part 2 of the RMA
The Act’s purpose and principles are set out in Part 2 of the Act. Section 5
explains that the Act’s purpose is to promote the sustainable management of
natural and physical resources. In that context sustainable management means:
… managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical
resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and communities to
provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for their health
and safety while—
(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding
minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future
generations; and
(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and
ecosystems; and
(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on
the environment.

3.6

In achieving the RMA’s purpose, section 6 directs all persons exercising
functions and powers under the Act to recognise and provide for matters of
national importance, being:
(a) the preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment
(including the coastal marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and

6
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their margins, and the protection of them from inappropriate subdivision,
use, and development:
(b)

the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development:

(c)

the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitats of indigenous fauna:

(d) the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the
coastal marine area, lakes, and rivers:
(e)

the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga:

(f)

the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use,
and development:

(g) the protection of protected customary rights.

3.7

We observe that the Act has been amended since the PNRP was notified,
including amendments to section 6 - Matters of National Importance. However,
the version of Act relevant for the purposes of our decisions remains the version
that was in force as at notification of the proposed Plan.8

3.8

Section 7 of the Act sets out matters that all persons exercising functions and
powers under the Act must have particular regard to:
(a) kaitiakitanga:
(aa) the ethic of stewardship:
(b) the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources:
(ba) the efficiency of the end use of energy:
(c)

the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values:

(d) intrinsic values of ecosystems:
(e)

[Repealed]

(f)

maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment:

(g) any finite characteristics of natural and physical resources:
(h) the protection of the habitat of trout and salmon:

3.9

3.10

8

(i)

the effects of climate change:

(j)

the benefits to be derived from the use and development of renewable
energy.

Finally, section 8 of the Act requires all persons exercising functions and powers
under the Act to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
Council’s Functions and Purpose of the Proposed Plan
The Council has extensive functions under section 30 of the RMA for the
purpose of giving effect to the Act’s sustainable management purpose. Council’s

Legal Submissions on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 - 20 April 2017 - paragraphs 75 - 77.

7
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planning consultant, Ms Carter, provided the following useful summary of those
functions:
 The establishment, implementation and review of objectives, policies and
methods to achieve integrated management of the natural and physical
resources of the region (section 30(1)(a)).

 The preparation of objectives and policies in relation to effects of the use,
development or protection of land which are of regional significance
(section 30(1)(b)).

 The control of the use of land for certain purposes (section 30(1)(c)).
 The investigation of land for the purposes of identifying and monitoring
contaminated land (section 30(1)(ca)).

 The control of the coastal marine area (in conjunction with the Minister of
Conservation) (section 30(1)(d)).

 The control of the taking, use, damming and diversion of water, and the
control of the quantity, level and flow of water in any water body (section
30(1)(e)).

 The control of discharges of contaminants into or onto land, air, or water
and discharges of water into water (section 30(1)(f)).

 Allocation of certain resources (section 30(1)(fa) and(fb)).
 Control of the introduction or planting of plants in the bed of a water body
for certain purposes (section 30(1)(g)).

 Indigenous biodiversity (section 30(1)(ga)).
 Strategic integration of infrastructure with land use (section 30(1)(gb)).
 Any other function specified in the RMA (section 30(1)(h).9

3.11

3.12

9

National Policy Statements and the New Zealand Coastal Policy
Statement
There are five National Policy Statements (NPS) currently in force:
(a)

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010;

(b)

NPS for Electricity Transmission 2008;

(c)

NPS for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011;

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), pp.13 - 14, para 31.
Section 63 of the RMA.

10
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The purpose of the proposed Plan is to assist the Council to carry out the above
functions in order to achieve the purposes of the Act. This includes Council’s
functions in relation to the Coastal Marine Area, which are to be carried out in
conjunction with the Minister for Conservation.10
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3.13

3.14

3.15

3.16

(d)

NPS for Freshwater Management 2014 (and updated 2017); and

(e)

NPS on Urban Development Capacity 2016.

The content of the proposed Plan must give effect to the provisions of these
documents.11 The various National Policy Statements have relevance to each of
our decisions to varying degrees, as we describe in those subsequent reports. In
considering these documents we have been mindful of the changes to the various
National Policy Statements that have occurred since notification of the Plan.
The Wellington Regional Policy Statement
As with the NPSs, the Regional Policy Statement (RPS) must be given effect to
by the proposed Plan. Ms Carter again provided a useful summary of the RPS,
noting:

12

24.

The Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region (RPS) was
made operative on 24 April 2013. Under section 67(3) of the RMA a
regional plan must give effect to any regional policy statement. The
purpose of the RPS is to establish a series of complementary policies
and methods that provide a robust, integrated approach to promoting
the sustainable management of the region’s natural and physical
resources. The RPS contains resource management issues, objectives,
policies and methods that provide direction to the Council and the
territorial authorities on the management of the following topics:
 Air quality
 Coastal environment
 Energy, infrastructure and waste
 Fresh water
 Historic heritage
 Indigenous ecosystems
 Landscape
 Natural hazards
 Regional form, design and function
 Resource management with tangata whenua; and
 Soils and minerals.

25.

The RPS also directs the content of regional and district plans by setting
out the type and tone of policies required to manage or address specific
resource management issues in the region. It also directs how councils
are to address issues that cross geographic or jurisdictional boundaries
and specifically contains policies (Policies 61, 62 and 63) that direct
how regional and district plans are to recognise and provide for
overlapping functions under sections 30 and 31 of the RMA.12

We refer to specific provisions of the RPS as relevant to each hearing topic in
subsequent decision reports.
National Environmental Standards
There are six National Environmental Standards (NES) currently in force:
(a)

11
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NES for Air Quality 2004;

Sections 67(3) and 76(3) of the RMA.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), pp.11 - 12, paras 24 - 25.

9
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(b)

NES for Sources of Human Drinking Water 2007;

(c)

NES for Telecommunication Facilities 2008;

(d)

NES for Electricity Transmission Activities 2009;

(e)

NES for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect
Human Health 2011; and

(f)

NES for Plantation Forestry 2017 (as at May 2018).

3.17

Each of these documents provide for nationally consistent management of the
respective topics to which the standards relate and include technical standards
and other methods. These standards will usually override provisions in a plan;
however, the Act enables provisions in a plan or proposed plan or a resource
consent to prevail in relation to certain uses and where expressly enabled by a
particular NES. We record that the National Environmental Standard for
Plantation Forestry (NES-PF) was introduced following notification of the Plan
and we address the implications of this in Decision Report 8.

3.18

We address the substance of the National Environmental Standards in the
respective hearing topic decisions where relevant.

3.19

Management Plans and Strategies, Heritage New Zealand Register,
Regulations
The requirement under section 66 of the Act is for these matters to be given
regard when preparing a plan. Ms Carter gave several examples relevant to the
Wellington Region, including:
(a)

Wellington Conservation Management Strategy;

(b)

Wellington Regional Land Transport Plan 2015;

(c)

Wellington Region Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Plan
2014 - 2018;

(d)

Greater Wellington Regional Council 10 Year Plan 2015 - 2025;

(e)

Wellington Regional Council’s Regional Pest Management Strategy
2002 - 2022 ;

(f)

Wellington Biodiversity Strategy 2011 - 2021; and

(g)

Bylaws covering the coastal marine area.

3.20

The Council has demonstrated its regard to these matters in preparing and
amending the proposed Plan, and we signal that we also have done so to the
extent relevant to our role.

3.21

For the hearing record, we note that we were formally presented some evidence
of draft and impending stock access regulations which were due to come into
force mid-2017. These regulations have not advanced beyond that draft status

10
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and so we have not taken them into account in our deliberations and decisionmaking.
3.22

Iwi Planning Documents
There are no customary marine title groups in the Wellington Region currently;
however, there are three active iwi management plans, being:
(a)

Raukawa Environmental Management Plan 2015 lodged by Ngāti
Raukawa ki te Tonga;

(b)

Parangarahu Lakes Area Co-Management Plan lodged by Port
Nicholson Block Settlement Trust; and

(c)

Wellington Harbour Islands Kaitiaki Plan 2012 – 2017 lodged by Port
Nicholson Block Settlement Trust.

3.23

These documents are acknowledged in the introductory text to the proposed
Plan, and we have considered them where relevant.

3.24

Along related lines, reference can be made to Decision Report 3, which includes
a discussion of statutory acknowledgements.

3.25

3.26

Statutory Evaluation of Objectives, Policies and Rules
Under section 32 and (where relevant) under section 32AA, each objective is to
be evaluated to the extent which it is the most appropriate to achieve the purpose
of the Act. While this requirement signals a focus on the appropriateness of the
objectives in an individual sense, we were helpfully reminded by several parties
throughout the hearings13 that the objectives of the Plan are to be read and
considered as a whole.
Counsel for Council, Ms Anderson, captured this particularly well in her opening
submissions, noting:
22

Whilst each objective must be examined, it is not necessary that each
objective individually be the most appropriate way of achieving the
purpose of the RMA. This is because objectives may interrelate and have
overlapping ways of achieving sustainable management of natural and
physical resources. It is about the objectives as a whole being the most
appropriate.14

3.27

Accordingly, we have considered the objectives both individually and as an
integrated whole in terms of their appropriateness. We discuss our evaluation
approach in more detail in the report section that follows and in our Decision
Report 4 on Chapter 3 - Objectives of the PNRP, which is entirely dedicated to
the proposed Plan’s objectives.

3.28

The policies, rules and other methods must follow a similar appropriateness test
in terms of implementing the objectives. Among other matters, our evaluation

13
For example, Right of Reply from Ms Legarth (11 August 2017), p.8, para 17(d); Review of the objectives of the
Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region, Willis (14 July 2017), p.3.
14
Legal Submissions on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 (20 April 2017), p.5, para 22.
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must include consideration of the efficiency and effectiveness of these
provisions and their costs and benefits.
3.29

Our approach to the above two appropriateness tests in section 32 has been to
first assess and settle the proposed Plan’s objectives and having done so, to then
assess and settle the lower order provisions on a topic basis in each relevant
decision report.

3.30

In the latter respect, our starting point for considering the appropriateness of the
policies, rules and other methods is twofold:
(a)

Firstly, to identify those objectives relevant to the given policies, rules
and methods including any changes to objectives that we have
determined as part of our evaluation conducted in Decision Report 4;
and

(b)

Secondly, to define the character and driving force of the relevant
objectives (including our amendments) and then determine how the
lower order provisions of the proposed Plan measure up against those
imperatives and goals in terms of the required matters, including
efficiency and effectiveness in implementing the objectives.

3.31

We have relied upon the submissions and evidence presented by the Council and
submitters in informing the above outlined considerations, and in arriving at
amendments to the notified objectives and policies, rules and methods.

4.

Decision Format and Approach

4.1

Guide to Decision Format
As noted at the outset of this report, we have produced 16 decision reports on the
PNRP in total. Table 2 below provides a full list of each decision title and topic.
Table 2: Index of decisions
Hearing Stream
All

1

2

3

12

Decision #

Hearing Topic

1

Introduction, procedural matters and decision format.

4

Objectives.

2

Consultation and Section 32 Reports.

3

Plan structure, philosophy and general approach.

5

Beneficial use and development.

6

Areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.

7

Air quality management.

8

Land use in riparian margins and stock access to water bodies.

8

Soil conservation.

9

Water allocation.

10

Natural form and function.

4

11

Water quality / Discharges to water.

5

12

Beds of lakes and rivers.
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11

Discharges to land.

13

Wetlands and biodiversity.

14

Coastal management.

15

Natural hazards.

16

Significant historic heritage values.

11

Contaminated land and hazardous substances.

11

Community drinking water supply protection areas.

4.2

Each decision report is essentially self-contained. However, where there are
matters that require integration across multiple topics / hearing streams, these
have been referenced in the relevant reports.

4.3

Our preference for reporting on the objectives in a single decision required us to
draw upon evidence across all of the hearings; however, we find that format
assists with not only the first appropriateness test of section 32 but also with the
overall consideration of the objectives as an integrated whole. We discuss this
further below.

4.4

To further assist submitters’ navigation of our decisions, reference should also
be made to Appendix C of this Decision Report, which contains our summary
table of decisions on each submission point. This summary table is organised by
the hearing topics listed in Table 2 above.

4.5

The product of our decisions is the annotated PNRP showing the final
amendments in ‘track change’15 format to the provisions made since notification.
The track changed plan is attached at Appendix D to this report. We have
centralised these annotated provisions in one location rather than on a report-byreport basis to avoid duplication and / or confusion between our decisions on
matters that span across multiple hearings.

4.6

We note that we have not undertaken a wholesale renumbering of the Plan’s
provisions where amendments have been adopted in Appendix D. The type of
renumbering will generally fall within two categories;

4.7

(a)

Where we have added a new provision such as a rule or policy we have
added an “A” to distinguish it from the proceeding policy or rule
number.

(b)

Where we have reordered the sequence of provisions we have not
sought to capture the renumbering (i.e. we retained its original
numbering) so that submitters can easily find it.

This will mean that a future renumbering exercise will be required by the Council
before the Plan is made operative; however, that exercise is within the Council’s
powers under the RMA. We considered providing a ‘clean,’ renumbered
decisions version of the Plan as part of our reporting exercise, but have

15
Track changes are shown as a mixture of annotations including strikeouts for deletions and underlining for additional
text. All such changes are shown in green coloured text.
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ultimately found it would lead to administrative confusion and potential for cross
referencing errors.
4.8

Our Overall Approach
Section 32AA(1)(d)(ii) of the RMA enables our further evaluation of changes to
the proposed Plan to be incorporated into our reports as part of the decisionmaking record. To this end, our evaluation of issues and associated amendments
made to the provisions have been structured to satisfy the evaluation report
requirements of section 32AA. This analysis has been completed in accordance
with the required statutory tests and incorporated into our reasoning contained
within Decision Reports 2 - 16. Decision Report 4 contains the required
assessment of the appropriateness of the Plan's objectives, with the balance of
the reports addressing the other provisions. We have often referred to a set of
provisions or a provision as being the 'most appropriate' - that is our shorthand
for concluding the Plan changes tests set out at 3.3 above are met (including the
relevant section 32 assessments).

4.9

Where we have made amendments to the Plan that are consistent with the
recommendations contained within Council officers' section 42A and / or right
of reply reports (and where there are relevant joint witness statements) we have
adopted the section 32AA analysis contained within those reports (unless
expressly stated otherwise). Those reports are part of the public record and are
available on the GWRC website.

4.10

Where we have made amendments to the Plan that are not contained within
Council officers' recommendations, we have undertaken the required section
32AA analysis and have incorporated it into the body of our reports. Given the
approach we have taken, there are no separate section 32AA headings or tables
within or attached to our decision reports, instead the assessment forms part of
our reasoning. While the specific language of section 32AA may not be used or
referred to, we are satisfied that the required substantive assessment has been
undertaken.

4.11

The approach we adopted in reporting on the submissions received and the
subsequent hearing streams has been to focus on key issues in contention.
Broadly, where contested matters have been resolved through the course of
proceedings, or where particular matters / provisions were not in contention, we
have generally adopted officers’ recommendations in those instances. In doing
so, our evaluation of those particular non-contentious matters / provisions is
intentionally brief as it relies on the reasons for the officers’ recommendations
as recorded in the relevant section 42A and / or right of reply reports. Those
reports are part of the public record and are available on the GWRC website.
There are some exceptions to this less extensive approach which we describe in
the context of each topic decision where relevant.

4.12

We also record here that Decision Report 4, dealing with all the objectives in
the Plan (Chapter 3), is more detailed than the topic decision reports that follow
it in sequence. The reasons for this more in-depth reporting on the plan’s
objectives include the:
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(a)

requirement under section 32AA(1)(c) of the Act for our evaluation to
be undertaken at a level that corresponds to the scale and significance
of the changes to the notified Plan;

(b)

integral role the objectives play in embedding the strategic direction
from higher order documents within the proposed Plan; and

(c)

need to clearly explain the process underlying the evolution of the
objectives and the many substantive and structural changes we have
adopted as a result of submissions, officers’ recommendations, and the
Enfocus Report.

4.13

In applying that more in-depth reporting on the objectives, we have derived the
confidence to be more economical with the evaluation of amendments to
policies, rules and methods where appropriate.

4.14

Our focus in those topic decision reports (dealing with polices, methods and
rules) is to test the degree to which those provisions are appropriate in
implementing the objectives. A critical point in this respect is that the objectives
we evaluate the lower order provisions against are as we have “landed” in
Decision Report 4, rather than the objectives as notified. In some instances,
there are no differences between the notified and decision versions of objectives
as not all objectives have been altered by our decisions; but where an objective
has been altered it is the altered objective against which the relevant polices,
methods and rules are assessed against. This is, in our view, consistent with the
intent of section 32 / section 32AA and explains why we have adopted a separate
and distinct approach to assessing objectives versus assessing policies, methods
and rules.

4.15

Drawing on the above, each topic decision report is similarly geared toward
assessing the amendments to polices, rules and methods (the “provisions”) that
we have adopted since notification. In this respect, we have not recorded every
view on all matters that was presented to us throughout the 14-month hearing
process. Rather, we have:
(a)

grouped common themes were possible; and

(b)

under each grouping, referred to sources from evidence or submissions
that we have relied upon for adopting particular amendments to the
provisions.

4.16

Where there were multiple sources of submissions and / or evidence on a
particular amendment we have often simply referenced representative material
from one or two submitters without repeating all relevant submissions. For
completeness however, and as referred to earlier, the Summary Table of
Decisions appended (in Appendix C) to this decision report will record the
individual decision on each submission point made by every submitter.

4.17

Consistent with the requirements of section 32AA of the Act, our evaluation is
more substantial where particular changes are of a greater scale or significance,
and more economical for clerical and other minor changes.
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4.18

There are also several instances where we have relied upon the ability to make
minor amendments or corrections under Clause 16(2) of the RMA’s First
Schedule. In all cases where we have done so, we have satisfied ourselves that
the respective amendments are sufficiently inconsequential and meet the tests
set out by Ms Anderson in the legal submissions on behalf of the Wellington
Regional Council.16 All substantive amendments we have adopted are within the
scope afforded by submissions and the tests we applied to determine scope are
set out below.

4.19

We also note for the formal hearing record that we have had regard to the reports
arising from pre-hearing meetings held across the various hearing streams
between August 2016 and February 2017. An index of the meetings and the
topics covered is held on Council file, and as at the time of writing, could be
viewed on the Council website.17

4.20

4.21

16

Scope
As noted by Ms Anderson,18 the scope within which we can make amendments
to the notified provisions is ultimately limited to those matters raised in
submissions. While this is seemingly a straight-forward concept, in practice it is
more nuanced.
In her Memorandum of Counsel during Hearing Stream 1, Ms Anderson outlined
the following accepted principles we should apply in making decisions on scope:
7.1

The paramount test is whether any amendment made to the proposed
Plan as notified goes beyond what is fairly and reasonably raised in
submissions.

7.2

That assessment should be approached in a realistic and workable
fashion.

7.3

A submission must first raise a relevant resource management issue, and
then any decision must fairly and reasonably fall within the general
scope of the original submission, or the proposed Plan as notified, or
somewhere in between.

7.4

Submissions provide scope for decision-making on a spectrum - with the
notified provisions at one end and the relief sought in a submission at
the other.

7.5

Scope is not necessarily restricted by the express words of a submission.

7.6

The whole relief package detailed in submissions needs to be
considered.

7.7

Consequential changes which logically arise from the grant of relief
requested and submissions lodged are permissible, provided they are
reasonably foreseeable.

7.8

There is an implied jurisdiction to make consequential amendments to
rules following changes to objectives and policies on the principle that

Hearing Stream 1 - 20 April 2017 at [117] - [121].
Refer http://www.gw.govt.nz/pre-hearing-meetings-2/.
18
Legal Submissions on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 (20 April 2017), p.21, para 105.
17
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regional plans have an internal hierarchical structure, provided the
changes are reasonably foreseeable.19

4.22

In applying the principles throughout our consideration of the submissions on
the proposed Plan, we are compelled to note the following key points for the
record:
(a)

firstly, we confirm that we have only made amendments to the proposed
Plan where there is scope to do so;

(b)

secondly, we gratefully accept Ms Anderson’s advice on scope –
however, we record the following points of clarification in doing so:

(c)

(i)

whilst it may be within scope to apply ‘lesser’ relief along the
continuum between the notified provisions any amendment
sought in a submission, we have applied caution in exercising
that approach – and in particular, we have assured ourselves
that where doing so, the change would not compromise the
principles of ‘fairness’ or ‘reasonableness’; and

(ii)

there are several instances where we have made consequential
amendments to provisions given the hierarchical relationship
between objectives, policies, rules and methods as described
in sections 7.7 and 7.8 of Ms Anderson’s submissions above –
we clarify here that this has not been limited to moving ‘down’
the hierarchy, but also making amendments to higher-order
provisions where informed by decisions on lower order ones;
and

in several situations during the hearings, expert evidence went beyond
the scope afforded by submissions – we understand the experts in those
instances were simply trying to assist us and / or to respond
constructively to the section 42A report but our ability to rely on that
evidence is ultimately limited to the lack of scope available.

Parties’ Assistance to Us
Importantly, we wish to acknowledge the efforts of all parties in assisting our
decision-making. Plan review processes are demanding for all parties involved
and we are grateful of the professionalism, patience and helpfulness we have
received.

5.
5.1

Preliminary comments from the Panel
Overview
In this final section of this report, we wish to record some of our general
observations about the proposed Plan, and some common themes raised by
submitters about the PNRP as a whole. It is not to be critical of the process or
any individuals involved in the preparation or evolution of the proposed Plan.
Indeed, we are aware from our collective experience that even the clearest RMA

19
Memorandum of Counsel regarding scope to amend P117 and Rule 1 of the whaitua Chapters and a recent High
Court decision: (22 December 2017), p.2 - 3.
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plans in New Zealand are not without complexity and all RMA plans have
imperfections to one degree or another.
5.2

5.3

That said, we have found that a number of general comments raised during the
hearing about the PNRP are worth capturing. We address those matters in the
individual decision reports.
The Plan as a whole is complex
We heard from submitters on all topics, and across all aspects of the Plan from
the objectives through to the methods that the Plan is too complex.

5.4

The evidence presented in the first hearing streams was compelling in this
respect, and ultimately led us to test with all parties how the Plan could be made
clearer and more user-friendly. For example, it illuminated ambiguities inherent
in the proposed objectives which led to our eventual commissioning of the
Enfocus Report.

5.5

We also heard that the Plan contains too many policies and that there is unclear
and competing direction in those provisions which concerned submitters about
the basis for future decision-making.

5.6

Submitters also told us that the proposed rules were too great in number and
often did not clearly relate to the policies and objectives to which the rules are
intended to implement. Such submitters also commented that although on the
face of it there are several permitted activities, the reality from their perspective
is that the conditions pertaining to such activities are so voluminous and
restrictive that the possibility of activities actually qualifying as permitted is
remote. We have kept this in mind in assessing the appropriateness of the rules
in giving effect to the policies for each topic.

5.7

On the back of the above evidence, we requested that Council officers produce
tables and diagrams that indicate all of the relationships between the Plan’s
provisions. Our deliberations were assisted greatly from having that information,
and we are grateful to submitters for raising the issue and to the officers for the
responses they produced.

5.8

Again, in fairness to the Council we acknowledge that there is inherent
complexity in plan-making, not least of which stems from the various
presumptions under sections 9 – 15 of the RMA which require rules to make
provision for activities that would otherwise not be provided for. Added to that,
factors such as the various layers of strategic direction from national and regional
policy documents, competing interests from stakeholders for resource use, and
the integrated nature of the proposed Plan, mean that increased complexity is a
virtual inevitability.

5.9

As we note in our Decision Report 4, we might well have taken our proposed
amendments to simplify or improve the clarity of the Plan’s provisions further if
sufficient scope was available to do so. However, we are constrained by what
was raised in submissions.
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The Plan should be more practical
Various infrastructure providers and resource users (particularly the farming
community) told us throughout the hearings that the proposed Plan is unbalanced
as it relates to strategic infrastructure and to day to day farming activities; and
that the associated policy direction and consenting pathways are unnecessarily
restrictive.
Specifically, they explained that the proposed Plan favours other matters of
regional significance over strategic infrastructure and the rural economy. They
pointed to several instances where strategic infrastructure and “run of the mill”
farming practices would require resource consent as a non-complying activity as
an example. The following was claimed by submitters:
(a)

In respect to infrastructure, due to the scale of effects associated with
infrastructure projects and the purported unbalanced policy direction in
the Plan, the claim from submitters was that development, maintenance
and upgrade of infrastructure would be hindered by the PNRP, rather
than enabled. It was a common view that such an outcome is
inconsistent with the direction from national and regional policy
documents.

(b)

With respect to farming activities, the common theme from submitters
was that the Plan has an undue emphasis on rules as opposed to methods
that promote good management practices. In this sense, the success of
farm management plans and the working relationship between farmers
and the land management staff of the Council was often referred to by
such submitters.

We can assure both the infrastructure and farming communities that we have
taken their concerns very seriously given the strategic importance of
infrastructure in the higher order documents (such as the NESET, NPSREG and
RPS) and the importance of farming activities to both the regional and national
economy. In doing so we have had to be mindful of the direction in other NPSs
(such as NPS-FM) and the need to secure a balanced position between higher
order directives. Wherever possible (and where there is scope) we have
endeavoured to simplify the rules applying to both infrastructure and farming
practices.
The Plan is incomplete in several respects
A major issue in contention throughout the hearings was the incomplete nature
of the Plan with respect to a number of matters, the principal ones being:
(a)

fresh water management;

(b)

sites of significance; and

(c)

identification of drinking water supply protection areas.

We address each of these three matters in greater detail (and with increasing
specificity) in several of our subsequent decision reports including our decision
on Objectives (Decision Report 4) and in the relevant topic reports.
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Of these three matters the most contentious was the PNRP’s staged approach to
implementation of the NPS-FM. Several submitters found difficulty with this
approach and argued that the Plan should fully implement the NPS-FM from the
outset. As mentioned, we pick up this theme in subsequent decision reports
notably:
(a)

Consultation and Section 32 Reports – Decision Report 2;

(b)

Plan structure, philosophy and general approach – Decision Report 3;

(c)

Objectives – Decision Report 4;

(d)

Water allocation – Decision Report 9; and

(e)

Water Quality / Discharges to Land and Water – Decision Report 11.

5.16

Other submitters expressed frustration at the proposed Plan’s inconsistent use of
maps or schedules to identify areas and sites of significance. Some areas were
mapped, albeit at a coarse scale.

5.17

Submitters also raised concerns that many areas of significance were not
identified in any specific manner in the notified Plan. For example areas of high
natural character, outstanding natural landscapes, wetlands (with exception of
outstanding wetlands and certain significant wetlands), and significant amenity
landscapes.

5.18

A related concern expressed by submitters, particularly in relation to wetlands,
was how one would be able to determine whether provisions are applicable or
not to a given site or activity without clear delineation of boundaries. Others
noted that the proposed approach fails to give effect to the clear direction in the
RPS. We address these matters further in the relevant decision reports.

5.19

Given that the proposed Plan has not implemented all of the ‘direction’ policies
in the RPS for some matters, the ‘consideration’ policies will need to remain in
place in order for the higher order direction to be implemented. We have made
amendments to the administrative sections of the proposed Plan to draw plan
users’ attention to this matter. Where we have identified specific provisions that
fall into this category, we have included a note to address this matter, and we
explain these changes further in Decision Reports 3, 4, 10 and 14.

5.20

5.21

20

The need for qualifiers
A common response proposed by submitters (including those falling into one or
more of the groups described in this report section) was to introduce qualifiers
into the objectives, policies, rules or methods. By including such terms as ‘where
appropriate’, ‘where necessary’, ‘where possible’ or ‘over time’, these
submissions would typically have the effect of adding leeway to, or softening
the stringency of, a particular provision.
We have been careful throughout our consideration of submissions on the
proposed Plan not to adopt a ‘blanket’ position on any issue of this (or any other)
nature. To do so would not be consistent with the relevant section 32AA tests,
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nor fair to the submitters who proposed the respective amendments. That said,
our general observation on most submissions seeking the addition of such
qualifiers is that they detract from, rather than enhance, the relevant provision’s
ability to effectively implement its higher order direction.
5.22

There are exceptions to this general view, and where qualifiers or alternative
direction has been proposed by submitters that amount to an improvement over
the notified provision, we give our reasons for adopting those amendments in
the relevant decision.
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Appendix A
Schedule of appearances
HEARING STREAM 1 – Overall policy framework for the proposed Plan, beneficial use and development, and areas
and sites with significant mana whenua values
Date
22/05/17 to
19/06/17

Submitter
No.
GWRC

Submitter Name

Appearances

Greater Wellington Regional
Council

Ms Kerry Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Emily Greenberg, Senior Policy
Advisor
Ms Amber Carter, Planning
Consultant
Mr Mike Grace
Ms Pam Guest, Senior Policy Advisor
Mr Paul Denton, Senior Policy
Advisor
Mr Alistair Smaill, Project Manager
Whaitua
Mr Perry Cameron
Mr Malte Coulmann
Mr Jamie Fallon
Mr Andrew Stuart
Mr Neville Fisher

23/05/17
23/05/17
23/05/17
23/05/17
23/05/17

S78
S275
S373
S167
S12 / S119

South Wairarapa Biodiversity Group
Forest Enterprises Growth
Jamie Fallon
Sustainable Wairarapa Inc
Neville Fisher / Kawaiwai Dairies
Ltd
Kintyre Meats and Kintyre Trust
Derek Daniell
Fish and Game

23/05/17
24/05/17
24/05/17

S46
S402
S308

24/05/17

S366 / S367

South Wairarapa District Council /
Masterton District Council

24/05/17

S301

Carterton District Council

24/05/17

S279

Rangitāne o Wairarapa

25/05/17
25/05/17

S300
S318

25/05/17
25/05/17

S350
S352

Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa
Te Hika o Papauma Mandated Iwi
Authority
Dan Riddiford
Federated Farmers of New Zealand

29/05/17
29/05/17
29/05/17
29/05/17
29/05/17
29/05/17
06/06/17

S303
S304
S278
S355
S113
S61
S145

Craig and Janet Morrison
Anders and Emily Crofoot
Derek Neal
Michael Hewison
Michael Slater
David and Pip Blackwood
First Gas Ltd

Mr Norris Everton, Principal
Mr Derek Daniell
Ms Sarah Ongley (Counsel)
Ms Lucy Cooper, Planning
Consultant
Mr Adam Canning, Ecologist
Ms Pauline Whitney
Mr Paul Crimp
Mr David Hopman, Assets and
Operations Manager, Masterton
District Council
Ms Christine Foster, Planning
Consultant
Mr Phil Percy, Planning Consultant
Mr Jason Kerehi, Cultural Advisor
Mr Rawiri Smith
Ms Anita Broughton
Mr Dan Riddiford
Ms Liz McGruddy, Senior Policy
Advisor
Mr Jamie Falloon, Chair
Mr Craig Morrison
Mr Anders Crofoot
Mr Derek Neal
Mr Michael Hewison
Mr Michael Slater
Mr David Blackwood
Mr Adam Du Fall
Mr Peri Duffy
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06/06/17

Submitter
No.
S98 / S144

06/06/17

S126

Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd

06/06/17

S121 / S141

CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd

06/06/17

S82

Meridian Energy Ltd

06/06/17

S135

Wellington Water Ltd

07/06/17

S165

Transpower NZ Ltd

07/06/17
07/06/17

S97
S282

Alan Jefferies
Wellington International Airport Ltd

07/06/17

FS75

Surfbreak Protection Society Inc

07/06/17
07/06/17
07/06/17

S163
S94
S139

Porirua City Council
Heritage New Zealand
GE Free New Zealand

08/06/17

S66

GBC Winstone

08/06/17
08/06/17

S80
S29 / S55

Mears Holdings Ltd
Powerco and The Oil Companies

08/06/17

S286

Wellington City Council

08/06/17

S162

Mt Victoria Residents Association

08/06/17

S32

12/06/17

S33

12/06/17
12/06/17

S403
S100

12/06/17

S81

Wellington Recreational Marine
Fishers
Porirua Harbour and Catchment
Community Trust
Point Howard Assn Ltd
Southern North Island Wood
Council
NZ Defence Force

12/06/17

S310

Ravensdown Ltd

S305

Port Nicholson Block Settlement
Trust
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Submitter Name

Appearances

Spark NZ Trading Ltd and Chorus
NZ Ltd

Mr Graeme McCarrison,
Engagement and Planning Manager
Ms Mary Barton
Mr Tom Anderson, Planning
Mr Tim Lester
Mr Lingsong Zheng
Mr A J Beatson (Counsel)
Mr Andrew Beatson
Mr Derek Nind
Ms Christine Foster, Planning
Consultant
Mr Andrew Feierabend, Statutory
and Compliance Strategy Manager at
Meridian Energy Ltd
Mr Paul Botha
Mr Morgan Slyfield (Counsel)
Ms Carolyn Wratt, Planning
Consultant
Mr Colin Crampton
Ms Pauline Whitney
Mr Andrew Renton
Mr Alan Jefferies
Mr John Kyle, Planning Consultant
Ms Amanda Dewar
Ms Nicole Cordner
Mr Michael Gunson
Mr Mark Shanks
Ms Rachael Laws
Mr Finbar Kiddle
Mr James Kebble
Mr Donald Norgeng
Ms Misha Davis
Ms Claire Bleakley
Mr Douglas Nel, Southern
Operations Manager
Ms Sylvia Allan, Planning Consultant
Mr Mike Mears
Mr David le Marquand, Planning
Consultant
Mr Mitch Lewandowski, Principal
Advisor
Ms Ellen Blake
Ms Angela Rothwell
Mr Jim Mikoz
Mr Grant Baker
Mr Roger Lawrence
Mr Richard Cook
Ms Sarah Bevin
Ms Rebecca Davies
Mr Chris Hansen, Planning
Consultant
Mr Morrie Love
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Submitter Name

Appearances

12/06/17
12/06/17

Submitter
No.
S1
S146

Barry Joseph Doyle
NZ Transport Agency

13/06/17

S307

Horticulture NZ

13/06/17

S75

Minister of Conservation

13/06/17

S140

Kiwi Rail Holdings Ltd

13/06/17

S121 / S141

CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd

13/06/17
19/06/17
19/06/17

S353
S41
S152

Royal NZ Forest and Bird
KapAg Ltd
Waa Rata Estate

19/06/17
19/06/17
19/06/17
19/06/17
19/06/17
19/06/17
19/06/17

S93
S398
S112
S14
S293
S174
S176

Coastal Ratepayers United Inc
Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Friends of the Paekakariki Streams
Egon Guttke
Margaret Niven
Rob Kennedy
Ian Jensen

Mr Barry Doyle
Ms Paula Brosnan
Mr Hywel Edwards
Mr Neil Walker
Ms Lynette Wharfe, Planning
Consultant
Ms Angela Halliday
Ms Katherine Anton (Legal)
Ms Deborah Kissick
Ms Rebecca Beals
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant – Supplementary
Response
Mr Peter Anderson (Counsel)
Mr Terry Parminter
Mr Phil Stroud
Ms Maryanne Smith
Mr Paul Dunmore
Ms Kristie Parata
Ms Florence McNeill
Mr Egon Guttke
Ms Margaret Niven
Mr Rob Kennedy
Mr Ian Jensen
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Appendix A
Schedule of appearances
HEARING STREAM 2 – Air quality management, soil conservation, land use in riparian margins and livestock
access to surface water bodies and the Coastal Marine Area
Date
10/07/17 to
11/07/17

Submitter
No.
GWRC

Submitter Name

Appearances

Greater Wellington Regional
Council

Ms Emma Manohar (Counsel)
Mr Paul Denton, Senior Policy
Advisor
Mr Barry Loe, Senior Planning
Consultant
Mr Ed Lee, Environmental Regulation
Mr Richard Parkes, Land
Management
Ms Tash Styles, Land Management
Ms Anna Martin, Resource Advisor
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant

11/07/17

S279

Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc

11/07/17
11/07/17
11/07/17
12/07/17

S275
S12 / S119
S304
S29 / S55

Forest Enterprises Growth Ltd
Neville Fisher / Kawaikai Dairies
Anders and Emily Crofoot
Powerco and The Oil Companies

12/07/17
12/07/17

S28
S300

Jeffrey Arthur
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa

12/07/17

S352

Federated Farmers of NZ

12/07/17

S311

Beef and Lamb NZ

12/07/17
12/07/17
12/07/17
17/07/17

S356
S324
S327 / S365
S308

Mike Butterick
Tim Williams
AJ Barton / Ongaha Farms
Fish and Game

17/07/17
17/07/17

S134
S162

Imperial Tobacco NZ
Mt Victoria Residents Association

17/07/17

S146

NZ Transport Agency

17/07/17
17/07/17

S14
S121 / S141

17/07/17
17/07/17

S286
S85

17/07/17
18/07/17

S66
S32

Egon Guttke
CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd
Wellington City Council
Roading, Parks and Gardens and
Solid Waste departments of Hutt
City Council and Upper Hutt City
Council
GBC Winstone
Wellington Recreational Marine
Fishers
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Mr Maulte Coulmann
Mr Neville Fisher
Mr Anders Crofoot
Mr David le Marquand, Planning
Consultant
Mr Jeffrey Arthur
Mr Rawiri Smith, Environmental
Manager
Ms Liz McGruddy, Senior Policy
Adviser
Mr Jamie Falloon
Ms Corina Jordan
Mr Lindsay Fung
Mr Mike Butterick
Mr Tim Williams
Mr AJ Barton
Ms Sarah Ongley (Counsel)
Mr Peter Wilson, Fish and Game
Representative
Mr Laurence Beckett
Ms Ellen Blake
Ms Angela Rothwell
Ms Sue Watt
Mr Hywel Edwards
Ms Teresa Minogue
Mr Egon Guttke
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant
Ms Kate Pascall
Mr Tim Ensor, Planning

Ms Sylvia Allan, Planning Consultant
Mr Jim Mikoz
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Submitter Name

Appearances

18/07/17

Submitter
No.
S136

Regional Public Health

18/07/17

S135

Wellington Water Ltd

18/07/17

S100

18/07/17
18/07/17

S87
S164

18/07/17

S145

Southern North Island Wood
Council
Christine Stanley
Wainuiomata Rural Community
Assn
First Gas Ltd

18/07/17
19/07/17
19/07/17

S123
S282
S366 / S367

Moir Street Residents’ Group
Wellington International Airport
South Wairarapa District Council /
Masterton District Council

19/07/17

S75

Minister of Conservation

19/07/17

S353

19/07/17
24/07/17
24/07/17
24/07/17
24/07/17
24/07/17
24/07/17

S307
S115
S35
S152
S398
S340
S112

Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society
Horticulture NZ
Simon Stannard
Allan Smith
Waa Rata Estate
Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Jim Hedley
Friends of the Paekakariki Streams

Mr Campbell Gillam, Health
Protection Officer at Regional Public
Health
Ms Carolyn Wratt, Planning
Consultant
Mr Hamish Levack
Mr Hugh Vanderwerff
Ms Christine Stanley
Mr Shane Edwards
Ms Tralee Clark
Mr Adam Du Fall, Land Management
Advisor
Ms Erin Whooley, Planning
Mr Geoff Palmer
Ms Amanda Dewar
Ms Pauline Whitney
Mr Dave Hopman (MDC Asset
Manager)
Mr Stephenson (SWDC Asset
Manager)
Ms Katherine Anton (Legal)
Ms Kate McArthur
Ms Natasha Petrove
Ms May Downing (Legal)
Mr Peter Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Lynette Wharfe, Planning
Mr Simon Stannard
Mr Allan Smith
Mr Phil Stroud
Ms Mahina-a-rangi Baker
Mr Jim Hedley
Ms Florence McNeill
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Appendix A
Schedule of appearances
HEARING STREAM 3 – Water allocation, natural form and function
Date
04/09/17 to
06/09/17

Submitter
No.
GWRC

Submitter Name

Appearances

Greater Wellington Regional
Council

Ms Kerry Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Emma Manohar (Counsel)
Ms Pam Guest, Senior Policy Advisor
Ms Yvonne Legarth, Senior Planning
Consultant
Mr Paul Denton, Senior Policy
Advisor
Mr Barry Loe, Senior Planning
Consultant
Dr Iain Dawe, Senior Policy Advisor
(Hazards)
Ms Paula Hammond, Policy Advisor
Mr Doug Mzila, Senior Environmental
Scientist
Mr Brydon Hughes, Hydrogeologist
Consultant
Dr Mark Gyopari, Hydrogeologist
Consult
Mr Mike Thompson, Senior
Environmental Scientist
Ms Kristina Carrick, Resource
Advisor
Ms Liz McGruddy, Senior Policy
Adviser
Ms Pauline Whitney, Planning
Consultant
Mr David Lawrence, Assets and
Operations Manager
Mr Norris Everton, Principal

06/09/17

S352

Federated Farmers of NZ

06/09/17

S366 / S367

South Wairarapa District Council /
Masterton District Council

06/09/17
06/09/17
07/09/17

S46
S278
S300

Kintyre Meats and Kintyre Trust
Derek Neal
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa

07/09/17

S127

Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust

07/09/17
07/09/17
07/09/17
11/09/17

S12
S303
S340
S135

Neville Fisher
Craig and Janet Morrison
Jim Hedley
Wellington Water Ltd

11/09/17

S121 / S141

CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd

11/09/17

S98 / S144

Spark NZ Trading Ltd and Chorus
NZ Ltd
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Mr Rawiri Smith, Environmental
Manager
Mr Geoff Copps
Mr Bob Tosswill, Chairman
Mr Neville Fisher
Mr Craig and Mrs Janet Morrison
Mr Jim Hedley
Mr Morgan Slyfield (Counsel)
Ms Carolyn Wratt, Planning
Consultant
Mr Robert Blakemore, Chief Advisor,
Service Planning at Wellington Water
Ltd
Mr A J Beatson (Counsel)
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant
Mr Tom Anderson, Planning
Consultant
Mr Graeme McCarrison,
Engagement and Planning Manager
at Spark NZ Trading Ltd
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Submitter Name

Appearances

11/09/17

Submitter
No.
S82

Meridian Energy Ltd

11/09/17

S301

Carterton District Council

12/09/17

S136

Regional Public Health

12/09/17

S32

12/09/17
12/09/17
12/09/17

S115
S307
S29 / S55

Wellington Recreational Marine
Fishers Association
Simon Stannard
Horticulture NZ
Powerco and The Oil Companies

Ms Christine Foster, Planning
Consultant
Mr Andrew Feierabend, Statutory
and Compliance Strategy Manager at
Meridian Energy Ltd
Ms Christine Foster, Planning
Consultant
Mr Campbell Gillam, Health
Protection Officer at Regional Public
Health
Mr Jim Mikoz

12/09/17
12/09/17

FS75
S282

Surfbreak Protection Society Inc
Wellington International Airport Ltd

13/09/17

S152

Waa Rata Estate

13/09/17

S308

Fish and Game

13/09/17

S75

Minister of Conservation

13/09/17

S279

Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc

13/09/17
13/09/17

S398
S353

14/09/17

S117

Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society NZ Inc
Kāpiti Coast District Council

14/09/17

S75 / S279 /
S308

14/09/17

S112

Minister of Conservation, Rangitāne
o Wairarapa, Fish and Game – Joint
Submission on Water allocation
Friends of the Paekakariki Streams

14/09/17
21/11/17

S35
S124

Allan A Smith
Wairarapa Water Users Society

Mr Simon Stannard
Lynette Wharfe, Planning Consultant
Mr David le Marquand, Planning
Consultant
Mr Mark Shanks
Ms Samantha Buckley (Counsel)
Mr John Kyle, Planning Consultant
Mr Mike Brown
Mr Phil Stroud
Ms Maryanne Smith
Ms Sarah Ongley (Counsel)
Dr Russell Death, Freshwater
Ecology Expert
Ms Lucy Cooper, Planning
Consultant
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Mr Peter Wilson, Fish and Game
Representative
Ms Katherine Anton (Legal)
Mr Christopher Staite, Planning
Consultant
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Ms Sarah Ongley (Appearing in the
absence of Counsel, Mr Aidan
Warren)
Mr Jason Kerehi, Cultural Expert
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Ms Mahina-a-rangi Baker
Mr Peter Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Emily Thomson, Senior Policy
Planner
Ms Rita O’Brien, Stormwater and
Coastal Engineer
Ms Katherine Anton (Counsel)
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Ms Florence McNeill
Mr Paul Hughes
Mr and Mrs Allan Smith
Mr Leo Vollebregt
Mr John Williamson
Mr Lindsay Daysh
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Submitter
No.
S327 / S365
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Submitter Name

Appearances

A J Barton and Ongaha Farms

Mr Ian Gordon (Counsel)
Mr A J Barton
Mr Jon Williamson
Mr Lindsay Daysh
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Appendix A
Schedule of appearances
HEARING STREAM 4 – Water quality, stormwater
Date
12/02/18 to
16/02/18

19/02/18

Submitter
No.
GWRC

S310

Submitter Name

Appearances

Greater Wellington Regional
Council

Ms Kerry Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Emma Manohar (Counsel)
Ms Rachel Pawson, Senior Policy
Advisor
Ms Michelle Conland, Senior
Planning Consultant
Ms Amber Carter, Planning
Consultant
Ms Yvonne Legarth, Senior Planning
Consultant
Mr Tim Blackman, Senior Policy
Advisor
Mr Barry Loe, Consultant
Mr Michael Greer, Senior
Environmental Scientist
Dr Graham Fenwick, Senior
Biodiversity Scientist Consultant
Dr Philippa Crisp, Team Leader,
Terrestrial Ecosystems and Quality
Team
Dr Richard Storey, Freshwater
Ecologist Consultant
Dr Sandy Elliott, Water Quality
Modeller Consultant
Mr Dave Grimmond, Economist
Mr Gerard Willis, Senior
Environmental Scientist
Dr Ton Snelder, Water Resources
Management Consultant
Ms Claire Conwell, Senior
Environmental Scientist
Mr James Snowden, Team Leader,
Environmental Protection
Ms Kirsty van Reenen, Senior
Resource Advisor, Consents &
Compliance
Mr Mike Grace, Senior Policy Advisor
Mana Whenua
Mr Caleb Royal, Mahinga kai and
Māori Customary Consultant
Ms Nicola Arnesen, Senior Resource
Advisor, Environmental Regulation
Ms Rachel Boisen-Round, Resource
Advisor, Environmental Protection
Ms Jude Chittock, Senior Resource
Advisor, Environmental Protection
Mr Alastair Smaill, Team Leader,
Whaitua Programme
Dr Megan Oliver, Team Leader,
Marine and Freshwater Team
Mr Chris Hansen
Ms Anna Wilkes

Ravensdown Ltd
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Submitter Name

Appearances

19/02/18

Submitter
No.
S308

Fish and Game

19/02/18

S75

Minister of Conservation

20/02/18

S121 / S141

CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd

20/02/18

S152

Waa Rata Estate

21/02/18

S33

21/02/18
21/02/18
21/02/18

S398
S273
S165

Porirua Harbour and Catchment
Community Trust
Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
Spencer Holmes Ltd
Transpower NZ Ltd

21/02/18

S136

Regional Public Health

21/02/18

S32

21/02/18

S307

Wellington Recreational Marine
Fishers Association
Horticulture NZ

Ms Sarah Ongley (Counsel)
Dr Russell Death, Freshwater
Ecology Expert
Ms Lucy Cooper, Planning
Consultant
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Ms Alison Dewes
Dr Adam Canning
Mr Peter Wilson, Fish and Game
Representative
Ms Katherine Anton (Legal)
Mr John Sanson
Ms Sarah Hucker
Ms Katherine McArthur
Ms Mary Klaver
Mr Christopher Staite, Planning
Consultant
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Ms Laura Lincoln (Counsel)
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant
Mr Phil Stroud
Ms Maryanne Smith
Mr Grant Baker
Mr Lindsay Gow
Ms Mahina-a-Rangi Baker
Mr Dave Gibson
Mr Neil Bromley
Ms Pauline Whitney
Mr Campbell Gillam, Health
Protection Officer
Dr Jill McKenzie
Mr Jim Mikoz

21/02/18

S282

Wellington International Airport Ltd

22/02/18

S29 / S55

Powerco and The Oil Companies

22/02/18
22/02/18

S14
S149

22/02/18
22/02/18

S10
S302

Egon Guttke
Best Farm Limited, Hunters Hill
Limited and Stebbings Farmlands
Limited
Ministry for Primary Industries
Fertiliser Association of NZ Inc

22/02/18
22/02/18

S4
S162

22/02/18

S353

23/02/18

S100 / S131
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Richard Featherstone
Mr Victoria Residents Association
Inc
Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society NZ Inc
Southern North Island Wood
Council

Ms Lynette Wharfe, Planning
Consultant
Ms Angela Halliday
Ms Amanda Dewar (Counsel)
Mr John Kyle, Planning Consultant
Mr Mike Day
Mr David le Marquand, Planning
Consultant
Mr Rod Halliday
Mr John Sanson
Ms Claire Kelly
Mr Greg Sneath
Ms Angela Rothwell
Ms Sue Watt
Mr Peter Anderson (Counsel)
Mr Tom Kay
Mr Richard Cook
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Submitter Name

Appearances

23/02/18

Submitter
No.
S117

Kāpiti Coast District Council

23/02/18

S135

Wellington Water Ltd

23/02/18

S146

NZ Transport Agency

26/02/18

S140

Kiwi Rail Holdings Ltd

26/02/18
27/02/18
27/02/18

S147
S97
S311

NZ Diving and Salvage Ltd
Alan Jefferies
Beef and Lamb NZ

Ms Emily Thomson, Senior Policy
Planner
Ms Rita O’Brien, Stormwater and
Coastal Engineer
Mr Morgan Slyfield (Counsel)
Mr Stuart McKenzie
Mr Steve Hutchison
Mr Tim Strang
Ms Carolyn Wratt, Planning
Consultant
Mr Hywell Edwards, Planning
consultant
Dr (Jack) John McConchie,
Hydrology and Geomorphology
Expert Consultant
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant
Ms Rebecca Beale
Mr Sol Fergus

27/02/18

S300

Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa

27/02/18
27/02/18

S275
S124

Forest Enterprises Growth Ltd
Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc

27/02/18
27/02/18
28/02/18

S278
S372
S352

Derek Neal
Leo Vollebregt
Federated Farmers of NZ

28/02/18
28/02/18
01/03/18

S327 / S365
S340
S316

01/03/18

S301

A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd
Jim Hedley
Dairy NZ and Fonterra Co-operative
Group Ltd
Carterton District Council

01/03/18

S366 / S367

South Wairarapa District Council /
Masterton District Council

01/03/18
07/03/18

S167
S279

Sustainable Wairarapa Inc
Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc

Ms Victoria Lamb
Ms Julia Beijeman
Mr Richard Parks
Mr Rawiri Smith, Environmental
Manager
Mr Malte Coulmann
Mr Leo Vollebregt
Mr Vern Brasell

Ms Liz McGruddy, Senior Policy
Adviser
Mr William Beetham
Mr Jamie Falloon, Chair
Mr Jim Hedley
M Richard Allen
Ms Christine Foster, Planning
Consultant
Ms Pauline Whitney, Planning
Consultant
Mr David Lawrence, Assets and
Operations Manager
Dr Vaughan Keesing
Mr David Hopman, Assets and
Operations Manager, Masterton
District Council
Mr Lawrence Stephenson
Mr Ian Gunn
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Ms Lucy Cooper, Planning
Consultant
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Schedule of appearances
HEARING STREAM 5 – Beds of lakes and rivers, wetlands and biodiversity, discharges to land
Date
09/04/18 to
17/04/18

Submitter
No.
GWRC

Submitter Name

Appearances

Greater Wellington Regional
Council

Ms Kerry Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Kate Rogers (Counsel)
Ms Pam Guest, Senior Policy Advisor
Mr Paul Denton, Senior Policy
Advisor
Dr Philippa Crisp, Team Leader,
Land Ecology and Climate
Mr Alton Perrie, Environmental
Scientist, Freshwater
Dr Adam Canning
Mr Jamie Steer, Senior Biodiversity
Adviser
Mr Barry Loe, Senior Planning
Consultant
Dr Michael Greer, Senior Freshwater
Scientist Consultant
Mr Dave Grimmond, Economist
Mr Doug Fletcher, Senior Resource
Advisor
Mr James Snowden, Team Leader,
Environmental Regulation
Ms Anna Martin, Senior Resource
Advisor
Ms Kirsty van Reenan, Senior
Resource Advisor
Ms Paula Pickford, Senior Resource
Advisor
Ms Katya Huls, Senior Stormwater
Specialist at Auckland Council
Ms Pauline Whitney, Planning
Consultant
Ms Katherine Anton (Counsel)
Dr Laurence Barea
Ms Natashia Petrove
Dr Philippe Gerbeaux
Ms Lucy Cooper, Planning
Consultant
Ms May Downing
Dr Alastair Fairweather
Dr David Havell
Ms Sylvia Allan, Planning Consultant
Mr Tyler Sharratt
Ms Lynette Wharfe, Planning
Consultant
Mr Morgan Slyfield (Counsel)
Mr Paul Gardiner, Senior RMA
Advisor
Mr Steve Hutchinson
Ms Carolyn Wratt, Planning
Consultant
Mr Vance Hodgson, Planning
Consultant
Mr Ian Barugh, Technical Manager

12/04/18

S165

Transpower NZ Ltd

12/04/18

S75

Minister of Conservation

12/04/18

S66

GBC Winstone

12/04/18

S307

Horticulture New Zealand

13/04/18

S135

Wellington Water Ltd

13/04/18

S359

NZ Pork
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Submitter Name

Appearances

17/04/18
17/04/18

Submitter
No.
S132
S308

Hammond Ltd
Fish and Game

17/04/18

S279

Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc

18/04/18
18/04/18
18/04/18
18/04/18
18/04/18
19/04/18

S119
S372
S278
S358
S327 / S365
S352

Kaiwaiwai Dairies Ltd
Leo Vollebregt
Derek Neal
Craig Dairy Farm Ltd
A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd
Federated Farmers of New Zealand

Mr Stephen Hammond
Mr Peter Wilson, Fish and Game
Representative
Mr Jason Kerehi, Cultural Expert
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Mr Neville Fisher
Mr Neville Fisher

23/04/18
23/04/18

S169
S149

23/04/18

S32

23/04/18

S353

23/04/18

S286

David and Michael Keeling
Best Farm Ltd, Hunters Hill Ltd,
Stebbings Farmlands Ltd
Wellington Recreational Marine
Fishers Association
Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society NZ Inc
Wellington City Council

24/04/18
24/04/18
24/04/18

S273
S176
S136

Spencer Holmes Ltd
Ian Jensen
Regional Public Health

24/04/18

S152

Waa Rata Estate

24/04/18

S157

QE II National Trust

24/04/18

S302

Fertiliser Association of NZ

26/04/18

S164

Wainuiomata Rural Community
Association

26/04/18

S82

Meridian Energy Ltd

26/04/18

S121 / S140

KiwiRail Holdings Ltd

26/04/18

S121 / S140

CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd

26/04/18

S29 and S55

The Oil Companies and Power Co

27/04/18

S282

Wellington International Airport Ltd

Mr Ray Craig
Mr George Ritchie
Mr Jamie Falloon, Chair
Ms Liz McGruddy, Senior Policy
Advisor
Mr David Keeling
Mr Rod Halliday
Mr Jim Mikoz
Mr Peter Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Kate Pascall, Senior Advisor
Ms Myfanwy Emeny, Open Space
and Parks Manager
Mr David Gibson, Senior Planner
Mr Campbell Gillam, Health
Protection Officer
Mr Phil Stroud
Ms Maryanne Smith
Mr Gareth Eleoff
Ms Astrid van Meeuwen Dijkgraaf,
Expert
Mr Greg Sneath
Ms Claire Kelly, Planning Consultant
Ms Margot Fry
Mr Shayne Edwards
Mr Bill Voisey
Ms Christine Foster, Planning
Consultant
Mr Andrew Feierabend, Statutory and
Compliance Strategy Manager
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant (Joint evidence)
Mr A J Beatson (Counsel)
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant (Joint evidence)
Mr William Wood, Strategic Planning
Manager
Mr David le Marquand, Planning
Consultant
Ms Amanda Dewar (Counsel)
Mr John Kyle, Planning Consultant
Mr Matthew Palliser, Head of
Operations
Mr Woods
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27/04/18

Submitter
No.
S366 / S367

27/04/18
27/04/18

S97
S146

Alan Jefferies
New Zealand Transport Agency

29/03/18

S145

First Gas Ltd
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Submitter Name

Appearances

South Wairarapa District Council /
Masterton District Council

Ms Pauline Whitney, Planning
Consultant
Dr Vaughan Keesing, Freshwater
Ecologist
Ms Rita O’Brien, Stormwater and
Coastal Engineer at Kāpiti Coast
District Council
Mr Lawrence Stephenson, Assets
and Operations Manager at South
Wairarapa District Council
Mr David Hopman, Assets and
Operations Manager at Masterton
District Council
Ms Rebecca Tompkins (Counsel)
Mr Hywel Edwards, Planning
Consultant
Mr Stephen Fuller, Expert
Ms Erin Whooley, Planning
Consultant
Mr Adam Du Fall, Land Management
Advisor
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HEARING STREAM 6 – Coast; natural hazards; significant historic heritage values; contaminated land and
hazardous substances; discharges within drinking water supply protection areas
Date
28/05/18 to
30/05/18

Submitter
No.
GWRC

Submitter Name

Appearances

Greater Wellington Regional
Council

Ms Kerry Anderson (Counsel)
Ms Kate Rogers (Counsel)
Ms Pam Guest, Senior Policy Advisor
Mr Paul Denton, Senior Policy
Advisor
Dr Iain Dawe, Senior Policy Advisor
(Hazards)
Mr Tim Blackman, Senior Policy
Advisor
Ms Yvonne Legarth, Policy
Consultant
Mr Richard Shield, Policy Advisor
Mr Mike Thompson, Senior
Environmental Scientist
Mr Chris Cochran, Historic Heritage
Consultant
Mr Michael Kelly – Historic Heritage
Consultant
Ms Gwenyth Stewart, Resource
Management Consultant
Mr Mike Toews, Consultant
Mr Barry Loe, Senior Planning
Consultant
Ms Kasey Pitt, Analyst –
Contaminated Land
Ms Olivia Vorwerk, Project Consents
Officer
Mr Doug Fletcher, Senior Resource
Advisor
Mr Phil Petersen, Senior Consents
Officer
Ms Kirsty van Reenan, Senior
Resource Advisor
Ms Paula Pickford, Senior Resource
Advisor
Ms Sylvia Allan
Mr Clive Ansley
Mr Jim McMahon
Ms Yon Yi Sohn
Ms Linda Dale

30/05/18

S62

Wellington Civic Trust

05/06/18

S328

05/06/18
05/06/18
05/06/18

S372
S330
S121 / S140

Golden Gate Peninsula Beach
Residents
Linda Dale and Melis van de Werken
Tom Kerr and Gabrielle Harris
CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort
Properties Ltd

Ms Linda Dale
Mr Tom Kerr
Mr A J Beatson (Counsel)
Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning
Consultant
Mr Nick Barratt Boyes
Ms Penny Kneebone
Mr Nick Wareham
Mr Wayne Juno
Mr Anthony Delaney
Ms Mary OKeefe
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05/06/18
05/06/18

Submitter
No.
S168
S286

Strait Shipping Ltd
Wellington City Council

Mr Ed Menzies
Mr Mitch Lewandowski, Principal
Advisor

05/06/18
06/06/18
08/06/18

S313
S176
S165

Matt Dillon
Titahi Bay Residents Association
Transpower NZ Ltd

08/06/18 and
12/06/18

S75

Minister of Conservation

08/06/18

S135

Wellington Water Ltd

08/06/18

S94

Heritage New Zealand

08/06/18

S227

Kāpiti Coast District Council

08/06/18
08/06/18

S93
S98

Coastal Ratepayers United
Spark New Zealand Trading Ltd

08/06/18

S32

08/06/18

S139

Wellington Recreational Marine
Fishers Association
GE Free New Zealand

08/06/18

S136

Regional Public Health

08/06/18

S29 / S55

The Oil Companies and Power Co

08/06/18

S282

Wellington International Airport Ltd

11/06/18

S279

Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc

11/06/18
11/06/18

S332
S79

12/06/18

S366 / S367

Hiwi Trust
Castlepoint Ratepayers and
Residents Association Inc
South Wairarapa District Council /
Masterton District Council
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Mr Graeme Ebbett
Ms Philum Nightingale (Counsel)
Mr Andrew Renton, Principal
Engineer
Ms Pauline Whitney, Planning
Consultant
Ms Katherine Anton (Counsel)
Mr Jack Mace
Dr Roger Shand
Ms Shona Myers
Ms Lucy Cooper, Planning
Consultant
Mr Morgan Slyfield (Counsel)
Mr Geoff Williams, Senior Engineer
Mr Aslan Perwick, Groundwater
Management Consultant
Mr Paul Gardiner, Senior RMA
Advisor
Mr Stewart McKenzie, Principal
Advisor
Ms Carolyn Wratt, Planning
Consultant
Ms Edita Babos
Ms Alison Dangerfield
Ms Rita O’Brien
Ms Emma Thomson
Mr Paul Dunmore
Mr Graeme McCarrison
Mr Tom Anderson
Mr Jim Mikoz
Mr John Miller
Ms Claire Bleakley
Mr Wayne Linklater
Mr Campbell Gillam, Health
Protection Officer
Dr Jill McKenzie, Medical Officer of
Health
Mr David le Marquand, Planning
Consultant
Ms Amanda Dewar (Counsel)
Mr John Kyle, Planning Consultant
Mr Brown
Mr Jason Kerehi, Cultural Expert
Mr Phillip Percy, Planning Consultant
Mr Doug Harris
Mr Neville Zander
Ms Pauline Whitney, Planning
Consultant
Mr David Hopman, Assets and
Operations Manager, Masterton
District Council
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Appearances

12/06/18

Submitter
No.
S352

Federated Farmers of New Zealand

Mr Jamie Falloon
Ms Liz McGruddy, Senior Policy
Advisor

12/06/18
12/06/18

S97
S358

Alan Jefferies
Craig Dairy Farm Ltd

Mr Ray Craig
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Appendix B
Schedule of tabled documents
HEARING STREAM 1 – Overall policy framework for the proposed Plan, beneficial use and development, and areas
and sites with significant mana whenua values.
Tabled Documents
1.
S143 / FS47 Maypole Environmental Ltd – Mr Christopher Hansen, Planning Consultant, Hearing
Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
2.
S302 Fertiliser Association of NZ – Ms Claire Kelly, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in
lieu of Appearance.
3.
S132 Hammond Limited – Ms Sarah Eveleigh, Counsel, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
4.
S99 Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Ltd – Ms Brigid Kelly, Counsel, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
5.
S117 Kāpiti Coast District Council – Ms Nicki Williams, Manager Research, Planning and Policy,
Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
6.
S142 NZ Fire Commission and Wellington Rural Fire Authority – Mr Alex Strawbridge, Planning
Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
7.
S273 Spencer Holmes Ltd – Mr David Gibson, Senior Planner, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
8.
S97 Alan Jefferies, Summary of Evidence.
9.
S398 Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai - Kristie Parata, Summary of Evidence.
10.
S301 Carterton District Council - Christine Foster, Summary of Evidence.
11.
S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Legal Submissions.
12.
S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Anthony Delaney, Summary of
Evidence.
13.
S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Summary of Evidence.
14.
S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Supplementary
Summary of Evidence.
15.
S98 and S144 Chorus New Zealand Ltd and
Spark NZ Trading Ltd - Graeme McCarrison, Summary of Evidence.
16.
S98 and S144 Chorus New Zealand Ltd and Spark NZ Trading Ltd – Tom Anderson, Summary of
Evidence.
17.
S98 and S144 Chorus New Zealand Ltd and Spark NZ Trading Ltd – Mary Barton, Summary of
Evidence.
18.
S93 Coastal Ratepayers United Inc – Paul Dunmore, Summary of Evidence.
19.
S350 Dan Riddiford, Summary of Evidence.
20.
S350 Dan Riddiford, Attachment 1, Takings a return to principle.
21.
S350 Dan Riddiford, Attachment 2, Case Law Waitakere Council v Estate Homes Ltd.
22.
S350 Dan Riddiford, Attachment 3, Te Awaiti Map.
23.
S14 Egon Guttke, Summary of Evidence.
24.
S14 Egon Guttke, Powerpoint Presentation.
25.
S352 Federated Farmers – Jamie Falloon and Liz McGruddy, Summary of Evidence.
26.
S352 Federated Farmers – Attachment 1, Farm Environment Plan Location Map.
27.
S352 Federated Farmers – Attachment 2, Bowlands Farm Map.
28.
S352 Federated Farmers – Attachment 3, Bowlands 10 year Programme.
29.
S145 First Gas Ltd – Adam Du Fall, Summary of Evidence.
30.
S145 First Gas Ltd – Perri Duffy, Summary of Evidence.
31.
S145 First Gas Ltd – Attachment 1, The Infrastructure Providers.
32.
S308 Fish and Game – Legal Submissions.
33.
S308 Fish and Game – Lucy Cooper, Summary of Evidence.
34.
S308 Fish and Game – Adam Canning, Summary of Evidence.
35.
S308 Fish and Game – Supplementary Response - One Plan Phase-in Periods.
36.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 1, S15 RMA and associated definitions.
37.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 2, Submission points.
38.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 3, S61 Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf
(Environmental Effects) Act 2012.
39.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 4, One phase-in periods by catchment (Table 14-1).
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Tabled Documents
40.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 5, Case Law, Ngāti Kahungunu Iwi v Hawkes Bay Regional Council.
41.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 6, Case Law, Day v Manawatu Wanganui Regional Council 2012.
42.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 7, Case Law Turners and Growers v Far North District Council.
43.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 8, Judge Jackson Predictions in an Uncertain World 2016.
44.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 9, Case Law, Infinity Investment Group v CRC.
45.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 10, Case Law, Wellington Fish and Game v Manawatu-Whanganui
Regional Council 2017.
46.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 11, Case Law, EDS v Kaipara District Council 2010.
47.
S308 Fish and Game – Attachment 12, Case Law, Carter Holt Harvey v EDS.
48.
S308 Fish and Game – Supplementary Response, Legal EEZ and Continental Shelf (Environmental
Effects Act 2012 section 61.
49.
S308 Fish and Game – Supplementary Response, Legal S15 RMA and Associated Definitions.
50.
S308 Fish and Game – Supplementary Response, Lucy Cooper, Previous involvement in Council’s
Section 32 reports.
51.
S275 Forest Enterprises Growth Ltd – Maulte Coulmann, Summary of Evidence.
52.
S66 GBC Winstone – Douglas Nel, Summary of Evidence.
53.
S66 GBC Winstone – Sylvia Allan, Summary of Evidence.
54.
S66 GBC Winstone – Powerpoint Presentation.
55.
S139 GE Free NZ – Legal Submissions.
56.
S139 GE Free NZ – James Kebbell, Summary of Evidence.
57.
S139 GE Free NZ – Claire Bleakley, Summary of Evidence.
58.
S139 GE Free NZ – David Norgent, Summary of Evidence.
59.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment A, Field Test Locations.
60.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment B, MAFBNZ Investigation.
61.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment C, ERMA Report.
62.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment D, Sewing Seeds of Discord Article.
63.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment E, Research Article.
64.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment 1, Managing Risks Associated with Outdoor Use of GMOs.
65.
S139 GE Free NZ – Attachment 2, Soil and Health Association Submission on Far North District Plan.
66.
S94 Heritage NZ – Hearing Statement.
67.
S94 Heritage NZ – Xavier Forde, Summary of Evidence.
68.
S94 Heritage NZ – Attachment 1, Rangitatau Registration Report.
69.
S307 Horticulture NZ – Lynette Wharfe, Pre-circulated Evidence.
70.
S307 Horticulture NZ – Lynette Wharfe, Summary of Evidence.
71.
S307 Horticulture NZ – Angela Halliday, Summary of Evidence.
72.
S176 Ian Jensen, Summary of Evidence.
73.
S300 Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa – Rawiri Smith, Summary of Evidence.
74.
S41 KapAg Ltd – Terry Parminter, Summary of Evidence.
75.
S46 Kintyre Meats/Kintyre Trust – S Norris-Everton, Summary of Evidence.
76.
S140 KiwiRail Holdings Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Summary of Evidence.
77.
S140 KiwiRail Holdings Ltd – Rebecca Beals, Summary of Evidence..
78.
S140 KiwiRail Holdings Ltd – Attachment 1, The Infrastructure Providers.
79.
S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Summary of Evidence.
80.
S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Speaking Notes.
81.
S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – David Hopman,
Summary of Evidence.
82.
S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Paul Crimp,
Summary of Evidence.
83.
S82 Meridian Energy Ltd – Christine Foster, Summary of Evidence.
84.
S82 Meridian Energy Ltd – Christine Foster, Summary Statement.
85.
S82 Meridian Energy Ltd – Paul Botha, Summary of Evidence.
86.
S355 Michael Hewison, Summary of Evidence.
87.
S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions.
88.
S75 Minister of Conservation – Deborah Kissick, Summary of Evidence.
89.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Rebecca Davies, Summary of Evidence.
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Tabled Documents
90.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Sarah Bevin, Summary of Evidence.
91.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 1, NZDF, WGN160202 Abrasive Blasting Consent.
92.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 2, NZDF, WGN090275 Spraypainting Change of
Consent Holder.
93.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 3, NZDF, WGN090275 Spraypainting Consent
Officer's Report.
94.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 4, NZDF, WGN100167 Gravel Extraction Consent.
95.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 5, NZDF, WGN140082 Seddon Diversion
Consents.
96.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 6, NZDF, WGN140176 Discharge Permit.
97.
S81 NZ Defence Force – Supplementary Response 7, NZDF, WGN140176 Water Consent.
98.
S146 NZ Transport Agency – Legal Submissions.
99.
S146 NZ Transport Agency – Hywel Edwards, Summary of Evidence.
100. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Neil Walker, Summary of Evidence.
101. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Neil Walker, Summary Statement.
102. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Attachment 1, The Infrastructure Providers.
103. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Supplementary Response.
104. S163 Porirua City Council – Summary Statement.
105. S163 Porirua City Council – Supplementary Response.
106. S305 Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust - Summary of Evidence.
107. S305 Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust – Supplementary Response.
108. S305 Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust – Attachment to Supplementary Response, Schedules B
and C Taranaki Whanui.
109. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David Le Marquand - Summary of Evidence.
110. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David Le Marquand – Summary Statement.
111. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – Attachment 1, Report to Auckland Council
Infrastructure, Energy and Transport.
112. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Jason Kerehi, Summary of Evidence.
113. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Mike Kawana, Summary of Evidence.
114. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Phillip Percy, Summary of Evidence.
115. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Phillip Percy, Summary Statement.
116. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Appendix A, Area of Interest.
117. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Appendix B, Coastal Pa and Kainga.
118. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Appendix C, Cultivation and Mahinga Kai Sites.
119. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Appendix D, Inland Pa, Kainga, Bush Clearings.
120. S279 Rangitāne Tu Mai Ra Trust – Appendix E, Rivers.
121. S310 Ravensdown Ltd – Chris Hansen, Summary of Evidence.
122. S310 Ravensdown Ltd – Chris Hansen, Summary Statement.
123. S174 Rob Kennedy, Summary of Evidence.
124. S353 Royal Forest and Bird – Peter Anderson, Legal Submissions.
125. S100 Southern North Island Wood Council, Presentation to Agricultural Caucus.
126. S78 South Wairarapa Biodiversity Group Inc, Summary of Evidence.
127. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Legal Submissions.
128. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Summary Statement.
129. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Powerpoint Presentation.
130. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Michael Gunson, Summary of Evidence.
131. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 1, SPS submission on Port Otago Limited Resource
consent application.
132. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 2, NZCPS Board of Inquiry vol 2.
133. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 3, NZCPS 2010 Guidance note P13.
134. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 4, NZCPS 2010 Guidance note P15.
135. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 5, NZCPS 2010 Guidance note P16.
136. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 6, SPS email with GWRC.
137. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 7, Significant surfbreaks for the Greater Wellington
Region.
138. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 8, Ed Atkin, avoiding adverse effects on surf breaks.
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Tabled Documents
139. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 9, Kaituna Cut Surf Break Investigation - Preliminary
Assessment.
140. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 10, Kaituna Cut Surf break Mediation notes 11-0216.
141. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 11, King Salmon Think Piece.
142. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 12, Planning approaches for the management of
Surf Breaks in NZ.
143. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 13, SPS correspondence with Jeff Fletcher re
Kaituna Cut.
144. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Attachment 14, SPS vs Port Otago Limited settlement.
145. S318 Te Hika o Papauma Mandated Iwi Authority – Anita Broughton, Summary of Evidence.
146. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Pauline Whitney, Summary of Evidence.
147. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Pauline Whitney, Summary Statement.
148. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Dougall Campbell, Summary of Evidence.
149. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Supplementary Response.
150. S152 Waa Rata Estate – Marianne Smith and Phillip Stroud, Summary of Evidence.
151. S286 Wellington City Council – Mitch Lewandowski, Summary of Evidence.
152. S286 Wellington City Council – Mitch Lewandowski, Summary Statement.
153. S126 Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd – Tim Lester, Summary of Evidence.
154. S126 Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd – Tim Lester, Summary Statement.
155. S126 Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd – Lingsong Zheng, Summary of Evidence.
156. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Legal Submissions.
157. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – John Kyle, Summary of Evidence.
158. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Attachment 1, Case Study of Minimise Policy Framework.
159. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Supplementary Legal Submissions.
160. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal Submissions.
161. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Carolyn Wratt, Statement of Evidence.
162. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Colin Crampton, Statement of Evidence.
163. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Attachment 1, The Infrastructure Providers S135, S145, S140, S146.
164. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map5 - Supplementary Response.
165. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map Locations Overview - Supplementary Response.
166. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map1 - Supplementary Response.
167. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map2 - Supplementary Response.
168. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map3 - Supplementary Response.
169. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map4 - Supplementary Response.
170. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map6 - Supplementary Response.
171. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map7 - Supplementary Response.
172. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C3 Map8 - Supplementary Response.
173. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map Locations Overview - Supplementary Response.
174. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map1 - Supplementary Response.
175. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map2 - Supplementary Response.
176. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map3 - Supplementary Response.
177. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map4 - Supplementary Response.
178. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map5 - Supplementary Response.
179. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map6 - Supplementary Response.
180. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Schedule C4 Map7 - Supplementary Response.
181. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Summary of Further Information - Supplementary Response.
182. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Wellington Water Ltd, Yaldhurst Quarries Joint Action Group Supplementary Response.
183. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Powerpoint Presentation.
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Appendix B
Schedule of tabled documents
HEARING STREAM 2 – Air quality management, soil conservation, land use in riparian margins and livestock
access to surface water bodies and the Coastal Marine Area
Tabled Documents
184. S301 Carterton District Council – Mr Greg Boyle, Project Manager, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
185. S302 Fertiliser Association NZ Inc – Ms Claire Kelly, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in
lieu of Appearance.
186. S143 / FS47 Maypole Environmental Ltd – Mr Christopher Hansen, Planning Consultant, Hearing
Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
187. S82 Meridian Energy Ltd – Mr Andrew Feierabend, Statutory and Compliance Strategy Manager,
Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
188. S81 NZ Defence Force – Ms Rebecca Davies, Senior Environmental Planner, Hearing Evidence Tabled
in lieu of Appearance.
189. S142 NZ Fire Commission and Wellington Rural Fire Authority – Mr Alex Strawbridge, Planning
Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
190. S103 Ravensdown Ltd – Mr Chris Hansen, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
191. S273 Spencer Holmes Ltd – Mr Dave Gibson, Senior Planner, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
192. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Ms Rebecca Eng, Senior Environmental Planner, Hearing Evidence Tabled
in lieu of Appearance.
193. S304 Anders and Emily Crofoot, Summary of Evidence.
194. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Corina Jordan, Summary of Evidence.
195. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Attachment 1, Has the eco-efficiency of sheep and beef farms changed in
the last 20 years.
196. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Attachment 2, Economic Evaluation of Stock Water Reticulation on Hill
Country.
197. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Attachment 3, NZ Grassland publication 2775, A review of contaminant
losses to water from pastoral hill country.
198. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Attachment 4, Agri-agenda 2017.
199. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd – Legal Submissions.
200. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Summary of Evidence.
201. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd – William Woods, Summary of Evidence.
202. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd – Attachment 1, Port Site Plan.
203. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Supplementary Evidence.
204. S14 Egon Guttke, Summary of Evidence.
205. S352 Federated Farmers – Jamie Falloon, Summary of Evidence.
206. S352 Federated Farmers – Attachment 1, Photos.
207. S352 Federated Farmers – Supplementary Relief Sought.
208. S308 Fish and Game – Legal Submissions.
209. S308 Fish and Game – Peter Wilson, Summary of Evidence.
210. S308 Fish and Game – Lucy Cooper, Reline Chapter 1, Supplementary Evidence.
211. S308 Fish and Game – Lucy Cooper, Reline Chapter 3, Supplementary Evidence.
212. S145 First Gas Ltd – Adam Du Fall, Summary of Evidence.
213. S308 First Gas Ltd – Erin Whooley, Summary of Evidence.
214. S308 First Gas Ltd – Erin Whooley, Supplementary Response.
215. S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, Attachment, Wainui Stream Faecal Pollution Sources - Full
Report April 2016.
216. S66 GBC Winstone - Sylvia Allan, Summary of Evidence.
217. S307 Horticulture NZ – Lynette Wharfe, Summary of Evidence.
218. S307 Horticulture NZ – Lynette Wharfe, Attachment 1, Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines.
219. S307 Horticulture NZ – Supplementary Evidence.
220. S134 Imperial Tobacco NZ – Laurence Beckett, Summary of Evidence.
221. S134 Imperial Tobacco NZ – Laurence Beckett, Summary Statement.
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Tabled Documents
222. S134 Imperial Tobacco NZ – Laurence Beckett, Appendix.
223. S12 and S119 Neville Fisher / Kaiwaiwai Dairies Ltd – Neville Fisher, Summary of Evidence.
224. S12 and S119 Neville Fisher / Kaiwaiwai Dairies Ltd – Neville Fisher, Powerpoint Presentation.
225. S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Summary of Evidence.
226. S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Summary Statement.
227. S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Addendum.
228. S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions.
229. S75 Minister of Conservation – David Havell, Summary of Evidence.
230. S75 Minister of Conservation – Kathryn McArthur, Summary of Evidence.
231. S75 Minister of Conservation – Natasha Petrove, Summary of Evidence.
232. S75 Minister of Conservation – Kate McArthur, Summary Statement.
233. S75 Minister of Conservation – Natasha Petrove, Summary Statement.
234. S75 Minister of Conservation – May Downing, Summary of Evidence.
235. S75 Minister of Conservation – Supplementary Evidence.
236. S12 and S119 Neville Fisher and Kaiwaiwai Dairies – Neville Fisher, Summary of Evidence.
237. S12 and S119 Neville Fisher and Kaiwaiwai Dairies – Neville Fisher, Powerpoint Presentation.
238. S434 NZ Deer Farmers Assoc – Lindsay Fung, Summary of Evidence.
239. S434 NZ Deer Farmers Assoc – Attachment 1, Fence Pacing Costs and Solutions.
240. S434 NZ Deer Farmers Assoc – Attachment 2, NZ Deer Farmers Landcare manual 2012.
241. S434 NZ Deer Farmers Assoc – Attachment 3, Effective Nutrient Management for Deer Farms.
242. S434 NZ Deer Farmers Assoc – Attachment 4, Protecting waterways from wallow and feed pad run-off.
243. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Hywel Edwards, Summary of Evidence.
244. S29 and S55 The Oil Companies and Powerco – David le Marquand, Summary of Evidence.
245. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc – Mike Kawana, Summary of Evidence.
246. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc – Phillip Percy, Summary of Evidence.
247. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc – Phillip Percy, Summary Statement.
248. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc – Appendix.
249. S136 Regional Public Health – Campbell Gillam, Summary of Evidence.
250. S136 Regional Public Health – Attachment 1, Methyl Bromide Reassessment - Summary of Decision.
251. S85 Roading, Parks and Gardens and Solid Waste Departments of Hutt city Council and Upper Hutt
City Council – Tim Ensor, Summary of Evidence.
252. S353 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society – Legal Submissions.
253. S100 Southern North Island Wood Council – Hugo Vanderwerff, Summary of Evidence.
254. S100 Southern North Island Wood Council – Powerpoint Presentation.
255. S152 Waa Rata Estate – Powerpoint Presentation.
256. S286 Wellington City Council – Kat Pascall, Summary of Evidence.
257. S286 Wellington City Council – Kat Pascall, Summary Statement.
258. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Legal Submissions.
259. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Powerpoint Presentation.
260. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Carolyn Wratt, Summary of Evidence.
261. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Attachment 1, Summary of Conditions of Consent for Discharges to Air.
262. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Attachment 2, Maps.
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Appendix B
Schedule of tabled documents
HEARING STREAM 3 – Water allocation, natural form and function
Tabled Documents
263. S302 Fertiliser Association of NZ – Ms Claire Kelly, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in
lieu of Appearance.
264. S142 NZ Fire Commission, Wellington Rural Fire Authority, Wairarapa Rural Fire Authority – Mr Alex
Strawbridge, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
265. S81 NZ Defence Force – Ms Rebecca Davies, Senior Environmental Officer (Planner) for Defence
Estate and Infrastructure.
266. S66 GBS Winstone – Ms Sylvia Allan, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
267. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Ms Rebecca Eng, Senior Environmental Planner at Transpower, Hearing
Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
268. S145 First Gas Ltd – Ms Erin Whooley, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
269. S140 Kiwi Rail Holdings Ltd – Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu
of Appearance.
270. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Mr Hywel Edwards, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu
of Appearance.
271. S29 and S55 Powerco Ltd and The Oil Companies – Mr David le Marquand, Planning Consultant,
Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
272. S35 Allan Smith, Summary of Evidence.
273. S398 Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai – Mahina-a-rangi Baker, Summary of Evidence.
274. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – Legal Submissions.
275. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – A J Barton, Summary of Evidence.
276. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – Jon Williamson, Summary of Evidence.
277. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Summary of Evidence.
278. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – Expert Caucusing Statement, Water
Allocation.
279. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – Jon Williamson, Supplementary Evidence.
280. S124, S327 and S365 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd, Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc – A J
Barton, Summary of Evidence.
281. S301 Carterton District Council – Christine Foster, Summary of Evidence.
282. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Legal Submissions.
283. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Summary of Evidence.
284. S121 and S141 CentrePort Ltd and CentrePort Properties Ltd – Lindsay Daysh, Supplementary
Evidence.
285. S352 Federated Farmers – Liz McGruddy, Summary of Evidence.
286. S352 Federated Farmers – Liz McGruddy, Supplementary Evidence.
287. S308 Fish and Game – Lucy Cooper, Summary of Evidence.
288. S308 Fish and Game – Lucy Cooper, Appendix 1, Summary of Submissions and Relief Sought.
289. S308 Fish and Game – Russell Death, Summary of Evidence.
290. S308 Fish and Game – Russell Death, Appendix, Freshwater Objectives.
291. S308 Fish and Game and S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Phillip Percy, Summary of Evidence.
292. S308 Fish and Game – Legal Submissions.
293. S308 Fish and Game – Peter Wilson, Summary of Evidence.
294. S308 Fish and Game – Supplementary Evidence, Water Allocation.
295. S307 Horticulture NZ – Lynette Wharfe, Summary of Evidence.
296. S307 Horticulture NZ – Angela Halliday, Summary of Evidence.
297. S307 Horticulture NZ – Supplementary Evidence.
298. S300 Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa – Rawiri Smith, Summary of Evidence.
299. S117 Kāpiti Coast District Council – Emily Thomson, Summary of Evidence.
300. S117 Kāpiti Coast District Council – Rita O’Brien, Summary of Evidence.
301. S46 Kintyre Meants/Kintyre Trust – Norris Everton, Summary of Evidence.
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Tabled Documents
302. S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Summary of Evidence.
303. S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Supplementary Evidence.
304. S82 Meridian Energy Ltd, Christine Foster, Summary of Evidence.
305. S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions.
306. S75 Minister of Conservation – Christopher Staite, Summary of Evidence.
307. S75 Minister of Conservation, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S308 Fish and Game – Phillip Percy,
Summary of Evidence.
308. S75 Minister of Conservation – Supplementary Evidence.
309. S12 and S119 Neville Fisher / Kaiwaiwai Dairies Ltd – Neville Fisher, Summary of Evidence.
310. S29 and S55 The Oil Companies and Powerco – David le Marquand, Summary of Evidence.
311. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Legal Submissions.
312. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Jason Kerehi, Summary of Evidence.
313. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Jason Kerehi, Summary Statement.
314. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S308 Fish and Game – Phillip Percy, Summary of Evidence.
315. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Phillip Percy - Supplementary Evidence, Water Allocation.
316. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Supplementary Evidence.
317. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Phillip Percy – Natural Form and Function.
318. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S75 Minister for Conservation and S308 Fish and Game – Phillip Percy –
Joint Summary of Evidence.
319. S136 Regional Public Health – Campbell Gillam, Summary of Evidence.
320. S353 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society – Legal Submissions.
321. S353 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society – Attachment 1, Report and Recommendations re
Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan.
322. S115 Simon Stannard, Summary of Evidence.
323. S98 Spark NZ Ltd and Chorus NZ Ltd – Tom Anderson, Summary of Evidence.
324. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc - Summary of Evidence.
325. S75 Surfbreak Protection Society Inc – Supplementary Evidence.
326. S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust – Bob Tosswill, Summary of Evidence.
327. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Legal Submissions.
328. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – John Kyle, Summary of Evidence.
329. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Proposed Objective and Policies for Natural Character Supplementary Evidence.
330. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Section 32AA Assessment - Supplementary Evidence.
331. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Powerpoint Presentation.
332. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal Submissions.
333. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Robert Blakemore, Summary of Evidence.
334. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Carolyn Wratt, Summary of Evidence.
335. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal Submissions and Supplementary Evidence.
336. S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc – Leo Vollebegt, Summary of Evidence.
337. S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc – Jon Williamson, Summary of Evidence.
338. S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc – Lindsay Daysh, Summary of Evidence.
339. S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc, S327 and S365 – Supplementary Evidence.
340. S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc and S327 A J Barton and Ongaha Farms Ltd – Expert
Caucusing Statement.
341. S152 Waa Rata Estate - Summary of Evidence.
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Schedule of tabled documents
HEARING STREAM 4 – Water quality, stormwater
Tabled Documents
342. S143 Maypole Environmental Ltd – Mr Chris Hansen, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in
lieu of Appearance.
343. S142 NZ Fire Commission, Wellington Rural Fire Authority, Wairarapa Rural Fire Authority – Mr Alex
Strawbridge, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
344. S82 Meridian Energy Ltd – Ms Christine Foster, Planning Consultant, Hearing evidence tabled in lieu of
appearance.
345. S145 First Gas Ltd – Ms Erin Whooley, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
346. S97 Alan Jefferies, Summary of Evidence.
347. S398 Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai – Mahina-a-rangi Baker, Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
348. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Summary of Evidence and Appendices.
349. S311 Beef and Lamb NZ – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
350. S149 Best Farm Ltd, Hunters Hill Ltd and Stebbings Farmlands Ltd – Summary of Evidence, Rod
Halliday.
351. S121 CentrePort Ltd – Legal Submissions.
352. S121 CentrePort Ltd – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
353. S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra - Richard Allen – Summary of Evidence.
354. S278 Derek Neal – Summary of Evidence.
355. S14 Egon Guttke – Summary of Evidence.
356. S352 Federated Farmers – William Beetham – Presentation.
357. S352 Federated Farmers – Summary of Evidence and Attachments.
358. S352 Federated Farmers – Legal Submissions and Attachments.
359. S352 Federated Farmers – Presentation.
360. S302 Fertiliser Association of NZ – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
361. S308 Fish and Game – Peter Wilson – Summary of Evidence.
362. S308 Fish and Game – Alison Dewes – Evidence (with Redactions).
363. S308 Fish and Game – Phil Percy and Lucy Cooper, Supplementary Evidence, 19 February 2018.
364. S308 Fish and Game – Supplementary Evidence – BakerAg Future land Use Report 2016.
365. S308 Fish and Game – Legal Submissions and Attachments.
366. S75, S279, S308 Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Water Quality Objectives, 1 March 2018.
367. S307 Horticulture NZ – Angela Halliday – Summary of Evidence.
368. S300 Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa – Rawiri Smith - Summary of Evidence.
369. S366 and S367 Masterton and South Wairarapa District Councils – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March
2018.
370. S366 and S367 – Pauline Whitney – Summary of Evidence and Attachments 1 to 4.
371. S366 and S367 – Dr Vaughan Keesing – Summary of Evidence.
372. S366 and S367 – David Hopman – Summary of Evidence.
373. S75 Minister of Conservation – Supplementary Evidence and Appendices, 7 March 2018.
374. S75 Minister of Conservation – Katherine McArthur – Supplementary Evidence.
375. S75 Minister of Conservation – Expert Conferencing Joint Witness Statement – Water Quality Trends.
376. S75 Minister of Conservation – Sarah Hucker – Presentation Biofouling.
377. S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions, 19 February 2018.
378. S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions – Biofouling, 22 February 2018.
379. S75 Minister of Conservation – Sarah Hucker – Summary of Evidence.
380. S75 S279 S308 Minister of Conservation, Rangitāne, Fish & Game - Joint Expert Witness Conferencing
Statement - Water Quality Objectives, 1 March 2018.
381. S75 Minister of Conservation - Supplementary Evidence – NZCPS Biofouling, 26 February 2018.
382. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Legal Submissions.
383. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Jack McConchie - Summary of Evidence.
384. S146 NZ Transport Agency – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
385. S33 Porirua Harbour and Catchment Community Trust – Grant Baker and Lindsay Gow – Summary of
Evidence.
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Tabled Documents
386. S279, S308, S75 Rangitāne, Fish & Bird, Minister of Conservation – Phil Percy and Lucy Cooper - Joint
Evidence and Appendices 1 to 4.
387. S279, S308, S75 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Fish and Bird, Minister of Conservation – Phil Percy - Joint
Expert Evidence.
388. S103 Ravensdown – Chris Hansen – Summary of Evidence.
389. S103 Ravensdown – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
390. S136 Regional Public Health – Dr Jill McKenzie – Summary of Evidence.
391. S4 Richard Featherstone – Summary of Evidence.
392. S4 Richard Featherstone – Presentation.
393. S273 Spencer Holmes – David Gibson – Summary of Evidence.
394. S167 Sustainable Wairarapa Inc – Ian Gunn – Summary of Evidence.
395. S165 Transpower NZ Ltd – Pauline Whitney – Summary of Evidence.
396. S152 Waa Rata Estate – Phil Stroud and Maryanne Smith – Presentation.
397. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Supplementary Legal submissions and Attachments 1 to 3, 1
March 2018.
398. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Legal submissions.
399. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – John Kyle – Attachment – Revised Policy P78.
400. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Tim Strang – Expert Evidence.
401. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Steve Hutchinson – Wastewater Presentation, 23 February 2018.
402. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal submissions, 23 February 2018.
403. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – City Centre Video evidence.
404. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Stuart McKenzie – Summary of Evidence and Appendices 1 to 3:
Appendix 1 – Lyall Bay, 7 March 2018
Appendix 2 – Stormwater Reticulation Lyall Bay, 7 March 2018
Appendix 3 – Wastewater Overflow Locations, 7 March 2018
405. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Supplementary Evidence, 7 March 2018.
406. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Supplementary Evidence – Section 32AA Evaluation, 14 March 2018.
407. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Carolyn Wratt - Supplementary Evidence, 15 March 2018.
408. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association – Jim Mikoz – Presentation.
409. S353 Forest and Bird – Legal Submissions – Peter Anderson, 22 February 2018.
410. S162 Mt Victoria Residents Association – Angela Rothwell and Sue Watt – 22 February 2018.
411. S365 A J Barton – Summary of Evidence, 28 February 2018.
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Appendix B
Schedule of tabled documents
HEARING STREAM 5 – Beds of lakes and rivers, wetlands and biodiversity, discharges to land.
Tabled Documents
412. S301 Carterton District Council – Ms Christine Foster, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in
lieu of Appearance.
413. S98 and S144 Spark Chorus – Messrs Graeme McCarrison and Andrew Kantor, Hearing Evidence
Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
414. S84 and S107 Hutt City Council and Upper Hutt City Council – Mr Bruce Sherlock, Strategic Projects
Director, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
415. S99 Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Ltd – Ms Brigid Kelly, Counsel, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
416. S143 Maypole Environmental Ltd – Ms Tess Drewitt, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in
lieu of Appearance.
417. S310 Ravensdown Ltd – Ms Carmen Taylor, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
418. FS4 Wellington Botanical Society – Ms Bev Abbott, Submissions Coordinator, Hearing Evidence Tabled
in lieu of Appearance.
419. S103 Wairarapa Winegrowers Association – Mr Alistair Aburn, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence
Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
420. GWRC, Wetlands - Pam Guest, Summary of Evidence.
421. GWRC, Schedule I Important Trout Fisheries and Spawning Rivers – Dr Adam Canning, Summary of
Evidence.
422. GWRC, Rivers and Lakes – Alton Perrie, Presentation.
423. GWRC, Biodiversity Offsetting – Dr Jamie Steer, Presentation.
424. GWRC, Wetlands – Anna Martin, Presentation.
425. GWRC, Beds of Lakes and Rivers – James Snowden, Presentation.
426. GWRC, Vegetation clearance for drains and streams – Anna Martin, Presentation.
427. GWRC, Discharges to Land – Barry Loe, Summary of Evidence.
428. GWRC, Discharges to Land – Barry Loe, Diagram.
429. GWRC, Beds of Lakes and Rivers – Doug Fletcher, Presentation.
430. GWRC, Stream Reclamation – Kirsty van Reenan, Presentation.
431. GWRC, Response to NESPF – Paul Denton, Summary of Evidence.
432. GWRC, Beds of Lakes and Rivers - Pam Guest, Summary of Evidence.
433. GWRC, Drains rule - pre-hearing - Pam Guest, Presentation.
434. GWRC, Reclamation - pre-hearing - Pam Guest, Presentation.
435. GWRC, Drains reclamation – Michael Greer, Presentation.
436. GWRC, Stream retention (Auckland) – Katya Huls, Presentation.
437. GWRC, Economic costs and benefits - Stream piping provisions – Dave Grimmond, Presentation.
438. GWRC, Implementing discharges to land provisions – Paula Pickford, Presentation.
439. S97 Alan Jefferies, Summary of Evidence.
440. S327 George Ritchie, Summary of Evidence.
441. S327 Effluent Disposal Report A J Barton and Ongaha Farm – Attachment 1.
442. S327 Test Pits AJ Barton and Ongaha Farm – Attachment 2.
443. S121 and S140 CentrePort and KiwiRail – Lindsay Daysh, Supplementary Evidence.
444. S358 Craig Dairy Farm – Ray Craig, Summary of Evidence.
445. S169 David Keeling - Wildlands Report Site K005 – Attachment 1.
446. S278 Derek Neal, Summary of Evidence.
447. S352 Federated Farmers – Presentation.
448. S352 Federated Farmers – Summary of Evidence.
449. S352 Federated Farmers – Map of Prehuman Vegetation – Attachment 1.
450. S352 Federated Farmers – Ecosystem Prioritisation for the Wellington Region – Attachment 2.
451. S352 Federated Farmers – Consent Order – Tangata whenua EVV-2010-WLG-000072.
452. S302 Fertiliser Association – Claire Kelly, Summary of Evidence.
453. S308 Fish and Game – Reference to evidence filed at Hearing Stream 3 of Dr R Death.
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Tabled Documents
454. S66 GBC Winstone – Tyler Sharratt – Comparisons between the approach of the Proposed Plan vs the
Auckland Unitary Plan for Lake.
455. S132, Hammond Ltd – Stephen Hammond, Summary of Evidence.
456. S307 Horticulture NZ – Astra Foster, Summary of Evidence.
457. S307 Horticulture NZ – Code of Practice for Nutrient Management, Appendix 1.
458. S307 Horticulture NZ – Fertiliser Association Code of Practice 2014, Appendix 2.
459. S307 Horticulture NZ – Spreadmark Code of Practice 2014, Appendix 3.
460. S176 Ian Jensen – Summary of Evidence.
461. S119 Kaiwaiwai Dairies Ltd – Neville Fisher, Summary of Evidence.
462. S119 Kaiwaiwai Dairies Ltd – Neville Fisher, Photos, Attachment 1.
463. S121 and S140 CentrePort and KiwiRail – Lindsay Daysh – Supplementary Evidence.
464. S372 Leo Vollebregt – Tabled by Neville Fisher on behalf of, Summary of Evidence.
465. S366 and S367 South Wairarapa District Council and Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney,
Summary of Evidence.
466. S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions.
467. S75 Minister of Conservation – Alastair Fairweather, Summary of Evidence.
468. S75 Minister of Conservation – David Havell, Summary of Evidence.
469. S75 Minister of Conservation – Natasha Petrove, Summary of Evidence.
470. S75 Minister of Conservation – Lucy Cooper, Summary of Evidence.
471. S75 Minister of Conservation – Lucy Cooper – Submission plus RO Recommendations – Attachment 1.
472. S75 Minister of Conservation – Lucy Cooper – Redline Provisions – Attachment 2.
473. S146 New Zealand Transport Agency – Legal Submissions.
474. S157 QE II National Trust – Astrid van Meeuwen-Dijkgraaf – Tabled Evidence.
475. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Phil Percy, Supplementary Evidence.
476. S136 Regional Public Health – Campbell Gillam, Summary of Evidence.
477. S353 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society – Legal Submissions.
478. S273 Spencer Holmes Ltd – David Gibson, Summary of Evidence.
479. S152 Waa Rata Estate – Phil Stroud and Maryanne Smith – Presentation.
480. S286 Wellington City Council – Myfanwy Emeny, Summary of Evidence.
481. S286 Wellington City Council – CSC Meeting Minutes and Mayor’s Housing Taskforce
Recommendations, Supplementary Evidence.
482. S286 Wellington City Council – Kate Pascall, Policy 102, Rule 127 Reclamation activities –
Supplementary Evidence.
483. S286 Wellington City Council – Kate Pascall, Summary of Evidence.
484. S286 Wellington City Council – Mayor’s Housing Taskforce 2017 Report and Recommendations to City
Strategy Committee, Supplementary Evidence.
485. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Legal Submissions.
486. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Powerpoint Presentation.
487. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Herbicide use in Ngatitoa Domain –
Attachment 1.
488. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Email to Jenny Brash PCC,
Attachment 2.
489. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal Submissions.
490. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Carolyn Wratt, Summary of Evidence.
491. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Paul Gardiner, Beds of Rivers and Streams, and Wetlands - Presentation.
492. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Porirua Scenic Reserve Intake (2016) – Tabled Evidence.
493. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Presentation, Beds of Rivers and Streams - Supplementary Evidence.
494. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – S32AA Evaluation – Supplementary Evidence.
495. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Carolyn Wratt – Supplementary Evidence in Response.
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Appendix B
Schedule of tabled documents
HEARING STREAM 6 – Coast; natural hazards; significant historic heritage values; contaminated land and
hazardous substances; discharges within drinking water supply protection areas.
Tabled Documents
496. S302 Fertiliser Association of New Zealand – Ms Claire Kelly, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence
Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
497. S145 First Gas Ltd – Ms Erin Whooley, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
498. S140 KiwiRail – Mr Lindsay Daysh, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of
Appearance.
499. S82 Meridian Energy Ltd – Mr Andrew Feierabend, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
500. S142 NZ Fire Commission and Wellington Rural Fire Authority – Mr Alex Strawbridge, Planning
Consultant, Hearing Evidence Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
501. S146 New Zealand Transport Agency – Ms Carmen Taylor, Planning Consultant, Hearing Evidence
Tabled in lieu of Appearance.
502. GWRC, Overview of Regional Coastal Plans – Yvonne Legarth, Summary of Evidence.
503. GWRC, Natural Hazards – Richard Sheild, Presentation.
504. GWRC, Natural Hazards – Dr Iain Dawe, Presentation.
505. GWRC, Activities in the CMA – Tim Blackman, Presentation.
506. GWRC, Activities in the CMA – Tim Blackman, Summary of Evidence.
507. GWRC, Titahi Bay Mouth Cutting Surf Breaks – Dr Iain Dawe, Presentation.
508. GWRC, Titahi Bay Fossil Forest Map – Dr Iain Dawe, Attachment 1.
509. GWRC, Wharves in the CPA – Dr Iain Dawe, Attachment 2.
510. GWRC, Management of the CMA – Paul Denton, Presentation.
511. GWRC, Implementation – Kasey Pitt, Presentation – Attachments 1 to 4.
512. GWRC, Groundwater Protection Zones – Mike Toews, Presentation.
513. GWRC, Heritage Inventory Revised – Michael Kelly and Chris Cochran, Summary of Evidence.
514. GWRC, Significant Historic Heritage Values – Gwenyth Stewart, Presentation.
515. GWRC, Community Drinking Water Supply Rules – Paula Pickford, Presentation.
516. GWRC, Coastal Reclamation, Drainage, Dredging – Doug Fletcher, Presentation.
517. GWRC, Coastal implementation disturbance, vehicles and structures – Philip Petersen, Presentation.
518. GWRC, Significant Historic Heritage – Yvonne Legarth, Summary of Evidence.
519. GWRC, Heritage - Chris Cochran and Michael Kelly, Introductory Statement.
520. GWRC, Contaminated Land – Olivia Vorwerk, Presentation.
521. GWRC, Contaminated Land and Hazardous Substances – Barry Loe, Summary of Evidence.
522. GWRC, Contaminated Land and Hazardous Substances – Paula Pickford, Presentation.
523. GWRC, Community Drinking Water Supply Protection Area – Barry Loe, Summary of Evidence.
524. GWRC, Delineation of surface water protection areas – Mike Thompson, Presentation.
525. GWRC, Drinking water supplies – Kirsty van Reenen, Presentation.
526. GWRC, Heritage - Guide to Historic Heritage Identification – Yvonne Legarth – Attachment.
527. GWRC, Groundwater Protection Zones – Mike Toews, Presentation.
528. GWRC, Selected Land Use Register – Kasey Pitt, Presentation.
529. GWRC, Titahi Bay areas – Dr Iaine Dawe, Supplementary Evidence.
530. GWRC, Community Drinking Water Ground Protection Zones – Mike Toews, Supplementary Evidence.
531. GWRC and Transpower, Joint Witness Statement – Rule 150, Supplementary Evidence.
532. S97 Alan Jefferies, Summary of Evidence.
533. S79 Castlepoint Ratepayers and Residents Association Inc, Neville Zander, Summary of Evidence.
534. S121 CentrePort – Legal submissions - Andrew Beatson.
535. S121 CentrePort – Supplementary Legal submissions.
536. S121 CentrePort – Lindsay Daysh, Supplementary Evidence.
537. S93 Coastal Ratepayers United Incorporated, Paul Dunmore, Summary of Revised Evidence.
538. S136 GE Free New Zealand, Claire Bleakely – Summary of Evidence.
539. S136 GE Free New Zealand, Recommended Amendments – Attachment A.
540. S136 GE Free New Zealand, Inter Council Working Party – Attachment B.
541. S136 GE Free New Zealand, Section 32 Analysis – Attachment C.
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Tabled Documents
542. S136 GE Free New Zealand, AUP S37 GMO Provisions – Attachment D.
543. S328 Golden Gate Peninsula Beach Residents, Linda Dale – Presentation.
544. S94 Heritage New Zealand – Dr Xavier Forde, Summary of Evidence.
545. S94 Heritage New Zealand – Edita Babos - Summary of Evidence.
546. S94 Heritage New Zealand – Alison Dangerfield - Summary of Evidence.
547. S94 Heritage New Zealand – ICOMOS NZ Charter – Attachment 1.
548. S94 Heritage New Zealand – Kings Wharf – Attachment 2.
549. S94 Heritage New Zealand – Areas and sites with significant mana whenua values – Attachment 3.
550. S94 Heritage New Zealand – Supplementary Evidence.
551. S332 Hiwi Trust – Doug Harris, Summary of Evidence.
552. S117 Kāpiti Coast District Council – Supplementary Evidence.
553. S366 and S367 Masterton District Council – Pauline Whitney – Joint Summary of Evidence.
554. S367 Masterton District Council – Tabled Evidence – Photo 1 Mt Munro North and Rorokoko.
555. S367 Masterton District Council – Tabled Evidence – Photo 2 Parawhiti and Lochores.
556. S367 Masterton District Council – Tabled Evidence – Photo 3 Letts No 1 and Taueru Bridge.
557. S367 Masterton District Council – Tabled Evidence – Photo 4 Kahumingi and Bracepeth.
558. S367 Masterton District Council – Tabled Evidence – Photo 5 Waimimi No 1 and Brooks.
559. S75 Minister of Conservation – Legal Submissions – Katherine Anton.
560. S75 Minister of Conservation – Dr Roger Shand - Hazards, Presentation.
561. S75 Minister of Conservation – Supplementary Legal Submissions.
562. S75 Minister of Conservation – Lucy Cooper, Summary of Evidence.
563. S75 Minister of Conservation – Memorandum of Understanding – Attachment 1.
564. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Summary of Evidence.
565. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Flowchart 1 – CMA Structure
Rules.
566. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Flowchart 2 – Contaminated
Land and Stormwater R57.
567. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Attachment A - Recommended
Changes to Contaminated Land Provisions.
568. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Attachment B – Recommended
changes.
569. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Attachment C - Amended CMA
Rules.
570. S29 and S55 Powerco and The Oil Companies – David le Marquand – Attachment D - CMA Structure
Rules.
571. S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa – Phil Percy, Amendments to Recommendations.
572. S136 Regional Public Health – Dr Jill McKenzie, Tabled Evidence.
573. S98 and S144 Spark New Zealand and Chorus – Tom Anderson – Expert Evidence.
574. S168 Strait Shipping Ltd – Ed Menzies, Presentation.
575. S272 Titahi Bay Residents Association – Presentation.
576. S272 Titahi Bay Residents Association – Tabled Evidence.
577. S272 Titahi Bay Residents Association – Attachment 1 – Photo Maps 1996.
578. S272 Titahi Bay Residents Association – Attachment 2 – Map 35B Motor Vehicle Rules.
579. S272 Titahi Bay Residents Association – Attachment 3 – Notes to PCC Te Komiti Meeting 2012.
580. S330 Tom Kerr and Gabrielle Harris – Tom Kerr – Tabled Evidence.
581. S165 Transpower New Zealand – Legal Submissions – Philum Nightingale.
582. S165 Transpower New Zealand – Pauline Whitney – Correction to verbal evidence.
583. S165 Transpower New Zealand – Response to Panel Questions – Joint Witness Statement between
GWRC and Transpower – Rule 150.
584. S286 Wellington City Council – Mitch Lewandowski, Summary of Evidence.
585. S286 Wellington City Council –Supplementary Evidence.
586. S286 Wellington City Council – Attachment 1 – Waterfront Aerial.
587. S286 Wellington City Council – Attachment 2 – Island Bay Seawall WCC Consent Decision.
588. S286 Wellington City Council – Attachment 3 – Waterfront.
589. S286 Wellington Civic Trust – Supplementary Evidence - Response to Panel – Schedule E.
590. S282 Wellington International Airport Ltd – Legal Submissions – Amanda Dewar.
591. S32 Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Assoc – Jim Mikoz, Powerpoint Presentation.
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Tabled Documents
592. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal Submissions – Morgan Slyfield.
593. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Tabled evidence – Map Community Drinking Water.
594. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Legal Submissions in response to Panel Minute 45.
595. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Attachment 1 to Legal Submissions.
596. S135 Wellington Water Ltd – Supplementary Response – Section 32AA.
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NOTE
For contextual purposes this report should be read in
conjunction with Decision Reports 1 and 4.
Decision Report 1 contains an explanation of how the
decisions have been presented. It does not contain any
decisions per se.
Decision Report 4 is the Panel’s decision on Objectives.
These ‘deemed’ objectives form the basis of the decisions on
the provisions in the Plan in Decision Reports 2, 3, 5-16.
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Decision Report 2
Consultation and Section 32 Reports

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
This report relates to the first of four topic areas addressed in Hearing Stream 1.
The issues we address are, by and large, matters of process with a particular
focus on the steps taken by the Council in preparing the proposed Plan.

1.2

Specifically, the matters we cover in this report include:

1.3

1.4

(a)

the Council’s consultation process; and

(b)

the Council’s section 32 reports.

This report should be read in conjunction with Decision Reports 1 and 4. The
former provides context on the approach we have adopted to our decisionmaking and our reporting. Decision Report 4 records our decisions on the
submissions relating to the proposed Plan’s objectives.
Summary of our findings
Having considered the above matters in detail in the narrative that follows, we
find that:
(a)

the Council met its consultation obligations under the RMA and LGA
in preparing the proposed Plan, including through the adoption of
several best practice methods;

(b)

at a general level, the Council’s evaluation of benefits and costs of the
proposed Plan’s provisions:
(i)

was adequate;

(ii)

may have benefitted from more in depth quantitative analysis;

(iii)

as with any proposed Plan, represents a single summary
snapshot of work undertaken at the time of notification and
will be subject to further evolution through our own section
32AA considerations;

(c)

the Council’s consideration of alternative objectives, policies, rules and
other methods was sufficient and fit-for-purpose, and is again subject
to further evaluation through our section 32AA considerations;

(d)

the quality of information relied upon by the Council in developing the
proposed Plan provisions was adequate; and
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(e)

there are several issue-specific exceptions to the above findings that are
addressed in subsequent reports, which have been borne out of evidence
presented by various parties throughout the hearing process; and

(f)

overall, there are no fundamental flaws in the Council’s pre-notification
processes nor any gaps in the related evaluation reports such that the
current process should be abandoned in favour of a new proposed Plan.

1.5

We discuss the reasons for our findings in turn below.

2.

Council’s consultation process

2.1

Identifying the issues
As recorded in Council officer, Ms Carter’s section 42A report, the majority of
submissions that commented on the Council’s consultation process were of a
general nature1. Among other matters, this included the express desire from
submitters for earlier or more comprehensive engagement with affected
stakeholders in the future.2

2.2

Other submitters raised concerns about the level of consultation with landowners
affected specifically by the various schedules in the proposed Plan.3

2.3

Additional submitters found that the formal submission period should have been
longer than two months, and / or should have been scheduled over a timeframe
that was more convenient.4

2.4

2.5

1

Summary of evidence
In contrast to the submissions received on this matter, Ms Carter gave the view
that the Council satisfied its various consultative obligations under both the
RMA and the LGA. In relation to the latter, she outlined the need to:
(a)

provide information to affected or interested parties;

(b)

allow sufficient time for people to express their views;

(c)

listen to those views with an open mind and willingness to change
position; and

(d)

recognise that ‘consultation’ is not equivalent to ‘negotiation’ in this
context, nor is the aim of the process to reach agreement.5

Ms Carter helpfully summarised the Council’s consultation process in detail
under section 5 of her section 42A report. We do not fully repeat that summary
here, but note that (among other things) the process included the following:

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.20, para 57.
Submission S365 A J Barton for example.
3
Submissions S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society, S352 Federated Farmers, S366 South Wairarapa District Council
and S367 Masterton District Council for example.
4
Submissions S119 Kaiwaiwai Dairies, S163 Porirua City Council, S366 South Wairarapa District Council and S367
Masterton District Council for example.
5
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.21, para 60.
2
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(a)

extensive meetings and workshops were held with the general public
and a wide spectrum of stakeholders between 2010 and 2014;

(b)

online surveys were conducted in 2010, 2011 and 2014;

(c)

newsletters, digital and print media were used to encourage
engagement;

(d)

a draft plan was released for public feedback; and

(e)

four feedback reports were published between 2011 and 2015.6

Ms Carter’s summary also contained the following diagram of key consultation
milestones:

Figure 1: Council’s consultation milestones

2.7

6

In response to the submissions relating to Council’s consultation with
landowners affected by schedules in the Plan, Ms Carter noted it was Council’s
strategy to engage with all owners of sites affected prior to notification. She

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), Section 5.1.1, pp.7 - 10.
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further explained that the timing for engagement with parties varied based on the
timing of available technical information relevant to a given schedule.7
2.8

All of the schedules were included within the draft Plan, with the exception of
Schedules C2, C3 and F3 which were delayed pending necessary input from iwi.
For parties affected by those schedules, Ms Carter advised that they were
contacted between March and May 2015, with the proposed Plan notified at the
end of July.8

2.9

Notwithstanding the shorter time available for interested parties to consider and
comment on these schedules, Ms Carter illustrated that the condensed
engagement was meaningful and resulted in changes to the Council’s initial
proposals. By way of example, she noted that the number of wetlands identified
in Schedule F3 reduced from 215 to 197 as a result of the dialogue the Council
had with landowners.9

2.10

Ms Carter also addressed submissions relating to the duration and timing of the
Council’s notification and submission processes. She firstly noted that the
Council satisfied its regulatory requirements under Schedule 1 of the Act by
setting down a 40-working day submission period. Ms Carter clarified that the
Council considered extending that timeframe, but ultimately concluded the
statutory duration was appropriate. She cited the Council’s extensive
engagement leading up to notification as further justification for the timeframe
adopted.10

2.11

Regardless of the timeframe ultimately adopted, Ms Carter also advised that 156
submitters applied for, and were granted, extensions to the timeframe under
subsection 37 - 37A of the Act; and a further 19 submitters were granted waivers
for lateness despite their not formally applying for a waiver.11

2.12

Ms Carter confirmed that the Council also opted for a doubling of the time for
receiving further submissions from 10 to 20 working days.12

2.13

The only evidence we received from other parties on this matter was from Mr
Falloon for Federated Farmers. In summary, he:

7

(a)

expressed appreciation for the Council’s general consultative approach
leading up to notification;

(b)

recorded some residual concern about the level of consultation on two
specific matters which changed significantly between the draft and
notified iterations of the proposed Plan; and

(c)

acknowledged that those two areas of concern would be the focus of
subsequent hearings.13

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), pp.23 - 24, paras 68 - 69.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.24, paras 71 - 72.
9
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.25, paras 73 - 74.
10
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.27, paras 81 - 82.
11
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), pp.27-28, para 83.
12
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.27, paras 81 - 82.
13
Summary Statement of Jamie Falloon, Federated Farmers (25 May 2017), paras 3.1 - 3.5.
8
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Discussion and findings
Broadly, we agree with Ms Carter’s findings that the Council’s consultative
approach on the proposed Plan was more than adequate.

2.15

We share her view that the Council exceeded the minimum requirements under
the LGA and RMA. With four years of engagement prior to notification,
including workshops, information sessions, print and digital media, we consider
the proposed Plan itself and the key issues addressed were well conveyed
throughout the region.

2.16

Moreover, most of the issues were addressed in the draft plan which was subject
to feedback from several sectors. The matters which were omitted from the draft
were subject of further stakeholder engagement by the Council prior to
notification. In our view, the release of a full draft and the willingness of Council
to engage with parties who provided feedback on the draft represents good
practice. We observe that this option has not always been taken up by other Local
Authorities undertaking second generation plan reviews.

2.17

In reviewing the information provided by submitters on this matter, we have
found a lack of any convincing evidence to suggest the Council’s consultation
was in any way inadequate. We accept that there are likely to be instances where
parties provided comments and / or suggested amendments to the Council that
were not adopted by the Council prior to notification. That outcome does not,
however, amount to poor engagement.

2.18

Overall, there are no fundamental shortcomings of the Council’s consultation
process such that the notification of the proposed Plan need be revisited or any
provisions amended. We accept the views expressed by Ms Carter, Mr Falloon
for Federated Farmers and others, however, that subsequent decision reports will
deal with this issue in finer detail.

3.

The Council’s Section 32 Reports

3.1

Matters considered under this section
Here, we consider four key components of the Council’s section 32 evaluation
at a general level. These components include:

3.2

(a)

Council’s assessment of the benefits and costs of the proposed
provisions;

(b)

Council’s consideration of alternative provisions;

(c)

the quality of information underpinning Council’s decision-making;
and

(d)

whether there are any substantive information gaps in the Council’s
evaluations.

Notwithstanding the narrative below, it is important to clarify at this point that
our role is not to conduct an inquiry into the adequacy of the Council’s
assessment process to date. Our evaluations of the proposed provisions will
include an element of testing the Council’s assessment where a given provision
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is the subject of submissions on the proposed Plan; however, it is the substance
of the provisions, more so than the process followed by the Council to arrive at
them, which is our primary focus.
3.3

3.4

3.5

As with the previous issue, we note that our evaluation in this report is at a broad
level. To the extent relevant, each of these matters will be addressed at a more
detailed level through subsequent decision reports.
Assessing benefits and costs
Identifying the issue
The core issue of relevance here relates to the degree to which the benefits and
costs of the proposed provisions have been quantified by the Council. The
submissions relevant to this issue included the following points (in summary):
(a)

the PNRP would be stronger and have more integrity with more robust
assessments of benefits and costs;14

(b)

clearer, quantitative benefit-cost assessments should be provided to
establish whether the PNRP is achievable, practical and affordable;15

(c)

concern over the lack of fiscal costing of the proposed provisions,
including consideration of the relative costs of alternatives;16 and

(d)

the cost-benefit assessments lacked sufficient detail.17

Summary of evidence
At a general level, Ms Carter acknowledged that the Council’s assessment of
benefits and costs was almost entirely evaluated in qualitative terms, rather than
attributing numerical values to the benefits and costs.18 To that end, we recognise
there is general agreement about the lack of any substantive attempt to quantify
the benefits and costs of the effects anticipated from the implementation of the
proposed Plan.

3.6

Notwithstanding this, Ms Carter gave the view that such a quantitative
assessment is not mandatory under the RMA. She cited the phrasing of section
32(2)(b) of the Act in support of that finding, which directs that benefits and
costs will be quantified ‘if practicable’.19

3.7

She further drew upon MfE guidance20 on section 32 evaluations from 2014
which suggested that quantitative data should be collected if:
(a)

14

it is possible to collect quantitative data;

Submission S135 Wellington Water Ltd.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submissions S366 South Wairarapa District Council, S367 Masterton District Council.
17
Submission S124 Wairarapa Water Users Society Inc.
18
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.31, para 97.
19
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.30, para 93.
20
A guide to section 32 of the Resource Management Act: Incorporating changes as a result of the Resource
Management Amendment Act 2013, Ministry for the Environment (2014).
15
16
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(b)

the costs of collecting the data are appropriate to the scale and
significance of the impacts or the overall problem to be addressed, or
the costs of choosing an inferior policy option; and

(c)

the data can be analysed or compared in a meaningful way.21

In Ms Carter’s view, this framework is difficult to apply to the PNRP as many
of the proposed provisions are difficult, costly, and potentially controversial to
quantify or monetise.22 In support of that finding, she noted that:
(a)

the cost to applicants for a given activity can vary significantly from
site to site and activity to activity depending on the receiving
environment and the nature of the proposed activity23; and

(b)

the valuation and quantification of environmental benefits realised by
the imposition of proposed regulations is complex, and difficult to
meaningfully define24;

Ms Carter also justified the Council’s more qualitative approach based on:
(a)

the 43 technical reports commissioned to support the proposed
provisions being extensive and providing a good indication of the
magnitude of benefits and costs relevant25;

(b)

the ‘default’ position in the RMA that resource consent will be required
for “many, if not most activities falling within regional council
jurisdiction,” with the opposite being true for district plans26; and

(c)

related to the above, Council considered that it was inappropriate to
assess the benefits and costs of provisions relative to a ‘no regulation’
scenario, though some assessments compared benefits and costs of the
proposed provisions relative to the operative plans.27

3.10

In this latter respect, Ms Carter noted that the first-generation plans which were
compared against the proposed provisions originally included benefit-cost
evaluations against no regulation scenarios. By extension, her view was that the
relative evaluation approach for the PRNP was therefore at a level of detail that
corresponds to the scale and significance of the effects that are anticipated from
the implementation of the proposal.28

3.11

At the hearing, we heard from Mr Falloon for Federated Farmers and Ms Wratt
for Wellington Water on this matter.

3.12

Mr Falloon’s key points can be summarised as follows:

21

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.30, para 94.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.31, para 96
23
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.31, para 96.
24
For example, at paras 96, 103 and 106.
25
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.32, para 98.
26
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.33, para 100.
27
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.34, para 101.
28
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.34, para 101.
22
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(a)

generally, the section 32 reports lack meaningful identification of
‘problem statements’ and the identification of benefits and costs of
multiple options available for overcoming the problem;

(b)

particular topics of concern were water quality outcomes, significant
sites and protection zones, and the related capital expenditure to farmers
for the methods that flow out of these topics (including stock exclusion
requirements, pond sealing, impermeable linings for silage storage for
example);

(c)

explicit benefit-cost assessments should be undertaken prior to
subsequent hearing streams relating to water allocation and water
quality; and

(d)

no recognition is provided in the section 32 reports about the benefits
(quantitative or qualitative) of primary production activities.29

We observe that Mr Falloon’s request for more in-depth benefit-cost assessments
to be conducted in subsequent hearing streams was anticipated by Ms Carter,
who said:
108. Where submitters consider that specific provisions are inappropriate because
of the costs associated with them and so should be amended, those concerns
are addressed in the relevant section 42A officer’s report.

3.14

Ms Wratt made a similar observation that the future hearing streams would be
the appropriate forum to discuss the robustness of benefit-cost assessments for
specific provisions.30 She relatedly noted that we would be unlikely to make a
substantive finding on the robustness of Council’s published section 32
evaluation reports.31

3.15

Notwithstanding that, she provided some general views on this matter, including
that:

3.16

(a)

particular benefits and costs, including in relation to existing
infrastructure were not taken into account; and

(b)

while the Council does not need to monetise all costs and benefits,
where there are potentially very large costs, at the very least the
magnitude of those costs should have been assessed and quantified.32

Discussion and findings
Overall, we accept the uncontested findings of Ms Carter, Mr Falloon and Ms
Wratt that the PRNP assessments of benefits and costs:
(a)

29

is largely qualitative;

Summary Statement of Jamie Falloon, Federated Farmers (25 May 2017), paras 4.2 - 4.6.
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt, Wellington Water (5 May 2017), p.11, para 31.
31
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt, Wellington Water (5 May 2017), p.12, para 32.
32
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt, Wellington Water (5 May 2017), p.12, paras 32 - 33.
30
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is subject to further scrutiny – including more quantitative assessments
– through subsequent decision reports.

3.17

We also find no reason to adopt a different finding than Ms Carter and Ms Wratt
shared about the lack of any absolute requirement for quantitative evaluations
under the Act.

3.18

We reiterate here that it is not our mandate to conduct an inquiry into the
Council’s general practice as it relates to benefit-cost evaluations. As far as that
goes and for the reasons she has given in her report, however, we agree with Ms
Carter’s overall findings that the Council’s assessment approach at a general
level is sufficiently detailed to satisfy the basic requirements of section 32 of the
Act.

3.19

3.20

3.21

Consideration of alternatives
Identifying the issues
This issue is closely associated with the previous matter of the Council’s benefitcost assessments, particularly as it relates to alternative objectives, policies and
methods proposed in submissions. In summary, the relevant submissions raised
the following issues:
(a)

the Council failed to give meaningful consideration of alternative
provisions identified by parties prior to notification of the PNRP;33

(b)

Council’s evaluation failed to have sufficient regard to rules in the
region’s various District Plans which contain provisions that are
duplicated by or in conflict with proposed PNRP provisions;34

(c)

more detailed benefit-cost analysis should be undertaken in relation to
specific alternatives to the notified provisions pertaining to “outcomes,”
“significant sites,” “protection zones”, and issues involving significant
farm capital expenditure;35 and

(d)

the consideration of alternatives lacks fiscal detail / rigour, and the high
level of regulation proposed in the Plan should only be adopted where
alternatives have been considered and shown to be unworkable.36

Summary of evidence
To the extent that these issues identified in submissions relate to benefit-cost
assessments, our findings in the preceding section of this report apply. That
includes our acknowledgement that subsequent reports considered alternative
provisions suggested by submitters, and the reasons (including relative benefits
and costs) that those alternatives should be accepted or not.
Ms Carter’s substantive evaluation of this issue opened with a reference to
commentary from the High Court about the consideration of reasonably

33

Submission S308 Fish and Game.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
35
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
36
Submission S366 South Wairarapa District Council, S367 Masterton District Council.
34
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practicable alternatives. The decision she referred to, identified that such an
evaluation must always involve ‘at least two options’, including the choice
between ‘doing nothing’ and ‘doing something’.37 Ms Carter confirmed that
each of the matters addressed in all of the section 32 reports was fully compared
against at least one alternative, with six reports considering second or third
alternatives.38
3.22

A key example noted by Ms Carter was that the Plan review process commenced
with Council considering three broad options for structuring the proposed Plan.
The preferred ‘whaitua’ option included:
(a)

collaborative objective setting, with the NPS-FM given effect to in the
second part of the Plan structured around six regional catchments; and

(b)

catchment committees and other partners to play a role in
implementation as well as development of freshwater quality targets
and limits for each catchment.39

3.23

That preferred option was deemed to be more collaborative than the other
options considered, and enabled a staged approach to implementing the NPSFM over time.

3.24

Once that framework was established, the Council moved into the development
of the Plan provisions. In that respect, Ms Carter noted:
The issues and subsequent objectives for the proposed Plan were derived from (i)
community perceptions as to how well natural resources were being managed
(Parminter, 2011a), (ii) various technical assessments of environmental conditions
across the region, including State of Environment monitoring and reporting and
targeted investigations (http://www.gw.govt.nz/monitoring/), and (iii) analysis of
the effectiveness of the operative plans. Potential policies and methods (including
rules) to achieve these objectives were then subject to this same refinement over
time with input from consultation, scientific information and cultural
assessments.40

3.25

In her view, Ms Carter considered that the above summary demonstrated good
practice for (at least) a “screening” of other options.41

3.26

At the hearing, we received presentations from Fish and Game, Federated
Farmers, and the three Wairarapa District Councils on this matter.

3.27

Fish and Game’s concerns about the consideration of alternatives related largely
to the PNRP’s implementation of the NPS-FM. We note that this is a matter we
consider in greater detail in the following decision reports:
(a)

37

Introduction, procedural matters and decision format – Decision
Report 1;

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.39, para 119.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.39, para 119.
39
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.40, para 122.
40
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.40 - 41, para 124.
41
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.40, para 123.
38
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(b)

Plan Structure, Philosophy and General Approach – Decision Report
3;

(c)

Objectives – Decision Report 4;

(d)

Water allocation – Decision Report 9; and

(e)

Water Quality / Discharges to Land and Water – Decision Report 11.

3.28

Consistent with the view he expressed about the Council’s benefit-cost
assessments, Mr Falloon considered the Council’s consideration of alternatives
was ‘less than adequate’. He noted Federated Farmers’ desire for Council’s
future hearing reports to include assessments of the PNRP provisions alongside
alternate proposals, including for maintaining current state and maintaining
currently operative water allocations, pending more detailed whaitua
considerations.42

3.29

The evidence of Ms Foster for Carterton District Council and Ms Whitney for
South Wairarapa and Masterton District Councils, focused on alternatives for
specific provisions, rather than on the proposed Plan at a general level. Again,
we address those matters in subsequent decision reports.

3.30

Discussion and findings
As with the previous issue, we agree with Ms Carter’s view that the Council’s
practice for reporting on its consideration of alternatives is sufficient at a general
level. There are, however, several instances in our other decisions where we have
adopted changes to specific PRNP provisions given the evidence presented about
alternatives to the notified provisions. Where we have done so, we have observed
our requirements under section 32AA.

3.31

Quality of Information
Identifying the issues
The third tranche of the submissions relating to the Council’s section 32
evaluation pertains to the quality of information relied upon by the Council in
developing the proposed Plan.

3.32

Generally, the concerns raised by submissions related to:

3.33

(a)

the accuracy of information used to define various scheduled sites;43

(b)

the legibility (or lack thereof) of the Council’s online mapping
platform;44 and

(c)

the spatial definition of community drinking water protection areas.45

Submitters expressed that the information relied upon to spatially define areas,
in combination with the high regulatory threshold established by provisions

42

Summary Statement of Jamie Falloon, Federated Farmers (Hearing Stream 1, 25 May 2017), paras 4.2 - 4.6.
Submissions S310 Ravensdown Ltd, S366 South Wairarapa District Council, S367 Masterton District Council.
44
Submissions S310 Ravensdown Ltd, S366 South Wairarapa District Council, S367 Masterton District Council.
45
Submissions S352 Federated Farmers and S358 Craig Dairy Farm Ltd.
43
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associated with the areas were at a level of evidential analysis that does not meet
the requirements of section 32.
3.34

Summary of evidence
Ms Carter noted that all scheduled sites were identified using ‘systematic
criteria’ and the ‘best information available at the time’. Further, she reminded
us that all affected landowners were contacted and given the opportunity to
provide updated or more accurate information about their land, if relevant.46
Indeed, that engagement led to the Council changing the spatial extent of
scheduled sites prior to the notification of the PRNP as we have observed above.

3.35

Ms Carter also advised us that the accuracy of the scheduled areas themselves –
including, for example, tributaries of significant waterbodies and the spatial
extent of water supply protection areas – would be the subject of subsequent
hearing streams; which we accept.

3.36

For completeness, however, we record that we received evidence on this issue
from Ms Whitney for South Wairarapa and Masterton District Councils, Ms
Foster for Carterton District Council and Mr Falloon for Federated Farmers. In
summary:

3.37

46

(a)

Ms Whitney accepted that the Council’s GIS data was sufficiently
accurate (generally), but amplified the concerns of the submitters she
represented about the regulatory implications for sites identified as
having significance for iwi;47

(b)

Ms Foster explained her difficulty in using the Council’s online maps
and the risks inherent in the manner in which the GIS information is
able to be selected and de-selected;48 and

(c)

Mr Falloon identified several areas where he found the level of
supporting information to be lacking, including:
(i)

failure to provide clear criteria and evidence for various
scheduled areas;

(ii)

insufficient engagement with those affected by specific
schedules and associated rules; and

(iii)

reliance on coarse-level spatial data for defining scheduled
areas.

Discussion and findings
As noted above, we accept Ms Carter’s view that the level of information relied
upon by the Council is generally appropriate and fit for the purpose of preparing
the notified PNRP.

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.42, para 129.
Evidence of Pauline Whitney, South Wairarapa and Masterton District Councils (4 May 2017), pp.35 - 41, paras 128 148.
48
Evidence of Christine Foster, Carterton District Council (5 May 2017), pp.20 - 21, paras 60 - 63.
47
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3.38

Landowners affected by the scheduled sites have likewise had the opportunity to
comment on, and correct any areas where the level of information is too coarse
and / or lacking in accuracy prior to notification.

3.39

We repeat, however, that we consider the merits and detail of the respective
scheduled sites in subsequent decision reports.

3.40

Information gaps in the Council’s evaluation reports?
Identifying the issues
The final matter we address here pertains to the contention by submitters that
there are fundamental gaps in the Council’s evaluation of matters relevant to the
proposed Plan.

3.41

Broadly, the purported gaps identified in submissions related to:

3.42

3.43

(a)

the omission of any report specifically addressing primary production
activities as they relate to the proposed objectives, policies and rules;49

(b)

a failure to prepare adequate section 32 reports relating to coastal hazard
provisions;50

(c)

inadequate coverage of matters relating to water quality and the beds of
lakes and rivers; and

(d)

various provisions or issues that apply across the PNRP, ranging from
the definition of erosion prone land, to the size used for establishing
permitted structure standards, to the provisions governing
agrichemicals, tobacco manufacturing, and Titahi Bay fossil forest.

Summary of evidence
Ms Carter canvassed these matters extensively in her report. She considered each
matter in detail and helpfully cross-referenced parts of the various section 32
reports which were relevant to the potential gap areas identified by submitters.
Ultimately, she concluded that:
(a)

the Council’s section 32 reports were produced at a level commensurate
with the magnitude of the various provisions addressed; and

(b)

any actual gaps in the reports that are subject to submissions will also
be subject to subsequent section 42A reports, evidence and testing by
us.51

She also reiterated that:

49

Submission S352 Federated Farmers and related submissions.
Submissions S93 Coastal Ratepayers United Inc and S175 Allin and Crozier.
51
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.48, para 144 - 145.
50
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(a)

many of the provisions which were identified by submitters as lacking
in justification within the section 32 reports related to rules / provisions
from the existing operative Plans which are unchanged in the PNRP;52

(b)

regional plan provisions are distinct from District Plan provisions in
relation to the presumption under the RMA that consent will be required
for “many, if not most” activities;53 and

(c)

the drafting of the PNRP is consistent with best practice in that activities
are identified as permitted where their adverse effects are well
understood and / or can be managed through adherence to performance
standards.54

Discussion and findings
For the same reasons we have accepted the findings of Ms Carter on other section
32 report matters above, we agree that the appropriate forum to resolve any
issues arising from gaps in the notified section 32 information base will be via
our subsequent decision reports.

3.45

Accordingly, we have not gone to the same lengths as Ms Carter in reporting on
those specific points in this general decision.

3.46

For completeness, however, we note that there was no compelling evidence
presented – again at a general level - that would suggest the proposed section 32
reports are so lacking in necessary supporting information that the current
process should be dispensed with.

52

Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.68, para 185.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.68, para 187.
54
Part A, Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (20 April 2017), p.69, para 188.
53
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Decision Report 3
Plan Structure, Philosophy and General Approach

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
Our third decision report relates to the second of four topic areas addressed in
Hearing Stream 1. The issues or matters we address here pertain to the structure,
philosophy and over-arching policy approach of the proposed Plan.

1.2

These issues are outlined in more detail at the outset of each section that follows;
but broadly, they relate to:
(a)

the proposed Plan’s structure and philosophy (Section 2);

(b)

the response to certain strategic directions (Section 3);

(c)

evaluation of Policies P1 - P6 (Section 4).

1.3

Each sub-issue includes a high-level summary of the issues raised in submissions
and of the evidence and presentations delivered at the hearing. A discussion of
our evaluation and findings is also provided for each sub-issue.

1.4

Section 32AA of the RMA is the principal driver for this report. Among other
things, it requires:

1.5

(a)

our evaluation to be focussed on changes to the proposed provisions
arising since the notification of the PNRP and its section 32A reports;

(b)

the provisions to be examined as to whether they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the objectives;

(c)

as part of that examination, that:
(i)

reasonable alternatives within the scope afforded by
submissions on the provisions and corresponding evidence are
considered;

(ii)

the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions is assessed;

(iii)

the reasons for our decisions is summarised; and

(iv)

our report contains a level of detail commensurate with the
scale and significance of the changes made.

As set out in Decision 1, we have not produced a separate evaluation report under
section 32AA. Rather, where we have adopted the recommendations of
Council’s section 42A authors, we have adopted their reasoning, unless
expressly stated otherwise. This includes the section 32AA assessment table
attached to the relevant section 42A and / or right of reply reports. Those reports
are part of the public record and are available on the GWRC website. Where our
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decision differs from the section 42A authors’ recommendations, we have
incorporated the section 32AA evaluation into the body of this report as part of
our reasons for amendments, as opposed to including this is a separate table or
appendix.
(a)

We note also that specific objectives were considered at the hearing of
these matters. For the reasons we have given in Decision Reports 1
and 4, however, our evaluation of those and all other objectives is
contained within Decision Report 4. Both of those Decision Reports
should accordingly be read in conjunction with the below.

(b)

Appendix C contains our summary table of decisions on each
submission point and Appendix D contains the track changed Proposed
Natural Resources Plan.

2.

General Structure of the proposed Plan

2.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
Here we address several matters of a general nature that relate to various aspects
of the proposed Plan’s structure. These include:

2.2

2.3

1
2

(a)

introductory text in Chapter 1;

(b)

the Regional Coastal Plan and coastal ‘icon’;

(c)

interpretation of rules;

(d)

schedules;

(e)

printed and online maps; and

(f)

cross-referencing.

For each of the above matters, we provide an outline of the sub-issues relevant,
before summarising the evidence and our findings on each sub-issue.
Introductory text in Chapter 1
Identifying the issues
Various submitters sought changes to distinct parts of the introductory text in
Chapter 1. In summary, these amendments included (among others):
(a)

inclusion of a diagram to illustrate the general rōhe of iwi and hapū in
the region;1

(b)

that Te Hika a Papauma be recognised as mana whenua within their
traditional lands in the PNRP;2

Submissions S146 NZTA and S145 First Gas for example.
Submission S318 Te Hika o Papauma Mandated Iwi Authority.
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(c)

that the introduction includes contextual information about the role of
the National Grid in the Wellington region;3

(d)

minor amendments to the guiding principles of Te Upoko Taiao Natural Resources Plan Committee4 and the factors shaping the Plan;5

(e)

various edits to the Section 1.5.1 (statutory framework),6 and Section
1.5.2 (community views, scientific and technical information);7 and

(f)

suggested changes to Section 1.6 (values of water in the Plan)8 and
Table 1.1 (values of water).9

Proposed diagrams – rōhe of iwi and hapū
Two submissions requested the inclusion of a diagram illustrating the general
rōhe of iwi and hapū in the region.

2.5

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg for the Council observed that a diagram
would assist people in understanding which iwi and hapū to consult with when
considering future proposals under the proposed Plan, and may have added
benefits for iwi and hapū by virtue of early engagement afforded.10

2.6

Ultimately, however, Ms Greenberg expressed the view that these possible
benefits are outweighed by several disadvantages. Most notably, those
drawbacks included that there is not a rōhe map currently in existence that is
agreed by all of the Council’s iwi partners, nor have all of those partners
completed Treaty Settlement.11

2.7

Ms Greenberg also confirmed that contact information for iwi is available on the
Council’s website, along with general spatial information that can assist.

2.8

No other parties presented on this matter.

2.9

Overall, for the reasons set out in her section 42A report and as summarised
above, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s view that the inclusion of a rōhe map is neither
necessary nor appropriate.

2.10

Recognition of Te Hika o Papauma in the Plan
Among other matters in their submission, Te Hika o Papauma sought express
acknowledgement as mana whenua in the PNRP.

3

Submission S165 Transpower.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submission S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra.
6
Submissions S117 KCDC, S146 NZTA, S97 Alan Jefferies, S125 Rural Residents Environmental Society, S333 James
Cates, S167 Sustainable Wairarapa and S165 Transpower for example.
7
Submissions S117 KCDC and S352 Federated Farmers for example.
8
Submissions S352 Federated Farmers and S307 Hort NZ for example.
9
Submissions S167 Sustainable Wairarapa, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S352 Federated Farmers and S308 Fish
and Game for example.
10
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.11, para 38.
11
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.11, para 40-41.
4
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Ms Greenberg recommended against the acceptance of the submission as the
matter is outside the jurisdiction for this hearing and this panel.12 She drew on
the evidence of Council officer, Mr Grace who advised that:
…a structured approach to governance engagement with the region’s iwi was initiated
with the establishment of Ara Tahi and reaffirmed by Council and iwi rūnanga in the
2013 Memorandum of Partnership. Treaty settlements with Ngāti Kahungunu and
Rangitāne iwi will provide an opportunity for Wairarapa mana whenua to reconsider
matters of mandate and decision-making process with local and regional councils. It
is my view that this matter of representation falls outside of the proposed Plan.13

2.12

Te Hika o Papauma were represented at the hearing by Ms Anita Broughton.
She advised that Te Hika o Papauma is recognised as Kaitiaki and mana whenua
of the Castlepoint Purchase Block which is partly within the Wellington Region.
Notwithstanding this, Ms Broughton informed us the Te Hika o Papauma has
not been able to actively participate in planning and decision-making. 14

2.13

We fully understand the position expressed by Ms Broughton, and in particular
the desire for Te Hika o Papauma to be part of planning and decision-making
processes. However, we accept Mr Grace’s view that the more appropriate
channel for this to be provided for is outside the confines of the PNRP. For the
reasons Mr Grace has given, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation that the
relief sought by Te Hika o Papauma is not granted.

2.14

Additional context relating to the National Grid
The proposed amendment in question here was sought by Transpower to note
the vital role that the National Grid plays in providing for regional and national
well-being, including the Cook Strait cables that come ashore on the south coast
of Wellington City.

2.15

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg presented the view that the proposed
text was unnecessary, particularly given more specific provisions relating to the
Grid and the Cook Strait Cables throughout the PNRP.15

2.16

In her evidence on behalf of Transpower, Ms Whitney accepted Ms Greenberg’s
recommendation to reject Transpower’s submission on the basis that the Grid is
recognised elsewhere in Chapter 1 and other parts of the PNRP.16

2.17

Given this consensus, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation to reject the
relief sought on this matter.

2.18

12

Minor edits to the guiding principles of Te Upoko Taiao – National
Resources Plan Committee
Federated Farmers sought a minor amendment to Section 1.3 of the proposed
Plan to acknowledge that collaboration between regulators, resource users, iwi,

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.13, paras 44 - 45.
Evidence of Mike Grace (March 2017), p. 49, para 22.
14
Oral submission dated 25 May 2017, page 1.
15
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.13, para 47.
16
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (5 May 2017), Appendix C, paras 132 - 133.
13
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government and the community is not just a future aspiration, but also an
acknowledgement of the relationships that already exist.
2.19

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg agreed that the suggested amendment
is appropriate17, and this was acknowledged in the presentation by Mr Falloon
for Federated Famers.18

2.20

Given the agreement between the parties on this matter and for the additional
reasons provided in the section 32AA summary table attached to the Council’s
reply, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation that the submission is
accepted.

2.21

Minor edits to the factors shaping the Plan
Section 1.5 of the PNRP outlines three principal factors that have shaped the
proposed Plan, being:
(a)

statutory direction;

(b)

the guiding principles Te Upoko Taiao; and

(c)

the technical, scientific and consultative inputs into the Plan
development process.

2.22

Dairy NZ and Fonterra sought the addition of a fourth factor, being “social,
economic and cultural costs and opportunities.”

2.23

Ms Greenberg’s report acknowledged that the matters suggested by the submitter
were an active consideration in the development of the proposed Plan; however,
Ms Greenberg gave the view that the additional text would not add to the
usability, efficiency or effectiveness of the PNRP.19

2.24

Dairy NZ and Fonterra did not present to us on Hearing Stream 1.

2.25

We accept Ms Greenberg’s position on this matter, and we further observe that
“social, economic and cultural costs and opportunities” fall squarely within the
numerous elements that comprise the first of the principal factors listed in
Section 1.5 – being the statutory direction from the RMA and other policies and
plans.

2.26

In meeting the Act’s sustainable management purpose through the
appropriateness tests of section 32, we consider it is self-evident that the PNRP
is shaped by these matters. Accordingly, we agree with Ms Greenberg that the
proposed amendment is neither necessary nor appropriate.

2.27

Edits to Section 1.5.1 – Statutory framework
Eight submissions sought relief in relation to Section 1.5.1 and are discussed in
turn here.

17

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.14, para 49.
Summary Statement of Jamie Falloon (25 May 2017), para 5.3.
19
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.14, para 50.
18
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Firstly, KCDC (supported by further submissions from SWDC and MDC)
requested a new paragraph relating to the role of District Plans and cross
boundary issues. It reads:
District Plans are regulatory, and restrict use of land that would otherwise be
unregulated. District Plans, like Regional Plans, must give effect to national and
regional policy statements. Activities can span jurisdictional boundaries, and trigger
requirements under both regional and district plans.

2.29

Ms Greenberg signalled her agreement with the thrust of this suggested wording
for the purposes of improved clarity; however, she also suggested that the text
be revised and relocated to a different location within Section 1.5.1.20 Ms
Greenberg’s suggested wording was:
Natural and physical resources and processes do not stop at city, district or regional
boundaries. Use, development and protection can also require compliance with rules
in district plans, as well as rules in a regional plan.

2.30

In a statement tabled at the hearing, KCDC’s Manager of Research, Planning
and Policy – Ms Nicki Williams – observed that Ms Greenberg’s revised
wording is less specific than the submission text. As the revised wording
captures the primary intent of KCDC’s proposed wording, however, Ms
Williams signalled her organisation’s acceptance of Ms Greenberg’s revision.21

2.31

Ms Whitney provided evidence in relation to SWDC and MDC’s further
submission on the KCDC submission. In Ms Whitney’s view, Ms Greenberg’s
suggested amendment is acceptable as it provides a balance in the PNRP in terms
of context, boundary issues and cross reference to other regulatory processes.22

2.32

Given the broad expert consensus on this matter, we:

2.33

20

(a)

adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation to accept KCDC’s relief in part
by changing Section 1.5.1 as appended to Decision Report 1; and

(b)

adopt the section 32AA evaluation provided in the Council’s reply.

Three submissions related to the inclusion of Figure 1.3, which graphically
shows the spatial extent of the respective areas subject to various national,
regional and local policy statements and plans. The three submissions relating to
the Figure were as follows:
(a)

NZTA supported the figure;

(b)

Mr Alan Jefferies opposed the figure given his view that it is inaccurate;
and

(c)

Ms Heather Jean Phillips sought the removal of the figure as part of her
wider submission to reduce unnecessary content.

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp.14-15, para 52.
Tabled Statement of Nicki Williams (20 June 2017), para 9.
22
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (4 May 2017), p. 13, paras 43 - 44.
21
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2.34

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg provided the view that Figure 1.3 is a
useful and accurate reference tool, and accordingly recommended that the latter
two submissions identified above are rejected.23

2.35

In response to questions we asked of him, Mr Jefferies provided some clarity as
to the inaccuracies he identified on the figure. Namely, he told us that the figure
failed to accurately show the separation in jurisdiction between the management
of the surface of water bodies – being a District Council matter – and the bed of
those water bodies – being a Regional Council matter.

2.36

Neither NZTA nor Ms Phillips appeared before us on this matter.

2.37

Overall, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s view that Figure 1.3 is a useful reference tool
to give plan users an indication of the various spatial limits to the various plans
and policies addressed. The figure carries no statutory weight in of itself, but it
does serve an explanatory purpose and, we believe, a helpful one at that.

2.38

We recognise the merit in Mr Jefferies’ desire for the Plan to be as accurate as
possible, and also acknowledge his clear understanding of the differentiation in
the Councils’ respective jurisdictions. However, we do not share his view that
Figure 1.3 is misleading, or that it needs to be amended to a finer level of detail
to distinguish jurisdictional separation between the beds and surfaces of water
bodies.

2.39

Rural Residents Environmental Society’s submission proposed the inclusion of
additional text in Section 1.5.1 to indicate that GWRC will form agreements with
District Councils to improve coordinated plan making and joint decision-making
processes.

2.40

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg recommended that the submission be
rejected as Council and each of the local Councils already have well-established
practices in place to coordinate applications for resource consents through
powers under section 91 of the RMA, to hold joint hearings under section 102,
and for consultation when preparing a district or regional plan pursuant to
Schedule 1 and section 74 matters.24

2.41

The submitter did not present to us on this particular topic at the hearing.

2.42

On this matter, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s view that the additional text proposed
by the submitter is unnecessary. We also acknowledge her evidence that the
various Councils of the Wellington Region have effective practices in place to
manage coordination of plan making and decision-making where relevant.

2.43

The submissions from James Cates and Sustainable Wairarapa Inc were of a
similar vein in that they requested that other parties be given powers / functions
for the purposes of crafting PNRP rules and considering future consent processes
under the proposed Plan (respectively).

23
24

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.15, para 54.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.15, para 56.
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2.44

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg drew our attention to sections 34 and
34A of the RMA which outline the limited criteria relating to Council’s ability
to delegate its functions and the parties it may delegate various functions to.
Neither submitter presented to us at the hearing on this matter.

2.45

We observe that the submitters have sought for Federated Famers and
individuals with local knowledge / expertise to be given delegated powers,
neither of which are recognised under the Act as parties who may be given
delegated authority.25

2.46

While we do not share the view of the submitters that these parties should be
given authority to exercise Council’s functions, we do note however that
Federated Farmers and several parties with local knowledge on an array of
matters have submitted on the PNRP. We believe that submission pathway to be
the appropriate opportunity for such individuals and groups to apply their
knowledge for the purposes of shaping the proposed Plan. Similarly, where
future applications are notified under the PNRP, parties will have additional
opportunity to influence decision-making through the submission and hearing
processes.

2.47

Finally, we note that Transpower made two submissions in relation to Section
1.5.1. The first change was a suggested correction to the date of the NPSET –
being 2008, rather than 2011. More substantively, the second submission sought
the inclusion of a list of current NESs along with corresponding clarification that
a rule in a regional plan can impose stricter standards than a NES only if the NES
provides that opportunity.

2.48

Ms Greenberg’s report recommended the acceptance of the first submission
point and partial acceptance of the second. In her view, providing a complete list
of NESs would require the Council to update the list each time a new NES is
gazetted.26

2.49

Ms Whitney for Transpower did not share the position adopted in the section
42A report. In Ms Whitney’s view, the proposed Plan should be more explicit in
its reference to NESs to make plan users aware of their existence and relationship
with the PNRP.27

2.50

Ms Whitney acknowledged, however, that the proposed Plan could become
outdated with the advent of new NESs. On the proposition that we might prefer
Ms Greenberg’s view as a result of that, Ms Whitney suggested this alternative
drafting solution to add to the examples of matters addressed by NESs in the
narrative in Section 1.5.1 (proposed edit underlined):
National environmental standards are also prepared by central government. They can
prescribe technical standards, methods or other requirements for environmental
matters such as electricity transmission, air quality, assessing and managing

25
Though arguably, Council Officers and Council-appointed decision-makers that are given delegated authority may
well have local knowledge / experience.
26
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.16, para 61.
27
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (5 May 2017), p. 16, para 56.
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contaminants in soil to protect human health, and managing sources of human
drinking water.28

2.51

We observe that a Schedule 1 RMA process would be required to amend the
PNRP each time a (hypothetical) NES list is updated. For that reason, we share
Ms Greenberg’s view that it would not be efficient to include a full list of the
NESs as it would set the expectation that the list would need to be updated by
way of plan change each time a new NES comes into force.

2.52

However, we agree with Ms Whitney that plan users will be aided by better
understanding the matters addressed by NESs. While the notified PNRP text
refers to air quality, contaminated soil and drinking water sources as relevant
NES matters, it omits electricity transmission.

2.53

Overall, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation to accept the first
submission point entirely, and the second point in part. We also adopt Ms
Greenberg’s recommended amendments to the definition of ‘whaitua’. Finally,
we accept Ms Whitney’s suggested alternative drafting solution and this is
reflected in the revised Plan provisions appended to Decision Report 1.

2.54
2.55

Edits to Section 1.5.2 – Community views, scientific and technical
information
Two submissions sought various amendments to Section 1.5.2.
Firstly, KCDC sought the inclusion of a new paragraph in Section 1.5.2 and a
new subsection 1.5.3. In summary, these amendments:
(a)

explain the important relationships between territorial authorities and
tangata whenua in managing the environment; and

(b)

describe the role of territorial authorities, including the collaborative
role to achieve positive environmental outcomes and the shared
decision-making role on cross-boundary issues.

2.56

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg recommended that neither amendment
be accepted. In relation to the first amendment, Ms Greenberg’s view was that
the proposed content is irrelevant to the identification of issues for a regional
plan. On the second point, Ms Greenberg believed the PNRP already
comprehensively describes the collaboration between Councils and is not
assisted by the additional text proposed by KCDC.29

2.57

Ms Williams’ statement for KCDC made note of Ms Greenberg’s
recommendation on both submission points, and reinforced that KCDC remains
of the view that the proposed text would be of assistance to plan users.30

2.58

Like Ms Greenberg, we see the merit in KCDC’s submissions but do not believe
the submissions make the proposed Plan a more effective document. In
particular, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s observation that the PNRP already
addresses the majority of points made in the submissions, albeit in a different

28

Evidence of Pauline Whitney (5 May 2017), pp. 16 - 17, para 57.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp.16-18, paras 62 - 65.
30
Tabled Statement of Nicki Williams (20 June 2017), para 10.
29
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style / format. Accordingly, we agree with Ms Greenberg that the submissions
by KCDC be rejected.
2.59

Finally, Federated Famers proposed an extensive addition to Section 1.5.2. The
new text relates to a range of matters, but includes:
(a)

commentary about the genesis of the RMA;

(b)

summary information of long term monitoring data for water quality;

(c)

a description about some consultative outcomes of the pre-notification
stage of the PNRP; and

(d)

observations about the state of the environment on various land matters.

2.60

Two further submissions were made in relation to this original submission, one
in support (from Waa Rata Estate) and one in opposition (from Fish and Game).

2.61

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg stated that the proposed amendments
go beyond the style of the section and would be open to (mis)interpretation. In
her view, the content of Section 1.5.2 is a generalised list of issues addressed in
the PNRP, and it would be inappropriate to expand the section as proposed by
the submitter.31

2.62

Mr Falloon for Federated Farmers provided a different view to Ms Greenberg.
In his evidence, he told us that:
…understanding state and trends is material to a well-defined problem; and that
failure to include information to this effect at the front of the Plan leaves a vacuum
within which various submitters are already presenting contested interpretations.32

2.63

We also heard from Waa Rata Estate and Fish and Game at the hearing; however,
they did not speak to their further submissions on this matter.

2.64

In evaluating this proposed amendment to Section 1.5.2, we firstly observe the
high-level nature of the notified text. It does not delve too deeply into matters of
detail around the methods used to generate the key natural resource management
issues identified, nor within the description of the issues themselves.

2.65

It occurs to us that the difference in views on this matter relates primarily to
preferences on the level of detail that should be provided, with Federated
Farmers favouring a higher level of detail.

2.66

While we understand Federated Farmers’ desire to provide additional context,
we also note that the wording the submitter has proposed is not a comprehensive
appraisal of the evidence compiled in preparing the Plan, nor does it capture all
issues that are relevant for the PNRP. For example, the description is silent on
matters relating to air quality and coastal management.

31
32
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2.67

In the above respect, we share Ms Greenberg’s concern that – by emphasising
some matters and not others – there is the potential for interpretation issues to
arise. That is, some readers may ascribe some artificial significance to those
issues that are listed over those that are not.

2.68

If the role of this section was to provide a comprehensive appraisal of the
Council’s information-gathering and issue-identification processes, we might
have been more inclined to accept the submission from Federated Farmers.
However, we think it is better to retain its more generic form. Accordingly, we
adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation that the submission by Federated
Farmers on Section 1.5.2 be rejected.

2.69

Edits to Section 1.6 – Values of water in the Plan
Federated Farmers also proposed additional text in Section 1.6, as did Hort NZ.

2.70

The Federated Famers submission sought the inclusion of additional text that
describes how values of water are prioritised in the proposed Plan. The
submission proposed a shift away from the prioritisation of the ecosystem-health
and human-health-for-recreation compulsory values expressed in the NPS-FM
(as notified), and a refocussing on the whaitua process as the vehicle for defining
and prioritising values across a given catchment.

2.71

In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg recommended that the submission be
rejected. She noted that Objectives A1 and A2 in the NPS-FM collectively aim
for ecosystem and human health values to be safeguarded, and for the overall
quality of freshwater within a region to be maintained or improved.33

2.72

In support of her position, Ms Greenberg cited the Environment Court’s position
in Ngāti Kahungunu Iwi Inc v Hawke's Bay Regional Council34, which provides
some interpretive context on NPS-FM Objectives A1 and A2. Her report said
the following about the case:
In particular, the case considers the key issue of whether Objective A2 (and related
provisions) of the NPS-FM, requiring that the "overall quality of fresh water within a
region" be "maintained or improved", allows planning instruments to contemplate
degradation of a particular water course provided that quality overall is maintained
or enhanced across the region.
The Court's view in this case was that a balancing, or ‘overs and unders’ approach to
overall quality is not permissible in light of the function imposed on regional council
in s30(1)(c)(ii) of the RMA for the purpose of ‘the maintenance and enhancement of
the quality of water in water bodies’ and the requirement in s69 that regional councils
‘shall not set standards in a plan which result, in a reduction of the quality of the water
in any waters…unless it is consistent with the purpose of this Act to do so’. In addition,
the Court considered that Objective A1 of the NPS-FM was unequivocal.
Therefore provisions in the proposed Plan provide for existing water quality to be
maintained, at the least, or improved. In accordance with the NPS-FM, water quality
cannot be degraded by ‘balancing’ a range of values and the proposed Plan does not
contain provisions that would result in degraded water quality. I understand that
through the whaitua committee process, the level of improvement (above national

33
34

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.19, paras 70 - 71.
[2015] NZEnvC 50.
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bottom lines) and the timeframes for achieving it will be determined by considering
the full spectrum of community values for freshwater.35

2.73

Mr Falloon’s evidence included a brief passage on this point, which largely
reinforced Federated Farmer’s position that the whaitua process is the more
appropriate avenue for values to be prioritised.36

2.74

Overall, we believe Ms Greenberg’s view is the most appropriate in relation to
this matter. We agree with her that the NPS-FM is clear about the outcomes
anticipated, and that same clarity should filter through to the PNRP.

2.75

We also amplify Ms Greenberg’s understanding that the whaitua process is not
the arena for determining whether water quality levels are met or not – rather it
is about determining the level of improvement over and above the NPS-FM
bottom lines, as well as the timeframes for achieving those improvements. In
both respects, we believe the notified provisions have accurately captured that
context. Accordingly, we do not accept Federated Farmer’s proposed alteration
to Section 1.6.

2.76

Hort NZ’s submission proposed new text to clarify that contact recreation values
will be expressed in the PNRP as either primary or secondary depending on
location.

2.77

Ms Greenberg’s recommendation in her section 42A report was that the
submission be rejected as it does not add clarity for plan users, and is at a greater
level of specificity than the remainder of Section 1.6. She added that:
(a)

the proposed amendment is not consistent with the proposed Plan’s
approach to water quality for contact recreation in the proposed
objectives; and

(b)

the primary and secondary recreational values are not solely dependent
on location.37

2.78

Ms Wharfe provided planning evidence on behalf of Hort NZ in relation to this
matter; however, that evidence was largely focussed on the submitter’s
associated relief sought on Table 1.1 – which we discuss below.

2.79

For the reasons given in her report, we agree with Ms Greenberg that the
suggested amendment from Hort NZ should not be accepted. In particular, we
find that the additional text would not assist plan users in understanding the way
in which the proposed Plan ascribes values to water, or manages effects on those
values.

2.80

35

Table 1.1
As alluded to above, Table 1.1 is a sub-part of Section 1.6. The table is described
in Section 1.6 as illustrating “shared values, intrinsic values, direct use values

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp.19 - 20, paras 72 - 74.
Summary Statement of Jamie Falloon (25 May 2017), para 6.2.
37
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp.20-21, paras 77 - 78.
36
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(that is, associated with a utility but not associated with opportunities for
financial returns), and commercial / economic use values.”
2.81

2.82

In addition to the submission from Hort NZ, four other submissions sought
amendments to the list of values in Table 1.1. In summary, the five submissions
to Table 1.1 were as follows:
(a)

Hort NZ sought for ‘the production of food’ to be added to the first
direct use value in the table, being “human sustenance, health and wellbeing”;

(b)

Sustainable Wairarapa proposed for the table to be expanded to include
values for soil / minerals, biodiversity and atmosphere;

(c)

similarly, Rangitāne o Wairarapa Inc sought the broadening of values
listed in the table, including matters relevant to proposed Schedules B
and C;

(d)

Federated Farmers proposed that each entry in the table be recast as
succinct, region-specific descriptors to assist future whaitua processes
– descriptions of each value were provided in the submission; and

(e)

Fish and Game requested the addition of other values, including
primary recreation, angling, trout fishing and spawning, amenity,
aesthetic, natural character, natural form and function, all Schedule 3
values in the RMA, the values identified in the PNRP schedules and all
compulsory and secondary values in the NPS-FM.

Ms Greenberg addressed these submissions collectively in her section 42A
report, noting that the suggested amendments do not accurately reflect the factual
history of the process leading to the development of the Plan and the values
identified in Table 1.1.38 She drew our attention to the descriptive text in Section
1.6 that explains the values of water in Table 1.1 noting:
80. As stated in the second sentence of Section 1.6, the values of water listed in Table
1.1 are those ‘that have been identified during the development of the Plan.’ The
final sentence clarifies that, ‘in the table, the values have been sourced from the
following: NPS-FM; policies in the RPS; the RMA; mana whenua; and
community and stakeholder engagement.’

2.83

38
39

In her evidence for Hort NZ, Ms Wharfe gave the view that Ms Greenberg’s
position did not adequately recognise the significance of values as outlined in
the NPS-FM. Ms Wharfe added that Ms Greenberg did not directly address Hort
NZ’s proposed addition of “food production’ into the direct use value
description for ‘human sustenance, health and well-being.” In Ms Wharfe’s
view, that amendment is appropriate as ‘provision of food is an important part
of wellbeing and the Plan needs to ensure that it is appropriately recognised’.39

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.21, paras 79 - 81.
Evidence of Lynette Wharfe (5 May 2017), p.6, para 4.21.
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2.84

In his evidence, Mr Falloon amplified the aim of Federated Farmers’ proposed
amendments, being for the future assistance to the whaitua process.40 That same
rationale was adopted by Mr Percy in his evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa
Inc, albeit that this submitter sought quite different amendments to the Table
than those sought by Federated Farmers.41

2.85

Ms Cooper for Fish and Game gave the view that many more values than those
listed in the table were identified over the course of the proposed Plan’s
development, as is evidenced by the many schedules included in the notified
provisions. She considered that the table should correspond with the values
identified throughout the proposed Plan ‘at the very least’.42

2.86

Similar to discussion of submissions on Section 1.5.2 of the proposed Plan
above, we gather that the difference in view between the Council and submitters
on Table 1 relates primarily to the level of detail presented in the text.

2.87

For example, “food and fibre production” is already recognised in the table
under the commercial / economic use values and would certainly be part and
parcel of human sustenance, health and wellbeing. It would be unnecessarily
repetitive to include food production in the values list again, as is the suggestion
of Hort NZ.

2.88

Similarly, we find that the wide range of values recommended by Fish and Game
already fall under the ecosystem health and mahinga kai, contact recreation,
ecosystem function, waterway form and character, human sustenance and active
recreation values – albeit, we accept, the terminology used is not verbatim and /
or is at a more generic level than proposed in the submission.

2.89

Overall, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s position that the values identified in the table
are generally appropriate and reflect the factual history leading to the
development of the objectives, policies, rules and other methods for water in the
PNRP. Accordingly, we agree that the submissions should be rejected.

2.90

A final matter we address here is the additional submission from Hort NZ that
Table 1.1 be relocated to the Objectives section of the proposed Plan. This
proposed amendment corresponds to another amendment proposed by Hort NZ
to add a new objective, being “The values of freshwater are recognised and
provided for,” and the submission proposes to relocate Table 1.1 under that new
objective.

2.91

We consider the submission’s proposed inclusion of a new objective in Decision
Report 4, but evaluate the appropriateness of relocating the table in this report.

2.92

Ms Greenberg did not consider the merits of this submission in isolation, and
rather, grouped it along with the other proposed amendments to the table (which
we have already discussed above) in her section 42A report.

2.93

Ms Wharfe was more specific in her evidence to us on this matter. She said:
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4.12 It is noted that in Section 3.1 Ki uta ki tai: mountains to sea that a number of
values are specifically provided for in the objectives. (e.g. Objective O4 intrinsic
values of aquatic freshwater, Objective O5 contact recreation and Māori
customary use). However not all values identified in Table 1.1 are included in
the objectives.
4.13 Given that the values have been identified in Table 1.1 they should all be
incorporated within the planning framework.
4.14 Inclusion of Table 1.1 under the new objective would provide appropriate
recognition and inclusion of the values in Table 1.1 and provide a framework for
the application of these values through the Plan.
4.15 I consider this to be an appropriate planning framework to ensure that the
NPSFM is implemented through the Plan and the FMU process.

2.94

We find merit in Ms Wharfe’s logic and agree that the table could – in theory –
perform an informative function within the objectives. However, we are not
convinced that such a change would improve the Plan’s ability to achieve its
objectives. Moreover, we think that change in function would also entail a
corresponding need to overhaul the content of the table, which we have
otherwise found above to be generally appropriate.

2.95

Ultimately, we return to the description of the Table in Section 1.6 and the view
of Ms Greenberg cited above that the Table achieves purchase through the
objectives, policies and rules. It is not intended to be a comprehensive statement
of issues that the objectives respond to, nor does it canvas the full range of values
addressed in the Plan’s array of provisions. Like the other content in Section 1
of the proposed Plan, it provides plan users with context on a particular suite of
matters. We believe that role is appropriate, and accordingly have not accepted
the submission.

2.96

2.97

Minor edits across the Chapter
In addition to the substantive changes described above, which give effect to
submissions, we have implemented some minor clerical alterations to Chapter 1
to aid plan navigation and to correct minor errors. These alterations have been
made pursuant to Clause 16, Schedule 1 of the RMA.
Regional Coastal Plan and the coastal icon
Identifying the issue
Section 2.1 of the notified PNRP reads:
2.1

How to use this Plan

The Plan is a combined regional air, land, water and coastal plan. This section explains how
the Plan brings these elements together in objectives, policies, rules and methods.
Section 80(8) of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the RMA) requires regional councils
to identify the provisions in the Plan that form part of the regional coastal plan. These
provisions also require ministerial approval under section 28(b) of the RMA and are
identified by an icon
. Unless otherwise stated, provisions marked with the coastal
icon apply to both the coastal marine area and the areas landward of mean high water springs
where the regional council has jurisdiction.
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Three submissions were made in relation to this and related parts of the proposed
Plan. In summary, these were from:
(a)

Dairy NZ and Fonterra, who sought clearer distinction between the
provisions which are regional coastal plan provisions and those which
relate to other regional plan components to ensure that the provisions
of the NZCPS are not applied outside the coastal environment;

(b)

Coastal Ratepayers United Inc, who requested that the meaning of the
coastal icon be clarified and that its explanation be consistently applied
across the proposed Plan; and

(c)

GBC Winstone, who sought for the final sentence of Section 2.1 to be
incorporated into Sections 5.1 to 5.6 of the proposed Plan.

Summary of evidence
In relation to the submission from Dairy NZ and Fonterra, Ms Greenberg in her
section 42A report, considered that no further clarification is required to the
proposed Plan in order to distinguish between coastal and non-coastal
provisions. In contrast, she told us:
87. I consider that it is clear from reading the proposed Plan that the majority of
provisions are not written to be only a part of the coastal plan or only part of the
regional plan. Indeed, most of the proposed provisions are both, which I consider
is consistent with one of the key aspects of the overall policy framework for the
proposed Plan -promoting integrated catchment management.

2.100

Dairy NZ and Fonterra did not present to us on the matter at the hearing.

2.101

Ms Greenberg did recommend changes to the provisions in response to the other
two submissions. Notwithstanding her general position in response to Dairy NZ
and Fonterra, Ms Greenberg agreed with Coastal Ratepayers United and GBC
Winstone that the explanation of the coastal rules and use of the coastal icon was
not as clear as it could be. She proposed that the statement about the coastal icon
at the start of each rules section in Chapter 5 and in Section 2.1 be amended to
clearly explain how it is used within the approach of integrated catchment
management.43 We observe here that – as part of that suite of amendments – Ms
Greenberg’s proposed changes to the third paragraph in each sub-section of
Chapter 5 included reference back to Sections 2.1 and 2.1.3, the latter of which
comprises explanatory text about the PNRP rules.

2.102

While Coastal Ratepayers United presented to us on Topic 1, they did not speak
to this particular issue.

2.103

GBC Winstone, on the other hand, addressed this point in detail. Their planning
consultant, Ms Allen, found Ms Greenberg’s proposed amendments to Section
2.1 to be unnecessary, adding that the submitter did not seek such a change. Ms
Allen supported the amendments to Chapter 5 to the extent that they refer back
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to Section 2.1, but thought it would be unhelpful for readers to also be directed
to Section 2.1.3. She told us:
I do not see any reason why there should also be a reference to section 2.1.3, as the
Plan user will look in vain for a reference to the icon there. Similarly, I see no reason
to refer to “the integrated nature of the Plan” in each section. Both additions add
unnecessary verbiage to rule provisions which should be clear and straight-forward.
It would be sufficient to repeat the original wording from section 2.1 in each of the
Rules sections.44

2.104

2.105

The Council’s reply on Topic 1 did not recommend any further amendment to
Ms Greenberg’s proposed changes, but it did include a summary section 32AA
evaluation of the proposed amendments.
Discussion and findings
Overall, we find Ms Allen’s view on these provisions to be the most appropriate.
We agree that it is unnecessary to refer at multiple junctures to the ‘integrated
nature of the Plan’. While Ms Allen has recommended that the explanatory text
at Section 2.1 be repeated in Sections 5.1 - 5.6, we consider a simple reference
to Section 2.1 will be the most appropriate way to clarify its application
throughout the Plan.

2.106

We have amended the Chapter 5 explanatory text accordingly.

2.107

Region-wide and Whaitua-specific objectives
As noted at the outset of this report, this hearing stream included consideration
of some objectives. Again, we have evaluated and determined those issues in
Decision Report 4.

2.108

44

Interpretation of rules
Identifying the issue
Various submissions related to the PNRP rules at a general or high-level. These
submissions included (in summary):
(a)

Beef and Lamb NZ, who suggested the focus on delivering the
anticipated outcomes of the proposed Plan should be delivered by nonregulatory methods at landholders’ preference;

(b)

Fish and Game, who sought amendments to the rules to be consistent
with the requirements of section 70 of the RMA, and where section 70
is not met, for controlled activity status to result;

(c)

Wellington Water and PCC, who requested a review of the rules to
ensure they are clear, certain and consistent with relevant case law;

(d)

Federated Farmers, who sought that all discretionary activity rules be
amended to either controlled or restricted discretionary activity status,
with control / discretion limited to the subject of any permitted
standards not met;

Evidence of Sylvia Allen (5 May 2017), p.3, para 3.4.
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(e)

Wellington Water, PCC, Dairy NZ and Fonterra, SWDC and MDC,
who either supported or sought clarification relating to the bundling or
combining of activities under a single rule for activities otherwise
regulated by sub-sections 9, 12 - 15 of the Act; and

(f)

Several submissions seeking additions or alterations to Section 2.1.3 of
the proposed Plan, including:
(i)

the view expressed by SWDC and MDC that section 86B(3) is
not relevant to all rules in the Plan, and the corresponding need
to reflect that correctly in Section 2.1.3;

(ii)

requests from PCC and Wellington Water to add the words
“objectives” and “policies” to be clear that those provisions
have effect from the date of notification;

(iii)

the suggestion from Federated Farmers that Section 2.1.3
should signal the Plan’s intent to maximise use of permitted
activities with clear conditions to provide increased certainty
and reduced cost; and

(iv)

additional text proposed by Wellington Water to clarify the
relationships of sections 9, 14 and 15 of the RMA with the
proposed Plan.

Summary of evidence
Ms Greenberg’s view was that only one amendment should be made to the
provisions in response to these submissions – being the correction suggested by
SWDC and MDC in relation to section 86B(3) of the Act. In her section 42A
report, Ms Greenberg proposed that the relevant text in section 2.1.3 be deleted,
citing the following reason for recommending that change:
130. Section 86B(3) of the RMA explains the weight to be given to a rule in a proposed
Plan by specifying when a rule in the Plan has legal effect. Most matters dealt
with in a regional plan fall within section 86(3) and have immediate effect on
notification. Following the decisions on submissions all other rules have legal
effect once any appeal have been resolved. Therefore, I recommend that the
second and third sentence in Section 2.1.3 of the proposed Plan be deleted in the
decision version.45

2.110

Ms Whitney’s evidence for SWDC and MDC46 and Ms Wratt’s evidence for
Wellington Water were supportive of the recommendation47, and no alternative
view was presented by any other party.

2.111

In relation to the submissions that pertained to the ‘bundling’ or ‘grouping’ of
activities, Ms Greenberg’s section 42A report focussed on the semantics of the
term ‘bundling’ and her understanding of that term’s common use in a regulatory
planning context. While her section 42A report was accurate in this respect, it
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was not directly related to the substance of the relevant submissions. Ms
Greenberg noted that it would be the role of other authors in subsequent reports
to address the substance of the rules which combined multiple authorisations.48
2.112

Ms Wratt for Wellington Water similarly observed that the issue raised in
submissions was not focussed on the bundling of activity statuses where multiple
authorisations are sought under a single application (as raised by Ms Greenberg);
but rather, that the PNRP groups multiple authorisations under single rules.

2.113

Notwithstanding the confusion about the use of the term ‘bundling,’ Ms Wratt
commented on the appropriateness of the multiple authorisation approach
proposed. She gave the view that it is a sensible approach in general, though she
expressed some residual concern that – for some rules – certain components
could appear in multiple activities, creating confusion as to which rule / activity
applies. Ultimately, Ms Wratt clarified her acceptance with Ms Greenberg’s
view that her concerns could be addressed on a case by case basis at subsequent
hearings.49

2.114

Like Ms Wratt, Ms Whitney signalled that she was most interested in the
substance of various provisions where activity grouping occurs, and that she
would reserve her view on those matters for the appropriate hearing(s). At a
general level, however, Ms Whitney considered Ms Greenberg’s position to be
acceptable.50

2.115

Neither PCC nor Dairy NZ and Fonterra addressed us on this matter at the
hearing.

2.116

For all of the other submissions relating to this topic and the general application
and interpretation of the proposed rules, Ms Greenberg’s reasons for not
supporting any associated amendments fell within two broad categories:
(a)

where the relevant submission is associated with amendments to
specific rule provisions, Ms Greenberg advised that the substance of the
matter would be addressed at the appropriate hearing(s); and

(b)

for the more broadly-focussed submissions, Ms Greenberg explained:
121. Nonetheless, I note that the proposed Plan contains rules that require
resource consents to ensure that the desired outcomes in the objectives
and policies are achieved, as well as rules that permit particular
activities subject to conditions. In addition, it is common for a
permitted activity status rule to have conditions that prescribe the
envelope within which an activity may occur without resource consent.
As an example, in proposed Rule R115 (Culverts – permitted activity)
conditions (f)-(j) are specific actions and conditions (k)-(o) are
specific outcomes.
122. Due to the restrictive nature of sections 12, 13, 14 and 15 of the RMA,
many activities that have been shown to occur with less than minor
adverse effects on the environment would require resource consent
unless allowed by a permitted rule in a regional plan. Therefore, the
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proposed Plan addresses unnecessary regulation by permitting those
activities. For some activities, the conditions stipulate how the activity
is to occur and for others, the conditions stipulate the desired outcome.

2.117

Mr Falloon spoke to Federated Farmer’s submission seeking an overall less
stringent rule framework. In summary, Mr Falloon’s view was that:
(a)

‘less and better’ regulation is the best starting point for the proposed
Plan;

(b)

in relation to restoration and enhancement, the RPS is clear that nonregulatory methods are preferred;

(c)

a framework that is overly regulatory-focused will not result in good
practices, and tends to either lack sufficient certainty or to micromanage activities and their effects; and

(d)

the default activity status for many activities that do not meet permitted
standards is discretionary, which is inefficient and likely to result in
significant transaction costs.

2.118

Ms Cooper provided evidence in relation to Fish and Game’s request for
regulation in the PNRP that implements section 70 of the Act. The substance of
Ms Cooper’s evidence is addressed in Decision Report 11 - Water Quality.

2.119

The Council’s written reply did not consider the above.

2.120

2.121

2.122

56

Discussion and findings
For the reasons expressed in her section 42A report, we agree with Ms Greenberg
that the majority of the matters raised in this group of submissions are best
managed on a case by case basis where they relate to the substance of specific
provisions in other decision reports. We also share her view that the amendment
regarding clarification of when the Plan provisions have legal effect as suggested
by SWDC and MDC, and supported by Ms Whitney, is appropriate. The wording
of Section 2.1.3 in the Plan has been amended in the Plan provisions as appended
to Decision Report 1. For completeness, where the Plan provisions use the
phrase “date of public notification of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan
(31.07.2015)” we have substituted this with the actual date of publication.
We therefore find no need to evaluate the issue of bundling here, other than to
note that it is a matter addressed in relation to specific rules elsewhere in our
decisions.
Methods
Identifying the issue
The proposed Plan contains four methods; M2, M10, M13 and M24 that contain
dates of when particular actions by the Council would be undertaken. In all cases,
the dates specified have passed. There were no submissions seeking a change to
the date.
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Discussion and findings
It appear to us to be nonsensical to have dates in a plan that have already passed.
However, as there were no submissions seeking to insert a new date, we are
unable to amend the dates within those methods.

2.123

2.124

2.125

2.126

2.127

2.128

Schedules
Identifying the issue
The proposed Plan contains 21 schedules that relate to a range of matters,
including (among others) outstanding water bodies, sites with significant mana
whenua and / or historic heritage values, important trout fishery rivers and
spawning waters, significant surf breaks and air quality.
Similar to the preceding section of our report, a number of submissions related
to the schedules at a general level, including:
(a)

support for one or more of the schedules, including from Port Nicholson
Block Settlement Trust and Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai; and

(b)

opposition to one or more of the schedules, the associated use of noncomplying activity status for activities not permitted in scheduled areas,
and / or requests to exempt certain areas from the schedules – for
example, from CDC, HCC and UHCC Departments.

Summary of evidence
Ms Greenberg’s evidence was that the extent of the schedules and the associated
rules applying within them should be addressed on a case-by-case basis at the
relevant hearing to which the schedules relate. In her view, the proposed
approach is appropriate and provides a framework to allow for, and require
consent for, certain activities depending on their effects on the relevant
scheduled site(s).51
No other parties addressed us on the issues of schedules in a general sense,
though some did appear in relation to specific schedules and related provisions.
Discussion and findings
Overall, we agree with Ms Greenberg that the proposed schedules are an
appropriate method in general, and there is no evidence to suggest otherwise.
The extent, nature and substance of provisions related to the various schedules
are matters we address in other decisions.
Printed and online maps
Identifying the issue
Section 2.1.6 of the proposed Plan includes the following description about the
planning maps:
The maps (chapter 13) are included for indicative purposes only. For a more detailed
complete version of the planning maps the online GIS overlay version of the relevant
map needs to be consulted. The GIS overlay may include additional detailed
information which may have implications on activities in the area concerned and as
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such, the hard copy map should not be relied on independently. The online version is
available
on
the
Wellington
Regional
Council
website
at
http://mapping.gw.govt.nz/gwrc/ and can be accessed from the Wellington Regional
Council offices or public library.
There are instructions on how to use the GIS overlay on the Wellington Regional
Council’s website. For convenience, each site has a label on the GIS overlay which
links back to the relevant schedule.

2.129

2.130

2.131

2.132

52

Seven submissions related to the maps at a general level. These included:
(a)

SWDC, MDC, CDC and Waa Rata Estate who requested that all maps
be deleted, revised for scale and accuracy and / or re-notified;

(b)

Mr Jefferies, who considered the proposed Plan is not fit-for-purpose
as it does not include a comprehensive set of planning maps; and

(c)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa and RPH, who sought additional maps to be
included.

Summary of evidence
Ms Greenberg opened her discussion on this matter by observing that the RMA
does not require a hard copy of the proposed Plan to be available for inspection.
She added that the various printed maps included in the proposed Plan are at
various scales to suit the respective context, and that plan users are directed to
the more detailed GIS maps to view the information at a finer grained scale.52
Ms Anderson provided a similar view in her opening legal submissions for the
Council.53
It was Ms Greenberg’s view, in her section 42A report, that the maps are fit-forpurpose, noting in response to submissions that:
(a)

the relative scale difference between the printed and online maps does
not affect the accuracy of the information projected;

(b)

scale is more meaningful for paper maps as they project a fixed scale,
whereas GIS maps can be viewed at different scales;

(c)

while the scale of some of the printed maps are not as user-friendly as
it could be, the notified scale is appropriate for illustrating the various
locations and the GIS maps afford the ability to obtain additional
detail.54

Ms Greenberg did propose one minor amendment (pursuant to Clause 16,
Schedule 1, RMA) to withdraw the words “proposed” and “2015” on the
explanatory text shown on each printed map in Chapter 13.55 This suggestion is

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.34 - 35, paras 145 and 148.
Legal Submissions on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 (20 April 2017), pp.20 - 21, paras 99 103.
54
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to reflect that – assuming the Plan is ultimately made operative – it will no longer
be in a proposed state.
2.133

According to Ms Greenberg, the substance of the submissions from Rangitāne o
Wairarapa and RPH would be addressed in subsequent hearing topics, given
their focus on specific map provisions.

2.134

Ms Whitney’s evidence for SWDC and MDC accepted Ms Greenberg’s position
on this matter on the basis that Ms Greenberg asserted that the maps are correct
and can be relied upon.56

2.135

Ms Foster told us that CDC struggled to interpret the GIS maps in the draft NRP,
and found various inaccuracies in the data projected; however, in her more recent
interactions with the maps, she found them to be more user-friendly. Ms Foster
added that the GIS-based mapping is an appropriate tool, provided that a given
user makes accurate and complete selections when using the software.57

2.136

Ms Foster pointed out that anything that impedes accessibility for users, or any
inaccuracies or incomplete datasets can undermine the reliability and integrity
of the maps. For that and other reasons, Ms Foster expressed a desire to have
access to appropriately scaled hard copy maps in addition to the GIS maps.58

2.137

Ms Smith and Mr Stroud’s presentation for Waa Rata Estate included similar
themes to Ms Foster’s evidence. They told us that they struggled to determine
where a number of the mapped areas apply on the ground given the scale at
which they are printed, citing the surface water community drinking areas as an
example. In their view, the maps should be amended to be more legible as the
notified iterations diminish the effectiveness of the proposed Plan.59

2.138

Mr Jefferies’ presentation about the planning maps was similar in scope to his
submission on the diagram at Figure 1.3. That is, his view is that the PNRP must
unambiguously delineate the distinction between land and the beds of lakes and
rivers. Failure to do so, in Mr Jefferies’ opinion, renders the proposed Plan unfit
for purpose and fundamentally flawed. Mr Jefferies sought that the proposed
Plan be withdrawn or amended to include such detailed maps, similar to the maps
utilised by District Councils.60

2.139

The right of reply did not specifically address this issue in any detail.

2.140

Discussion and findings
Firstly, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommended minor amendment to the
explanatory text including reference to the “Proposed Natural Resources Plan
2015” on the printed maps. This is a minor correction, and is appropriate in our
collective view.
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2.141

More substantively, and considering all of the evidence before us, we accept that
there are pros and cons to the various options available to the Council for
mapping.

2.142

We also agree with the evidence of Ms Foster, Ms Smith and Mr Stroud that the
accuracy and readability of the printed maps is not as high as it could be. For
example, during Hearing Stream 2 in relation to riparian margins and stock
access, we heard from submitters that a fundamental issue they found with the
printed maps was the inability to understand whether a proposal is compliant
with provisions associated with a schedule owing to an inability to legibly
interpret the extent of the relevant schedule(s).

2.143

We address the content of the various schedules and the substance of the
provisions relating to them in separate Decision Reports within the scope
afforded by submissions. Ms Greenberg’s position was that the printed maps are
appropriate and fit for purpose. The submitters view was that the planning maps
need to be more legible, without specifying any details as to how this legibility
would be achieved. On this basis the ability for us as a Panel to address this
matter is constrained and as such we cannot take this any further.

2.144

Turning to Mr Jefferies’ presentation, while we understand and have sympathy
for his desire for certainty, we find two main difficulties with the relief Mr
Jefferies has sought.

2.145

Firstly, unlike ‘fixed’ spatial mapping elements common in district plans (lot or
zone boundaries, for example), rivers and other waterways are forever in a
dynamic state of spatial change. To physically map a river would only be useful
for the period of time that the river maintains that given spatial extent. After the
point that the river changes from that extent, the map is no longer relevant or
helpful. Along similar lines, applying the planning-map style approach requested
by Mr Jefferies would require regular periodic plan changes to amend the PNRP
each time a waterway changes extent. That outcome is not consistent with
efficient plan-making or method-selection in our evaluation.

2.146

Our second issue with Mr Jefferies’ proposed approach is predicated on the
assumption that Mr Jefferies expects the planning maps to resemble District Plan
planning maps, which are typically provided in printed form. Mr Jefferies gave
the view that such maps must be produced at a scale which enables the spatial
information to be easily identifiable in relation to legal property boundaries for
all plan users. In order to provide individual maps at that scale for each river’s
interface with adjoining property across the region would, in our collective view,
substantially add to the length of the Plan itself. The time required to generate
those maps would equally be considerable, not to mention the need to update
them as we have indicated above each time a given watercourse’s spatial extent
changes. Again, this speaks to an overall lack of efficiency as a method.

2.147

For these reasons, we have not accepted Mr Jefferies’ submission.
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Cross-referencing
Identifying the issue
Five submissions61 sought better or additional cross-referencing to be used in the
proposed Plan to assist navigation for plan users.
Summary of evidence
In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg gave the view in her report that the
level of cross referencing in the proposed Plan is appropriate, and that increasing
the use of that method introduces increased risk of undesirable outcomes. An
example she provided was of a scenario where a rule might fail to include a
cross-reference to a relevant objective, whereby a decision-maker considering
an application under that rule would find difficulty considering the objective.62

2.150

Ms Greenberg added that the proposed Plan’s use of cross-referencing was
deliberately limited due to the Plan’s integrated nature. In her view, the more
appropriate method for assisting plan users’ navigation is proposed Method 1 –
a user’s guide which sits outside the Plan itself.63

2.151

Ms Smith and Mr Stroud for Waa Rata Estate urged us to incorporate hyperlinks
and cross-references wherever possible in the Plan to assist with lay
interpretation in particular. They observed that some provisions – for example
lists of methods M1, M2, M3, etc. – are meaningless without also providing a
clear linkage to the definition of those terms or to the page(s) in the Plan where
the methods are located.64

2.152

Ms Blakely and Ms Rothwell for Mt Victoria Residents similarly told us that the
proposed Plan is difficult to navigate. They shared Ms Smith and Mr Stroud’s
desire for amendments to be made to make the Plan more-user friendly,
including through better cross-referencing.

2.153

We did not hear from the other relevant submitters on this matter, nor was it
addressed in the Council’s written reply.

2.154

2.155

Discussion and findings
In evaluating this issue, we firstly observe that both the hard copy and electronic
components of the proposed Plan do include some cross referencing. However,
we also note that – like Waa Rata Estate and Mt Victoria Residents – we found
difficulty in establishing linkages between various provisions in the proposed
Plan given the relatively low presence of referencing material. Indeed, we have
discussed our difficulties with that, and the resulting course of actions taken to
improve our own understanding, in Decision Report 4.
We also note the observation by Mt Victoria Residents that the Council’s RPS
provides generous cross-referencing between provisions, and that plan-users
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benefit from understanding the interrelationships between the objectives,
policies and methods in that document.
2.156

Moreover, we do not share Ms Greenberg’s concerns that additional crossreferencing elevates the risk that the Plan will not be administrated as intended.
Drawing on the scenario she used whereby a decision-maker is unable to draw
upon relevant objectives that are inadvertently omitted from a rule crossreference, we note that such an outcome could easily be avoided by the Plan
noting that the objectives listed in the reference are indicative only and not
exhaustive. We note that approach is commonly adopted by other secondgeneration RMA plans.

2.157

Notwithstanding the above, we are mindful that there is no requirement in the
Act for this proposed Plan to include text, diagrams or other reference material
within the Plan itself to assist plan users’ navigation. That the Council intends to
provide some assistance to plan users along those lines through a ‘user’s guide’,
and that this method (Method M1) is expressly provided for in the nonregulatory methods section in Chapter 6 of the PNRP is entirely appropriate in
our view. Moreover, we accept that it makes a certain sense to create that guide
after the provisions in the proposed Plan are settled, rather than at the current
proposed stage.

2.158

Given the presentations by lay submitters on this point, the Council may wish to
liaise with multiple stakeholders in the production of a user’s guide. In our view,
such engagement would increase the likelihood that the guide is fit-for-purpose
for lay people as well as professionals and other frequent users of the Plan. We
note, however, that this is ultimately a matter for the Council to consider and is
beyond our delegation.

2.159

We have amended Method M1 in accordance with Ms Greenberg’s
recommendations65, and thus accept the submission from Federated Farmers66.

2.160

Apart from the observations above, we otherwise adopt Ms Greenberg’s
evaluation that no further amendments are required to the proposed Plan in
relation to this matter.

2.161

3.

3.1

65
66

Minor edits across the Chapter
In addition to the substantive changes described above, which give effect to
submissions, we have implemented some minor clerical alterations to Chapter 2
to aid plan navigation and to correct minor errors. These alterations have been
made pursuant to Clause 16, Schedule 1 of the RMA.

The proposed Plan’s response to certain strategic
direction
Outline of matters addressed in this section
In this part of the report, we address submissions made in relation to the proposed
Plan’s response to higher order documents at a general level. We note that other

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.87 - 88, paras 385 – 391.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers
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decisions discuss the relationship of this and other strategic directions with
specific provisions in the Plan where appropriate. For the present general
discussion, however, the higher-order documents we address include:

3.2

(a)

iwi management plans;

(b)

statutory acknowledgements;

(c)

Council’s functions under section 30 of the Act;

(d)

NPS-UDC; and

(e)

NPS-FM.

We note that some of these higher order documents were either modified (e.g.
NPS-FM) or first promulgated (e.g. NPS on Urban Development Capacity) after
the proposed Plan was notified.

3.3

Iwi management plans
Identifying the issue
NZTA sought that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan include information on Iwi
Management Plans within the region to assist applicants’ resource consent
preparations.

3.4

Summary of evidence
In her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg gave several reasons for finding that
the submission from NZTA should not be accepted, including:

3.5

3.6

67

(a)

in general, the approach preferred by local iwi to give regulatory effect
to their views on relevant regional plan matters is through provisions in
the proposed Plan – rather than through iwi management plans;

(b)

listing active iwi management plans in the Plan introduces a need to
update that list as new plans are added and / or existing plans are
replaced; and

(c)

the Council provides information about iwi on its website to assist
applicants (contact information, links to iwi management plans, etc.).67

NZTA did not present to us on this matter, nor was there any further discussion
on it in the Council’s written reply.
Discussion and findings
For the reasons given by Ms Greenberg, we agree that it is more appropriate (and
less problematic) to omit reference to iwi management plans within the Plan
provisions. We particularly find that the ability of the Plan to deliver on the
purposes and principles of the RMA and the higher order documents will not be
hindered by such an omission.

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.40 - 41, paras 170 - 176.
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Statutory acknowledgements
Identifying the issue
Schedule D of the proposed Plan includes the statutory acknowledgements from
the two relevant Treaty of Waitangi Settlement Acts that currently apply in the
Wellington Region, being:
(a)

the Ngāti Toa Rangatira Claims Settlement Act 2014; and

(b)

the Port Nicholson Block (Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika)
Claims Settlement Act 2009.

3.8

The schedule is referred to in Policy P21 of the proposed Plan, which captures
the Council’s intended direction to include statutory acknowledgements in the
Schedule and to have regard to the acknowledgements when making decisions
on resource consent applications.

3.9

Three submissions related to statutory acknowledgements as follows:

3.10

(a)

NZTA and First Gas sought for Schedule D to include a diagram
illustrating the statutory acknowledgment areas and contact details for
iwi and hapū to assist plan users in preparing resource consent
applications; and

(b)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought for Policy 21 to be amended to refer to
statutory acknowledgements which may yet be included in the Plan.

Summary of evidence
In forming her view on this matter in her section 42A report, Ms Greenberg
spoke with Council resource consent planners to ascertain the helpfulness of a
diagram or map for their processing of applications. From that dialogue, Ms
Greenberg said “that a map would be a useful tool as currently only the text in
Schedule D (and relevant legislation) is available to determine if an activity is
within a statutory acknowledgement area.” 68

3.11

However, Ms Greenberg added that including such a diagram in the Plan creates
risks, including from being at a scale or level of detail that misinterprets the
statutory acknowledgement. From that perspective, it was her view that any such
map would be more appropriately established by iwi or contained within the
relevant Act. For those reasons, Ms Greenberg ultimately recommended that the
submitters’ relief not be granted as it relates to the inclusion of figures or maps.69

3.12

Ms Greenberg did, however, recommend a change in response to the
submissions’ request for iwi contact information to be included in the schedule.
As that contact information is subject to change over time, Ms Greenberg
stopped short of recommending that it be printed in the Plan; however, she
considered it is appropriate to provide a note in Schedule D that makes it clear
to plan users that iwi contact information can be requested from the Council.70

68

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p.42, para 182.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp.42 - 43, para 182 - 184.
70
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p. 43, para 187.
69
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3.13

The section 32AA evaluation attached to the Council’s reply provides additional
rationale for this change.

3.14

In relation to the submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Ms Greenberg
referred to Ms Carter’s section 42A report which notes that deed of settlement
was agreed between the Crown and Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Rangitāne o
Tamaki nui-ā-Rua since notification of the proposed Plan. A corresponding bill
made its way through Parliament and was passed into law on 14 August 2017.
Accordingly statutory acknowledgements from the Rangitāne Tū Mai Rā
(Wairarapa Tamaki nui-ā-Rua) Claims Settlement Act 2017, were incorporated
into Schedule D without the formal Schedule 1, RMA process.71.

3.15

Mr Percy’s planning evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa accepted Ms
Greenberg’s summary; however, he expressed concern that there will be a lag in
the time it takes to incorporate newly enacted material into the schedule –
including for plan users who rely upon hard copies of the Plan. Mr Percy’s view
was that Policy P21 would be more effective if it signalled that there may be
other statutory acknowledgements which have not been incorporated into the
Schedule, but need to be considered during that lag period.72

3.16

3.17

3.18

3.19

Discussion and findings
For the reasons given in her evidence and expanded upon in the Council’s section
32AA table in the written reply, we adopt Ms Greenberg’s view in relation to
this matter.
We do not share Mr Percy’s view that the amendment he suggests to Policy P21
is necessary or appropriate. The first limb of Policy P21 identifies that council
will list new statutory acknowledgements as they are enacted, and we observe
that this can be done with little or no delay given that a Schedule 1 process is not
required. From that point, the acknowledgement will be considered in decisionmaking for relevant consent applications, such that no additional direction is
required about its interim applicability.
Council’s functions under section 30, RMA
Identifying the issue
We have discussed the Council’s functions under section 30 in Decision Report
1. We echo that each of the proposed amendments we have made to the contents
of the PNRP have been considered in the context of their role in assisting the
Council to carry out its functions so as to achieve the purpose of the RMA.
The issue we briefly touch on here relates to submissions which have sought
various amendments which Council has identified as being outside the
jurisdiction of a regional plan, including from:
(a)

71
72

Mr Jeffery Arthur, who sought for noise and other district council
functions to be managed in the proposed Plan;

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p. 44, para 189.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p. 21, para 137 - 138.
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(b)

Ms Yvonne Fletcher, who sought management and greater action in
relation to weed control;

(c)

Mr Charlie Matthews, who referred to financial commitment to
implement the proposed Plan; and

(d)

Mr Maxwell Aston, who sought methods to be adopted such as
microchipping and licensing of domestic cats.

Summary of evidence
Ms Greenberg’s brief evidence on this matter in her section 42A report simply
recommended the rejection of these submissions as they do not relate to
Council’s functions and are not within the jurisdiction of the proposed Plan.73
None of the submitters presented to us on this matter, and the Council reply did
not address the issue.
Discussion and findings
We have no reason not to adopt Ms Greenberg’s view that the above submissions
should be rejected as they do not relate to Council’s functions.
Urban development
Similar to our discussion of objectives, we have chosen to evaluate this matter
in a separate decision. Specifically, the submissions relating to urban
development and growth, the NPS-UDC and related matters are dealt with in our
decision on Beneficial Use and Development.
We simply record here that the issue was canvassed in this hearing topic and we
address the implications of the NPS-UDC in subsequent Decision Reports
including, but not limited to, Objectives (Decision Report 4) and Beds of lakes
and rivers (Decision Report 12).

3.25

National Policy Statement – Freshwater Management
Identifying the issue
Several submissions relate to the NPS-FM. Many of those submissions pertain
to specific objectives, policies rules and methods in the proposed Plan, which we
consider in subsequent decisions.

3.26

In summary, the relevant submissions include:

73

66

(a)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought the inclusion of resource limits to give
effect to the NPS-FM, and Federated Farmers’ further submission
opposed this;

(b)

The Minister of Conservation similarly sought greater specificity and
resource limits to be stipulated in the proposed provisions;

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), p. 46, para 198.
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(c)

Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai submitted that the proposed Plan delays
the fulfilment of obligations under the RMA, and / or prioritises giving
effect to the NPS-FM as opposed to the Act’s principles;

(d)

SWBG, supported by a further submission from Rangitāne o
Wairarapa, sought for the Plan to be amended to give effect to the NPSFM, including through appropriate objectives, policies and methods;

(e)

Fish and Game sought that the objectives, policies and rules include
numerical water quality and quantity limits and standards to implement
the NPS-FM – further submissions from Ravensdown and CDC
opposed this relief;

(f)

Beef and Lamb sought a new policy to guide nutrient allocation through
14 principles, with the submission supported by further submissions
from Federated Farmers, Hort NZ, Rangitāne o Wairarapa and KapAg
Ltd;

(g)

PHCCT supported the whaitua process;

(h)

Ravensdown supported the whaitua process in part, also seeking further
detail on timeframes and the Plan change process be added to Method
M6;

(i)

Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira Inc also supported the process in part, and
sought an amendment to Method 6 that recognises that Council will
work in partnership with mana whenua;

(j)

NZTA, First Gas, Hamish Trolove, Point Howard Association Inc and
Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai requested that the Plan include information
about the whaitua committee membership;

(k)

GBC Winstone and Wellington Civic Trust submitted on the definition
of whaitua, noting that the term ‘designated area’ has a specific
meaning in the RMA which does not relate well to its use in the
definition; and

(l)

WRIT and Federated Farmers considered that Section 1.5.1 of the
proposed Plan erroneously refers to the need to set limits rather than
objectives in order to implement the NPS-FM.

3.27

The substance of the submissions we address here are more focused on the
proposed Plan’s general / progressive approach to implementation, including the
whaitua committee process.

3.28

We simply record here that the issue was canvassed in this hearing topic and we
address the implications of the NPS-FM in subsequent Decision Reports
including, but not limited to, Objectives (Decision Report 4) and Water Quality
(Decision Report 11).
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Summary of evidence
In response to the various submissions that sought immediate implementation of
the NPS-FM through specific plan provisions, Ms Greenberg’s report advised
that the NPS-FM is not required to be implemented immediately. Rather, the
deadline for implementation is 31 December 2025 and Ms Greenberg advised
the Council has an implementation programme involving plan changes or
variations to be advanced between 2018 and 2024.74
Ms Anderson and Ms Greenberg confirmed this in their combined response to
Minute 4 (dated 8 June 2017). Ms Anderson’s submissions included the
following useful summary:
22.1

The only interim requirement in the NPS-FM is to include Policies A4 and B7
in the operative and proposed Plans (which has been done in P66 and P110).

22.2

There is no requirement in the NPS-FM to set objectives, standards and limits
in the ‘interim’ period through to 2025. As set out above, the NPS-FM simply
requires the incorporation of two policies into the operative and proposed
Plans.

22.3

There are a range of higher order documents that require the Regional Council
to manage water quality and quantity in accordance with its functions under
section 30 of the RMA. The proposed Plan must give effect to these higher order
documents (the NZCPS and RPS in this case), must accord with and assist the
Council to carry out its functions, be prepared in accordance with any
Regulations and each objective must be the most appropriate way to achieve
the purpose of the RMA. Whether you wish to call this a requirement for an
‘interim framework’ or something else, it does set the ‘parameters’ for what
must be in the proposed Plan. It is submitted that the proposed provisions were
drafted with these parameters clearly in mind. 75

Discussion and findings
In summary, we have adopted the view provided by Ms Anderson and Ms
Greenberg in response to Minute 4 for the reasons they expressed. We have
adopted the recommended amendments to Method M6 for the reasons provided
by Ms Greenberg.
We add the following three points in this respect:
(a)

in a general sense, the progressive implementation approach is
legitimate, anticipated by the NPS-FM, and importantly this was not
disputed by submitters at close of the hearing;

(b)

in this specific case, we heard expert evidence from the Council76 that
the risk to water quality and ecosystem health of a progressive approach
is low for two reasons:

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 53 - 54, para 236.
Responses from legal advisors and Emily Greenberg (section 42A author) addressing questions arising in the Panel’s
Minute No.4 (8 June 2017), p.6 - 7, para 22.1 - 22.3.
76
Evidence of David Grimmond (12 January 2018), Dr Ton Snelder (12 January 2018) and Gerard Willis (12 January
2018).
75
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(i)

in the main, the pressure on resource use is presently low with
some exceptions; and

(ii)

the absence of compelling evidence about wholesale
degradation of freshwater quality throughout the region;

the primary focus of the whaitua process (as outlined in Decision
Reports 4, 9 and 11) is to fully give effect to the NPS-FM; it will
address the above two matters and will identify an implementation
programme (WIP) on a whaitua by whaitua basis, and the relevant
regional plan matters will be implemented via a Schedule 1, RMA
process.

The matter for us to resolve here is whether the notified provisions by their
‘interim’ nature fail to give effect to the NPS-FM. For the reasons set out above,
we do not find that to be the case at a general level. That said, the proposed
Plan’s implementation framework is encompassed in Objectives, policies, rules
and methods – and their role in that framework is assessed in each applicable
Decision Report, including:
(a)

Objectives – Decision Report 4;

(b)

Water allocation – Decision Report 9; and

(c)

Water Quality / Discharges to Land and Water – Decision Report 11.

4.

Policies P1 – P6

4.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
In this final section, we provide our evaluation on Policies P1 - P6. The
discussion is organised to address each policy in turn. For each policy, we
summarise:

4.2

4.3

(a)

the notified provisions;

(b)

the key submissions on the policy; and

(c)

the amendments we have adopted in response to the submissions and
the reasons for those amendments.

Before we commence that discussion, however, we note that this suite of policies
plays a complementary role with the other more topic-focussed policies to
implement all of the proposed Plan’s objectives. In that respect, Policies P1 - P6
are not particular to any of the proposed objectives, nor are they directly
implemented by the proposed rules or methods. Rather, the influence of these
policies is more practical in nature, and we have assessed their appropriateness
in that context.
Policy P1
As notified, Policy P1 directs that land and water resources will be managed
recognising ki uta ki tai by using several identified principles of integrated
catchment management, including:
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(a)

decision-making using the catchment as the spatial unit;

(b)

applying an adaptive management approach to take into account the
dynamic nature and processes of catchments;

(c)

coordinated management, with decisions based on best available
information;

(d)

taking into account the connected nature of resources and natural
processes within a catchment; and

(e)

recognising links between environmental, social, cultural and economic
sustainability of the catchment.

Key themes in submissions
While the notified policy was supported by eight submitters, several other parties
sought to amend Policy P1. Among other relief sought, those seeking
amendments included:
(a)

that the policy be applied to management of the coastal environment as
well as land and water;77

(b)

clearer alignment with the terminology used in relevant objectives;78

(c)

addition of ‘good management practices’ to the list of management
measures listed in the policy;79

(d)

amendment to bullet (c) under the policy to recognise the contribution
of improvements in technology in science;80 and

(e)

inclusion of new complimentary policies directing regional research for
water quality, compliance programmes, officer involvement and
prosecutions.81

Amendments and reasons
With one exception we describe further below, we have amended Policy P1 as
recommended by Ms Greenberg for the reasons she has expressed.82 We agree
with her that the policy should be applied to all of the natural resources
administered by the PNRP, including air and coastal resources. We also see the
merit in specifically acknowledging improvements in science and technology as
part of future decision-making based on the best information available. The
submissions from Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ravensdown are accepted in these
respects.
The point we have not adopted from Ms Greenberg’s report is her suggestion
that the policy be applied to the “coastal environment”. In Decision Report 4,

Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submission S309 Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki.
79 Submission S307 Horticulture NZ.
80 Submission S310 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
81 Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
82
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 63 - 67, para 276 - 292.
77
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we have addressed this same edit as it relates to Objective O1, explaining that
we find “coastal marine area” to be the more appropriate term as it more correctly
relates to the jurisdiction of the Council. For the same reasons, and the sake of
consistency, we have adopted the same drafting solution to Policy P1.
4.7

4.8

We were not compelled to make any further changes to the policy sought by
other submitters, consistent with Ms Greenberg’s recommendations. Similarly,
we share Ms Greenberg’s view that the additional complementary policies
sought by Federated Farmers directing regional research for water quality,
compliance programmes, officer involvement and prosecutions will not enhance
the implementation of the proposed objectives.
Policy P2
In the notified Plan, Policy P2 read:
The effects of use and development across jurisdictional boundaries shall be managed
by having particular regard to any relevant provisions contained in any bordering
territorial authorities’ proposed and/or operative district plan when assessing a
resource consent for an activity and/or the effects of an activity that spans mean high
water springs or other jurisdictional boundaries, including the beds of lakes and
rivers.

4.9

Key themes in submissions
Two submitters supported the policy, and two sought amendments, including
that:
(a)

future plan development and whaitua implementation programme
provisions recognise district plan provisions;83 and

(b)

the Council enters into a memorandum of understanding with
Territorial Authorities to ensure regional and district plans are
coordinated.84

4.10

Amendments and reasons
We share Ms Greenberg’s view that neither of the suggested amendments sought
by submitters amounts to an improvement over the notified clause. Accordingly,
we have retained the provision as notified for the reasons she has expressed.85

4.11

Policy P3
Policy P3 as notified directs that the use and development will be managed using
a precautionary approach where there is limited information available about the
receiving environment and the adverse effects of activities being considered.

4.12

Key themes in submissions
Submissions on Policy P3 included the following:

Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submission S125 Rural Residents Environmental Society Incorporated.
85
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 74 - 75, para 328 - 332.
83
84
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(a)

support for the policy as notified;86

(b)

that the policy should be limited to the coastal environment as the
strategic direction for application of the precautionary approach stems
from the NZCPS only;87

(c)

that the policy should be limited to where there is both an absence of
information and the potential for significant adverse effects to arise;88

(d)

that the focus of the policy should be more on risk management than on
a precautionary approach;89

(e)

replacement of the notified provision with a policy about balancing
values;90

(f)

a note or explanation should be provided to explain how the policy will
be applied in practice;91 and

(g)

that genetically modified organisms be identified in the proposed Plan
as a matter to be managed using the precautionary approach.92

Amendments and reasons
For the reasons expressed by Ms Greenberg, we have amended Policy P3 to
clarify that the precautionary approach will be applied where there is both an
absence of information and there is a potential for significant adverse effects to
arise.93

4.14

We share Ms Greenberg’s view that this amendment better aligns with the
relevant direction from NZCPS Policy 3.

4.15

That said, we do not share the view of those submissions suggesting the proposed
Plan need be limited in applying the precautionary approach beyond the coastal
environment simply because the NZCPS only applies to that area. Generally
speaking, adopting precaution where there is uncertainty or insufficient
information is consistent with the principle of sustainable resource management.
We consider its application will enhance the proposed Plan’s implementation of
its objectives relating to all relevant regional resources – not just coastal
resources. The submissions from CentrePort Ltd, WWL, PCC, WRIT, Coastal
Ratepayers United, and KiwiRail are accepted to the extent that they align with
the amendments we have adopted.

4.16

Policy P4
Policy P4 explains what is meant by the term “minimise” where used in 40
policies throughout the PRNP. As notified, the policy read:

Submission S125 Rural Residents Environmental Society Incorporated.
Submission S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra for example.
88 Submission S121 CentrePort Ltd, Submission S135 Wellington Water for example.
89 Submission S153 Mr McIntrye and Submission S302 Fertiliser New Zealand.
90 Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
91 Submission S310 Ravensdown Ltd.
92 Submission S139 GE Free New Zealand.
93
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 76 - 78, para 340 - 344.
86
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Where minimisation of adverse effects is required by policies in the Plan, minimisation
means reducing adverse effects of the activity to the smallest amount practicable and
shall include:

4.17

4.18
4.19

a.

consideration of alternative locations and methods for undertaking the
activity that would have less adverse affects, and

b.

locating the activity away from areas identified in Schedule A (outstanding
water bodies), Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E (historic heritage),
Schedule F (indigenous biodiversity), and

c.

timing the activity, or the adverse effects of the activity, to avoid times of the
year when adverse effects may be more severe, or times when receiving
environments are more sensitive to adverse effects, and

d.

using good management practices for reducing the adverse effects of the
activity, and

e.

designing the activity so that the scale or footprint of the activity is as small
as practicable.

Key themes in submissions
Fifty-three submissions were received in relation to Policy P4. Four of those
supported the policy,94 four sought its deletion,95 and the remainder sought
various amendments, including:
(a)

refocussing the policy to achieve the best practicable option for
managing effects, rather than minimisation;96

(b)

refocussing the policy and its associated use throughout the Plan to the
avoidance, remediation or mitigation of effects, rather than
minimisation;97

(c)

clarification or qualification of the term “smallest amount practicable”
where used in the policy;98

(d)

clarification or qualification of the bullets listed in the policy;99 and

(e)

cross-referencing the policy where the concept of minimisation is used
in other objectives and policies.100

Amendments and reasons
Our decision on Policy P4 is to accept the submissions seeking its deletion.
During Hearing Stream 1, we observed the large range of divergent views
expressed by the parties on this policy, and accordingly we requested expert
planning conferencing to help us consider the most appropriate outcome.101 As

Submission S309 Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki for example.
Submission S120 Java Trust for example.
96 Submission S146 NZTA for example.
97 Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
98 Submission S127 Irrigation Trust for example.
99 Submission S286 WCC for example.
100 Submission S353 Forest and Bird for example.
101
Minute 5 (9 June 2017).
94
95
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recorded in the ensuing joint witness statement, full consensus was not reached
on all matters; however, some discussion points reached a higher level of
common ground than others.102
4.20

One of the commonly accepted points voiced in the joint witness statement was
that the policies in the proposed Plan that use a “minimise” direction fall into
two categories – those that provide additional clarification about how that
direction is to be interpreted in the specific policy context, and those that do not.
There was also agreement that additional clarification about the definition of
“minimise” in the latter group could be of value.103

4.21

The general consensus was also that if clarification is to be added, then the first
three lines of Policy P4 would be an acceptable basis, provided some minor
clarification is added.104

4.22

The experts diverged in opinion about the most appropriate way to provide
consistent clarification, however. Options considered by the group included
clarification being provided:
(a)

within each relevant policy;

(b)

in a new defined term; or

(c)

in an explanatory note.105

4.23

Those favouring clarification in the policies justified their preference on the basis
that policies carry greater weight than definitions, noting also that they direct an
action to achieve the PNRP’s objectives. Those favouring a definition observed
that Policy P4 itself reads like a definition, rather than directing an action per
se.106

4.24

We are grateful that the experts went to the lengths they did to assist our
deliberations on this policy; however, it seems to us the most telling of their
points of consensus was the first noted in the joint witness statement – being that
all policies in the proposed Plan should stand on their own without reliance on
other policies for interpretation purposes.107 We fully agree with that view, and
find this clearly points to Policy P4 being a redundancy.

4.25

We note also the substance of Ms Anderson’s opening submissions relating to
the use of “minimise”:
91

102

Minimise: to minimise is to reduce (something, especially something
undesirable) to the smallest possible amount or degree.

Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Policy P4 (28 June 2017).
Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Policy P4 (28 June 2017), p.3, para 10.
104
Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Policy P4 (28 June 2017), p.4, para 15.
105
Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Policy P4 (28 June 2017), p.3, para 12.
106
Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Policy P4 (28 June 2017), p.3, para 12.
107
Expert Witness Conferencing Statement – Policy P4 (28 June 2017), p.2, para 6.
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There is no relevant case law on the definition of 'minimise'. However, the term
is frequently used in the RMA context with no adverse comment by the
Environment Court.108

4.26

Drawing on Ms Anderson’s submissions we are of the view that “minimise” is
not in of itself an inappropriate direction to use in an RMA Plan context. Where
other policies have used that direction and / or provided additional interpretative
assistance to future plan users and decision-makers about minimisation for a
specific policy context, the appropriateness of that approach has been considered
on a case-by-case basis in our other Decision Reports where relevant.

4.27

That is not the role of Policy P4, however, and in our view, the proposed wording
of the policy hinders – rather than helps – the proposed Plan’s achievement of
its objectives. We consider that the plain meaning of the term as captured by Ms
Anderson is not improved upon by P4 or the addition of a definition in the
proposed Plan.

4.28

4.29

4.30

Policy P5
As notified, Policy P5 directs that “conditions of existing resource consents to
discharge contaminants to fresh water or coastal water, and to take and use
water, may be reviewed pursuant to section 128 of the Resource Management
Act 1991 in respect of future changes to the Plan.”
Key themes in submissions
Policy P5 received three supporting submissions. The remainder of submitters
either sought deletion of the policy or amendment, including that:
(a)

air discharges should also be captured by the policy;109

(b)

all relevant aspects of section 128(1) of the RMA should be expressed
in the policy;110

(c)

a qualifier should be added such that the review only occurs where
demonstrable evidence shows the exercise of consent results in adverse
effects;111 and

(d)

a common expiry date is set for each catchment.112

Amendments and reasons
We have deleted Policy P5 as sought by FirstGas and NZTA. In making this
change to the notified Plan, we signal our alignment with the view shared by Ms
Duffy113 and Mr Edwards for NZTA114 that the policy is already engrained in
statute, and is better administered through the resource consent process.

108

Legal submissions on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 (20 April 2017), p.19, para 91 - 92.
Submission S125 Rural Residents Environmental Society.
110 Submission S135 Wellington Water.
111 Submission S55 The Oil Companies.
112 Submission S308 Fish and Game.
113
Evidence of Perri Duffy (5 May 2017), p.10, para 25.
114
Evidence of Hywel Edwards (5 May 2017), p.21.
109
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4.31

We note also Ms Greenberg’s view expressed in her section 42A report that the
policy “neither adds nor detracts from the requirements of s128 of the RMA” but
that it “provides clarity to consent holders and the community of Council’s
discretion to review existing consents and is especially relevant given the
anticipated plan changes to implement the NPS-FM.”115 As we have noted
throughout our Decision Reports, it is the role of policies to implement the
PNRP’s objectives – it is not to notify plan users of individual sections of the
RMA.

4.32

We find that the Plan’s objectives will be more effectively and efficiently
implemented if this redundant policy is deleted altogether.

4.33

Policy P6
Policy P6 relates to the synchronisation of consent expiry and review dates
within a whaitua or sub catchment areas. As notified, the policy read:
Resource consents may be granted with a common expiry or review date within a
whaitua or sub catchment, if:

4.34

4.35

115

a.

the affected resource is fully allocated or over-allocated, or

b.

the exercise of the resource consent may impede the ability to implement an
integrated solution to manage water quality, quantity or habitat within that
whaitua or sub catchment.

Key themes in submissions
Policy P6 was subject to 59 submissions, many of which were of a common
format. Two of the submissions were in support, while the remainder sought
amendments such as:
(a)

deletion of clause (b);116

(b)

amendment to the term “integrated solution” to provide a clearer
term;117

(c)

stipulation of a default consent duration of 25 years in the policy;118

(d)

deletion of the reference to expiry dates;119 and

(e)

addition of a footnote to clarify that the policy can only take effect as a
result of a plan change.120

Amendments and reasons
We have amended Policy P6 as sought by WRIT for the reasons expressed by
Ms Greenberg in her section 42A report.121 We agree that it is more appropriate

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 82 - 83, para 364 - 365.
Submission S146 NZTA.
117 Submission S127 Irrigation Trust.
118 Submission S124 Wairarapa Water Users - Common Format.
119 Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
120 Submission S319 Dairy NZ and Fonterra.
121
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 86, para 380 - 382.
116
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for the policy to refer to an integrated “approach” rather than an integrated
“solution”.
4.36

In our view, this minor amendment to the policy will assist with future decisions
to synchronise consent expiry and review dates (or not). In particular, the
emphasis will be placed on recognising the link between consents granted and
the overall implementation approach for each whaitua or sub catchment, rather
than on some unspecified solution.

4.37

We have not accepted the alternative relief sought by other submitters on Policy
P6 for the reasons expressed by Ms Greenberg.122

4.38

122

Minor edits across Chapter 5 - Rules
In addition to the substantive changes described in the individual Decision
Reports, which give effect to submissions, we have implemented some minor
clerical alterations to the introductory paragraphs in Chapters 5.1 to 5.7
inclusive. These alterations are to aid plan navigation and to correct minor errors.
These alterations have been made pursuant to Clause 16, Schedule 1 of the RMA.

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (20 April 2017), pp. 83-85, para 369 - 379.
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Decision Report 4
Objectives

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
This is the fourth of 16 decision reports prepared by the Hearing Panel
appointed to hear submissions on, and determine, the PNRP.

1.2

The report addresses the 59 objectives in Chapter 3 of the proposed Plan and
the submissions received on those provisions.

1.3

We have structured our discussion on this topic as follows:
(a)

Section 2 is largely factual and describes the evolution of the proposed
objectives from their initial development; their notified iteration and
through to procedural measures adopted during the hearing to review
their content and format; and

(b)

Section 3 contains a preamble to our evaluation in which we make a
number of preliminary observations and findings; and

(c)

Section 4 contains our evaluation of the proposed objectives.

1.4

While the remainder of our substantive decision reports are organised by
topic, we have grouped all of the objectives into a single decision framework in
order to best consider their appropriateness – both individually and as an
integrated whole. See paragraphs 3.26 and 3.27 of Decision Report 1.

1.5

Our reasons for adopting this format are further discussed in Decision Report
1. However, it is sufficient to say at this point, by way of summary, that
considering all the objectives together (as opposed individually in each of the
relevant topic reports) better aligns with decision-making as required under
section 32 of the Act. In particular, this decision report is unique in that it
focuses squarely on the first limb of section 32; namely whether each objective
(both individually and in combination with other related objectives) represents
the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the Act. This is the
statutory ‘lens’ that we have kept foremost in our mind when considering those
objectives of the proposed Plan that have been submitted on.

1.6

At the end of this decision report, we will have made findings on the
appropriateness of the notified objectives and have made decisions to confirm
those objectives with or without modification including (in some instances)
decisions to delete some notified objectives and decisions to introduce some
new objectives. Those ‘settled’ objectives then become the starting point for
each of the topic reports where our focus changes to answer the second limb of
section 32; namely are the provisions (policy, rule or other method) the most
appropriate way to achieve the ‘settled’ objectives having regard to
effectiveness and efficiency amongst other matters.
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1.7

Appendix C contains our summary table of decisions on each submission point
and Appendix D contains the track changed Proposed Natural Resources Plan.

2.

Evolution of the proposed objectives

2.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
This section of the report describes key processes around which the objectives
evolved from formulation to notification, hearings and ultimately our
decisions. Our discussion is organised as follows:

2.2

2.3

2.4
2.5

1
2

(a)

Development of the notified objectives;

(b)

Generic themes from submissions;

(c)

Hearing Stream 1 and the Enfocus review;

(d)

Responses to the Enfocus review; and

(e)

Preliminary Panel comments on the Enfocus review.

Development of the notified objectives
Ms Greenberg’s section 42A report described in some detail how the proposed
objectives were conceived. This started, as she explained, with the Council
defining an “overall policy approach” for the PNRP. On this point, Ms
Greenberg said “Council’s policy approach to the development of the proposed
Plan resulted in five policy goals that are achieved through the structure and
content of the proposed Plan”.1
The five key policy goals Ms Greenberg was referring to are:
(a)

partnership approach with iwi;

(b)

partnership approach with the community;

(c)

integrated catchment management;

(d)

giving effect to the NPS-FM; and

(e)

beneficial use and development.

Details of these respective drivers are set out in turn below.
Partnership approach with iwi
Te Upoko Taiao – Natural Resource Management Committee was delegated
decision-making powers relating to the content and structure of the proposed
Plan.2 Among other things, the Committee developed the Guiding Principles
contained in Section 1.3 of the notified Plan, which are:

Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.7, para 31.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.9, para 37.
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Ki uta ki tai (connectedness) – managing natural and physical resources in a
holistic manner, recognising they are interconnected and reliant upon one another.
Wairuatanga (identity) – recognition and respect for mauri and the intrinsic values
of natural and physical features, and including the connections between natural
processes and human cultures.
Kaitiakitanga (guardianship) – recognition that we all have a part to play as
guardians to maintain and enhance our natural and physical resources for current
and future generations.
Tō mātou whakapono (judgement based on knowledge) – recognition that our
actions will be considered and justified by using the best available information and
good judgement.
Mahitahi (partnership) – partnership between Greater Wellington (Wellington
Regional Council), iwi (mana whenua) and the community, based on a commitment
to active engagement, good faith and a commonality of purpose.

2.6

Ms Greenberg explained that these guiding principles include important Māori
concepts and are critical to the integration of Māori values throughout the
proposed Plan.3

2.7

Ms Greenberg also added that the PNRP provides a framework for recognising
and providing for Council’s partnership approach with iwi through three interrelated matters:

2.8

(a)

provisions that sustain and enhance mauri, which are in turn achieved
by;

(b)

provisions that manage for shared values of water quality; and

(c)

provisions that recognise and provide for Māori relationships with
areas and sites with significant mana whenua values.4

As to how the above translates to the proposed objectives, Ms Greenberg said:
58.

A key way in which the proposed Plan recognises and provides for the partnership
approach between Council and mana whenua is through an overall framework that
sustains and enhances the mauri of fresh and coastal water. At the ‘top’ of this
framework is proposed Objective O3, which is a region-wide objective that applies
to the mauri of all water.

59.

To support Objective O3, the proposed Plan addresses mauri by managing all
water bodies for mahinga kai and Māori customary use through Objective O5
and Objectives O24, O25 and O26.

60.

As I understand it, mauri and the responsibilities of kaitiaki are bound
together intrinsically. Therefore, mauri is also sustained and enhanced by
proposed objectives that, in accordance with section 6(e) of the RMA,
recognise and provide for Māori relationships with natural and physical
resources, such as Objectives O11, O14, O15, O16, O18 and O33. 5

3

Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.10, para 40.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.13, para 54.
5
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.14, paras 58 - 60.
4
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Accordingly, we were informed that several of the objectives in the Plan –
although perhaps only partially derived from the RMA and higher order
documents – do, however, reflect the Council’s desire and wider responsibility
to partner with mana whenua. Examples of how this matter is explored more
fully is found in Decision Reports 6, 9 and 11 where we look at policies, rules
and methods affecting water quality and water quantity uses through the lens of
concepts of, not only ecosystem health and contact recreation, but also mana
whenua matters such as mahinga kai and Māori customary use. The scheduling
of significant waterways and coastal areas for both iwi and the wider
community is also a matter we canvas in Decision Reports 11, 13 and 14.
Partnership approach with the community
Ms Greenberg identified that a key goal for community partnership was to
develop a proposed Plan that provides greater clarity and specificity for
applicants and decision-makers. She explained further that the “aim was to
provide objectives, policies and rules with clear direction on the aims and
intention of resource management for the Wellington region, so that debate on
what comprises sustainable resource management is not re-litigated for each
application for resource consent”.6
Ms Greenberg also told us that unlike the above explained guiding principle
dealing with the partnership approach with iwi, the proposed Plan does not
contain any objectives that are specific to the community partnership approach;
though the objectives were developed in partnership with the public.7
Integrated catchment management
The Council’s third key policy goal for the PNRP was integrated catchment
management. Ms Greenberg8 drew our attention to the section 32 report which
describes the Council’s approach to integrated catchment management as being
guided by:
(a)

Part 2 and section 30 of the RMA;

(b)

the NPS-FM;

(c)

the NZCPS; and

(d)

the RPS.

2.13

Ms Greenberg explained that Objectives O1-O5 are the most relevant to the
concept of integrated catchment management, implemented by the six policies
in Section 4.1 of the PNRP.9

2.14

Ms Greenberg also told us that integrated catchment management is promoted
in rules which implement the related objectives and policies. For example, she
noted how some rules relate both to discharges to land and discharges to water

6

Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.20, para 88.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.20, para 89.
8
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.21, para 95.
9
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.22, paras 99 – 100.
7
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(such as collected animal effluent rules), in contrast to the status quo which
would require consent under two different rules in two different plans.10 This
matter is explored more fully in Decision Report 8 where we look at policies
and rules affecting discharges from land use where there is both a land use
(riparian setback) and discharge to water approach. For example, this is
particularly relevant to rural / farming activities such as cultivation, break
feeding and the related topics of stock access to waterways and the diffuse
(non-point source) discharge of uncollected animal effluent.
2.15

Giving effect to the NPS-FM
Ms Greenberg explained that the Council’s approach to implementing the NPSFM is both progressive and collaborative.11 More specifically, Ms Greenberg
explained the progressive implementation as follows:
116. Council’s NPS-FM implementation programme has the following key
elements:
a)

The proposed Plan will fully implement the NPS-FM by 2024 (when the final
whaitua plan change will be notified)

b)

Region-wide provisions and whaitua chapters for catchment-specific
provisions in the proposed Plan provide a framework to support full
implementation of the NPS-FM

c)

Catchment-specific provisions that implement the NPS-FM will be developed
using collaborative whaitua committees. Catchment-specific provisions
recommended by each whaitua committee will be included in each whaitua
chapter of the proposed Plan through a plan change or plan variation in
accordance with Schedule 1 of the RMA

d)

Recommendations from whaitua committees are likely to include additional
proposals that will be implemented outside of the functions addressed in a
regional plan, for example sub-catchment community programmes and
plans.12

2.16

In the meantime, Ms Greenberg explained that the operative Regional Plans
contain the compulsory policy measures (A4 and B7 from the NPS-FM)
dealing with both water quality and water quantity to implement the NPSFM.13 In this respect, we were also advised that the proposed PNRP also
contains those compulsory policies relating to both water quality and quantity
(proposed Policies P66 and P110), that implement Objectives O5, O24 and
O25 (as they are relevant to ecosystem health), that in turn give effect to
Objectives A1 and B1 of the NPS-FM.

2.17

As to how the notified objectives in the PNRP relate specifically to the
progressive implementation of the NPS-FM, Ms Greenberg explained:
(a)

Proposed Objective O5 is a region-wide provision that:

10

Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.24, para 110
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.24, para 111.
12
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.25, para 116.
13
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.25, paras 117 - 118.
11
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(i)

requires management of all water in the region for the two
compulsory national values identified in the NPS-FM
(ecosystem health and contact recreation); and

(ii)

provides a framework to support the implementation of the
NPS-FM; and

Objectives O24 and O25 describe the minimum acceptable states for
the two compulsory values (respectively) with attribute values that are
consistent with Appendices 1 and 2 of the NPS-FM.14

2.18

We observe that other proposed objectives – such as O28 and O52 dealing with
natural wetlands and water allocation respectively – also play a role in the
implementation of the NPS-FM as they relate to water quantity.

2.19

These objectives received a lot of scrutiny in the course of the hearing and this
is reflected in the amount of evaluation time we give to them later in this and
other decision reports.

2.20

Beneficial use and development
Ms Greenberg told us that the Council’s fifth and final key policy goal is ‘to
recognise the benefits to the Wellington Region derived from the use and
development of land and water resources, while managing adverse effects.’15

2.21

Ms Greenberg noted that while Objectives O6-O13 are the only objectives
included under the Beneficial Use and Development heading in Section 3.2 of
the PNRP, her view is that several other objectives are relevant to that concept.
By way of example, she cited Objectives O2 and O5, which are relevant to the
benefits to people and communities from the use and development of natural
resources in her view.16

2.22

We record that Objectives 12 and 13 also capture the benefits associated with
the establishment, operation and maintenance of regionally significant
infrastructure (such as transportation networks, water supply and drainage
networks and electricity networks etc). In this sense one of the key issues
placed in front of us was how the benefits of such land uses can be ‘squared
away’ at the objective level with those objectives canvased in the above four
groupings. We explore this in greater detail in Section 4 of this Decision
Report.

2.23
2.24

14

Submissions
As we detail in the sections that follow, the submissions received on the
proposed objectives are broad in nature and scope.
Generally speaking, however, the main groupings the submissions fell into
were:

Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.27, para 128.
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.29, para 136.
16
Part A, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.30, para 141.
15
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(a)

those in support of one or more objectives;

(b)

those seeking to amend or delete the objectives as proposed; and

(c)

those recommending the inclusion of new objectives.

Some examples of key themes emerging from the submissions seeking
amendments to the objectives, or inclusion of new provisions, include:
(a)

proposed inclusion of various qualifiers such as “where appropriate,”
“where possible,” “where practicable”;

(b)

that objectives need to be time-bound, and / or clarification is required
about when and where objectives will be achieved;

(c)

that the key outcomes are made more or less stringent (for example
“protected” instead of “recognised”, and “maintained or enhanced”
rather than “preserved and protected”);

(d)

greater protection for, and recognition for the benefits of, regionally
significant infrastructure, including proposed bespoke environmental
outcomes for that infrastructure as distinct from outcomes for other
resources;

(e)

amendments to better give effect to statutory direction from NPS,
RPS, NZCPS and other relevant sources, including in relation to the
Council’s progressive implementation approach for the NPS-FM;

(f)

new provisions to recognise the benefits of coastal hazard mitigation,
particularly in areas characterised by high levels of existing
development;

(g)

new or amended water quality objectives, including in relation to
recreational values and associated habitat protection for sports fish;

(h)

measurable (numerical) water quality values for objectives dealing
with plants and fish and identified mahinga kai species;

(i)

proposed new objectives relating to air quality, including for the
management of sensitive activities near existing odour / dust emitters
and for management of air quality based on more localised
characteristics;

(j)

proposed changes to objectives relating to public access, including
suggestions for more enhanced access outcomes and to qualify that
some areas (such as port / airport) must utilise access restrictions;

(k)

less stringency in the proposed outcomes relating to natural processes
and natural hazards, and a new objective relating to the recognition of
effects and risks associated with climate change;
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(l)

amendments to objectives relating to outstanding water bodies,
heritage features, natural features and landscapes to clarify what is to
be protected, and from what it is to be protected;

(m)

less stringency in the proposed outcomes relating to sites of
significance to mana whenua, with significant indigenous biodiversity
values or significant amenity landscape value;

(n)

modifications to the outcomes expressed for contaminated land, soil
health and erosion;

(o)

various amendments in relation to discharge provisions, including
discharges to land, stormwater and wastewater discharges, and
discharges of hazardous substances; and

(p)

more enabling outcomes relating to water allocation.

We expand upon these and other themes in our evaluation below, but note
these examples here for contextual purposes.
Hearing Stream 1 and the EnFocus review
As briefly discussed in Decision Report 1, we issued several minutes during
the early stages of the hearing to address matters relevant to the proposed
objectives in the PNRP. Of most relevance to our discussion here were Minutes
3 and 10, which we summarise in turn below.
Minute 3
Minute 3 arose from our pre-reading of the section 42A reports and evidence,
our questioning of legal counsel and section 42A officers for the Council and
of several planning witnesses during the first week of the hearings.
Among those parties we questioned on the matter during proceedings, there
was a general consensus that not all the objectives in the notified PNRP
express outcome statements, a goal or a specified desired outcome. The
primary purpose of Minute 3 was to ask officers to:
(a)

identify such objectives relevant to the first hearing stream; and

(b)

recommend amendments on those provisions to us so that clear
outcomes are stated, albeit in a manner that does not change the
substantive content of the objectives.

2.30

We also asked the officers to record any difficulties they encountered in
conducting the exercise, including where the re-casting exercise could not be
achieved for any objective without also changing its substance, and / or where
sufficient scope did not exist to enable the edits.

2.31

Also relevant to our consideration of objectives, we asked the officers to
provide us with a table demonstrating the linkages between the proposed
objectives and the relevant strategic direction from higher order documents
(such as the RPS, NZCPS, NPSs and the RMA).
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We also expressed a desire for the officers responsible for all subsequent
section 42A reports to carry this work out in relation to the objectives relevant
to each respective hearing topic.
Council response to Minute 3
Ms Legarth provided us with a written response on 2 June 2017 to address the
objectives covered in Hearing Stream 1, and in two subsequent responses on 20
June 2017 to address the objectives in Hearing Stream 2. In their section 42A
reports from August 2017, Ms Legarth and Ms Hammond also provided a
response to Minute 3 as it related to the objectives relevant to Hearing Stream
3. In summary, these collective responses expressed:
(a)

(b)

that the criteria adopted by officers for re-evaluating the objectives
included whether each objective:
(i)

addresses a relevant resource management issue;

(ii)

is within the scope of Council’s functions;

(iii)

promotes the Act’s sustainable management purpose; and

(iv)

meets the relevant tests in section 32 of the Act;17

the view of officers that all of the objectives relevant to Hearing
Streams 1-3 are fit-for-purpose and satisfy the above criteria for
objectives except for:
(i)

Objectives O4, O5, O11, O14 in Hearing Stream 1;18

(ii)

Objective O44 in Hearing Stream 2;19 and

(iii)

Objective O19 in Hearing Stream 3.20

2.34

Subsequent to Hearing Stream 3, each section 42A reporting officer addressed
the relevant objectives in their individual reports across Hearing Streams 4 – 6.

2.35

Where relevant in our evaluation below, we discuss the substance of the
amendments to the above objectives proposed by the Council’s officers. We
observe here, however, that some of the amendments did not change the
substance of the objectives, while others did. We note that the officers advised
that their proposed changes were within scope afforded by submissions.

2.36

Minute 10
After we received the initial responses from the Council to Minute 3, and
having the benefit of further question and answer sessions with various parties
in the proceedings following the issuance of Minute 3, we identified some
additional administrative issues with the objectives that required further

17

Legarth, Y. Response to Hearing Panel Minute 3 (2 June 2017). Page 1, para 4.
Legarth, Y. Response to Hearing Panel Minute 3 (2 June 2017). Page 2, para 8.
19
Legarth, Y. Second Response to Hearing Panel Minute 3 (20 June 2017). Page 1, para 3.
20
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.116, para 534.
18
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assistance from the parties in order to be resolved. These issues, and a process
for resolving them, were the focus of Minute 10.
2.37

2.38

More specifically, Minute 10:
(a)

sought to clarify whether or not the objectives comprise an internal
hierarchy (either implicit or explicit) or other functional
interrelationship;

(b)

recorded our observations that some objectives seemingly
implemented other objectives in the manner expected from a policy,
which compounded our confusion with respect to ‘a’ above; and

(c)

requested that the Council commission an independent review report
to consider matters relevant to the above, including:
(i)

the linkages between the objectives, including between the
so-called “overarching” objectives and the objectives
described by the Council as more “activity or topic specific”;

(ii)

whether there is any practical duplication, conflict, or mixed
messages in the collective outcomes expressed for matters
common to more than one objective;

(iii)

whether any duplication identified could be removed without
changing the collective outcomes sought in the objectives;
and

(iv)

whether any objectives might be more appropriately recast as
policies if they are deemed to be ‘implementing’ other
objectives.

To assist the parties, we provided an example of the matters we were eager to
get further clarification on. In the Minute, we said:
10. In looking at this notion further, we observed examples not only of objectives
seemingly implementing other objectives, but also of duplication, partial
duplication, and/or variation of direction about common themes. By way of
example, we compare Objectives O5(a) and O25 below (our emphasis):
Objective O5
Fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, are managed to:
(a)

safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and

(b)

provide for contact recreation and Māori customary use, and

(c)

in the case of fresh water, provide for the health needs of people.

Objective O25
To safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai in fresh water
bodies and coastal marine area:
(a)
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(b)

restoration of aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai is encouraged, and

(c)

where an objective in Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 or 3.8 is not met, a fresh water
body or coastal marine area is improved over time to meet that objective.

11. It is clear from the above that the underlined text in each objective is almost
verbatim. On that interpretation, one could logically conclude that the intent of
matters (a)-(c) under Objective O25 is to implement Objective O5(a). Similar
conclusions could be drawn about the relationship between Objective O24 and
Objective O5(b).

2.39

2.40

The Minute clarified that we would subsequently:
(a)

establish terms of reference for the independent view;

(b)

enable any interested parties to respond to the review report’s
findings, and

(c)

afford the Council time to incorporate its response into its right of
reply for Hearing Stream 1.

The Enfocus Report
In response to Minute 10, Council commissioned Mr Gerard Willis of Enfocus
Ltd to prepare the independent review report (the ‘Enfocus Report’). In
addition to addressing the key lines of inquiry highlighted above, Mr Willis
provided some context about common practice with objectives and what makes
them acceptable or effective. A point he made that we found particularly
pertinent was:
Needless to say, plans will also be easier to understand and implement, and convey a
greater sense of professionalism and integrity, if provisions avoid repetition,
duplication, internal contradiction and have a clear flow of logic from
problem/pressure to solution/response.21

2.41

On the core issues he was tasked with, Mr Willis made the following key
findings and observations (in summary):
(a)

grouping of objectives will always be imperfect when an overriding
goal is to promote integrated management of an environment with
cross-cutting pressures and interconnected outcomes;

(b)

that said, the grouping of objectives in the notified Plan does not assist
in conveying a coherent approach;

(c)

the above point is compounded by some topic areas being inherently
multifaceted, including (for example) water quality with underpinning
goals for cultural, ecological, recreational and human health values;

21
Willis, G (14 July 2017). Review of the objectives of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region.
p. 3.
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(d)

the rationale for grouping is unclear, with some seemingly relating to
Part 2 matters, some to National Policy documents, and others to
Council’s functions under section 30;

(e)

relatedly, Objectives O1-O5 appear to play a role in implementing the
Council’s key policy goals as articulated in Ms Greenberg’s section
42A report; however, they are not one and the same – nor are the five
policy goals expressly articulated in the proposed Plan;

(f)

any temptation to label or reformulate Objectives O1-O5 as
“strategic” or “higher order” should be refrained from in his view,
unless we otherwise find a convincing reason to do so;

(g)

ease of navigation and avoidance of duplication are important factors
for establishing an objective framework, and there is room for
improvement to the notified objectives in both respects; and

(h)

the notified objectives include provisions that are not strictly
necessary.22

Mr Willis attempted to rationalise linkages between provisions through the use
of wire diagrams, only to find they added to (rather than resolved) the
complexity of the relationships between the notified objectives. He therefore
adopted a more comparative / pragmatic approach to potential edits to the
objective content for our consideration. Mr Willis’ recommendations included:
(a)

combining Objectives O2 and O8 to express a single outcome for the
benefits to be realised from the use and allocation of land and water
resources;

(b)

combining Objectives O5, O23, O24 and O25 into one objective
relating to water quality and a second relating to ecosystem health;

(c)

in combination with the preceding recommendation, combining
Objectives O9 and O11 and refining the anticipated outcome by
focussing on customary and recreational aspects and removing water
quality aspects;

(d)

combining Objectives O12 and O13 to express a single outcome for
regionally significant infrastructure;

(e)

deletion of Objective O18 – relating to estuaries - as estuaries are also
subject to the outcomes expressed in Objectives O9, O16 and O25;

(f)

provided the recommended amendments to Objective O25 are
accepted, the ecosystem health aspects of Objectives O26 and O30
could be relocated as new bullets (d) through (h) of Objective 25; and

22
Willis, G (14 July 2017). Review of the objectives of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region.
pp.4 - 11.
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Objective O44 could be dispensed with on the basis that Objective
O42 provides the foundation for policies on land use as it affects soil
and Objectives O23 and O24 provide the foundation for policies on
land use as it affects water.23

2.43

Mr Willis also scrutinised the objectives to determine if any were more akin to,
or would be better cast as, policies. He outlined several “tests” to be applied in
making this determination.

2.44

In broad terms, Mr Willis expressed that an objective would be more
appropriate as a policy if it was found to be a prerequisite for another objective
rather than an outcome expressed for its own sake. However, he cautioned
against strict application of that broad assessment, qualifying that:
(a)

distinction should be made between an objective that contributes to
another broader outcome and one that implements a course of action
to achieve the outcome;

(b)

a “true” objective is one whose outcome relates to, but has value
independent from, the relevant direction of higher order documents;
and

(c)

consideration should be given as to whether the objective provides a
critical basis for policies that would not exist in absence of the
objective.24

2.45

In applying these tests to the 59 notified objectives, Mr Willis found that
Objectives O22, O43, O53 and O57 may be better cast as policies.

2.46

Mr Willis’ report also included three useful appendices. The first included a
table of the notified objectives, with reference made to the relevant statutory
direction (Part 2, RPS, NPS, etc) underpinning each. The second appendix
included Mr Willis’ proposed alternative objective framework, and the third
included a diagram to illustrate the complex relationships between objectives
relating to water management.

2.47

Responses to the Enfocus review
Council Response
A collective Council response to the Enfocus Report was presented by Ms
Guest as part of her right of reply for Hearing Stream 1, representing the
combined view of all of the section 42A authors. Over the course of the
hearings each section 42A author provided more detailed responses as to the
appropriateness and structure of the specific objectives addressed in their
reports, taking into account both the Enfocus Report and the relevant
submissions For Hearing Streams 1, 2 and 3, the responses came by way of the

23
Willis, G (14 July 2017). Review of the objectives of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region.
Section 3, pp 12 - 16.
24
Willis, G (14 July 2017). Review of the objectives of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region.
p 16.
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respective rights of reply. For the final three Hearing Streams, officers
addressed the Enfocus Report in their respective section 42A reports.
2.48

In the right of reply for Hearing Stream 1, Ms Guest told us:
13. As a policy team of s42A authors we have reviewed Mr Willis’s report and agree
with the principles of his second option which would involve regrouping,
rationalising and redrafting a number of objectives to simplify the framework of
objectives and more effectively and efficiently express desired outcomes in terms
of environmental state. With regards to Māori values and relationships Mr Willis
recommends (in Appendix B) the following grouping: O3, O11, 14,15, 16, 26 and
33. 25

2.49

Ms Guest’s reply went on to agree with Mr Willis’ proposed groupings of
Objectives O11, O14, O15, O16, O26 and O33; however, her preference was
that Objective O3 remain as a standalone objective.26 In that respect, she
echoed the view provided by Mr Grace in his evidence (appended to Ms
Greenberg’s section 42A report) that the mauri of water is fundamental to the
well-being of the region and a foundation principle in the Plan.

2.50

In his right of reply on air quality matters, Mr Denton signalled that he shared
Ms Guest’s general view on the Enfocus Report. Mr Willis’ Report did not
propose any substantive amendments to Objectives O29-O31, and accordingly,
Mr Denton’s reply did not include a corresponding response. 27

2.51

In his right of reply on beneficial use and development matters, Mr Denton told
us that he did not share Mr Willis’ view that Objectives O2 and O8 could be
combined. Rather, Mr Denton gave the view that such an amendment omits the
vital signal in Objective O8 that water allocation is to be provided for in the
Plan.28

2.52

Mr Denton’s reply on beneficial use and development also expressed his lack
of support for Mr Willis’ proposed combination of Objectives O12 and O13. In
Mr Denton’s view, there is some minor overlap between the two provisions,
but there is no benefit in merging them and to do so would be contrary to the
intent of the objectives.29

2.53

In his reply on soil conservation, Mr Denton addressed the Enfocus Report’s
comments on Objectives O42 and O47. Objective O42 was not subject to any
material recommendation by Mr Willis, but Objective O47 was considered by
Mr Willis to be ‘non-essential’. Mr Denton did not share that description of Mr
Willis, and further expressed the view that Mr Willis did not provide sufficient
explanation as to why Objective O47 could be dispensed with. 30

2.54

Mr Loe’s reply on land use in riparian margins and stock access to surface
water bodies in the CMA acknowledged the thrust of the Enfocus Report that

25

Right of Reply on Areas and sites of significance to Mana Whenua Pam Guest (11 August 2017), p.4, para 13.
Right of Reply on Areas and sites of significance to Mana Whenua Pam Guest (11 August 2017), p.4, para 14.
27
Right of Reply on Air Quality Management, Paul Denton (11 August 2017), pp.3-4, para 6 - 10.
28
Right of Reply on Beneficial Use and Development, Paul Denton (11 August 2017), pp.3 - 4, para 8.
29
Right of Reply on Beneficial Use and Development, Paul Denton (11 August 2017), p.4, para 9.
30
Right of Reply on Soil Conservation, Paul Denton (14 September 2017), pp.34, para 5 - 11.
26
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improvements could be made to the individual objectives and the linkages
between them; however, he made no specific recommendations on Objectives
O27, O44 or O45 in response that were additional to those already suggested in
the section 42A report.31
2.55

In the right of reply for Hearing Stream 3, Ms Hammond commented on the
Enfocus Report as it relates to water allocation. Ms Hammond explained that
her main concern stemmed from Mr Willis’ recommended amendments
seemingly removing water quantity components from objectives which express
both quality and quantity outcomes. She cited Mr Willis’ proposed
amendments to Objective O5 as an example, and further explained that the
objectives in question should not lose their quantity focus. Ms Hammond also
shared Mr Denton’s view that Objectives O2 and O8 should not be combined.32

2.56

Ms Legarth’s right of reply on natural form and function addressed the matter
of the objectives needing to provide outcome statements in response to Mr
Percy’s evidence but did not comment on the Enfocus Report as it did not have
any specific commentary on Objectives O17 and O19.

2.57

Ms Pawson’s section 42A report on water quality reaffirmed the collective
officer support for Mr Willis’ ‘second option’ for regrouping, rationalising and
redrafting the objectives. Ms Pawson added that the support stemmed from the
view that there is value in attempting to combine objectives focusing on the
same resource-based outcome, but addressing different attributes or
contributing factors, so that they more coherently sit within one objective as
specific clauses, rather than being spread across several objectives.33
Furthermore, Ms Pawson explained:
441. As part of our response we provided a “Strawman” of a simplified objectives
framework. Of relevance to this report, we suggested combining those
objectives which focus on biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga
kai outcomes (identified as objectives O18, O27, O28, O29, O30, O31, and
O35) and also considered whether these could be reworked to combine with
Objective O25.

2.58

As we discuss further below, Ms Pawson recommended an amendment that
was aligned with the above summary. Ms Guest noted in her section 42A
report on Biodiversity that she collaborated with Ms Pawson on these structural
changes to provide a more coherent and streamlined approach overall.34

2.59

Ms Legarth’s section 42A report on wastewater discharges to water did not
comment on the Enfocus Report as there was no specific commentary on
Objectives O49 and O50 to respond to.

2.60

In her section 42A report on stormwater, Ms Carter described Mr Willis’ issues
with Objective O48 being a perceived lack of clarity over the meaning of the
term “improved over time”, and about the relatively unquantified nature of

31
Right of Reply on land use in riparian margins and stock access to surface water bodies in the CMA, Barry Loe (11
August 2017), p.4, para 4.
32
Right of Reply on water allocation, Paula Hammond (11 August 2017), pp.3 - 4, para 9 - 13.
33
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), p.120, para 440.
34
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest and Paul Denton (12 March 2018), p.56, para 146.
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terms such as “improved”. In Ms Carter’s view, sufficient clarity about these
terms is provided in the relevant policies that implement Objective O48.35
2.61

Mr Loe’s section 42A report on discharges to land summarised the Enfocus
Report’s categorisation of Objectives O46 and O49 within a group of
objectives focussed on threats, pressures or risks, rather than outcomes. Mr Loe
did not, however, provide a direct response to that part of the Enfocus Report.36

2.62

The section 42A report jointly prepared by Ms Guest, Ms Andrewartha and Mr
Denton relating to beds of lakes and rivers did not comment on the Enfocus
Report as this report does not evaluate any of the objectives.

2.63

Mr Denton’s section 42A report on the management of the CMA signalled his
agreement with Mr Willis’ appraisal on Objectives O53 and O57 being drafted
more akin to policies than outcome statements. However, Mr Denton did not
recommend any changes to the objectives, in part due to a perceived lack of
scope to do so.37

2.64

The Enfocus Report did not comment on the PNRP’s sole objective relating to
historic heritage (O34), and accordingly, Ms Legarth did not respond to the
Enfocus Report in her section 42A report relating to heritage matters.

2.65

Mr Sheild’s section 42A report on natural hazards observed that Mr Willis
made no recommendations in relation to Objectives O20 or O21. Objective
O22, however, was considered by Mr Willis who recommended it be deleted as
it lacks sufficient context around the use of hard engineering methods for
hazard management. Mr Sheild did not share Mr Willis’ view that the objective
should be deleted, noting that its removal would amount to a gap in the Plan’s
implementation of the NZCPS as it relates to hard engineering methods.38

2.66

In his section 42A report on contaminated land, Mr Loe recorded the appraisal
in the Enfocus Report that Objective O43 is drafted more as a policy direction
than an outcome statement. Mr Loe did not agree with the minor wording
change suggested by Mr Willis to remedy that identified drafting issue as he
believed the amendment did not align with Council’s functions under section
30 of the Act.39

2.67

Mr Loe’s section 42A report relating to community drinking water did not
respond to the Enfocus Report as the topic was not addressed directly by Mr
Willis.

2.68

Mr Blackman did not specifically comment on the Enfocus Report in his
section 42A report on activities in the CMA. However, he explained that all of
the relevant objectives were evaluated by other section 42A authors separately

35

Section 42A Report, Amber Carter (12 January 2018), p.35, para 101 and 102 and p.40, para 118.
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (5 March 2018), p.50, para 207.
37
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (30 April 2018), pp.32 - 33, para 143 - 145.
38
Section 42A Report, Richard Sheild (4 May 2018), pp.14 - 15, para 73.
39
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (4 May 2018), p.22, para 78 - 79.
36
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apart from Objective O58. In his view, Objective O58 clearly states the
outcome intended for the management of noise and should be retained.40
2.69

Submitter Responses
Nine submitters responded to the Enfocus Report. We provide a brief summary
of each response in turn here. We have also recorded the high-level responses
to the Enfocus Report’s recommendations on specific objectives in Table 1
below. It should be observed that these responses were generally limited to the
objectives relevant to Hearing Streams 1 and 2 given the timing of the review.
Most parties who provided a response also indicated that further evidence
would be presented on the objectives in subsequent hearings.

2.70

SWDC and MDC supported the overall tenor of the review report, including
the potential for a revised objective framework and / or the deletion or merging
of some objectives. That support was conditional, however, and the response
expressed that the submitters had a number of outstanding concerns about the
objectives which should be addressed.

2.71

Federated Farmers signalled general agreement with the analysis in the
Enfocus Report and with the potential for improvements in the structure and
presentation of objectives. However, the submitter did not agree with the
simplified alternative framework proposed in the Enfocus Report, in part
because they deemed that the revised structure obscures the values that are
being supported by those objectives characterised by Enfocus as “resourcefocussed”. Additionally, Federated Farmers reinforced the relief in its
submission for certain objectives to be deleted, despite that not aligning with
Mr Willis’ recommendations.

2.72

NZTA’s response was that the Enfocus Report’s recommendations improve the
workability of the proposed Plan but fall short of addressing NZTA’s concerns.

2.73

DOC’s response was focussed on specific objectives, as summarised in Table
1.

2.74

Wellington Water signalled support for Mr Willis’ analysis, and preferred the
‘utilitarian’ approach of objectives expressing clear outcomes. The submitter
agreed with Mr Willis that the notified objectives do not assist in conveying a
coherent approach. The response also expressed the view that:

40

(a)

discharges to the three waters network are inseparable from the
benefits of the network – they are fundamental, not ancillary to, the
benefits;

(b)

some focus needs to be retained in the objectives on reflecting the
“use” values of water, not just the protection aspects, in order for the
NPS-FM to be implemented;

Section 42A Report, Tim Blackman (4 May 2018), pp.152, para 662.
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(c)

caution should be exercised against objectives being expressed too
broadly, as such provisions may become meaningless without
sufficient focus;

(d)

use of terms like “restored” or “improved” as objectives is
problematic as no end state is sought.

2.75

Rangitāne o Wairarapa signalled support for the principles adopted by Mr
Willis in evaluating the notified objectives and added further principles that
should be used to create a completely revised suite of objectives. The submitter
expressed a desire for such provisions to be provided to all submitters for
further analysis and comment. The response did not address any of Mr Willis’
specific recommendations on possible amendments to objectives.

2.76

CentrePort expressed the view that the Enfocus Report was well written, but
that it presents a challenging scenario for the Panel to determine whether
reconstruction of the objective framework should be undertaken. The submitter
found the Enfocus Report to make a “compelling” case for amalgamating or
dispensing with some objectives; however, CentrePort stopped short of
supporting or opposing any of Mr Willis’ specific recommendations. Rather
CentrePort reiterated its submission that the objectives overall are generally
appropriate, subject to the amendments sought in its submission.

2.77

WIAL’s response considered that the Enfocus Report highlighted structural
difficulties with the notified Plan. The submitter expressed the view that a
more detailed analysis of the objectives and the policies should be carried out
and that confirmation should be provided that scope exists to make substantive
changes to the framework.

2.78

Fish and Game expressed support for Mr Willis’ attempt to rationalise the
objective framework but concluded that his report did not solve all issues of
interpretation, navigation and usability in practical terms. Fish and Game
considered that the complexity of the objectives goes beyond their organisation
within the Plan, and unless the objectives’ inconsistencies and inherent flaws
are addressed, re-organisation will have limited benefit. The submitter
preferred the amendments to the objectives as expressed in its submission and
evidence presented at Hearing Streams 1 and 2.

2.79

A summary of the responses to specific recommendations in the Enfocus
Report is in the table below.
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Response to Enfocus Report

SWDC / MDC

Federated Farmers

NZTA

DOC

Wellington Water

Rangitāne o Wairarapa

CentrePort

WIAL

Fish and Game

Table 1: Summary of responses to Enfocus Report recommendations. Coding explained below
the table.

retain O2, O6 and O7

s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

combine O5 with O23, O24 and / or O25

cs

n

-

n

s

-

-

-

-

combine O8 with O2

cs

s

-

o

o

-

-

-

-

combine O11 and O9;

n

-

-

-

-

-

-

o

-

combine O12 and O13

o

n

o

cs

o

-

-

o

-

combine O23, O24 and O25 (but not O5)

-

s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

combine 025 with O27

cs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

delete O44 and / or O45

cs

s

-

n

s

-

-

s

-

O46-O51 are not essential

-

s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

identified objectives redrafted as outcomes or transferred to
policies

-

-

-

-

s

-

-

-

-

Coding in Table 1: ‘s’ = support. ‘cs’ = conditional support. ‘n’ = neutral/reserved position. ‘o’ = oppose. ‘-’ = no
response

2.80

2.81

We discuss the parties’ views on aspects of the Enfocus Report relevant to
Hearing Streams 3-6 in our evaluation at Section 4 below.
Panel’s Preliminary comments on the Enfocus Report
Like several of the submitters discussed immediately above, we found merit in
Mr Willis’ analysis and many of his recommendations. We are compelled to
expand upon that at a high level here, noting that we will draw upon these
observations subsequently in our evaluation at Section 4.

2.82

Firstly, we record our general agreement with Mr Willis’ key findings and
observations summarised above. Those points have been a consistent
touchstone for us in testing the appropriateness of the objectives with the
parties at all hearing sessions following the report’s circulation.

2.83

To that end, and where scope has allowed for the rationalisation of objectives
to provide for a more coherent framework, we have endeavoured to make the
changes necessary to do so. Our reasons for doing so should be self-evident,
but in the simplest terms we’ve adopted these measures to ensure the most
appropriate outcomes are stated as clearly as possible.
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2.84

That practice has not, however, been applied in isolation of the need to test the
objectives individually and as an integrated whole, and to weigh the merits of
the submitter and Council views on the objectives.

2.85

This concludes the factual background to the genesis and evolution of the
objectives. The remainder of this report is dedicated to our evaluation of the
objectives.

3.

Evaluation Preamble

3.1

Outline of matters addressed in this report
Here, we make some preliminary observations about the proposed objectives,
and about our evaluation of them. This includes:

3.2

3.3

(a)

a brief discussion about the role of objectives in a Plan and their
drafting;

(b)

our consideration of the objectives against higher order statutory
direction; and

(c)

a description of how we have grouped the objectives for evaluation
purposes.

In the discussion under the latter point, we also note that some of the
amendments we have adopted to the notified objectives have a direct
relationship with the amendments we have adopted to defined terms.
The role and drafting of objectives
Ms Anderson’s opening submissions41 referred us to some useful commentary
from the Environment Court about the meaning of objectives in a planning
context. In Ngāti Kahungunu Iwi Inc v Hawkes Bay Regional Council, the
Court said:
The Concise Oxford is simple and direct: — an objective is ... a goal or aim. That
simplicity sits perfectly well here — an objective in a planning document sets out an
end state of affairs to which the drafters of the document aspire, and is the
overarching purpose that the policies and rules of the document ought to serve.

3.4

From this, we record our understanding that objectives should be expressed as
outcomes, and we add that – to the extent practicable – they should be
measurable.

3.5

On that latter point, we understand that the measurability of the objectives
speaks to the Plan’s efficiency and effectiveness as a whole. In other words,
clear, outcome-orientated objectives will give plan users and decision-makers a
legible road map toward the environmental results anticipated by the Plan.
Practically speaking, objectives that deliver on this will have the added
advantage of simplifying future evaluations of the efficiency and effectiveness

41
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of the Plan’s policies and methods when a Council undertakes its five-yearly
monitoring report required under section 35 of the Act.
3.6

We amplify the commentary in Section 2 above that the clarity, measurability
and focus of objectives also applies to the objectives’ interrelationships as
much as it does to each individual clause. That is, objectives themselves may
be written in a clear and measurable way; however, if there is ambiguity
between two (or more) objectives, then the utility of that individual clarity and
measurability is undermined.

3.7

Applying this line of thinking to the notified PNRP objectives, we observed
several examples with a lack of clarity in individual objectives and in the
variable-yet-related outcomes expressed throughout the objectives as a whole.

3.8

By way of example, several of the notified objectives42 use the term
“recognise” and / or “provide for” as the desired outcome. Such terms are
clearly used in the RMA and in RMA Plans; however, their use as objectives is
problematic in at least three respects in our view:
(a)

firstly, neither term is expressed as a meaningful outcome – they are
both actions;

(b)

secondly, we struggle to see the merit in establishing as an outcome
that some activity, value, characteristic, etc will be “recognised” – nor
can we anticipate how the Plan’s policies and methods will be
measured against such an outcome when their efficiency and
effectiveness are evaluated in the future (i.e. in the remaining decision
reports on various plan topics); and

(c)

finally, “providing for” various activities, values, benefits and other
measures is seemingly more akin to a policy direction than an
environmental outcome.

3.9

This latter point is consistent with Ms Anderson’s opening submissions, which
noted that the use of “recognise and provide for” in the proposed Plan is “a
strong policy direction” which entails “some action”.43

3.10

In terms of the interrelationship between objectives, we found two main
difficulties with the notified provisions, being:

42
43

(a)

as some of the objectives were drafted more as policy direction, there
appeared to be instances where objectives were implementing other
objectives; and

(b)

this was compounded by overlapping and / or dissimilar content in
different objectives about a common topic.

Including Objectives 2, 4, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18 and 55.
Legal Submissions on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 (20 April 2017), pp.19 - 20, para 96.
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3.11

This was the very point we highlighted in Minute 10 (and above), using the
example of Objectives O5 and O25.

3.12

As we elaborate upon in our evaluation below, several changes to the
objectives have come about since we issued Minute 10, many of which have
addressed concerns we held about the efficacy of the notified provisions.

3.13

Due to the scope afforded to our decision-making by the submissions received,
however, we have not been able to change the outcomes expressed in all
objectives – though we may well have wanted to for the reasons expressed
above. That said, we consider that the hearing process has led to an overall
improvement to the notified provisions.

3.14

3.15

Evaluation approach against higher order statutory direction
The second preliminary matter we touch on here relates to the evaluation of the
proposed objectives against relevant higher order strategic direction. During
the hearing, we expressed a desire to have some guidance from the parties
about the extent to which we needed to continually go up the statutory ‘ladder’
as we assess the proposed objectives against the RPS, various NPSs, the
NZCPS, and (potentially) Part 2. The advice we had on this matter evolved in
step with decisions from various Courts grappling with the same issue.
In the Council’s reply for Hearing Stream 1, for example, Ms Anderson
provided us with helpful submissions on the way our evaluation should be
structured with reference to the Supreme Court’s King Salmon decision44 and
the High Court’s Turners and Growers decision45. She told us:
12 The focus of much discussion before the Panel has been on the RPS, and whether
the Panel can look beyond the RPS to the NZCPS/NPSs or Part 2 of the RMA
when considering the appropriateness of objectives and other provisions. The
short answer is that it will depend on how directive the policy is:

3.16

44

12.1

If it is so directive that there is no option as to the most appropriate
mechanism to give effect to it, then the question is whether any of the
exceptions in paragraph 8 above apply. If they do, you can resort to
higher order documents and/or Part 2 to resolve this question. If they
don't, you can't.

12.2

If it is not directive and there are options as to the most appropriate
mechanism to give effect to it, then you can resort to higher order
documents and/or Part 2 to resolve this question.46

For completeness, we clarify that the “exceptions in paragraph 8” noted in the
above citation include scenarios where:
(a)

there is incomplete coverage of a matter in the higher order document;

(b)

there is ambiguity / uncertainty of meaning in the higher order
document; or

Environmental Defence Soc Inc v The New Zealand King Salmon Co Ltd [2014] NZSC 38.
Turners & Growers Horticulture Ltd v Far North District Council [2017] NZHC 764.
46
Legal Submissions in reply on behalf of Wellington Regional Council: Hearing Stream 1 (11 August 2017), p.4.
45
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the higher order document is invalid.

Ms Anderson later addressed us during Hearing Stream 3 in relation to a
subsequent High Court Decision that further addressed the King Salmon
principles. Ms Anderson explained that the case in question – Royal Forest and
Bird Protection Society of NZ Inc v Bay of Plenty Regional Council [2017]
NZHC 3080 – provided the following relevant commentary on the application
of King Salmon:
13.1

There is a requirement to consider higher order planning documents, even
when the document that is lowest in the planning hierarchy appears to give
effect to the higher order documents.

13.2

The meaning of 'avoid' is as discussed in King Salmon (ie,'not allow', or
'prevent the occurrence of') and is not contextual.

13.3

Where there is tension between planning documents, or within them, there is
an obligation under King Salmon to articulate and analyse those tensions,
and to make a thorough attempt to reconcile those tensions.

13.4

King Salmon does not allow for the proportionate or contextual approach
taken by the Environment Court in the prior decision.

13.5

The persuasiveness of King Salmon is significant, as although it has a
relatively narrow ratio, it contains observations made by our highest Court
and cannot be ignored or glossed over.47

In all of the above respects, Ms Anderson’s advice has framed our evaluation
of the objectives in terms of their appropriateness in implementing relevant
higher order statutory direction.
Grouping of objectives in Section 4 below
The final preliminary matter we attend to here is to outline how we have
grouped the objectives for evaluative purposes. For the most part, we have
grouped the objectives by the thirteen heading groups in the proposed Plan as
notified. However, we have modified the structure of the chapter somewhat as
will become apparent in our evaluation. An index of the objectives for each
grouping in the notified Plan and in our evaluation is set out in Table 2 below:

Memorandum of counsel (22 December 2017), p.5.
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Table 2: Summary of objective groupings in Notified Plan and in Panel Evaluation.
Topic

Objectives as notified

Panel Evaluation Grouping^

Ki uta ki tai: mountains to the sea

O1, O2, O3, O4 & O5

O1, O2 & O8, O3, O4 & O5

Beneficial use and development

O6, O7, O8, O9, O10, O11,
O12 & O13

O6, O7, O9, O10, O12 & O13

Māori relationships

O14, O15 & O16

O11, O14, O15, O16, O26, O33

Natural character, form and function

O17, O18 & O19

O17 & O19, O32, O36

Natural hazards*

O20, O21 & O22

O20, O21 & O22

Water Quality

O23 & O24

O23, O24

Biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health
and mahinga kai

O25, O26, O27, O28, O29 &
O30
O31, O32, O33, O34, O35,
O36, O37 & O38

Sites with significant value

O18, O25, O27, O28, O29, O30
O31, O34, O35, O37, O38

Air

O39, O40 & O41

O39, O40 & O41

Soil

O42 & O43

O42

Land use

O44

Discharges

O46, O47, O48, O49, O50 &
O51

Water allocation

O52

Coastal management

O53, O54, O55, O56, O57,
O58 & O59

O44, O45
O43, O46, O47, O48, O49, O50,
O51
O52, O52A
O53, O54, O55, O56, O57, O58 &
O59

^ Annotations show Panel changes from the notified Plan, including deleted, new, relocated and combined
objectives.
* Natural hazards heading added by the Hearing Panel

3.20

We have tried to exercise some economy in reporting on our evaluation in
Section 4 below, both in terms of the grouping of objectives and in that –
where possible – we have focussed mainly on key themes and issues raised.
Similarly, where provisions are uncontested, we simply note that and accept
that our evaluation need not go any further.

3.21

As foreshadowed above, there are some instances where key defined terms and
amendments we have made to them are directly relevant to amendments we
have adopted to the proposed objectives. Given this relationship, we have
included the evaluation of those terms in Section 4 below where relevant,
including for the following terms:
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(a)

Regionally Significant Infrastructure;

(b)

Contaminated land;

(c)

Functional need; and

(d)

Operational requirement.
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4.

Evaluation of Objectives

4.1

Ki uta ki tai: mountains to the sea
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O1-O5. As notified, those provisions read:
Objective O1
Land, fresh water bodies and the coast are managed as integrated and connected
resources; ki uta ki tai – mountains to the sea.

Objective O2
The importance and contribution of land and water to the social, economic and
cultural well-being of the community are recognised.

Objective O3
Mauri is sustained and enhanced, particularly the mauri of fresh and coastal
waters.

Objective O4
The intrinsic values of aquatic fresh water and marine ecosystems and the lifesupporting capacity of water are recognised.

Objective O5
Fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area, as a minimum, are managed to:

4.2

4.3

(a)

safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and

(b)

provide for contact recreation and Māori customary use, and

(c)

in the case of fresh water, provide for the health needs of people.

Seven submissions related to Objective O1, as follows:
(a)

The Minister of Conservation, KCDC, Forest and Bird and Terra
Moana sought that the objective be retained as notified;

(b)

Federated Farmers recommended adding the text “using the
catchment as the management unit” after the words “…connected
resources”;

(c)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought to change the term ‘the coast’ to “the
coastal marine area”; and

(d)

Rural Residents recommended that “air” also be included in the list
of matters to be managed under the objective.

Objective O2 received the following submissions:
(a)

Ravensdown, KCDC, Dairy NZ and Fonterra, and S and M Guscott
sought the objective be retained as notified;

(b)

Rural Residents recommended that ‘air’ also be included in the list of
matters to be recognised under the objective;

(c)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Fish and Game sought that the objective
recognise the importance of natural systems to the well-being of the
community, and that ecosystem health, ecological processes, natural
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character, ecosystem services, and human health be included as
matters that should be recognised;

4.4

(d)

SWDC and MDC sought that the contribution of land and water is
both recognised and provided for in making decisions on resource
consent applications – these submissions were opposed in part by the
Minister of Conservation on the basis that such wording would
inappropriately elevate land and water to the same level as the matters
of importance specified in section 6 of the Act; and

(e)

Wellington Electricity and Wellington Water sought that the entire
PNRP (including objectives) recognise the benefits of regionally
significant infrastructure and protect its establishment, operation,
maintenance and upgrade.

In response to the Enfocus Report’s recommendation that Objective O2 be
rationalised with Objective O8, we consider it appropriate here to note also the
submissions related to the latter. In summary:
(a)

Nine submissions supported the objective and / or sought its retention;

(b)

54 sought amendment to the objective; and

(c)

Two submissions sought to delete the objective, with four further
submissions opposed to that relief.

4.5

We note that 50 of the 54 submissions seeking amendment were pro forma and
sought “agricultural and industrial” benefits to be added to the list of benefits
recognised and provided for by the objective. Two other amendments sought
for the objective to include reference to the storage of water as well as its use
and taking. The remaining submissions sought additional qualifiers be applied
to the objective.

4.6

The following submissions related to Objective O3:
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(a)

Friends of the Paekakariki Stream and Forest and Bird supported the
notified objective;

(b)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought that the objective include more detail
on how mauri is to be enhanced, and proposed that the objective is
amended to read “Mauri, particularly the mauri of fresh and coastal
waters, is sustained and where it has been depleted as a result of
human actions, natural resources and processes are enhanced to
(replenish) mauri”;

(c)

Ngāti Kahungunu Ki Wairarapa sought more detail on the concept of
mauri, specifically in regards to mahinga kai activities and Māori
cultural uses – this submission was supported by four further
submissions;

(d)

Land Matters (et al) sought that the phrase “and enhanced” be
amended to “where possible/identified enhanced over time”;
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(e)

Ravensdown recommended amending the objective by including the
words “where degraded” after the word “enhanced” – this was
supported by NZTA; and

(f)

Rural Residents sought that “air and land” be added at the end of the
clause, following “fresh and coastal waters”.

Seven submissions were received in relation to Objective O4:
(a)

Friends of the Paekakariki Stream and Fertiliser NZ supported the
notified objective;

(b)

B Wilkinson sought for the word “intrinsic” to be deleted from the
objective, owing to it being unnecessary and ambiguous;

(c)

Fish and Game recommended that the words “and protected” are
added to the end of the objective and that “natural character” be
added to the matters to be protected by the objective;

(d)

The Minister for Conservation and Forest and Bird sought that the
word “recognised” be replaced by “safeguarded”; and

(e)

Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought that the objective safeguard the lifesupporting capacity of eco-systems (or the component parts of ecosystems), and that the objective use either “fresh water eco-system”
or “aquatic eco-system” rather than “aquatic freshwater eco-system”.

The submissions on Objective O5 included:
(a)

support from Forest and Bird, Terra Moana, the Minister of
Conservation and Friends of Paekakariki Stream;

(b)

addition of qualifiers by Wellington Water and CentrePort, including
that outcomes apply “where appropriate” or over a specified time;

(c)

several alike submitters seeking deletion of “mahinga kai” from clause
(a), and replacement of “contact recreation” and “health needs of
people” in clauses (b) and (c) with a focus on secondary recreational
contact and / or provision of potable water;

(d)

a substantial re-writing of the objective from Fish and Game with the
addition of outcomes applying also to life supporting capacity, aquatic
ecosystem health, natural character, natural elements and processes,
including specific subsets such as geomorphological, biophysical and
other natural processes;

(e)

replacement of clauses (a)-(c) with an approach based on achieving an
appropriate balance of outcomes within catchments, as proposed by
Federated Farmers; and

(f)

amendments to the objective such that separate outcomes are
expressed for the various matters in the objective sought by Rangitāne
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o Wairarapa including (for example) that mahinga kai is safeguarded,
and that the aquatic outcomes apply to both coastal and freshwater.
4.9

Summary of evidence – Objective O1
Ms Greenberg’s section 42A report addressed the submissions on Objective
O1, and recommended two amendments to the clause as a result.

4.10

Firstly, Ms Greenberg agreed in part with the submission from Rangitāne o
Wairarapa that the term “coast” should be amended as it is open to
interpretation.48 However, she considered that it would be more appropriate to
refer to the “coastal environment” rather than the submitters’ preferred
“coastal marine area”. Ms Greenberg’s lack of favour for the latter stemmed
from her understanding that the term is defined in the RMA as including the
foreshore, seabed, and coastal water and the airspace above the water, but is
limited to the ‘wetted’ areas below MHWS.49

4.11

Ms Greenberg’s reasoning for preferring “coastal environment” was that the
term is “a more succinct, understandable phrase that better describes the
environment as a whole.” 50

4.12

Mr Percy shared Ms Greenberg’s view that ‘coast’ is too generic as it refers
only to the interface between marine and terrestrial environments. He did not –
however – share Ms Greenberg’s preference for ‘coastal environment’. In that
respect, Mr Percy observed that the term is described in Policy 1 of the NZCPS
as encompassing the coastal marine area but also land and freshwater bodies
where coastal processes, influences or qualities are significant. He expressed a
preference for ‘coastal marine area’ as it more accurately describes the
sequence of mountains to sea in his view.51

4.13

The second change recommended in Ms Greenberg’s report was her agreement
with the Rural Residents’ Environmental Society suggestion that “air” be
included in the list of matters to be recognised. In support of that amendment,
she made the following observations:

48

(a)

section 5 of the Act relates to integration of all natural and physical
resources, including air;

(b)

reference to “air” in the objective will be consistent with the
Council’s overarching policy direction / goals for the proposed Plan;
and

(c)

the amendment is consistent with several rules in the PNRP that
manage land, water and air collectively within a single rule (such as
Rules R71 and R73).52

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.62, para 268.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.62, para 267.
50
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.62, para 269.
51
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), pp.25 - 26, paras 79 - 80.
52
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.62, para 270 - 272.
49
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4.14

Rural Residents did not appear before us on this matter. However, Mr Percy
provided his view on the Rural Residents' proposed amendment in his
evidence. In his view, if we decide to adopt Ms Greenberg’s recommendation
that “air” be included, then we should also include “ecosystems” for the same
reasons. While we are appreciative of Mr Percy’s assistance on this point, we
consider his suggestion is beyond the scope of what we are able to consider as
it was not subject to a submission on the proposed Plan.

4.15

Ms Greenberg did not support the proposed amendment by Federated Farmers
to make reference to catchment units. In her view, that proposed amendment is
only consistent with one of five principles of integrated management relevant
for the corresponding policy direction and it would duplicate other policy
content.53

4.16

Federated Farmers did not present to us on this matter.

4.17

Ms Greenberg also provided written responses to questions we raised during
the first week of proceedings.54 The content of that response related to the
manner in which the so called precautionary principle is addressed in the
RMA, national and regional policy documents and the PNRP. It also related to
the objectives overall, and whether there is any hierarchy – intended or
otherwise – between what Ms Greenberg described as the proposed Plan’s
‘overarching’ objectives and its more ‘topic-specific’ ones. To the extent that
Ms Greenberg’s supplementary report is relevant to Objective O1, we consider
this in our assessment of Objectives O1 - O5 below.

4.18

The response to our 3rd Minute (dated 2 June) coordinated by Ms Legarth did
not address the submissions above and was more focussed on the substance of
our minute. The response contained a re-evaluation of all of the objectives
relevant to Hearing Stream 1, including Objective O1. As noted above, the
minute sought advice on ways to resolve identified issues with some of the
notified objectives not being drafted as outcomes. Ms Legarth’s response found
that Objective O1 did not require amendment in response to Minute 3.

4.19

The scope of Ms Legarth’s right of reply was limited to the questions raised by
the Panel, and did not revisit the recommendations made by Ms Greenberg (the
RMA section 42A reporting officer) and did not consider the submissions on
Objectives O1 to O5 or evaluate the related evidence given by Mr Percy.

4.20

Summary of evidence – Objective O2
Mr Denton provided his appraisal of submissions relating to Objective O2
under Issue 2.1 of his section 42A report. His overall view was that none of the
relief sought by the submitters should be granted, and that the objective be
retained as notified.55 In summary, his response to specific amendments
proposed by submitters was as follows:

53

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), pp.61 - 62, para 265.
See Greenberg, E (26 May 2017). Supplementary responses to Panel questions arising during Hearing Week 1 (22
May 2017) regarding Section 42A: Overall policy framework of the proposed Plan.
55
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), pp.26 - 28, paras 124 - 127.
54
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(a)

the proposed inclusion of ‘air’ by Rural Residents is not supported
because other objectives in the proposed Plan deal with air quality;

(b)

for similar reasons, Mr Denton did not support the inclusion of the
natural systems and values proposed by Rangitāne o Wairarapa and
Fish and Game or the additional recognition of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure sought by Wellington Water and Wellington Electricity;
and

(c)

the suggestion by MDC and SWDC that the objective “provide for”
(as well as recognise) the contribution of land and water
inappropriately elevated the matters in terms of their significance
according to Mr Denton.

4.21

The submitters in support of Objective O2 – being Ravensdown, KCDC, Dairy
NZ and Fonterra, and S and M Guscott - presented no evidence to us on this
matter.

4.22

As with their submission on Objective O1, Rural Residents did not appear
before us to speak in support of their proposed addition of “air” to the
objective.

4.23

Mr Percy’s evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa was in contrast to Mr
Denton’s. In Mr Percy’s view, the ecological systems proposed for inclusion
by the submitter are “integral to community well-being and are fundamental
components of the natural systems” people rely on. Mr Percy’s conclusion was
that the proposed amendment by Rangitāne o Wairarapa better achieves the
purpose of the Act.56

4.24

Ms Cooper for Fish and Game presented similar views to Mr Percy. She said
that the elements sought for inclusion by Fish and Game are critical
components of land and water that must be maintained, protected or restored.
In her view, the elements can be “measured, monitored and quantified in a way
that allows resource users and decision makers under the RMA to determine
the potential and actual adverse effects of an activity that exploits, or is
predicated on the exploitation of, land and water resources.” 57

4.25

In her evidence on behalf of SWDC and MDC, Ms Whitney expressed
agreement with Mr Denton’s rationale for retaining the objective as notified.
She agreed that ‘providing’ for the matters in the objective was inappropriate.
Ms Whitney also clarified that she did not support the amendments by
Rangitāne o Wairarapa, consistent with the further submission lodged by
SWDC and MDC.58

4.26

The expert evidence from Wellington Electricity and Wellington Water did not
expand upon the issues raised in the respective submission notices.

56

Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.44, paras 152 - 153.
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (24 May 2017), pp.37 - 38, paras 104 - 105.
58
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (4 May 2017), pp.28 - 29, paras 99 - 101.
57
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4.27

Similar to the view on Objective O1, the view in the response to Minute 3
coordinated by Ms Legarth was that Objective O2 is clearly expressed as an
outcome and no amendment is required to improve it in that respect.

4.28

Mr Denton’s right of reply did not consider any of the evidence presented by
others in respect of Objective O2. He did, however, give consideration to the
recommendation by Mr Willis that Objectives O2 and O8 be rationalised as we
summarised in Section 2 above.

4.29

Summary of evidence - Objective O8
Again, the proposed rationalisation of Objectives O2 and O8 in the Enfocus
Report has given us cause to include Objective O8 here in the summary of
evidence presented at the hearing.

4.30

Similar to Objective O2, Mr Denton did not propose any changes to Objective
O8 in his section 42A report. In response to the 50 submissions seeking
inclusion of “industrial and agricultural” benefits in the objective, Mr Denton
said there was no need for the proposed inclusion as the matters “are already
part of the social and economic fabric of the region” and “inherently part of
the overall policy framework, including the water allocation framework of the
proposed Plan.” 59

4.31

Of the submitters in support of Objective O8, only Wellington Water and
Fertiliser NZ presented evidence on the matter. In both instances, the experts
appearing simply signalled their support for the retention of the objective.

4.32

Ms Cooper’s evidence for Fish and Game requested that we consider the
submitter’s proposed relief that Objective O8 should be amended to better
align with Part 2 of the Act, the RPS and the NPS-FM. 60

4.33

No other submitters seeking amendment to the objective appeared before us on
this matter.

4.34

Mr Percy’s evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa was in contrast to Ms Cooper’s
view. He expressed agreement with the concerns raised in the Rangitāne o
Wairarapa submission notice that:
(a)

the objective does not acknowledge that there are actual and potential
adverse effects of taking and using water;

(b)

the management of those effects will influence the degree to which
use and development occur;

(c)

reference to the water allocation framework as a means for achieving
the objective creates confusion as to the outcome sought; and

(d)

Objective O8 largely duplicates O2, but for some minor differences.61

59

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.30, para 137.
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (24 May 2017), p.44, para 124.
61
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.46, paras 161 - 162.
60
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4.35

Mr Percy concluded that Objective O8 is redundant and should be deleted.62

4.36

Mr Anderson’s legal submissions for Forest and Bird shared Mr Percy’s
conclusion. In summary, Mr Anderson’s rationale for the deletion of Objective
O8 included that:

4.37

4.38

(a)

the objective is contrary, and fails to give effect, to the NPS-FM; and

(b)

the reference to environmental benefits in the objective makes no
sense, as taking of water generally has adverse environmental
effects.63

The response to Minute 3 (dated 2 June 2017) that was coordinated by Ms
Legarth proposed no changes to Objective O8 in order for it to be expressed as
an outcome.
Summary of evidence – Objective O3
Ms Greenberg assessed the submissions on Objective O3 in her section 42A
report and recommended that the provision be retained as notified without
modification.

4.39

In response to the submissions from Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Ngāti
Kahungunu Ki Wairarapa, Ms Greenberg gave the view that further detail
about how mauri is to be enhanced is not necessary under the objective as that
detail is provided under Objectives O5, O11, O14, O15, O16, O18, O24, O25,
O26 and O33.64

4.40

Ms Greenberg’s rationale for recommending the rejection of the Land Matters
Ltd (and similar format) and Ravensdown’s submissions was that the addition
of qualifiers such as “where possible” or “where degraded” weakens an
objective, leaving it open to conjecture and dispute. Relatedly, Ms Greenberg
expressed the view that qualifiers such as “over time” render an objective less
time-bound. 65

4.41

In relation to the submission from Rural Residents that “air and land” be added
to the objective, Ms Greenberg cited Mr Grace’s evidence that the provisions
in relation to mauri are purposefully targeted on fresh and coastal waters. For
that reason, she recommended that the Rural Residents’ submission not be
accepted.66

4.42

The only two submitters we heard from on this matter were Ravensdown and
Rangitāne o Wairarapa.

4.43

Mr Hansen’s evidence for Ravensdown was in contrast to Ms Greenberg’s as
relates to the use of qualifiers in objectives. In Mr Hansen’s view, the objective
would be made clearer and would better implement the relevant direction in the

62

Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.47, para 163.
Legal submissions of Peter Anderson (13 June 2017), pp.12 - 14, paras 46 - 51.
64
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.90, para 399.
65
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.90 - 91, para 400 - 402.
66
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p. 91, para 405.
63
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RPS by delineating the scenarios where mauri is to be sustained by resource
users and where it is to be enhanced. To that end, Mr Hansen supported the
submission from Ravensdown that enhancement should only be the outcome in
situations mauri is degraded.67
4.44

The evidence from Rangitāne o Wairarapa on this matter was presented from
three witnesses. Mr Kerehi described the proposed Plan as a medium where
values of iwi and the Council are in “collision”. He explained that any plan
seeking to protect and manage waterways has values such as mauri at its heart;
however, he added that the words in the plan can only go so far, and that the
implementation of the values must recognise that it is Rangitāne o Wairarapa
that has the knowledge and ability to measure the impact of various activities
on mauri.68

4.45

Mr Kawana provided additional insight into the concept of mauri. Like Mr
Kerehi, Mr Kawana told us that mauri must be provided for in day to day
execution of the plan.69 Mr Kawana added that there must be adequate
protection mechanisms within the proposed Plan to avoid resource use leading
to degraded environmental outcomes.70

4.46

Mr Percy was the final witness for Rangitāne o Wairarapa on this matter. He
described Ms Greenberg’s assessment that the enhancement of mauri is
provided through other objectives as correct to some extent; however, Mr
Percy gave the view that the “fuzzy relationship” between the objectives does
not create a clear or certain connection between O3 and the other relevant
provisions.71

4.47

Mr Percy added:
87.

4.48

Acknowledging that the state of natural resources has a bearing on mauri, it
is possible in a planning sense to partially describe an environmental state
that is likely to contribute to mauri. By doing so, a tangible link is established
with the other natural resources specifically managed by the Plan, so that the
objectives for those natural resources, which in many cases can be attributed
narrative or quantitative desired end states, record a consistent and
technically measurable outcome. In other words, the objectives for natural
resources such as freshwater, soil, air, wetlands, and ecosystems should
specify outcomes that are integral to achieving the outcomes for mauri.72

For the above reasons, Mr Percy recommended an extensive amendment to
Objective O3 to:
(a)

clarify that mauri is to be enhanced in instances where it has been
depleted, similar to the evidence of Mr Hansen; and

67

Evidence of Chris Hansen (5 May 2017), p.8 - 10, paras 56 - 63.
Evidence of Jason Kerehi (9 May 2017), p.15, paras 3.16 - 3.17.
69
Evidence of Mike Kawana (9 May 2017), p.11, paras 4.18.
70
Evidence of Mike Kawana (9 May 2017), p.13, paras 4.29.
71
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.26, para 84.
72
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.27, para 87.
68
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prescribe a number of outcomes to be achieved as a minimum, such as
functioning ecosystem health, high biodiversity values, and supporting
natural habitat conditions.73

4.49

Mr Percy gave the view that his proposed amendment made the objective more
measurable and better reflects the desired end state for the resources that have a
direct relationship with mauri.74

4.50

Ms Legarth’s right of reply signalled her agreement with Ms Greenberg’s
conclusion that qualifiers generally weaken objectives and leave them
vulnerable to multiple interpretation.75

4.51

Ms Legarth also addressed the particular qualifier sought by multiple
submitters to clarify that enhancement is only required where mauri is
degraded. In her view, it is not necessary for mauri to be in a degraded state
before deciding whether it can or should be enhanced. Further, Ms Legarth
drew on the section 32 report for Māori values to reach the overall view that
the qualifier is inappropriate.76

4.52

Summary of evidence – Objective O4
Ms Greenberg recommended several editorial changes to Objective O4 in
response to submissions, with the overall result being drafted as follows:
The intrinsic values of aquatic fresh water and marine ecosystems are recognised
and the life-supporting capacity of water and aquatic ecosystems are safeguarded
are recognised.

4.53

In arriving at this revised position, Ms Greenberg dismissed the submission
from Mr Wilkinson that the term “intrinsic” should be deleted due to its
perceived redundancy. Ms Greenberg identified that the term “intrinsic values
of ecosystems” is a matter to have particular regard to under section 7 of the
RMA and that “intrinsic values” is a term expressly defined in the Act.77

4.54

The main amendments proposed by Ms Greenberg were in response to the
submissions from Fish and Game, Forest and Bird, the Minister for
Conservation and Rangitāne o Wairarapa. Her rationale for amending the term
“recognised” to “safeguarded” was to better align the objective with the RPS,
and particularly with Objective 12 of the RPS78, which reads (our emphasis):
The quantity and quality of fresh water:
(a) meet the range of uses and values for which water is required;
(b) safeguard the life supporting capacity of water bodies; and
(c) meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations.

73

Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), Appendix 3.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.28, para 89.
75
Right of Reply on Overall Plan Framework, Yvonne Legarth (11 August 2017), p.23, para 83.
76
Right of Reply on Overall Plan Framework, Yvonne Legarth (11 August 2017), p.23 - 24, para 84 - 88.
77
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.69, para 303.
78
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.69 - 70, para 309.
74
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4.55

Ms Greenberg also drew our attention to several policies in the RPS that
support this drafting, including Policies 5, 12, 15, 35, 37 and 40.79

4.56

In support of her proposed deletion of the term “aquatic” from the objective,
Ms Greenberg conceded that the term was redundant and that retaining
“freshwater and marine ecosystems” as sought by Rangitāne o Wairarapa was
appropriate.80

4.57

Ms Greenberg did not support the amendment from Fish and Game to add
“natural character” as a matter to be addressed by the objective. In her view,
the amendment would duplicate the outcome expressed in Objective O17 for
preservation and protection of natural character of the CMA, and water bodies
from inappropriate use and development.81

4.58

We did not hear from Mr Wilkinson, Friends of the Paekakariki Stream or
Fertiliser NZ in relation to this matter.

4.59

In her evidence for the Minister of Conservation, Ms Kissick supported Ms
Greenberg’s proposed amendments.82

4.60

Ms Cooper also supported Ms Greenberg’s recommended changes to the
objective in her evidence. Ms Cooper also noted Ms Greenberg’s
recommendation that “natural character” not be included in the objective as
sought by Fish and Game. Ms Cooper advised that Fish and Game would
subsequently address natural character in Hearing Stream 3; however, neither
that subsequent evidence, nor Ms Cooper’s evidence at Hearing Stream 1
directly responded to Ms Greenberg’s recommendation on natural character
being excluded from objective O4.83

4.61

In his evidence, Mr Percy agreed with Ms Greenberg’s recommendation to
change “recognised” to “safeguarded.” However, Mr Percy also observed that
Ms Greenberg’s report did not address the Rangitāne o Wairarapa submission
point seeking that the safeguarding aspect of the objective extend to all matters
referred to in section 5 of the RMA, rather than intrinsic values of freshwater
and marine ecosystems alone.84

4.62

Mr Percy gave the view that the objective required “significant further
refinement” to express a clear outcome and describe the state of the various
resources referred to. He proposed that the most efficient way to achieve that
would be to integrate the objective with other related objectives – including
O5, O24 and O25 – and refining the content of that merged objective.

79

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.70 - 71, para 314.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.70, para 312.
81
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.72, para 319.
82
Evidence of Deborah Kissick (9 May 2017), p.15.
83
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (24 May 2017), p.39, para 110 - 112.
84
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.28, para 90 - 91.
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Summary of evidence – Objective O5
Ms Greenberg assessed the submissions on Objective O5 in her section 42A
report and recommended that the provision be retained as notified without
modification.

4.64

She did not support any dilution of the objective’s scope or content, given the
role the objective plays as part of an integrated whole with other objectives. Ms
Greenberg also expressed a lack of support for the common format
submissions seeking changes to clauses (a) - (c) as – in her view – it would be
less effective at implementing the relevant strategic direction from the NPSFM. 85

4.65

Ms Greenberg also expressed that decoupling the component parts of the
objective into separate objectives is contrary to its integrated focus and the
partnership approach between Council and iwi that underpins the objectives
more broadly.86

4.66

Ms Greenberg also noted that Objective O5 is “closely related to” Objectives
O23 - O25. In her view, those other objectives provide for the outcomes sought
by some submissions such that no modification or duplication is necessary to
Objective O5.87

4.67

Ms Wharfe for HortNZ gave the view that there is a gap in the PNRP’s policy
framework in that the values in Table 1.1 (chapter 1) are not fully incorporated
into the objectives. She supported HortNZ’s inclusion of a new objective to
address that gap as sought in the group’s submission notice. Ms Wharfe also
recommended that the objective relate to the provision of food as an important
part of social wellbeing to be enabled. 88

4.68

In her evidence for Wellington Water, Ms Wratt expressed disagreement with
Ms Greenberg’s view that other objectives implement the outcome sought by
Wellington Water in its submission. In Ms Wratt’s view, Objective O5 sets an
unrealistic expectation for the community and adds little (if any) value to the
proposed Plan. Ms Wratt recommended that, if the objective is retained, it
should be amended to recognise that contact recreation, mahinga kai and Māori
customary use is not always safe or appropriate in every location.89

4.69

In her evidence for MDC and SWDC, Ms Whitney recommended that
recognition be given in clause (b) of the objective that Māori customary use be
provided for progressively over time. This change, in Ms Whitney’s view is
appropriate given the broad nature of the term and that ‘providing for it’ cannot
be achieved immediately. 90

4.70

Mr Daysh also addressed the objective in his evidence for CentrePort. He
simply recited CentrePort’s submission and the relevant excerpt from Ms

85

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.117 - 119, para 527 - 532.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.119, para 534 - 535.
87
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.121 - 122, para 537 - 538.
88
Evidence of Lynette Wharfe (5 May 2017) p. 7 - 9, para 6.2 - 6.17.
89
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (5 May 2017), p.17 - 19, paras 47 - 51.
90
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (4 May 2017), p.29, paras 104.
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Greenberg’s section 42A report where she discussed the submission. Mr Daysh
explained that he accepted Ms Greenberg’s evaluation that CentrePort’s
submission be rejected.91
4.71

Mr Percy’s evidence spoke to Rangitāne o Wairarapa’s submission which
sought the separation of the shared values under Objective O5 into two
objectives. Mr Percy expressed the view that Ms Greenberg’s rationale for not
supporting the submission is contrary to the proposed Plan’s approach to
identifying and managing a range of values. He added that while the objective
is drafted in an inclusive way, it does not express minimum obligations for
other matters such as natural character, natural landscapes and other important
matters established in the RMA, the NZCPS and national and regional policy
statements. Mr Percy favoured the splitting of the values in Objective O5 into
two objectives as sought by the submitter.92

4.72

Ms Cooper addressed Objective O5 in her evidence; however, she did not
provide any evaluation as to why the alternative wording of the objective
proposed by Fish and Game was more appropriate than the notified objective.
Ms Cooper advised that the submitter would be providing further technical
evidence in subsequent hearings on the topics of mahinga kai and ecosystem
health.93

4.73

Discussion and findings – Objectives O1 through O5, and O8
Based on the submissions received and on the evidence we heard, we have
amended Objective O1 to read:
Objective O1
Air, land, fresh water bodies and the coastal marine area are managed as
integrated and connected resources; ki uta ki tai – mountains to the sea.

4.74

In that respect, we accept the submission from Rural Residents that “air” be
included in the matters to be managed under the objective for the reasons
expressed by Ms Greenberg.

4.75

We prefer the evidence of Mr Percy as relates the amendment of “coast” to
“coastal marine area” for the reasons he has given. Along those same lines,
we add that some of the “coastal environment” includes (among other things)
land and freshwater, which are already addressed in the wording of the
objective. In our view, Mr Percy’s suggested wording is more appropriate for
this context.

4.76

For the reasons expressed in the Enfocus Report and amplified in Mr Percy’s
evidence, we think the case for rationalising Objectives O2 and O8 is
compelling.

4.77

In particular we record our finding that the wording of Objectives O2 and O8
as notified creates unnecessary uncertainty as to the outcomes anticipated by

91

Evidence of Lindsay Daysh (5 May 2017) p. 19, para 84 - 87.
Evidence of Philip Percy (5 May 2017) p. 29-31, para 94 - 100.
93
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (5 May 2017) p. 39-40, para 113 - 115.
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the Plan. While the objectives are in part distinct from one another in their
respective scope and focus, they are not so different that the merit in retaining
them as separate aims outweighs their logical consolidation in our view.
4.78

Moreover, we find that the express reference to the Plan’s allocation
framework in Objective O8 is more akin to the policy or methodological means
of achieving the desired outcome, rather than the outcome itself.

4.79

Our decision, therefore, is to delete Objective O8 and to adopt the
corresponding refinement to Objective O2 proposed in the Enfocus Report.

4.80

We have also amended Objective O2 to include reference to “air” along with
land and water in the list of matters to recognise. We do not prefer Mr
Denton’s evidence that “air” should not be included for the same reasons that
we adopted Ms Greenberg’s evidence that “air” should be included in
Objective O1. In addition, we observe that not all resources have an allocation
framework within the Plan and accordingly, we have added the words “where
applicable” to reflect that situation.

4.81

In summary, we have made the following amendments to Objectives O2 and
O8:
Objective O2
The importance and contribution of air, land and water to the social, economic and
cultural well-being of the community are recognised in the management and,
where applicable, allocation of those resources

Objective O8
The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of taking and using
water are recognised and provided for within the Plan’s allocation framework

4.82

Regarding Objective O3, we have accepted the relief of several submitters
seeking to clarify that enhancement of mauri should be the outcome sought in
instances where it is in a degraded state. Where it is not degraded, we believe
the most appropriate outcome would be that it is at least sustained; however,
we also observe that the objective does not preclude enhancement being an
outcome in instances where mauri is not degraded.

4.83

The drafting we have adopted in amending the provision is in part derived from
the submission of Rangitāne o Wairarapa, and in part from the submission of
Ravensdown and the Land Matters (and alike) submissions as follows:
Objective O3
Mauri is sustained and enhanced, particularly the mauri of fresh and coastal
waters is sustained and, where it has been depleted, natural resources and
processes are enhanced to replenish mauri.

4.84

Overall, we accept the shared view of, and adopt the reasons provided by these
parties that the amendment is more appropriate than the notified provision.

4.85

Furthermore, we note that we have refocussed the enhancement “limb” of the
objective to apply to natural resources and processes as a means of replenishing
mauri, rather than to the direct enhancement of mauri itself. The evidence of
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Messrs Kerehi and Kawana regarding the relationship between resources,
processes and values compelled us to adopt this subtle change. Overall, we find
the amendment will make the objective more measurable and effective.
4.86

We have given careful consideration to the additional matters proposed by Mr
Percy to be attached to the objective as minimum indicators. While there may
be some merit in amending the objective in such a way, we consider the
amendments go well beyond the scope enabled by any of the submissions on
Objective O3. Accordingly, we have stopped short of adopting the full extent
of Mr Percy’s recommended amendments.

4.87

We have amended Objective O4 as generally recommended by Ms Greenberg
for the reasons she has expressed. As amended, it reads:
Objective O4
The intrinsic values of aquatic freshwater and marine ecosystems are recognised
and the life supporting capacity of water is safeguarded are recognised.

4.88

There is one exception to Ms Greenberg’s drafting we have adopted. Namely
we have not included the term ‘aquatic ecosystems’ as a matter to be
safeguarded under the objective. The reason for this is that the same outcome is
stated in Objective O25, and there is no need to duplicate it in Objective O4.

4.89

We have ultimately found it most appropriate to delete Objective O5. This is
related to the issues we identified in Minute 10, the analysis carried out by Mr
Willis, and the submissions and evidence supporting the amalgamation of
Objective O5 with other objectives, including O6 and O23 - O25. We have
captured much of this discussion in detail under section 2 above; but we note
again here in summary that deletion of Objective O5 does not result in any
dilution of the proposed Plan’s implementation of relevant higher order
direction as all aspects of O5 are more clearly articulated by other objectives,
for example Objectives O6 and O25.

4.90

4.91

Beneficial use and development
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives in the notified Plan included Objectives O6 - O13. For
the reasons specified earlier in the report, we have already evaluated Objective
O8, and will not consider it further here. As foreshadowed in Table 2 above,
we have also elected to evaluate Objective O11 with the other provisions
relating to Māori Relationships rather than in this report section.
As notified, the remaining provisions read:
Objective O6
Sufficient water of a suitable quality is available for the health needs of people.
Objective O7
Fresh water is available in quantities and is of a suitable quality for the
reasonable needs of livestock.
Objective O9
The recreational values of the coastal marine area, rivers and lakes and their
margins and natural wetlands are maintained and enhanced.
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Objective O10
Public access to and along the coastal marine area and rivers and lakes is
maintained and enhanced.
Objective O12
The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of regionally
significant infrastructure and renewable energy generation activities are
recognised.
Objective O13
The use and ongoing operation of regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable energy generation activities in the coastal marine area are
protected from new incompatible use and development occurring under,
over, or adjacent to the infrastructure or activity.

4.92

These provisions derive strategic direction from a number of higher order
sources which we have summarised in Decision Report 1. Given the complex
and overlapping nature of the collective direction as it relates to this topic, we
have provided further detail on these relationships in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Higher order direction for Beneficial Use and Development objectives.
Objective

HOD^

▪ RMA

▪ NPS-FM
O6 and O7

▪ NES-DW
▪ RPS
SUMMARY

▪ RMA

O9 and O10

▪ NZCPS

▪ NPS-FM
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Relevant Direction*
Section 14(3)(b)(i) and (ii) – provides for taking and using of
freshwater for reasonable domestic needs and animal drinking
water needs where the take does not or is not likely to have
adverse environmental effects.
Develop objectives/policies/rules that make provision of Te Mana o
te Wai and achieve (or surpass) bottom lines for compulsory
national freshwater values regarding human health for recreation,
and other national values for mahinga kai and fishing, animal
drinking water, irrigation, cultivation and food production and
potable water supply.
Consider effects of certain activities on drinking water sources
when including in or amending a Plan and its permitted activities in
order to reduce risk of drinking water contamination.
Policy 17 directs the proposed Plan to contain policies, rules and/or
methods to ensure allocation of water provides sufficiently for
health needs of people.
Clear national and regional policy direction for the proposed Plan
to contain objectives/policies/rules/methods for enabling the taking
and use of water to meet people’s health needs and the
reasonable drinking water needs of animals.
Section 6(d) - The maintenance and enhancement of public access
to and along the CMA, lakes and rivers must be recognised and
provided for as a matter of national importance.
Objective 4 – to maintain and enhance public open space quality
and recreation opportunities on the coastal environment, including
public access without charge unless exceptional circumstances
make access impracticable and alternative access to the CMA is
provided nearby.
Policies 6, 16, 18 and 19 – relating to (among other things) open
space, accessibility and connectivity, recreation activities (including
surf breaks) and acceptable scenarios where access to the CMA
may need to be restricted (rather than maintained or enhanced).
Develop objectives/policies/rules that achieve (or surpass) bottom
lines for compulsory national freshwater values regarding human
health for recreation.
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HOD^

▪ RPS

SUMMARY

▪ RMA
▪ NZCPS
▪ NPSET

▪ NPSREG
O12 and O13

▪ RPS

SUMMARY

Relevant Direction*
Policy 19 directs the proposed Plan to contain policies, rules and/or
methods to maintain and enhance amenity and recreational values
of surface water bodies.
Policy 53 requires particular regard be given to enhancing public
access to the CMA and surface water bodies with identified high
values except where there is a need to protect habitat, people’s
health and safety, sensitive historic/cultural values or regionally
significant infrastructure.
Strong direction that access to and recreational values of the CMA
and surface water bodies are to be maintained or enhanced, except
in limited/exceptional circumstances.
Section 7 – Particular regard is to be given to the benefits to be
derived from use and development of renewable energy and the
efficient use of natural and physical resources.
Direction includes the need to recognise that the coastal
environment includes infrastructure, which can have important
benefits for people and communities. Functional and locational
considerations include the needs of infrastructure to be located in
the CMA and the encouragement of new infrastructure to be
located away from areas with hazard risk.
Recognition of the National Grid as a matter of national significance
by providing for its operation, maintenance, upgrade and
establishment while managing adverse effects on and from the
National Grid. Regard is to be given to technical and locational
requirements of the Grid.
Recognition and provision for national significance of renewable
electricity generation activities. Objectives, Policies and rules are to
be included in regional plans to provide for their establishment,
operation, maintenance and upgrade and for the investigation,
identification and assessment of potential sites and sources for
such activities. Regard is to be given to technical, logistical and
locational requirements of the activities.
Objective 10 aims to recognise and protect the benefits of RSI.
Policies 7 and 8 require the proposed Plan to include policies, rules
and/or methods to recognise the benefits of RSI and renewable
energy generation and to protect them from incompatible activities.
Particular regard is also to be given (under Policy 39) to the
identified benefits, to protecting RSI from the effects of incompatible
activities, and to the functional/locational needs for renewable
energy activities to be located where the renewable resource can
be harnessed.
The benefits of significant infrastructure and renewable energy
generation activities are to be recognised through enabling their
operation, development, maintenance and upgrade and by
protecting them from effects of other activities where they may
compromise those benefits.

^HOD = Higher order Document
* This is a summary of particularly relevant matters only, rather than comprehensive inventory

4.93

Seven submissions were received in relation to Objective O6, including:
(a)

94

five submissions in support of the objective as notified;94 and

Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust, Holcim, Forest and Bird, SWDC and MDC.
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two submissions seeking that the objective be amended to
(respectively) express how drinking water quality is to be maintained
or improved, and to better align the objective with the RMA and NPSFM.95

Objective O7 received the following submissions:
(a)

seven submissions in support of the objective as notified;96

(b)

three submissions seeking that the objective be amended to
(respectively):
(i)

ensure water provision to livestock is not contrary to section
14(3)(b) of the RMA or result in significant effects on aquatic
life;97

(ii)

recognise and provide for the importance of reliable drinking
water for livestock;98 or

(iii)

qualify that the provision of water for livestock relates to
appropriate stocking rates and livestock type.99

The following 20 submissions were made in relation to Objective O9:
(a)

two submissions in support of the objective as notified;100

(b)

eighteen submissions seeking that the objective be amended to
(collectively):
(i)

enhance public access by stipulating that sand be placed on
the stony beaches between Oriental and Ohariu Bays; 101

(ii)

identify the northern beach of the Kaiwharawhara
Reclamation as in need of enhanced access;102

(iii)

qualify that the objective’s enhancement aim is applied in
instances “where appropriate” or “where possible/identified
over time” or “where degraded” or “in (named) priority
areas in partnership with landowners and the community”;103
or

Submissions S352 Federated Farmers and S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submissions 2S79 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S302 Fertiliser NZ, S310 Ravensdown, S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra,
S353 Forest and Bird, S366 SWDC, and S367 MDC.
97
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
98
Submission S351 Federated Farmers.
99
Submission S31 Hamish Trolove.
100
Submissions S117 KCDC, S163 PCC, S176 Ian Jensen, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
101
Submission S1 Barry Joseph Doyle.
102
Submission S88 Trelissick Park Group.
103
Submissions S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail, S282 WIAL, S285 Land Matters (and common format) and S352
Federated Famers.
96
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change the term “recreational values” to “recreational
opportunities”.104

The submissions received on Objective O10 included:
(a)

general support for the notified provisions from five submitters; 105

(b)

eighteen submissions seeking that the objective be amended to
(collectively):
(i)

qualify that the maintenance aim of the objective only applies
where the effects are otherwise managed by local bylaws; 106

(ii)

identify the northern beach of the Kaiwharawhara
Reclamation as in need of enhanced access;107

(iii)

qualify that the objective’s enhancement aim is applied in
instances “where appropriate” or “in (named) priority areas
in partnership with landowners and the community”;108

(iv)

introduce an exception to the maintenance and enhancement
focus of the objective where inconsistent with safeguarding
or protecting significant values or sites, including sites with
significance to Māori;109 or

(v)

introduce an exception that the objective not apply where
appropriate or necessary to impose an access restriction.110

The submissions received on Objective O12 included:
(a)

general support for the notified provisions from seven submitters;111

(b)

support for the objective, provided that critical aspects of the
electricity distribution network112 and stormwater and wastewater
networks are included;113

(c)

addition of a complementary objective to recognise that some
regionally significant infrastructure has a functional or operational
need to locate in a particular environment or operate in a particular
way; 114

104

Submission S282 WIAL.
Submissions S62 Civic Trust, S117 KCDC, S146 NZTA, S163 PCC, S353 Forest and Bird.
106
Submission S87 Christine Stanley.
107
Submission S88 Trelissick Park Group.
108
Submissions S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail and S352 Federated Famers.
109
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
110
Submission S282 WIAL.
111
Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S82 Meridian, S117 KCDC, S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail,
S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S353 Forest and Bird.
112
Submission S126 Wellington Electricity.
113
Submission S135 WWL
114
Submissions S98 Spark and S144 Chorus.
105
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sixteen submissions seeking that the objective be amended to
(collectively):
(i)

add “health and safety” 115 or “new commercial development
activities”116 to the benefits to be recognised;

(ii)

qualify that the benefits are at a “national, regional and local
scale”; 117

(iii)

amend the aim of the objective from “recognise” to “enable”;
118

4.98

115

(iv)

amend the aim of the objective to also “protect” or “provide
for” as well as “recognise”;119

(v)

add "regionally significant industry” as a further matter for
benefits to be recognised;120

(vi)

include the text “within the region and beyond” at the end of
the objective; 121 or

(vii)

generally strengthen the aim of the objective.122

Objective 13 received the following submissions:
(a)

seven submitters supported the objective as notified;123

(b)

sixteen submissions sought that the objective be amended to
(collectively):
(i)

delete the phrase “in the coastal marine area” and / or amend
the objective such that it has a broader application than just
within the CMA;124

(ii)

delete the phrase and “new”125 or “occurring under, over, or
adjacent to the infrastructure or activity” 126 from the
objective;

(iii)

clarify at the start of the objective that it is “existing” use and
ongoing operation of the identified activities that are to be
protected;127

Submissions S98 Spark and S144 Chorus.
Submission S121 CentrePort.
117
Submission S165 Transpower.
118
Submission S99 Kapiti Coast Airport.
119
Submissions S135 WWL, S165 Transpower, S282 WIAL, S352 Federated Farmers, S366 SWDC, S367 MDC.
120
Submission S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra.
121
Submissions S145 First Gas and S146 NZTA.
122
Submission S277 Wellington Chamber of Commerce.
123
Submissions S29 Powerco, S31 Hamish Trolove, S55 The Oil Companies, S99 Kapiti Coast Airport, S117 KCDC,
S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail.
124
Submissions S82 Meridian, S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA, S163 PCC, S165 Transpower, S135 WWL, and S352
Federated Farmers.
125
Submissions S82 Meridian, S366 SWDC, S367 MDC.
126
Submissions S366 SWDC, S367 MDC.
116
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(iv)

add the term “development”128 or “upgrade”129 to the
activities to be protected in addition to use and ongoing
operation;

(v)

broaden the activities at the outset of the objective to apply to
the “ongoing use, operation, maintenance and upgrade” and
add the term “or inappropriate” after “incompatible”; 130

(vi)

change the term “adjacent” in the objective to “in close
proximity”;131 and

(vii)

add "regionally significant industry” as a further matter for
benefits to be recognised.132

In addition to the above, some submitters sought new objectives be included
under the series of Beneficial Use and Development provisions. These included
objectives relating to:
(a)

beneficial use to be realised from using water for firefighting
purposes;133

(b)

recognition and provision for major quarries and cleanfills similar to
the provisions relating to regionally significant infrastructure;134

(c)

managing reverse sensitivity issues;135

(d)

provision for the safe, effective and efficient use, operation,
maintenance, upgrade and development (or growth) of regionally
significant infrastructure; 136

(e)

recognition that “regionally significant infrastructure represents
appropriate use and development in all environments where there are
functional needs and / or operational requirements”; 137

(f)

the enabling / providing for the use of land for cultural, social and
economic activities that benefit the community and the region138
including from rural production activities;139

(g)

achieving efficient and productive use of land for primary production
that contributes to economic wellbeing of the region;140

127

Submissions S98 Spark, S144 Chorus, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submission S126 Wellington Electricity.
129
Submissions S366 SWDC, S367 MDC.
130
Submission S165 Transpower.
131
Submission S282 WIAL.
132
Submission S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra.
133
Submission S135 WWL.
134
Submission S66 GBC Winstone.
135
Submissions S310 Ravensdown, S352 Federated Farmers.
136
Submissions S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA, S282 WIAL.
137
Submissions S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA.
138
Submission S302 Fertiliser NZ.
139
Submissions S307 Hort NZ, S352 Federated Farmers.
128
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(h)

specifying that discharges relating to regionally significant
infrastructure are managed through adoption of the “best practicable
option”;141 and

(i)

adopting an integrated management approach to biosecurity risks to
ensure rural production is not affected.142

We observe that the six objectives we evaluate in this section of the report can
be further grouped into a series of three pairs. Accordingly, we’ve considered
Objectives O6 and O7 together, O9 and O10 together, and O12 and O13
together. Where the new objectives sought by the submitters fit within the
scope of a particular grouping, we consider it with that relevant pair. The
remainder of the new objectives are considered at the conclusion of this
section.
Summary of evidence – Objectives O6 and O7
In response to the submissions on Objective O6, Mr Denton recommended no
changes to the notified clause in his section 42A report. In his view, the
objective clearly states the outcome desired, and that the outcome is
appropriate. He shared the view expressed by his fellow section 42A authors
on other matters that adding qualifiers to objectives weakens them, makes them
less certain and open to interpretation, conjecture and dispute.143

4.102

Similarly, Mr Denton did not recommend any changes to Objective O7. In his
view, the provision is clear and expresses an outcome. In response to
submissions that the objective does not give effect to the Act’s purpose or the
NPS-FM, Mr Denton told us that the objective must be read in tandem with the
other objectives in the plan and that it is unnecessary to duplicate
complementary outcomes stated by other objectives as sought by some
submitters.144

4.103

Mr Denton’s view on Objectives O6 and O7 was supported in the evidence of
Ms Whitney for MDC and SWDC145, and in Mr Anderson’s legal submissions
for Forest and Bird.146

4.104

Mr Falloon’s evidence for Federated Farmers simply drew our attention to the
amendments proposed to Objectives O6 and O7 in the organisation’s
submission notice.147

4.105

In his evidence on Objectives O6 and O7, Mr Percy:
(a)

140

expressed an alternate view to Mr Denton (and the other section 42A
authors) that adding qualifiers to objectives results in a weakened
objective - to the contrary, Mr Percy said that qualifiers can provide
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significant benefit by reconciling conflict between two matters or
expressing different outcomes for different relevant elements;
(b)

gave the opinion that the two objectives could be combined given
their similarity in form and environmental context; and

(c)

otherwise said that changes were not required to the two objectives to
better link them with the RMA and NPS-FM, provided that the
allocation of water (for any purpose) is based on a methodology in the
plan that firstly sets limits to achieve freshwater objectives then
allocates water to realise benefits of its take and use.148

4.106

Ms Wratt’s evidence considered Wellington Water’s proposed amendment (or
addition) to these objectives which would single out firefighting as a particular
allocation activity to be enabled. While Ms Wratt identified the lack of any
express acknowledgement of water for firefighting at the objective level, she
ultimately considered that was acceptable given the broader outcomes
expressed by Objectives O2, O6 and O8 and given the prioritisation of water
allocation for firefighting in the relevant policies.149

4.107

We did not hear from any of the remaining submitters in relation to Objectives
O6 and O7.

4.108

Mr Denton’s right of reply did not respond directly to any of the evidence
presented by submitters on Objectives O6 and O7 at the hearing.

4.109

Summary of evidence – Objectives O9 and O10
As with the previous two objectives discussed above, Mr Denton did not
recommend any changes to Objectives O9 or O10 in his section 42A report.
Again, he underscored his view that adding qualifiers to objectives makes them
less certain and less effective. Moreover, the particular qualifiers recommended
by the submitters on these two objectives would render the clauses inconsistent
with higher order direction from the RMA, the NZCPS, the NPS-FM and the
RPS in Mr Denton’s evaluation.150

4.110

Mr Hansen presented evidence in relation to Objective O9, recommending that
we prefer Ravensdown’s submission that the limb of the objective seeking
enhancement of recreational values should only apply where the values are
degraded. Mr Hansen’s rationale for this was similar to his reasoning for
supporting Ravensdown’s submission on Objective O3 as we have summarised
above. Overall, his view was that the amendment has “planning merit” and
would not be inconsistent with the Act and other higher order direction in the
NZCPS and RPS.151

4.111

Mr Daysh gave evidence for KiwiRail on Objectives O9 and O10 and for
CentrePort on Objective O10. In summary, his view was that the qualifiers
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sought by the respective submitters were appropriate. In support of his view, he
noted that railway corridors, operational port areas and the like are inherently
dangerous to the public – accordingly, there is good reason in Mr Daysh’s view
that access to, and / or recreational values associated with, the CMA and lakes,
waterways and their margins would not be maintained or enhanced where they
intercept those types of activities.152 In his view, adding the qualifier “where
appropriate” to each objective’s enhancement aim “at least give(s) a proponent
an opportunity to state their case and provide the Council an opportunity to
consider the merits of it.”153
4.112

Mr Kyle’s evidence for WIAL was similar to Mr Daysh’s position, including
an observation that public safety reasons may justify scenarios / activities that
do not provide for the maintenance or enhancement of recreational values or
access to the CMA. Mr Kyle cited the example of the proposed runway
extension at Wellington Airport, where recreational values and access
associated with that part of the coast would not be maintained or enhanced –
though other recreational opportunities are proposed to be enhanced elsewhere
as a form of offsetting. In his view, the qualifiers to the two objectives
proposed by WIAL give effect to the higher order direction from the NZCPS
and RPS, whilst also recognising that there may be reason to depart from the
outcomes expressed in the notified objectives in some situations.154

4.113

None of the other parties who submitted on Objectives O9 or O10 presented
evidence on the matter.

4.114

Mr Denton’s right of reply captured his disagreement with Mr Willis’
suggestion that Objectives O9 and O11 could be combined / rationalised but
did not further address any of the above evidence from other parties.

4.115

4.116

Summary of evidence – Objectives O12 and O13
Consistent with the other objectives under this topic, Mr Denton recommended
no changes to Objectives O12 and O13 in response to submissions. In Mr
Denton’s view, the proposed changes to broaden the scope of the objectives to
cover “maintenance” and “upgrading” of RSI (and not just use and operation)
are beyond the scope of changes that can be made. Mr Denton also gave the
view that Objectives O12 and O13 give effect to the NZCPS and RPS without
the need for any amendment or addition to those provisions.155 His report did
not comment on the two objectives’ effectiveness in implementing the NPSET,
the NPSREG or the NPSUDC, but he did observe that Policy P13 does
consider maintenance and upgrade.156
Mr Denton’s view was that the additional ‘actions’ proposed by some
submitters for inclusion in Objective O12 (“enabled,” “protected,” “provided
for”) are not required by RPS Policy 7 which is limited to “recognition”. In his
view, protection is afforded to RSI by proposed Policy P14, at least as such
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protection relates to reverse sensitivity effects.157 Mr Denton’s consideration of
this matter did not contemplate the wording of the objectives and policies in
the NPSET or the NPSREG, however, which include aims of both recognition
and provision for the National Grid and renewable energy generation activities
(respectively).
4.117

Mr Denton expressed the view that submissions seeking the inclusion of
regionally significant industry in this suite of objectives goes beyond the scope
of the RPS provisions relating to RSI. Moreover, he considered the term
uncertain and broad, and not of the same regional significance as RSI.158

4.118

Mr Denton recommended the rejection of submissions seeking that this suite of
objectives identify the functional needs or operational requirements of RSI
being located in a particular environment (such as the CMA). In his view,
Policy 12 provides this direction, and expressing that outcome in the objectives
would amount to unnecessary duplication.159

4.119

Mr Denton similarly gave the view that it is unnecessary for the benefits
identified in Objective O12 to include “health and safety” and that
“commercial development” is beyond the regionally significant activities to be
addressed by these objectives.160

4.120

Regarding the submissions seeking that Objective O13 not be limited to the
CMA, Mr Denton gave the view that most (if not all) of the RSI managed by
the proposed Plan will be within the CMA, with the interface between RSI and
surface water bodies being less prominent.161

4.121

In their respective briefs of evidence, Ms Wratt, Mr Edwards and Ms Whitney
did not dispute Mr Denton’s observation that Policy 7 of the RPS is limited to
“recognising” benefits of RSI; however, they drew our attention to RPS
Objective 10 and Policies 8 and 39, which require “protection” in addition to /
or instead of recognition. This, in their collective view, points to a need for
Objective 12 to extend beyond the recognition of benefits alone.162 Ms
Whitney also reminded us that Policy A of the NPSREG and Policy 1 of the
NPSET refer both to “recognising” and “providing for” the nationally
significant facilities administered by those higher order documents.163

4.122

The new objective recommended by Mr Kyle for WIAL amounted to a
variation on the theme of Ms Wratt, Mr Edwards and Ms Whitney’s
recommended amendments to Objective O12. Citing similar reasons as those
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three other witnesses, Mr Kyle’s proposed objective focussed on “providing for
and enabling” “development and growth” of RSI.164
4.123

Ms Whitney’s preferred drafting on Objective O12 was to include “roads” in
addition to RSI and REG activities – though she observed that similar relief
could be achieved through the proposed Plan’s definitions. Ms Whitney also
recommended that the “health and safety” benefits of RSI be added to the
social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits addressed in Objective
O12.165

4.124

Ms Wratt, Ms Whitney and Ms Foster shared an alternative view to Mr
Denton’s assessment that Objective O13 should be limited to the CMA. They
told us that much of the RSI comprising the National Grid and reticulated
water, wastewater and stormwater networks and REG activities in the region
are not within the CMA. Ms Wratt provided practical examples of
incompatible activities in surface water bodies (or their margins) that could
undermine the effective ongoing operation of such assets. Ms Foster also gave
the view that the objective fails to give effect to the NPSREG as notified.166

4.125

In her evidence for Transpower, Ms Whitney gave the view that Objective O13
should be amended to better give effect to NPSET Policy 10 and RPS by
including “maintenance and upgrade” in addition to the “use and operation”,
consistent with drafting those higher order provisions.167 Ms Foster suggested
the objective be amended by deleting the word “new” so as to clarify that all
potential sources of reverse sensitivity effects are to be addressed.

4.126

Ms Whitney’s evidence also recommended that we adopt an additional
objective to recognise that some RSI has a functional need and / or operational
requirement to be located / operated in a particular environment. She noted that
Objective O53 addresses this to an extent, but that it is limited to the CMA and
relates to general use and development (as opposed to RSI specifically).168

4.127

Mr Anderson’s evidence for Spark and Chorus noted that those submitters
sought the same relief as outlined by Ms Whitney relating to health and safety
benefits of RSI being recognised in Objective O12; however, Mr Anderson
ultimately accepted Mr Denton’s view and associated rationale that the
amendment was unnecessary.169

4.128

Mr Anderson sided more closely with Mr Denton’s position that recognition of
locational / functional needs of RSI need not be specified at the objective level
in contrast to Ms Whitney’s view. That said, Mr Anderson found fault with Mr
Denton’s rationale that Policy P12 already achieved that end. Specifically, Mr
Anderson said:
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35. In regard to the functional need aspect of the submission point, the s42A report
recommends rejection of this on the basis that “Policy P12 provides for
functional need and operational requirement to be located in the CMA”. Whilst
part (e) of Policy 12 does provide for operational requirements for all
regionally significant infrastructure, it is not specific to the CMA. Further, the
only ‘functional need’ recognised in the CMA is for port activities.170

4.129

Ultimately, Mr Anderson conditionally supported that the objectives not
address locational / functional needs provided that Policy P12 is broadened
accordingly.171 We note that same outcome was identified by Ms Foster as an
acceptable alternative to the locational / functional needs being identified at
objective level.172

4.130

Mr Daysh told us that he supported the submission from CentrePort that “new
commercial development activities” be added to the RSI and REG activities
addressed in Objective O12; however, he also acknowledged that the objective
would be more closely aligned with the relevant RPS provisions if the addition
was not made (per Mr Denton’s recommendation). As a “compromise option”
Mr Daysh recommended that sufficient support for appropriate commercial
activities in the CMA could be enabled through the policy framework.173

4.131

In her evidence for GBC Winstone, Ms Allan gave the view that the definition
of RSI should include the quarries, landfills and cleanfills that serve a regional
or sub-regional catchment, as those facilities amount to “significant and vital
infrastructure which underpins health, safety and wellbeing in the same way as
major network utilities do.” As an alternative, Ms Allan suggested that the
wording of Objective O12 could be applied to such quarries, landfills and
cleanfills. Ms Allan drew our attention to Policy 60 of the RPS in particular,
which requires that we have regard to the benefits from using mineral resources
and protecting those resources from incompatible activities nearby. She noted
that as notified, the proposed Plan provides no policy support to these
activities, despite the importance of such support for the establishment,
operation and maintenance of the activities.174

4.132

Mr Denton addressed Objective O13 in his right of reply; however, that
discussion included no substantive change in his position expressed in his
section 42A report or any associated amendment to the provision as notified.

4.133

Summary of evidence – Other Objectives sought by submitters
Here, we record the evidence called from submitters seeking additional
objectives under the beneficial use and development section of the objectives
which have not already been accounted for in the narrative immediately above.
This evidence is limited to Mr Hansen, Ms Kelly and Ms Wharfe as we
summarise below.
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4.134

Mr Hansen’s pre-circulated evidence addressed Ravensdown’s submission
seeking the inclusion of a new Objective 13B with the aim of managing reverse
sensitivity issues. That evidence did not specify the drafting of such an
objective, but signalled that a new objective would be tabled at the hearing for
our consideration.175 In his tabled statement, Mr Hansen’s proposed objective
was: “The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of rural
activities are recognised.”

4.135

In Mr Hansen’s view the proposed objective, supported by a new policy that he
also tabled at the hearing, would better implement Policies 1, 54 and 56 of the
RPS. 176

4.136

Ms Kelly’s evidence for Fertiliser NZ included her recommendation for two
new beneficial use objectives relating to land. Those provisions included:
(a)

the enabling / providing for the use of land for cultural, social and
economic activities that benefit the community and the region
including from rural production activities; and

(b)

achieving efficient and productive use of land for primary production
that contributes to economic wellbeing of the region.177

4.137

Ms Kelly observed that Policy P7 recognises the benefits of land use, but that
there are no corresponding objectives to which that policy directly relates. Ms
Kelly surmised that Objective O2 has some relationship with P7; however, her
view was that relationship is unclear as Objective O2 only relates to the
contribution of land – not its use. This, as Ms Kelly noted, is in contrast to
Objective O8 which recognises the benefits of taking and using water. 178

4.138

Like Ms Kelly, Ms Wharfe recommended two new beneficial use objectives in
her evidence for Hort NZ, being:

4.139

175

(a)

the social, economic and cultural wellbeing benefits of rural
production activities are recognised and provided for; and

(b)

take an integrated management approach to biosecurity risks to ensure
that rural production is not adversely affected by incursions of pests
and unwanted organisms.179

In Ms Wharfe’s view, providing the first of these objectives would be clearer
than the proposed Plan’s current reliance on Objective O2 to recognise the
benefits of production activities. The second objective would, according to Ms
Wharfe, prevent unnecessary regulatory barriers in the event of biosecurity
incursion. In the latter respect, Ms Wharfe noted that such a bypass would be
triggered under the Biosecurity Act 1993 if the Minister for Primary Industries
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declaring an emergency, but not where the Chief Technical Officer declares an
incursion.180
4.140

Discussion and findings – Objectives O6, O7 and O9 through O13
Starting with Objectives O6 and O7, we have accepted in part the evidence
and amendments provided by Mr Percy as follows:
Objective O6
Sufficient fresh water of a suitable quality is available, for:
(a) the health needs of people, and
(b) the reasonable needs of livestock.

Objective O7
Fresh water is available in quantities and is of a suitable quality for the
reasonable needs of livestock.

4.141

We agree with Mr Percy that these two objectives can be combined for the
reasons he has expressed. In our view, such an amendment reduces
unnecessary duplication and is consistent with Mr Willis’ rationale for
combining provisions, which we have previously signalled our general support
for.

4.142

We do not share Mr Percy’s suggestion that the objective should be qualified to
be clear that the benefits of water allocation must not be at the expense of
exceeding sustainable limits. Adopting such wording would not give effect to
the direction from higher order documents, and particularly section 14 of the
RMA and the NPS-FM (including Policies A1 and B1, for example) than the
notified provisions in our view.

4.143

While we can see some merit in the amendments to the two objectives
suggested by Federated Farmers, we are not compelled to adopt those changes.
In our view, the amendments would be out of balance with the suite of
objectives that otherwise integrate the concepts of water allocation and
beneficial use.

4.144

For the reasons expressed by Ms Wratt in her evidence, we also consider that
the submission from Wellington Water to single out water allocation for
firefighting in the objectives is neither necessary nor appropriate. We share Ms
Wratt’s view that adequate coverage is provided for this issue in the broader
aims of Objectives O2, O6 and O8 and the activity-specific policies in Chapter
4 of the proposed Plan.

4.145

In evaluating Objectives O9 and O10, we first address the notion put forth by
Mr Willis that O9 and O11 could be combined or rationalised. While we
welcome the partial reduction in duplication such an exercise might result in,
ultimately, we consider the topics and the outcomes addressed by Objectives
O9 and O11 are distinctive enough that they are best kept as separate
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objectives. Moreover, and for reasons we explain further below, we also find
that Objective O11 is best combined with another objective.
4.146

Turning to the various qualifier amendments to Objectives O9 and O10 sought
in submissions, we ultimately agree with Mr Denton’s view that the notified
provisions are more appropriate for the reasons he has expressed. Most
notably, we find that as notified:
(a)

Objective O9 best gives effect to Policies 6 and 19 in the NZCPS, and
Policy 19 of the RPS, and is consistent with Objective A1(b) of the
NPS-FM; and

(b)

Objective O10 is the most appropriate to implement section 6(d) of
the RMA, Objective 4 and Policy 19 of the NZCPS, and RPS Policies
19 and 53.

4.147

For the sake of clarity, we completely agree with the evidence of Mr Daysh
and Mr Kyle that there will be instances where recreational values and or
access cannot and should not be maintained or enhanced as otherwise
anticipated by the objectives. Relatedly, we note that the NZCPS and RPS
contemplate that such outcomes are expected in the CMA. However, we do not
share their fears that the merits of such scenarios will not be considered unless
the objectives are amended.

4.148

We observe that the scenarios of concern identified by Messrs Daysh and Kyle
relate to the interface between (on the one hand) the CMA / rivers, lakes and
their margins and (on the other) regionally significant infrastructure. As we
have done here, other decision-makers considering future proposals where this
interface is relevant will read the Plan as a whole, and therefore also take
account of Objectives O12, O13, O53 and their supporting Policies (P9, P12
and P13, for example). Leaving the collective weighing of these provisions
alongside Objectives O9 and O10 to be conducted on a case-by-case basis in
the future is appropriate in our view.

4.149

As proposed by the relevant submitters, we find the various qualifiers are too
broad and ambiguous in their scope and would unacceptably increase the risk
that the outcomes anticipated by Objectives O9 and O10 would be undermined.

4.150

Accordingly, we have made no changes to Objectives O9 and O10 as notified.

4.151

We have made the following amendments to the final pairing of objectives
related to beneficial use and development, being in relation to Objectives O12
and O13:
Objective O12
The social, economic, cultural and environmental benefits of regionally
significant infrastructure, and renewable energy generation activities
and the utilisation of mineral resources are recognised.

Objective O13
Significant mineral resources use and the ongoing operation,
maintenance and upgrade of regionally significant infrastructure and
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renewable energy generation activities in the coastal marine area and
beds of rivers and lakes are protected from new incompatible use and
development occurring under, over, or adjacent to the infrastructure or
activity.

4.152

In addition to the strong national and regional direction from higher order
documents, our evaluation of these objectives was inextricably linked with our
consideration of the definition for RSI. As we discuss in Decision Report 5 the
definition was subject to many submissions from several different sectors,
including infrastructure providers, Councils, community groups and
individuals. It was subject to expert conferencing, which was of great
assistance to us – both in terms of ‘landing’ an appropriate definition for RSI
and also for considering potential amendments to Objectives O12 and O13 in
the context of the ultimate definition we have settled on. We return to this later
in this decision report.

4.153

In making the above amendments to Objectives O12 and O13, we have relied
on the distinction in those objectives between, on the one hand recognising the
benefits of RSI (O12) and on the other hand protecting RSI from the adverse
effects of inappropriate activities (O13). To this end we have resisted altering
Objective O12 to add the words “protect and provide for” as requested by
several infrastructure submitters and relied on the term “recognise” which is
consistent with Policy 7 of the RPS. For completeness we note that term
“protect” is used in Objective O13 which is consistent with Policy 8 of the
RPS.

4.154

Both objectives have been amended in alignment with the evidence from Ms
Allan. In particular, we share her view that the direction of the RPS prompts us
to consider the benefits from using mineral resources and protecting significant
mineral resources from the effects of inappropriate activities. This, we note, is
also consistent with Mr Denton’s conclusion that the proposed Plan does not
give sufficient effect to the RPS in relation to regionally significant mineral
resources.

4.155

In our view, the direction from the RPS will best be given effect to through
acknowledgement at objective level that mineral resource use can be of
significance to the region – and that those benefits will be taken into account
through all relevant decisions subsequently made under the PNRP. Equally, we
find no reason why the protection from incompatible activities afforded to RSI
and REG activities should not also be applied to mineral resources given the
compatibility between the relevant RPS policies for these activities.

4.156

Indeed, we note that the RPS further supports the amendments we have
adopted where it identifies the interrelationship between mineral resource use
and RSI as follows:
As the region’s population continues to expand, the demand for mineral resources,
particularly aggregate, will increase. A sustained supply of aggregate will be needed
to provide for building, construction and roading projects associated with this
growth but also to maintain and redevelop existing infrastructure. Resource
availability or inefficiencies in obtaining such resources has the potential to impact
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on the timely and efficient provision of regionally significant infrastructure – in
particularly new roading projects.181

4.157

We have been careful to use the language and associated definitions in the RPS
(“mineral” and “significant mineral resources”) so as to avoid any ambiguity
between the two documents. To that same end, we considered the addition of
regionally significant quarries (or similar) to the definition of RSI as an
alternative proposed by Ms Allan. We ultimately discounted that alternative for
fear it would create confusion for plan users, particularly given that quarries (or
mineral resource use) are neither “infrastructure” as defined in the Act nor RSI
as defined in the RPS.

4.158

We have stopped short of adopting Ms Allan’s view that cleanfill and landfill
activities should also be included in the objectives. These activities do not
benefit from the same strategic direction from the RPS as RSI or mineral
resource use, and we were not provided with a sufficiently robust evidential
basis to justify their elevated significance here.

4.159

We also record our acceptance of the evidence from submitters seeking that the
protections afforded to the activities under Objective O13 are not limited to the
CMA. We agree that such an outcome is clearly anticipated by the higher order
documents, including (in particular) Policy 8 of the RPS.

4.160

As a possible alternative to this amendment, we considered simply removing
the reference to the CMA in the objective such that the provision applies across
the entirety of the Council’s jurisdictional area. Ultimately, however, we find it
is more transparent and consistent with the drafting of other objectives and
policies in the proposed Plan to express the objective as we have proposed.

4.161

We also agree with the evidence from submitters seeking to include
maintenance and upgrade of RSI be a consideration for the objective in
addition to use / operation and for the term “new” to be deleted from the
objective. In both respects, we have found the third paragraph of explanatory
text under RPS Policy 8 to be particularly useful (our emphasis):
Incompatible subdivisions, land uses or activities are those which adversely affect
the efficient operation of infrastructure, its ability to give full effect to any consent or
other authorisation, restrict its ability to be maintained, or restrict the ability to
upgrade where the effects of the upgrade are the same or similar in character,
intensity, and scale. It may also include new land uses that are sensitive to activities
associated with infrastructure.

4.162

It is clearly the intent from the above that maintenance and upgrade aspects of
RSI to be protected, and that aligns with related policy wording in the NPSET
and NPSREG. It is also evident that incompatible activities may be “new” or
may not be, and the policy direction is that RSI should be protected
irrespective.

4.163

For similar reasons, we accept the evidence of Ms Whitney and Ms Foster as
further justification for the amendments we have adopted.

181

RPS page 78.
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4.164

We have not accepted the amendments suggested by submitters seeking that
particular activities be identified as RSI under either of the objectives. In our
view, that is the role of the definition, and our evaluation of the activities which
are included (or otherwise) in that term is addressed in a subsequent Decision
Report 5.

4.165

In relation to the functional / operational requirements for RSI and REG
activities, we accept Ms Foster and Mr Anderson’s evidence that this higher
order direction can be appropriately implemented by the combination of
objectives and policies in the proposed Plan such that no change is required to
the objectives. We note also Mr Anderson’s assessment that some
modifications are required to Policy P12 in particular to ensure this relationship
provides complete coverage as anticipated by the higher order documents. We
discuss this further in Decision Report 5.

4.166

For the reasons expressed by Mr Denton, we have not accepted the relief of
submitters seeking the inclusion of regionally significant industry within this
suite of objectives. As we found above in relation to cleanfill and landfill
activities, we are not convinced that there is higher order direction dictating
that outcome, nor were we presented with any compelling evidence to suggest
such additions are justified.

4.167

As briefly noted above, the definition of RSI plays an important role in the
function and application of the objectives, policies and rules that refer to it. The
term was subject to nearly 90 submissions, including from several submitters
who sought various additional facilities and activities to be added to the list of
matters referred to under the definition.

4.168

During the first hearing stream, we heard from several submitters in detail on
this matter, many of which proposed variations on similar themes in proposing
amendments to the RSI definition. This gave us cause to request expert witness
conferencing in the hopes the various suggestions could be rationalised.182

4.169

While the experts who attended conferencing agreed on a number of matters,
they did not reach consensus on a universally accepted definition. Importantly,
their points of agreement – which we adopt – included the acknowledgement
that the definition of the term in the PNRP is not limited to the RPS definition.
To that end, the PNRP definition may be broader than the RPS definition, but
not narrower.183

4.170

Ultimately, we have adopted the following changes to the definition for the
reasons given:
(a)

182
183

Bullet point 4 – amended “the national electricity grid” to “the
national grid” as sought by Transpower. This aligns with the wording
used in the NPSET and the Electricity Act 2010, enhancing the
accuracy of the PNRP provisions accordingly.

Via Minute 5, 9 June 2017.
Expert Witness Conferencing, Joint Witness Statement on RSI (27 June 2017).
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(b)

Bullet point 5 – clarified that the transmission of electricity relates
both to transmission and distribution up to the point of supply. We
have accepted the submission from Meridian on this point for the
reasons given by Ms Foster in her evidence in chief and her addendum
to the joint witness statement following conferencing.184

(c)

Bullet point 6 – clarified that water supply network includes intake
structures as sought by WWL for the reasons given by Ms Wratt in
her evidence185 and agreed by all planning experts in the joint witness
statement.186 We agree that intake structures are a fundamental
component of the networks, without which the networks would not be
in operation.

(d)

Bullet point 7 – clarified that council wastewater and stormwater
networks include treatment plants and storage and discharge facilities
as sought by WWL. We adopt the agreed position of the planning
experts as captured in the joint witness statement that this amendment
is appropriate.187

(e)

Bullet point 12 – changed Paraparaumu Airport to Kapiti Coast
Airport as sought by Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Ltd. This is a
minor amendment made to reflect the accurate name of this piece of
infrastructure.

4.171

We have not accepted the submissions seeking alternative amendments for the
reasons given by Mr Denton. For example, we have not deleted the word
“strategic” from the second and third bullet points under the definition (for
telecommunication and radio communication facilities) as this would be a
departure from the term as used in the RPS.

4.172

Similarly, we have not included water races or local roads as, while these
facilities have local significance, that benefit does not extend to the wider
region for the purposes of the proposed Plan.

4.173

We note also that NZTA’s support for the definition was conditional on an
amendment to the definition of “strategic transport network”. We have not
changed that definition as it would be inconsistent with the term’s use in the
RPS and Regional Land Transport Strategy. As noted by Mr Denton in his
section 42A report, this would inappropriately broaden the term’s application
in the PNRP.188

4.174

Turning to the remaining new objectives proposed by various submitters for
inclusion under the beneficial use and development provisions, we firstly
record that we do not accept Mr Hansen’s view that RPS Policies 1, 54 and 56
collectively dictate the need for an objective that recognises the benefits of

184
Evidence of Christine Foster for Meridian Energy Ltd (5 May 2017) para 10 - 18 and Expert Witness Conferencing,
Joint Witness Statement on RSI (27 June 2017), page 6.
185
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (5 May 2017), para 76.
186
Expert Witness Conferencing, Joint Witness Statement on RSI (27 June 2017), para 6.
187
Expert Witness Conferencing, Joint Witness Statement on RSI (27 June 2017), para 6.
188
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017) para 288.
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rural activities. Policy 1 requires policies and / or rules to manage the interface
between sensitive activities and those that emit dust and odour. It does not
require any objectives to be included in the proposed Plan, nor is there
direction that rural activities need to be singled out as a particularly significant
requiring specific attention.
4.175

RPS Policy 56 requires us to have regard to whether the proposed Plan will
result in a loss of productive land, including through reverse sensitivity effects.
This direction is, in our view, altogether different to the notion advanced by Mr
Hansen that the policy gives rise to a need for the proposed Plan to recognise
the benefits of rural activities at the objective level. Policy 54 relates to urban
design principles and we are unclear of its relevance at all to this evaluation.

4.176

We consider that the objectives, policies and rules are sufficient to manage
reverse sensitivity effects without the need for Mr Hansen’s proposed
Objective 13B.

4.177

For similar reasons to our findings on Mr Hansen’s evidence, we are not
convinced that Ms Kelly and Ms Wharfe’s recommended objectives relating to
the use of land for primary production provisions are justified either in terms of
strategic direction from higher order documents or from the suite of evidence
presented at the hearing.

4.178

Ms Wharfe observed that other specific activities are identified in Objectives
O9, O12 and O13 for their particular benefits as partial justification for
applying the same approach for primary production activities. She did not
offer, however, that those specific activities – being recreational values, RSI
and REG activities – are required to be implemented through objectives,
policies, rules and / or methods by the NPS-FM, the NPSET, the NPSREG and
/ or the RPS. The same cannot be said for primary production activities.

4.179

While primary production activities have undoubted benefits for people and
communities in the Wellington region, there are several other beneficial
activities that use and affect natural and physical resources (commercial,
industrial or medical activities, for example) that are also omitted from this
suite of objectives. In the context of the proposed Plan as a whole, it is neither
necessary nor appropriate that the sum total of such activities be itemised in the
objectives. To this end, we accept the evidence of Mr Denton for the reasons he
has expressed.

4.180

Along similar lines, we do not find Ms Wharfe’s suggestion that biosecurity
incursion issues require specific objectives to be expressed in the PNRP, let
alone that such a provision should fall within the suite of beneficial use and
development provisions. Where there is a compelling need for biosecurity risk
response to bypass regional planning regulation, the Minister for Primary
Industries has the ability to affect that outcome.

4.181

We were not presented with any specific evidence that gives us cause for
concern that response efforts to biosecurity risks not identified as emergency
scenarios by the Minister will be unduly impeded by the proposed Plan.
Relatedly, we were not provided with sufficient comfort that a more liberal
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regime for enabling responses to biosecurity risks would not in turn
compromise other objectives in the Plan.

4.182

Māori relationships
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives for the purposes of our report includes O11, O14-O16,
O26 and O33. As notified, those provisions read:
Objective O11
Opportunities for Māori customary use of the coastal marine area, rivers
and lakes and their margins and natural wetlands for cultural purposes
are recognised, maintained and improved.
Objective O14
Māori relationships with air, land and water are recognised, maintained
and improved.
Objective O15
Kaitiakitanga is recognised and mana whenua actively participate in
planning and decision-making.
Objective O16
The relationship of mana whenua with Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa is
recognised and provided for.
Objective O26
The availability of mahinga kai species to support Māori customary
harvest is increased, in quantity, quality and diversity.
Objective O33
Sites with significant mana whenua values are protected and restored.

4.183

189

Objective O11 received the following submissions:
(a)

four submissions in support of the objective as notified;189

(b)

two submissions seeking either that the objective be deleted, or that
the term “Māori customary use” is defined; 190

(c)

fourteen submissions seeking that the objective be amended to
(collectively):
(i)

qualify that the objective’s improvement aim is applied in
instances “where appropriate” or “where possible / identified
over time” or “where necessary”;191

(ii)

replace the term “Māori customary use” with a more
appropriate and comprehensive suite of terms that relate

Submissions S117 KCDC, S163 PCC, S176 Ian Jensen, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
191
Submissions S121 CentrePort, S285 Land Matters (and common format), S310 Ravensdown.
190
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Māori and their traditions with resources and identified sites
and enable the exercising of kaitiakitanga;192 or
(iii)
4.184

4.185

4.186

remove reference to “natural wetlands” in the objective;193

Objective O14 was supported by ten submitters. The sole submission seeking
amendment to the objective is from Rangitāne o Wairarapa. The submitter’s
proposed amendments were to:
(a)

incorporate culture and tradition as elements of Māori relationships
with air, land and water;

(b)

add “wāhi tapu and other taonga” after “air, land and water”;

(c)

listing means by which the objective will be achieved, including
protection of sites of significance, and maintenance or enhancement of
the quality and function of natural resources.

Eleven submissions supported Objective O15, and the remaining submissions
sought the following:
(a)

clarification that the objective applies to planning and decision
making in relation to the use, development and protection of natural
and physical resources;194

(b)

that a greater focus be dedicated to active consultation with mana
whenua;195

(c)

that the objective be reworded to reflect the Council’s obligations
under the Treaty of Waitangi.196

Similar to O15, Objective O16 received 11 submissions in support and three
seeking amendment. The amendments included:
(a)

that the objective also refer to the relationship of the culture and
traditions of mana whenua with Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa and to
provide for the protection of Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa in order to
provide for the relationships of Māori and the culture and traditions
with them;197

(b)

clarification in the objective and explanatory text to acknowledge the
need to allow time (longer than the 10-year life of the Natural
Resources Plan) for the objective to be achieved198; and

192

Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
194
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
195
Submissions S284 Aohanga Incorporation and S318 Te Hika o Papauma Mandated Iwi Authority.
196
Submission S398 Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai.
197
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
198
Submission S301 CDC.
193
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listing the means of achieving the objective through identification of
the most significant sites and values to be prioritised for restoration
over time via the whaitua process.199

Objective O26 received the following submissions:
(a)

retain the objective as notified;200

(b)

clarification in the objective and explanatory text to acknowledge the
need to allow time (longer than the 10-year life of the Natural
Resources Plan) for the objective to be achieved201;

(c)

deletion of the objective;202

(d)

that the word “size” is added to the matters to be increased under the
objective;203

(e)

that the objective be made more specific, including reference to the
whaitua process, the prioritisation of enhancement in high value
systems, and listing of methods for enhancement in various identified
locations.204

Though some submissions supported Objective O33 as notified, the majority
sought that various qualifiers be added to the objective, including:
(a)

that the objective’s restoration outcome only applies “where
appropriate” or “where values have been compromised /
degraded”;205

(b)

that the protection of the sites is from “inappropriate use and
development”;206

(c)

that the objective’s aims are refocussed on “recognising and providing
for” or “managing” the “values of mana whenua sites”;207 and

(d)

clarification in the objective and explanatory text to acknowledge the
need to allow time (longer than the 10-year life of the Natural
Resources Plan) for the objective to be achieved.208

SWDC and MDC also submitted that the objective should be deleted and
redrafted (in conjunction with maps) to clearly identify all areas of significance
relevant and the values that are to be addressed by the objective.

Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submissions S353 Forest and Bird and S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Stream.
201
Submission S301 CDC.
202
Submissions S367 MDC and S366 SWDC.
203
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
204
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
205
For example, submissions S132 Hammond Limited, S121 CentrePort, S93 Coastal Ratepayers United, S35 Allan
Smith, S140 KiwiRail and S146 NZTA.
206
Submissions S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail and S146 NZTA.
207
Submissions Land Matters common format and S352 Federated Farmers.
208
Submission S301 CDC.
200
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Summary of evidence – Objectives O11, O14 and O15
Ms Greenberg’s section 42A report addressed the submissions on Objectives
O11, O14 and O15.

4.191

In Ms Greenberg’s view, no amendments should be made to Objectives O11 or
O14. She noted that Objective O11 implements RPS Objective 27 and in her
view, the qualifiers and other additions proposed by submitters would reduce
Objective O11’s effectiveness in performing that implementation role.209

4.192

In relation to Objective O14, Ms Greenberg reinforced the objective’s role in
achieving Council’s partnership goals with iwi. Her view was that this goal
would not be better implemented by amending the objective as sought by
submitters.210

4.193

Ms Greenberg recommended changing Objective O15 as proposed by
Rangitāne o Wairarapa such that the objective relates to the use, development
and protection of natural and physical resources. In her view, the amendment
would be consistent with RMA section 7(a), and better clarify how the
objective will be applied in the context of the matters that the proposed Plan
addresses.211

4.194

Mr Percy signalled his support for Ms Greenberg’s recommended change to
Objective O15, but gave a different view on Objectives O11 and O14. In his
opinion, Objective O14 is lacking in specificity and the opportunity should be
taken to rationalise Objectives O11, O14 and other related provisions to more
clearly define the plan’s anticipated outcomes for Māori values and
relationships.212

4.195

Ms Whitney’s evidence for SWDC and MDC did not support the submitters’
option of deleting Objective O11. In her view, the objective should be retained,
particularly for the role it plays in implementing RPS Policy 49. However, Ms
Whitney preferred that the “where appropriate” qualifier be added to the
objective to tighten the open-ended nature of the objective.213

4.196

Mr Hansen’s evidence in relation to Objective O11 simply adopted his
reasoning for supporting Ravensdown’s proposed amendment to Objective O3
as summarised above.214

4.197

Ms Broughton’s presentation for Te Hika o Papauma Mandated Iwi Authority
did not address the drafting of these objectives specifically. Rather, she advised
of the Authority’s frustrations with the Council’s engagement on a range of
matters. The key message we gathered from Ms Broughton’s presentation was

209

Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.97 - 99, para 436 - 443.
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.99 - 100, para 446 - 450.
211
Part B, Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg (April 2017), p.105 - 106, para 472 - 474.
212
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.31 - 32, para 101 - 104.
213
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (4 May 2017), p.25, para 85 - 88.
214
Evidence of Chris Hansen (5 May 2017), p.12-13, paras 75 - 78.
210
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a desire for the Authority to be able to participate in ongoing planning and
decision-making processes.215
4.198

Ms Guest’s right of reply on Mana Whenua provisions is also of relevance.
Namely, in having regard to the evidence presented at the hearing and to Ms
Willis’ recommendations, Ms Guest proposed the rationalisation of Objectives
O11, O14, O15, O16, O26 and O33. She gave the view that the “regrouping
and combination of objectives simplifies the framework of objectives and
provides a more coherent package that will improve the overall usability and
clarity of the Plan”.216

4.199

Ms Legarth’s right of reply relied upon Ms Guest’s analysis in responding to
matters raised by submitters on these three objectives.217

4.200

Summary of evidence – Objectives O16, O26 and O33
Notwithstanding Ms Guest’s eventual suggestion that these three objectives be
rationalised with the three objectives we summarised above, her section 42A
report preceded that recommendation and focussed on the merits of the
submissions received on Objectives O16 and O33. In that report, Ms Guest’s
view was that no substantive changes should be made to either of these
objectives.218

4.201

Ms Guest’s view was that amending the “recognise and provide for” aim of
Objective O16 to “protect” was problematic given the difficulty in
implementing that aim at a regional or catchment-wide scale without requiring
resource consents be obtained for a large number of activities.219 She also
found the suggestion by Federated Farmers that Objective O16 be amended to
identify significant sites, values and priorities for restoration over time is
inconsistent with the aims of Section 6(e) of the Act.220

4.202

In Ms Guest’s view, the recommendation from CDC that Objectives O16 and
O33 clarify the need to allow time for the objective to be achieved is
“meaningless”; and if added to these objectives, would need to be replicated
across the remainder of the plan for consistency.221

4.203

On the other submissions made to Objective O33, Ms Guest gave the view that
the various qualifiers and alternative outcomes sought were less appropriate
than the notified provision particularly as relates to the implementation of RPS
Objective 16 and RPS Policies 23 and 24.222

4.204

Ms Pawson’s section 42A report considered the submissions on Objective O26.
In that report, she gave her support to Ms Guest’s proposed rationalisation of
the objectives and recommended no further changes to the substance of O26.223

215

Statement of Anita Broughton (25 May 2017).
Right of Reply on Mana Whenua Values, Pam Guest (11 August 2017), Appendix 4, page 2.
217
Right of Reply on Overall Plan Framework, Yvonne Legarth (11 August 2017), p.11, para 24.
218
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (20 April 2017), p.35, para 109 and p.46, para 135.
219
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (20 April 2017), p.31, para 93.
220
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (20 April 2017), p.33, para 100 - 102.
221
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (20 April 2017), p.34 - 35, para 108.
222
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (20 April 2017), p.43 - 44, para 126.
223
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), p.161 - 164, para 594 - 610.
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Notwithstanding the wide range of issues raised in submissions, as outlined in
paragraph 4.187 above, there was a paucity of evidence received on O26.
4.205

Mr Percy’s evidence on Objective O16 distinguished that it was the protection
of the characteristics and qualities of Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa – as opposed to
the sites and features themselves – that Rangitāne o Wairarapa’s submission
sought to “protect”. In Mr Percy’s view, amending the objective to achieve this
aim would make the plan more consistent with the relevant policy direction in
the RPS and NPS-FM.224 He also proposed the rationalisation of Objectives
O16 and O33 to provide clearer direction for plan users and decision-makers.
225

4.206

Mr Falloon’s evidence on these objectives simply drew our attention to the
amendments sought by Federated Farmers.

4.207

Mr Edwards supported the qualifiers to Objective O33 sought by NZTA. In his
view, the amendments are necessary in order for the objective to recognise that
some form of development may be acceptable.226

4.208

The tabled statement from Hammond Limited drew our attention to the
alignment in that submitter’s proposed amendments to Objective O33 with the
terms used in RPS Objective 16 and RPS Policy 24. This commentary focussed
in particular on the term “maintained and restored to a healthy functioning
state” in Objective 16 and “protect…from inappropriate use and development”
in the policy.227

4.209

Ms Whitney’s evidence for Transpower was along similar lines to the
Hammond statement. She cast doubt on Ms Guest’s own interpretation that the
drafting of Objective O33 as notified is aligned with the relevant clauses in the
RPS. Ms Whitney drew our attention to the fact that there is a disconnect
between the RPS provisions – which are focussed on indigenous ecosystems
and habitats with significant biodiversity values – and Objection O33, which is
about significant mana whenua values. In Ms Whitney’s view, the objective
would better align with the RPS if it includes terminology derived from the
relevant provisions.228

4.210

Ms Whitney also supported the amendments sought by MDC and SWDC to
Objective O33, which sought a refocussing of the objective to relate to the
mana whenua values themselves (rather than to the sites with mana whenua
values), and clarification that the sites are limited to those identified in
Schedule C of the proposed Plan.229

4.211

Discussion and findings
Based on the submissions and the evidence we heard, we have made the
following amendments to these objectives.

224

Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.61-62, para 222 - 223.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (9 May 2017), p.64-65, para 233 - 236.
226
Evidence of Hywel Edwards (9 May 2017), Appendix A, p.19.
227
Tabled Statement, Hammond Limited (29 May 2017), p.4, para 16 - 18.
228
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (5 May 2017), p.22-23, para 83 - 85.
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Evidence of Pauline Whitney (4 May 2017), p.26-27, para 91 - 96.
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Objective O11
Opportunities for Māori customary use of the coastal marine area, rivers
and lakes and their margins and natural wetlands for cultural purposes
are recognised, maintained and improved.

Objective O14
The relationships of Māori and their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga are recognised
and provided for, including by: Māori relationships with air, land and water
are recognised, maintained and improved.
(a) maintaining and improving opportunities for Māori customary use of
the coastal marine area, rivers, lakes and their margins and natural
wetlands, and
(b) maintaining and improving the availability of mahinga kai species in
terms of quantity, quality and diversity, to support Māori customary
harvest, and
(c) providing for the relationship of mana whenua with Ngā Taonga Nui
a Kiwa, and
(d) protecting sites with significant mana whenua values from use and
development that will adversely affect their values, and restoring
those sites to a state where their characteristics and qualities sustain
the identified values.

Objective O15
Kaitiakitanga is recognised and mana whenua actively participate in
planning and decision-making in relation to the use, development and
protection of natural and physical resources.

Objective O16
The relationship of mana whenua with Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa is
recognised and provided for.

Objective O26
The availability of mahinga kai species to support Māori customary
harvest is increased, in quantity, quality and diversity.

Objective O33
Sites with significant mana whenua values are protected and
restored.

4.212

In adopting these changes, it will be apparent that we have generally accepted
the view shared by Ms Guest, Mr Percy and Mr Willis that this suite of
objectives will benefit from rationalisation and combination. We have several
clarifications to make about the structure and content of the rationalised
“omnibus” objective that is the product of this exercise, the first of which being
that we have retained Objective O15 as a standalone provision.

4.213

This is simply to reflect the focus of Objective O15 being more processrelated, in contrast to the remainder of the omnibus provisions which have a
greater focus on relationships.
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4.214

We also note our agreement with Ms Greenberg and Mr Percy’s suggestion
that Objective O15 be amended to clarify that the participatory aims of the
objective relate to the use, development and protection of natural and physical
resources for the reasons they have expressed.

4.215

Turning to the omnibus objective – which we have located under Objective
O14 for the purposes of our decision – we note that Ms Guest and Mr Percy
both helpfully provided us with versions to consider. For the most part, the two
versions were largely similar, though there were equally differences in drafting
style and structure that we weighed in arriving at our preferred version.

4.216

Broadly, we prefer the front half of the omnibus objective as conceived by Mr
Percy, and Ms Guest’s suggested wording for the introductory text and clauses
(b), (c) and (d). The most substantial changes relate to:
(a)

the insertion of the words “and provided for” in the introductory text,
which is consistent with RPS Policy 49: Recognising and providing
for matters of significance to tangata whenua; and

(b)

in clause (b) where we have replaced the term “increased” with
“maintaining and improving” in relation to the availability of mahinga
kai. The term “maintaining and improving” relates to the quantity,
quality and diversity of mahinga kai and therefore, it encapsulates the
goal of increasing availability and hence is more appropriate.

4.217

In our view, the proposed amendments are of a reasonably low scale and
significance. The overall aims now contained within the omnibus objection are
largely the same as previously expressed under separate objectives; albeit that
they are now presented in a more coherent way that will be easier for plan
users and decision-makers to interpret. This has included our ‘centralising’ the
recognise aim of the various objectives at the start of Objective O14, which in
turn avoids the need to repeat it in each sub-clause.

4.218

Perhaps the most substantial change we have made is in response to Ms
Whitney’s evidence on Objective O33 (now Objective O14(d)). For the reasons
she has expressed, we agree that the clause should be amended to better align
with the relevant direction from the RPS.

4.219

Natural character, form and function
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O17, O19, O32 and O36 - O38. As notified,
those provisions read:
Objective O17
The natural character of the coastal marine area, rivers, lakes and their margins
and natural wetlands is preserved and protected from inappropriate use and
development.
Objective O19
The interference from use and development on natural processes is minimised.
Objective O32
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Outstanding natural features and landscapes are protected from
inappropriate use and development.
Objective O36
Significant geological features in the coastal marine area are
protected.
Objective O37
Significant surf breaks are protected from inappropriate use and
development.
Objective O38
Identified special amenity landscape values are maintained or
enhanced.

4.220

4.221

The submissions to Objective O17 included:
(a)

retention of the objective as notified;230

(b)

that the term “natural wetlands” be relocated within the objective such
that the clause also applies to their margins;231

(c)

that the term “coastal marine area” be replaced with “coastal
environment”; 232

(d)

that the “preserved and protected” outcomes in the objective be
replaced with “maintained and improved”;233

(e)

that the objective be deleted;234

(f)

that Objectives O17, O19 and O22 be combined and re-worded to
recognise and preserve natural character, enhance it where degraded,
and require flood management activities to be carried out in a manner
which recognises and protects natural character; 235 and

(g)

that the objective be limited to the beds of lakes, rivers and significant
wetlands.236

Objective O19 was subject to the following submissions:
(a)

retention of the objective as notified;237

(b)

deletion of the objective;238

230
Submissions S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S117 KCDC, S146 NZTA, S300 Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa.
231
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation and S353 Forest and Bird.
232
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
233
Submission S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra.
234
Submission S282 WIAL.
235
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
236
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
237
Submissions S62 Civic Trust, S75 Minister of Conservation, S117 KCDC and S309 Ngā Hapū o Ōtaki.
238
Submissions S82 Meridian, S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA, S276 Holcim, S282 WIAL, S285 Land Matters, S295 Carter
Families, S297 Kennott Family Trust, S299 Julian and Ruth Blackett, S302 Fertiliser NZ, S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra,
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(c)

the concept of “interference” is ambiguous and inappropriate for an
objective and that a more suitable outcome should be expressed;239

(d)

amend the objective so that the anticipated outcome is that natural
processes are safeguarded from use and development;240

(e)

that the Objective O19 duplicated O17 and should be amended to
ensure the natural processes referred to are clearly identified;241

(f)

that Objectives O19 - O22 be replaced with an objective that manages
natural hazard risks, taking into account climate change;242 and

(g)

that a qualifier is added such that the objective is only achieved
“where appropriate”.243

The submissions on Objective O32 collectively sought:
(a)

retention of the objective as notified;244

(b)

retention of the objective, provided that a comprehensive spatial
identification of the features and landscapes to be protected is carried
out and clearly expressed in the proposed Plan (including some
submitters who made reference to proposed Method 24);245

(c)

amendment to:
(i)

clarify that the objective only relates to outstanding natural
features and landscapes in the coastal marine area, rivers,
lakes and their margins, and natural wetlands;246

(ii)

refocus the protection aim of the objective on the values of
identified outstanding features / landscapes, rather than the
sites themselves;247 or

(iii)

better align with the related provisions in District Plans
relating to outstanding natural features and landscapes.248

Submissions on Objective O36 sought the following:
(a)

retention of the objective as notified;249

S348 Kate Reedy, S349 Chris and Steven Price, S351 Tim Mansell and Family, S352 Federated Farmers and S370
Mahaki Holdings.
239
Submissions S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail, S276 Holcim, S282 WIAL and S307 Hort NZ.
240
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
241
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
242
Submission S93 Coastal Ratepayers.
243
Submission S132 Hammond Limited.
244
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation and 146 NZTA.
245
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
246
Submission S163 PCC.
247
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
248
Submissions S366 SWDC and 367 MDC.
249
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
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(b)

retention of the objective, provided that a comprehensive spatial
identification of the geological features to be protected is carried out
and clearly expressed in the proposed Plan;250

(c)

amendment to:
(i)

clarify that the objective only applies to “identified”
geological features;251

(ii)

ensure the features are protected from “inappropriate
subdivision, use and development”;252 or

(iii)

make the objective less onerous.253

Objective O37 received the following submissions:
(a)

general support for the objective, provided that a comprehensive
spatial identification of the geological features to be protected is
carried out and clearly expressed in the proposed Plan;254

(b)

concern about the wording of the objective, given the proposed
wording of the policies to implement the objective (including Policy
51);255 and

(c)

deletion of the objective.256

Submissions on Objective O38 included:
(a)

general support for the objective;257

(b)

general support for the objective, provided that a comprehensive
spatial identification of the geological features to be protected is
carried out and clearly expressed in the proposed Plan;258

(c)

amendment to clarify that the objective only applies to “identified”
landscapes and that the enhancement aim for the values associated
with the landscapes is qualified to apply “where possible” and “over
time”;259

(d)

that the objective requires more thoughtful alignment with relevant
provisions of district plans;260 and

(e)

deletion of the objective.261

Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
252
Submissions S146 NZTA and S282 WIAL.
253
Submission S175 Allin and Crozier.
254
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
255
Submission S121 CentrePort Limited.
256
Submission S282 WIAL.
257
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
258
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
259
Submission S285 and common format.
260
Submissions S93 Coastal Ratepayers and S175 Allin and Crozier.
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Summary of evidence
Ms Legarth’s section 42A report for Hearing Stream 3 addressed Objectives
O17 and O19. She recommended one change to Objective O17, agreeing with
the submissions that sought for the outcomes expressed in the objective to
extend to the margins of natural wetlands.262 In Ms Legarth’s view, that
amendment is more consistent with the direction of section 6 of the RMA.263
Ms Legarth also proposed the following rephrasing of Objective O19 in
response to submitters who expressed confusion about use of the term
“interference” and requested the objective more clearly articulate an
appropriate outcome:
The interference from use and development on natural Natural processes, is
minimised including natural elements, patterns and ecological processes continue
to occur, and the integrity and functioning of natural processes and forms are
retained.264

4.228

In summary, Ms Legarth did not support any of the other amendments sought
by submitters to Objectives O17 or O19 for the following reasons:
(a)

amending the term “CMA” to “coastal environment” is not an
efficient way for the PNRP to delineate its regional coastal plan
function from its other functions;265

(b)

separating the objective into two – one for coastal and one for
freshwater – is unnecessary;266

(c)

limiting the application of the objective to areas of “outstanding”
natural character is inconsistent with the language of section 6(a) of
the Act and Policy 13 of the NZCPS;267

(d)

combining Objectives O17, O19 and O22 is inappropriate given the
different outcomes they state for the respective matters addressed –
however, consequential amendments should be made to supporting
Policy P25 to better implement the broad outcomes expressed in these
objectives;268

(e)

limiting Objective O17 to “the beds of” lakes and rivers and only
“significant” wetlands falls short of the requirements in the RMA,
RPS and the NZCPS;269

261
Submissions S2 Christine Burt, S146 NZTA, S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra, S352 Federated Farmers and S370
Mahaki Holdings.
262
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.42, para 174 - 176.
263
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.34, para 131.
264
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.69, para 302 - 303.
265
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.35, para 136.
266
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.36, para 143.
267
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.36 - 37, para 145 - 148.
268
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.68, para 294 - 295.
269
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.42, para 172.
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270

(f)

while retaining the notified “minimise” outcome is problematic,
replacement of that term with “avoid, remedy or mitigate” does not
assist the council in performing its functions;270

(g)

there is some overlap between Objectives O17 and O19, but the
overlap and the different outcomes in O17 and O19 are appropriate
and will assist the Council in carrying out its coastal and freshwater
management functions;271 and

(h)

strengthening the objective outcome to “safeguarding” goes beyond
the relevant higher order direction.272

Ms Legarth’s section 42A report also addressed Objectives O32 and O36 O38. Her overall recommendation on these provisions was that no amendments
should be made in response to submissions. In summary, her reasons included:
(a)

the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes under
Objective O32 gives effect to section 6 of the RMA, NZCPS Policies
13 and 15, RPS Objective 17 and its supporting policies;

(b)

the proposed Plan does not need to spatially identify specific areas to
which the objectives apply, as this will be done by subsequent plan
changes with interim implementation achieved on a case-by-case basis
through resource consent processes;273

(c)

it is not necessary to amend the objectives to limit their application to
the coastal marine area, or the beds / margins of lakes and rivers or
wetlands, and to do so would not fully implement the directive
provisions of the RPS;274

(d)

limiting the application of Objective O36 to geological features
identified in Schedule J of the proposed Plan precludes the benefit of
the objective being applied to unidentified features that may be
uncovered subsequently, thereby failing to fully implement the
RPS;275

(e)

limiting the application of Objective O37 to identified surf breaks is
less appropriate than the notified objective, which is consistent with
sections 6(a) and 6(b) of the RMA and gives effect to the RPS;276 and

(f)

Objective O38 should be retained in order to give effect to RPS
Objective 18 and Policy 27, and it would be inappropriate to amend it
to align with the protection aims of Objective O32 given the different

Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.66, para 285 - 286.
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.67, para 289 - 291.
272
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.69, para 301.
273
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.81 - 82, para 357 - 361.
274
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.83, para 365.
275
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.96, para 432 - 433.
276
Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.105, para 481.
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strategic direction from higher order documents relating to
outstanding and special amenity landscapes respectively.277
4.230

Ms Cooper and Mr Percy agreed278 that Objectives O17 and O19 should be
amalgamated and amended to read “The natural character of the coastal marine
area, natural wetlands, and rivers, lakes and their margins and natural wetlands
is preserved and protected from inappropriate use and development, and
restored and rehabilitated where it is degraded.” Both witnesses gave the view
that the two notified objectives conflicted with each other, and the proposed
amendment is designed to resolve that conflict.

4.231

In coming to this view, Ms Cooper relied on the expertise of Professor Death,
who told us that:
8.6 The Plan appears to separate natural character from natural processes in a
number of places. For example,
• the plan defines natural processes but not natural character
• it seeks to protect natural character, but only minimise interference from
use and development on natural processes (Objectives 17 and 19)
• it seeks to avoid significant adverse effects on natural character (policy
P25) but minimise the adverse effects of use and development on the
integrity and functioning of natural processes (policy P26)
It will be impossible to manage for natural character without also considering
the natural processes that result in that character. If you are only ‘minimising’
the effects of development on natural processes, then you are not going to be
able to protect natural character overall. 279

4.232

Ms Cooper also recommended the inclusion of a related definition for “natural
character” to assist future users of the proposed Plan and the administration of
the objectives and policies that refer to the term. Her recommended term
borrows from natural character concepts and attributes set out in the NZCPS,
NPS-FW and RPS.280

4.233

Mr Kyle’s evidence on Objectives O17 and O19 amplified the points raised in
WIAL’s submission. He gave the view that Objective O17 is not sufficiently
refined and is lacking in sufficient specificity to give effect to Policy 13 of the
NZCPS or Policy 3 of the RPS.281 In relation to Objective O19, Mr Kyle
expressed that Ms Legarth’s proposed amendment was an improvement over
the notified clause, but that it added nothing to the PNRP which has at least
seven other objectives relating to the management of effect on natural
processes which are more specific.282 For these reasons, Mr Kyle
recommended both Objectives O17 and O19 be deleted.

4.234

Like Mr Kyle, Mr Daysh found fault with Ms Legarth’s revised wording of
Objective O19. Mr Daysh preferred the revised wording sought in the

277

Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (7 August 2017), p.112 - 113, para 516 - 521.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (22 August 2017), p.22, para 58 - 59.
279
Evidence of Professor Russell George Death (21 August 2017), p.14.
280
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (22 August 2017), p.7-12, para 22 - 33.
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Evidence of John Kyle (22 August 2017), p.4, para 2.10.
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Evidence of John Kyle (22 August 2017), p.6-7, para 2.20.
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CentrePort submission, being the avoidance, mitigation or remediation of
adverse effects on natural processes.283
4.235

Mr Staite’s evidence generally supported the revised version of Objective O19
proposed by Ms Legarth. However, Mr Staite recommended that the “retained’
outcome proposed by Ms Legarth be replaced with “not adversely affected by
inappropriate use and development.” In his view, this amendment provides
more guidance for future plan users, consistent with higher order direction
from the NZCPS.284

4.236

Mr Anderson’s submissions on Objective O19 for Forest and Bird similarly
sought the replacement of Ms Legarth’s proposed “retained” outcome. He
submitted that the term should be replaced with “safeguarded”.285

4.237

In his evidence on Objective O32, Mr Percy gave the view that outstanding
natural features and landscapes should be identified in the proposed Plan. He
noted that a study was commissioned as part of the Wairarapa Coastal
Strategy 2004 which classified the significance of various coastal areas in the
sub-region. Mr Percy also referred us to a three-stage landscape identification
and protection study jointly commissioned by GWRC and the three Wairarapa
district councils, which remains uncompleted at this time.286

4.238

Mr Percy’s conclusion was that outstanding natural features and landscapes
and areas of high natural character must be identified in the proposed Plan in
order to give effect to the NZCPS and RPS and to meet Council’s obligations
under section 6 of the RMA. He recommended that the Council clearly indicate
to us a process for undertaking that work and the likely timing for its
completion.287

4.239

Mr Percy provided similar evidence in relation to Objective O38. As notified,
Mr Percy found the proposed Plan is unclear as it does not identify significant
amenity landscapes, nor does it identify the process by which they will be
identified (unlike Method M24 with respect to outstanding natural features and
landscapes). His recommendation was that the Objective be amended such that
it apply to significant amenity landscapes “identified in District Plans”.288

4.240

Ms Whitney’s evidence similarly expressed concern that the proposed Plan
does not specifically identify outstanding natural landscapes and features, or
significant amenity landscapes. She was critical of Ms Legarth’s view that
assessments of the former will be done on a case-by-case basis until Method
M24 is completed and a subsequent plan change is advanced. In Ms Whitney’s
view, such an approach “gives rise to such uncertainties and procedural issues
that [are not] appropriate or workable (and possibly ultra vires), and
potentially impose significant unknown costs on an application”.289 Ms

283
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Whitney’s view on this matter extended to the application of Objective O38 in
relation to significant amenity landscapes, which are identified in neither the
PNRP nor the Wairarapa Combined District Plan.290
4.241

In contrast to Ms Legarth’s interpretation, Ms Whitney believed that Objective
O32 would (in effect) not apply until such time as Method M24 is implemented
and appropriate natural features and landscapes identified in the PNRP. To
make this abundantly clear in the objective and to align with the drafting of
Objective O38, she recommended that the word “identified” be added at the
start of the clause.291 For similar reasons, Ms Whitney recommended the same
amendment to Objectives O36 and O37.292

4.242

Ms Whitney’s final recommendation on Objective O32 was that its protection
aim also be extended also to the “values” of the landscapes and features
identified. In her view, such wording better implements the direction from RPS
Objective 17 and Policies 25 and 26.293

4.243

Mr Edwards’ evidence for NZTA shared Ms Whitney’s recommendations and
reasons that Objective O32 and O36 should be amended to clarify that the
provisions apply to “identified” landscapes and features.294 On the latter
objective, Mr Edwards also recommended that the words “from inappropriate
use and development” be added at the end of the clause. In his view, such an
amendment would better allow the merits of proposals potentially affecting
significant geological features to be considered on a case-by-case basis,
including proposals that have a functional, operational or technical need to be
located in a particular place.295

4.244

In relation to Objective O38, Mr Edwards noted that NZTA’s relief sought was
the deletion of the objective. Having read the section 42A report, however, Mr
Edwards considered the objective was appropriate provided that it clearly
limited its application to the landscapes under the Regional Council’s
jurisdiction.296

4.245

In her submissions for WIAL, Ms Dewar echoed Mr Edwards’ view that
Objective O36 should be amended such that “inappropriate use and
development” be added at the end of the clause. Ms Dewar also spoke to
WIAL’s preference that the objective limit its application to the features
identified in Schedule J. She told us that these amendments are necessary to
give effect to Policy 15 of the NZCPS and will make the objective clearer and
more measurable.297

4.246

Ms Dewar also addressed us on Objective O37. She gave voice to WIAL’s
concerns that the objective inappropriately applies the protection afforded to
nationally significant surf breaks in the NZCPS, despite none of those features
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being located in the Wellington region. It was Ms Dewar’s position that neither
the NZCPS nor the RPS require significant surf breaks to be identified and
protected beyond that afforded by Policy 13 of the NZCPS.298
4.247

Ms Dewar’s submissions also observed that the technical report underpinning
the identified surf breaks in the proposed Plan was not informed by any
expertise in natural character evaluation, and that little weight should be
applied to the report for the purposes of founding Objective O37 and its
supporting provisions.299

4.248

Mr Kyle’s evidence for WIAL was largely focussed on Objective O37 and the
associated provisions that implement that objective. Mr Kyle supported
WIAL’s relief sought that the objective be deleted. His view was aligned with
Ms Dewar’s that the proposed Plan has misapplied the direction from the
NZCPS and the RPS300 in identifying Lyall Bay as a protected surf break.
While Mr Kyle accepted the Bay as having high recreational value, the surf
breaks there are not (in his view) significant natural features that contribute to
high natural character.301

4.249

Ms Foster’s evidence for Meridian was emphatic. She told us that “Objective
O38 isn’t necessary, doesn’t drive any actual policy or methods and is not the
most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA or to implement the
higher order RPS.”302 In support of this view, Ms Foster added (her emphasis):

298

9

Regional Policy Statement (RPS) Objective 18 states the region’s ‘special
amenity landscapes’ will be identified. RPS Policy 27 does not require that the
PNRP must identify these. It makes it optional. The proposed Natural
Resources Plan (PNRP) does not itself do what RPS Objective 18 asks. The
PNRP does not identify ‘special amenity landscapes’.

10

PNRP Policy P49 is the only policy that refers to ‘special amenity landscapes’.
It addresses the landscape values of the coastal marine area adjoining
terrestrial areas that may, in future, be identified in district plans as ‘special
amenity landscapes’. It is not the PNRP that does the identifying. These will be
identified in district plans. For those situations, Objective O38 will not add any
additional value when considering proposals compared with RPS Objective 18
(the maintain/enhance wording is the same).

11

In this respect, Objective O38 doesn’t perhaps do any harm. However, it
promises more than the PNRP actually delivers. The only policy that appears to
support Objective O38 is Policy P49 and it is specific to ‘special amenity
landscapes’ that are identified in district plans. If it is the intention that this
narrowed scope is the only landscape context addressed by the PNRP, then
perhaps Objective O38 should be amended to reflect that position. That is, if
only areas of the c.m.a. adjoining special amenity landscapes identified in
district plans have PNRP policy (and no methods or rules), then perhaps
Objective O38 should be confined to the c.m.a. adjoining special amenity
landscapes in district plans. My opinion is that Objective O38 adds no value
beyond that.
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There is no PNRP schedule of identified ‘special amenity landscapes’ within
the GWRC jurisdiction. There is no method proposing to identify them in future.
And there are no rules triggered for ‘special amenity landscapes’.
[and]

16

4.250

4.251

If the intention of Objective O38 is to provide a ‘hook’ in case GWRC identifies
specific special amenity landscapes within the c.m.a., rivers and lakes in future,
then the PNRP provisions are incomplete. That is because there is no policy or
method by which this is to be achieved. If there is no commitment to identifying
‘special amenity landscapes’ within GWRC’s c.m.a., rivers and lake bed
jurisdiction during the life of this plan, Objective O38 does no more than RPS
Objective 18 and is unnecessary.303

Ms Legarth’s right of reply proposed no further changes to these provisions in
response to the evidence presented by submitters; however, her supplementary
response confirmed her view that Objective O38 fails the relevant tests under
section 32 for the reasons expressed by Ms Foster and should be deleted.304
Discussion and findings
Having considered the submissions, section 42A reports and evidence
presented on these six objectives, we have made the following amendments:
Objective O17
The natural character of the coastal marine area, natural wetlands, and rivers,
lakes and their margins and natural wetlands is preserved and protected from
inappropriate use and development.

Objective O19
The interference from use and development on natural processes is minimised.

Objective O32
Outstanding natural features and landscapes and their values are protected from
inappropriate use and development.

Objective O36
Significant geological features in the coastal marine area are protected from
inappropriate use and development.

Objective O37
Significant surf breaks are protected from inappropriate use and development.

Objective O38
Identified special amenity landscape values are maintained or enhanced.

4.252

303
304

As a preliminary comment here, we record our disappointment with the
position adopted by the Council on this suite of objectives. In particular, we
found the Council’s suggestion that the PNRP can meet the RPS policy
direction for identifying certain landscapes and features without actually
identifying them in the plan a difficult position to accept. That finding is

Evidence of Christine Foster (22 August 2017), p. 3 - 4, paras 9 - 12 and 16.
Supplementary response:2, Yvonne Legarth (12 January 2018), p. 24 - 25, paras 4.16.8 – 4.16.13 .
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compounded by the fact that some features – such as surf breaks, sites with
mana whenua significance, and sites with historic heritage value – have been
expressly identified in the proposed Plan’s schedules.
4.253

For matters such as outstanding natural landscapes and features, we have
substantial difficulty accepting that Ms Legarth’s favoured approach of caseby-case protection of these features through future resource consent processes
is valid, let alone appropriate in a section 32 sense. Such a methodology would
be inefficient at best.

4.254

It is clear from the RPS that the regional plans are to identify and protect those
landscapes and features, not simply protect. That first step of identification is
essential in our view as it allows a critical analysis of the relevant RPS criteria
under Policy 25 to be carried out for prospective outstanding natural
landscapes and features; and – once identified – provides certainty to all parties
about the extent of the area within which the protection outcome is to be
achieved.

4.255

We expand on this general view shortly with respect to Objectives O32 and
O36 - O38, but firstly explain the changes we have made to Objectives O17
and O19.

4.256

In this regard, we have deleted Objective O19 and made a consequential
change to Objective O17 to incorporate “natural processes” within a newly
included definition of “natural character”. This is in line with the evidence of
Mr Percy and Ms Cooper as summarised above.

4.257

We share Ms Cooper’s view that the administration of the proposed Plan will
be assisted by the inclusion of an appropriate definition for “natural character”.
We discuss this in greater detail in Decision Report 10, but note here that the
new definition reads: “The natural attributes and characteristics of the coastal
environment (including the coastal marine area), rivers, lakes and wetlands
and those natural processes that contribute to those environments.”

4.258

The upshot of the new definition is that the conflict and mixed messages
between Objectives O17 and O19 have been reconciled. The resulting
objective is unambiguous as to the desired outcome, in contrast to the notified
provisions.

4.259

For the reasons expressed by Ms Legarth, we have also relocated the term
“natural wetlands” within the objective.

4.260

We consider our revised approach to Objectives O17 and O19 will ultimately
represent a clearer, more efficient way to achieve the Act’s purpose including
by reference to the higher order direction from the relevant higher order
documents.

4.261

As a closing comment on Objectives O17 and O19, we observe that the RPS
directs (at Policy 3) the need for Council to identify areas of high natural
character, in policies, rules and / or methods. We note in Decision 10 that this
has not occurred; and rather, the relevant provisions simply refer to “natural
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character”. While we express concerns about that shortcoming in the Decision
Report 10, we do not find that it undermines the efficacy of Objective O17 as
we have amended.
4.262

We find considerable merit in Ms Whitney’s evidence on Objective O32.

4.263

We accept that the wording of the relevant RPS Policy for this objective
supports Ms Whitney’s recommendation that the objective’s focus should
include the ‘values’ of those landscapes and features. We observe also that the
amendment aligns the objective with the drafting of Objectives O31, O34 and
O35 as notified. Accordingly, we have incorporated the term ‘values’ into
Objective O32.

4.264

We also share the doubt expressed by Ms Whitney that the objective would (in
practice) be implemented consistently, fairly or clearly on a proposal-byproposal basis without the proposed Plan identifying (i.e. mapping or
scheduling) the outstanding natural landscapes and features relevant. We have
carefully considered whether Ms Whitney’s recommended inclusion of the
term ‘identified’ at the start of the objective would have the effect that Ms
Whitney intended – being that the objective and the provisions that implement
it would not come into force until the relevant areas have been identified in the
plan. While we support the intent of that amendment, we find that it will not
prevent the Council from applying the ad hoc assessment regime described by
Ms Legarth in practice. That is, having not identified specific areas in the
proposed Plan to date, the Council will use the resource consent process for
that identification role.

4.265

We discuss this issue in greater depth in Decision Report 10 as it relates to the
provisions that implement Objectives O17 and O32. For the current purposes
of assessing the Objective’s efficient and effective implementation of the Act’s
purpose and other relevant higher order direction, however, we have not
accepted Ms Whitney’s recommended addition.

4.266

For the same reasons, we have not included the term ‘identified’ under
Objective O36 in relation to significant geological features.

4.267

Our decision to include the phrase “from inappropriate use and development”
at the end of the objective is as a result of our alignment with the presentations
of Ms Dewar and Mr Edwards.

4.268

We found contradiction in Ms Legarth’s view that (on the one hand) the
significant geological features assessed in Dr Dawe’s technical report and
protected under Objective O36 are a subset of outstanding natural features and
landscapes and of the natural character of the CMA, while (on the other) the
outcome expressed under Objective O32 for the former should not be
replicated in O36 such that the protection of the features is to be from
inappropriate use and development. It is more appropriate, in our view, that
this outcome is consistently applied for these related objectives.

4.269

Following a careful section 32 analysis, including the risk of acting or not
acting, we have deleted Objective O37 for the reasons expressed in the
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evidence, supplementary evidence and submissions of WIAL. In short, we note
that there is no explicit higher order direction to protect these specific surf
breaks, nor is the evidence underpinning their protection in the plan sufficiently
robust to justify that outcome. We accept the view given by Council’s
witnesses that identified surf breaks have high recreational values, and that
there is high order support for maintaining and enhancing access to them. It
may be also that some of the breaks have significant natural character values;
however, as noted by Ms Dewar, such evidence was not presented in the
technical reports or evidence commissioned by the Council to confirm that is
the case.
4.270

In relation to alternative methods for protecting the natural values associated
with surf breaks, we note that where these surf breaks have high natural
character, we fully expect they will be identified in the future when the Council
implements Method M24 of the proposed Plan. In the meantime, all areas of
outstanding or high natural character are subject to Objective O17, Policy P24
and their supporting rules and methods.

4.271

Also, we observe that Objectives O9 and O10 and their supporting policies
address the recreational and access aspects of Objective O37. Those outcomes
better align with the relevant direction from the RPS, NZCPS and sections 6
and 7 of the RMA than the proposed ‘protection’ outcome for the significant
surf breaks under Objective O37.

4.272

This is also relevant to our discussion above about Objective O17 and our
decision to include a new definition for ‘natural character’ which includes
‘natural processes.’ Namely, the definitions clearly relate to aspects of the
CMA which are directly relevant to surf breaks. The associated outcomes
anticipated for those features will therefore be applied to surf breaks
accordingly.

4.273

Finally, we turn to Objective O38. In the summary of evidence above, we
deliberately captured a large excerpt from Ms Foster’s evidence as we entirely
agree with her assessment. We agree that there is a conspicuous absence of any
meaningful policies, rules or methods to implement the objective and – as we
have expressed in relation to Objective O32 above – we doubt whether the
objective would be implemented consistently, fairly or clearly on a proposalby-proposal basis without such measures.

4.274

As noted by Ms Foster, the inclusion of significant amenity landscapes is
optional under the RPS, rather than a requirement. Accordingly, we record our
finding that the deletion of Objective O38 will not result in the proposed Plan
failing to give effect to the RPS.

4.275

Should the Council advance a future plan change to identify specific significant
amenity landscapes and apply associated rules and methods as inferred by Ms
Legarth, that may be an appropriate process under which to revisit the
appropriateness of an objective relating to those landscapes. Until such time,
the deletion of Objective O38 is the most appropriate outcome.
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Natural hazards
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O20 - O22. As notified, those provisions read:
Objective O20
The risk, residual risk, and adverse effects from natural hazards and
climate change on people, the community and infrastructure are acceptable.
Objective O21
Inappropriate use and development in high hazard areas is avoided.
Objective O22
Hard engineering mitigation and protection methods are only used as a last
practicable option.

4.277

4.278

Objective O20 was subject to the following submissions:
(a)

retain the objective as notified;305

(b)

amend the objective to clarify what is meant by “acceptable” and to
how that metric is to be measured, by whom and when;306

(c)

amend the objective to refocus the outcome on identifying and/or
appropriate management of risk;307

(d)

amend the objective to read “The risk, residual risk, and adverse
effects from climate change and natural hazards on people, the
community, ecological values, and infrastructure are acceptable
anticipated and provided for in a proactive and environmentally
sensitive manner.” 308

(e)

add the phrase “to those who bear them” at the end of the objective;309

(f)

that separate outcomes are expressed in the objectives for climate
change and hazard effects;310 and

(g)

that an additional objective be inserted to compliment Objective O20,
which seeks to avoid the adverse effects from coastal hazards over the
next 100 years.311

The following points were raised in the submissions on Objective O21:
(a)

retain the objective as notified;312 and

305

Submissions S117 KCDC, S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA, S282 WIAL and S352 Federated Farmers.
Submission S135 WWL.
307
Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
308
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
309
Submission S175 Allin and Crozier.
310
Submission S90 Scott Cleator.
311
Submission S75 Minister of Conservation.
312
Submissions S56 Kaitiaki o Ngahere, S57 Samuel Clark, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki
Streams, S117 KCDC, S145 First Gas, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S353 Forest and Bird.
306
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amend the objective to provide exceptions where there are functional
or operational needs for use or development to be located in high
hazard areas, and / or where necessary to enabled efficient operation
of regionally significant infrastructure.313

Submissions on Objective O22 included the following:
(a)

retain the objective as notified;314

(b)

amend the objective framework to recognise the importance and
benefits of coastal hazard mitigation, especially in areas of existing
significant development;315

(c)

amend the objective to clarify that hard engineering may be required
to protect regionally significant infrastructure when it is the most costeffective option, and / or to make the objective more enabling of
maintenance, repair or upgrade of that infrastructure;316

(d)

opposition to the objective due to it being too “black and white” and
suggestive that soft engineering methods have been attempted and
failed (whether that is the case or not);317

(e)

opposition to the objective for its failure to recognise that hard
engineering solutions may result in lower environmental effects than
repeated ineffective solutions of a more minor nature;318

(f)

that the objective is more appropriate as a policy and that more
opportunity should be afforded to consider competing priorities or
issues on a case-by-case basis;319

(g)

amend the objective by adding the phrase “to protect against natural
hazards” at the end;320

(h)

amend the objective to enable hard engineering where deemed to be
“the best practicable option”;321

(i)

amend the objective to more adequately protect and preserve natural
character;322

(j)

add a further objective to express a preference for soft engineering
over hard engineering solutions to coastal hazards323; and

Submissions S98 Spark, S144 Chorus, S146 NZTA and S282 WIAL.
Submissions S31 Hamish Trolove, S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki
Streams, S117 KCDC, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S353 Forest and Bird.
315
Submissions S7 Stephen and Elly Simpson, S16 Donald Frampton, S37 Quentin Poole, S53 Christine Edwards, S63
Warwick Wyatt, S65 Mike Weir, S96 Christopher Butler, S106 Jenny Clark, S150 Fiona Heron, S158 Peter Stevens and
Michelle Glogau and S166 Bob Stewart Family Trust.
316
Submissions S121 CentrePort Limited, S135 WWL and S140 KiwiRail.
317
Submission S175 Allin and Crozier.
318
Submissions S145 First Gas and S146 NZTA.
319
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
320
Submission S282 WIAL.
321
Submissions S29 Powerco and S99 Kapiti Airport.
322
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
314
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amend the plan framework for hazards to support resource consents
being obtained if necessary to mitigate hazards, and provisions to the
contrary being deleted.324

Summary of evidence
Having considered the various submissions on Objectives O20 - O22 in his
section 42A report, Mr Sheild recommended no changes to those clauses. In
summary, his reasons for that recommendation were:
(a)

amending Objective O20 to make it clearer or more precise would
undermine the flexible and holistic approach preferred by the Council;

(b)

relatedly, it was a deliberate choice for Council to use the
“acceptable” level of risk in the objective, rather than achieving a
“minimise” or “reduced” outcome;

(c)

no additional benefit would be derived from refocussing Objective
O20’s aim to “appropriate management”;

(d)

referring to the people and communities who bear the risk of hazards
adds considerable ambiguity and uncertainty to Objective O21;

(e)

Policy P27 gives policy support to uses that have a functional or
operational need for locating in high hazard areas, so there is no need
to repeat that within Objective O21;

(f)

similarly, no exceptions to Objectives O21 or O22 are necessary to
accommodate regionally significant infrastructure given the outcomes
expressed in Objectives O12 and O13, and the direction in Policies
P12 - P15;

(g)

none of the proposed amendments by submitters will enhance
Objective O22’s ability to give effect to the NZCPS Policy 27 – which
recognises that hard engineering solutions may be the only practical
means of protecting infrastructure, but also requires social and
environmental costs of such solutions to be recognised;

(h)

deleting Objective O22 would amount to the PNRP failing to give
effect to the NZCPS which has a clear preference to discourage hard
engineering;

(i)

adding clarifiers or qualifiers to Objective O22 sought by submissions
would introduce redundancies and not enhance the objective’s
effectiveness;

323

Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
Submissions S7 Stephen and Elly Simpson, S16 Donald Frampton, S37 Quentin Poole, S53 Christine Edwards, S63
Warwick Wyatt, S65 Mike Weir, S96 Christopher Butler, S106 Jenny Clark, S150 Fiona Heron, S158 Peter Stevens and
Michelle Glogau and S166 Bob Stewart Family Trust.
324
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(j)

there is no need to consider the impact of natural character in
Objective O22, as such outcomes are already addressed in other
objectives;

(k)

Policy P139 as notified essentially gives effect to the relief of some of
the submissions on Objective O22 by classifying seawalls generally
inappropriate, except where necessary to protect regionally significant
infrastructure; and

(l)

inserting a new objective to support consents being granted for coastal
hazard protection would be contrary to the strategic direction of the
NZCPS.325

4.281

In her evidence for the Minister of Conservation, Ms Cooper gave support to
the new objective proposed by the submitter as a means of compensating for
Objectives O20 and O21 failing to fully give effect to the NZCPS. Ms Cooper
assessed whether the lower order provisions that implement these objectives
provide the clarity that many submitters (including the Minister) found lacking
in these two objectives. That assessment concluded that the lower order
provisions do not sufficiently clarify what is deemed to be “acceptable” or
“inappropriate” in the context of these two objectives. To remedy this, Ms
Cooper supported the submitter’s proposed additional objective seeking the
avoidance of risk and adverse effects from coastal hazards over the next 100
years.326

4.282

Ms Cooper shared Mr Sheild’s view that Objective O22 should be retained as
notified.327

4.283

Ms Whitney’s evidence for MDC and SWDC addressed Objectives O20 and
O21. Regarding the former, Ms Whitney shared the view of Mr Sheild that
replacing the phrase “are acceptable” with “appropriately managed” would not
materially change the meaning of Objective O20. Ms Whitney also agreed with
Mr Sheild that Objective O21 need not be amended to exclude use and
development that has a functional or operational need to locate in high hazard
areas, provided that direction is retained in Policy P27 of the proposed Plan.328

4.284

Mr Percy’s evidence spoke to Rāngitane O Wairarapa’s submission that the
term ‘acceptable’ In Objective O20 be made clearer. Having considered the
policies and rules in the PNRP that implement Objective O20, Mr Percy was
satisfied that the proposed Plan is sufficiently clear such that no amendments
are necessary. Mr Percy added, however, that the proposed Plan’s description
of the ‘risk-based approach’ it adopts (in Chapter 2) should be a more direct
interpretation of, or include a direct reference to, Policy 51 of the RPS.329

4.285

In their respective evidence for Transpower and Spark / Chorus, Ms Whitney
and Mr Anderson shared Mr Sheild’s view that no amendment to Objective

325

Section 42A Report, Richard Sheild (7 May 2018), para 143 - 161, 186 - 196 and 274 - 312.
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (18 May 2018), p.23 - 26, para 58 - 67.
327
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (18 May 2018), p.28, para 74.
328
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (18 May 2018), Appendix A, p.13 - 14, para 6 - 9.
329
Evidence of Phillip Percy (18 May 2018), p.36 - 37, para 77 - 86.
326
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O21 is necessary to recognise the functional or operational need for certain
activities or facilities to be located in high hazard areas given the direction
engrained in Policy P27.330
4.286

Mr le Marquand addressed Objectives O20 - O22 in his evidence. While he
was generally supportive of Mr Sheild’s recommendations on these objectives,
Mr le Marquand did not share Mr Sheild’s view that Policies P12 and P13
provide for the needs of regionally significant infrastructure.331 That said, Mr le
Marquand’s recommendation to us was that further support could be provided
to regionally significant infrastructure in this context via amendment to Policy
P28.332 We discuss this further in Decision Report 15.

4.287

In his evidence for CentrePort, Mr Daysh accepted that Objective O21 need not
be amended to enable beneficial uses, as such uses may not be deemed
“inappropriate.” However, Mr Daysh did not share Mr Sheild’s view that the
policy direction provided by Policies P12, P13 and P139 obviates any need for
Objective O22 to be rephrased as it relates to hard engineering solutions as
“reasonable” or “practicable” options. In Mr Daysh’s view, it is entirely
appropriate for Objective O22 to make reference to the defined terms
“functional need” and “operational requirement” to avoid any future conflict
between this objective and others that are enabling of regionally significant
infrastructure.333

4.288

Ms Thomson’s evidence for KCDC was that Objectives O20 - O22 should be
retained as notified as they are the most appropriate to give effect to the
RMA’s sustainable management purpose.334

4.289

Mr Kyle’s evidence for WIAL addressed Objectives O20 and O21. Regarding
Objective O20, Mr Kyle gave the view that the objective should be amended
by replacing “acceptable” with “appropriately managed”. In his opinion, the
amendment is more appropriate in implementing section 6(g) of the RMA and
the NZCPS. Mr Kyle drew our attention to NZCPS Policy 25 and its clear
focus on management actions being adopted to address hazard risk.335

4.290

In contrast to Mr Anderson and Ms Whitney, Mr Kyle did not share Mr
Sheild’s view that Policy P27 is sufficient for clarifying that development
which has a functional or operational need to be located in a high hazard area
does not amount to “inappropriate” use and development in the context of
Objective O21. Mr Kyle preferred that the objective itself should reflect that
concept, and his view was that such an amendment better implements the
NZCPS than the “coded” approach adopted in the notified PNRP.336

4.291

Ms Wratt’s evidence was similar to Mr Kyle’s in relation to Objective O20.
For similar reasons to Mr Kyle, Ms Wratt preferred that the “acceptable”

330

Evidence of Pauline Whitney (18 May 2018), Appendix A, para 15 - 16, and Tom Anderson (18 May 2018), p.12 - 13,
para 55 - 58.
Evidence of David le Marquand (18 May 2018), p.8 - 9, para 4.3 - 4.5.
332
Evidence of David le Marquand (18 May 2018), p.10, para 4.8.
333
Evidence of Lindsay Daysh (18 May 2018), para 29 - 34.
334
Evidence of Emily Thomson (18 May 2018), pp.16 - 17, para 5.2.
335
Evidence of John Kyle (18 May 2018), pp.4 - 5, para 3.1 - 3.6.
336
Evidence of John Kyle (18 May 2018), pp.5 - 7, para 3.7 - 3.13.
331
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outcome in O20 be replaced with “managed.” As an alternative, Ms Wratt was
willing to support the retention of “acceptable” provided that a more rigorous
explanation is provided as to what is acceptable. She shared the view expressed
by Mr Sheild that the alternative is not without its own complexities,
however.337
4.292

Ms Wratt also gave evidence on Objective O22. In her view, the notified
objective is inconsistent with the higher order direction from the NZCPS and
the RPS, neither of which “envisage hard engineering methods to be
prohibited”. Ms Wratt agreed with Mr Sheild’s view that the proposed Plan
should articulate a clear preference for soft engineering over hard solutions,
and that the latter are only adopted in limited circumstances. That said, Ms
Wratt was of the view that Objective O22 as notified failed to achieve that
clear expression. To remedy this, Ms Wratt recommended that the objective be
rewritten to read “Soft engineering methods are encouraged, and hard
engineering methods are only used where these are the best practicable option
for managing coastal hazards in relation to regionally significant
infrastructure”.338

4.293

First Gas tabled a statement in support of its submissions on Objectives O20 O22. While the statement signalled support for Mr Sheild’s view on Objectives
O20 and O21, First Gas remained of the view that Objective O22 should be
deleted. In this respect, First Gas did not share Mr Sheild’s view that deletion
of the clause would amount to a failure to implement the NZCPS.339

4.294

Mr Edwards gave evidence in relation to Objective O22 for NZTA. While
NZTA’s original relief sought was for the objective to be deleted, Mr Edwards
recommended that the objective instead be amended to provide an exception
where there is a functional or locational need for hard engineering solutions. In
his view, the amendment provides a more balanced approach to hard
engineering in a way that implements Policy 25 of the NZCPS and Policy 52 of
the RPS.340

4.295

In his right of reply, Mr Sheild recommended an amendment to Objective O20
to better align with the wording used in the NZCPS.341 However, Mr Sheild
dispensed with this revision in his supplementary reply, ultimately preferring to
retain the notified objective.342

4.296

Having considered the evidence from submitters, Mr Sheild ultimately held the
view that Objective O21 should be retained as notified; however, he agreed
with others that proposed Objective O22 is more a policy direction than an
environmental outcome. In his view, Policy P28 provides clearer articulation
than Objective O22 with regard to hard engineering and it effectively
implements proposed Objective 019 and RPS Policy 52. Accordingly, Mr

337

Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (25 May 2018), pp.28 - 29, para 79 - 83.
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (25 May 2018), pp.2 9- 31, para 84 - 90.
339
Tabled Statement, signed by Lauren Wooley (18 May 2018), pp.3 - 5.
340
Evidence of Hywel Edwards (21 May 2018), Appendix A, p.20.
341
Right of Reply, Richard Sheild (18 July 2018), p.20-23 para 85 - 101.
342
Supplementary Right of Reply, Richard Sheild (6 August 2018), p.5 - 7 para 20 - 25.
338
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Sheild ultimately considered Objective O22 to be redundant and proposed its
deletion.343
4.297

Discussion and findings
Having considered the submissions and evidence received on these objectives,
we have amended O20 - O22 as follows:
Objective O20
The hazard risk, and residual hazard risk, and adverse effects from natural
hazards and adverse effects of climate change, on people, the community and
infrastructure are acceptable.

Objective O21
Inappropriate use and development in high hazard risk areas is avoided.

Objective O22
Hard engineering mitigation and protection methods are only used as a last
practicable option.

4.298

We agree with the rationale of Mr Sheild in his section 42A report and his
supplementary right of reply, that Objective O20 is generally appropriate as
notified. That said, we have made the minor edits above to clarify the intent of
the objective to relate to the risks of natural hazards and the adverse effects of
climate change. This is consistent with the evidence we received from Dr
Shand344 on behalf of the Minister of Conservation, which stressed the
importance of this distinction. We also consider the rephrasing is better aligned
with the provisions of the relevant higher order documents – and primarily RPS
Objective 19 (and supporting policies) and NZCPS Objective 5 (and supporting
policies).

4.299

Additionally, we have made a consequential amendment to Objective O20 that
changes ‘risk’ to ‘ hazard risk’ and ‘residual risk’ to residual hazard risk’ to
reflect amendments we have made in Decision Report 15. Our reasoning for
amending these definitions is provided in that report.

4.300

The submissions from Richard McIntosh, Scott Cleator and the Minister of
Conservation are accordingly accepted in part.

4.301

In respect of the alternatives sought by other submitters, our view is aligned
with Mr Sheild that those should not be accepted for the reasons he expressed
in his section 42A report.345

4.302

For reasons we explain in Decision Report 15, we have amended the defined
term “high hazard area” in the proposed Plan to “high risk area”. Accordingly,
we have adopted a consequential change to Objective O21 to reflect the
appropriate terminology. We have not made any further changes to the
substance of Objective O21, for the reasons expressed by Mr Sheild in his
section 42A report (and summarised above).

343

Right of Reply, Richard Sheild (18 July 2018), p.43 - 47 para 186 - 204.
Evidence of Dr Roger Shand (18 May 2018), Sections 2 and 5.
345
Section 42A Report, Richard Sheild (7 May 2018), para 141 - 165.
344
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Finally, in relation to Objective O22, we agree with most of the parties we
heard from that the notified objective was more akin to a policy. For that and
the other reasons expressed by Mr Sheild in his right of reply, we consider that
the proposed Plan will more effectively and efficiently implement the Act’s
purpose if the objective is deleted. Along those same lines, we agree with Mr
Sheild that this deletion does not introduce a gap in the objective framework.
Water quality
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O23 and O24. As notified, those provisions
read:
Objective O23
The quality of water in the region’s rivers, lakes, natural wetlands, groundwater
and the coastal marine area is maintained or improved.
Objective O24
Rivers, lakes, natural wetlands and coastal water are suitable for contact
recreation and Māori customary use, including by:

4.305

(a)

maintaining water quality, or

(a)

improving water quality in:
(i)

significant contact recreation fresh water bodies to meet, as
a minimum, the primary contact recreation objectives in Table
3.1, and

(ii)

coastal water to meet, as a minimum, the primary contact
recreation objectives in Table 3.3, and

(iii)

all other rivers and lakes and natural wetlands to meet, as a
minimum, the secondary contact recreation objectives in Table
3.2.

Objective O24 also included Tables 3.1 - 3.3. We have not reproduced those
tables here, but note the useful summary of their content in Ms Pawson’s
section 42A report:
317. Table 3.1 contains four primary contact recreation objectives for rivers and
lakes listed in Schedule H1. These are E.coli, cyanobacteria, Māori customary
use, toxicants and irritants.
318. Table 3.2 contains two secondary contact recreation objectives for rivers and
lakes. These are E.coli and cyanobacteria.
319. Table 3.3 contains three contact recreation objectives for coastal waters. These
are pathogens, Māori customary use and shellfish quality. Coastal waters are
managed for primary contact recreation purposes, the reasoning for this is
included in Dr Greer’s evidence.346

4.306
346

Objective O23 was subject to the following submissions (in summary):

Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 317 - 319.
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(a)

support for the objective;347

(b)

that it be clarified that the objective applies to water quality “overall”
so as to better align with the wording of Objective A2 of the NPSFM;348

(c)

that the objective be altered so as to apply also to modified and
artificial water bodies that are connected to natural water bodies;349

(d)

that the objective is benchmarked from the time of the proposed
Plan’s notification for the purposes of measuring the extent to which
water quality is maintained or enhanced;350

(e)

that the improvement aim be removed from the objective except in
relation to over-allocated water bodies;351

(f)

that the outcomes under the objective are qualified such that
maintenance occurs where quality is good and/or improvement occurs
where quality is degraded;352

(g)

that qualifiers are added such that the improvement aim of the
objective is achieved “where possible” and / or “over time”.353

Submissions on Objective O24 included:
(a)

support for the objective;354

(b)

that the objective be deleted;355

(c)

that secondary contact standards in Table 3.2 be removed to allow
more appropriate limits to be set through whaitua processes;356

(d)

that all rivers lakes and natural wetlands are managed for primary
contact recreation under the objective;357

(e)

replacement of “contact recreation and Māori customary use” with
“secondary recreational contact and / or provision of potable water,
and significant contact recreation fresh water bodies are suitable for
contact recreation”;358

347
Submissions S62 Civic Trust, S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S163 PCC,
S302 Fertiliser NZ, S317 Susannah and Mark Gascott, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
348
Submissions S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra and S352 Federated Farmers.
349
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
350
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
351
Submissions S285 Land Matters and others in common format.
352
Submissions S310 Ravensdown and S353 Forest and Bird.
353
Submissions S301 CDC, S285 Land Matters and others in common format.
354
Submissions S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S163 PCC and S302 Fertiliser NZ.
355
Submission S120 Java Trust.
356
Submission S309 Ngā Hapū o Ōtaki.
357
Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S308 Fish and Game and S398 Atiawa ki Whakarongotai.
358
Submissions S285 Land Matters and others in common format.
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(f)

that an achievement date of 2030 be set for the objective;359

(g)

that it be clarified the objective applies to water quality “overall” so as
to better align with the wording of Objective A2 of the NPS-FM;360

(h)

that the improvement aim of the objective occurs where quality is
degraded;361

(i)

that the objective not apply to water bodies and headwaters entirely on
private land.362

Summary of evidence Objective O23
Ms Pawson recommended one amendment to Objective O23 in response to the
submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa seeking wider application of the
objective beyond natural water bodies. In Ms Pawson’s view, the most
appropriate way to achieve this is through the replacement of the phrase “water
in the region’s rivers, lakes and wetlands” with the defined term “surface
water body”. Ms Pawson considered this amendment better aligns with the
higher order direction requiring the management of water in the widest
sense.363 Ms Conland recommended a change to the definition of “surface
water body” to clarify the distinction between estuaries in the CMA and
estuaries outside the CMA.364
Ms Pawson did not recommend the acceptance of any alternatives proposed by
other submitters, as (in summary):
(a)

including the phrase “overall” in the objective would introduce
uncertainty into the objective and reduce its clarity;365

(b)

establishing a baseline date for measuring water quality could have
unintended consequences and reduce the effectiveness of the
objective;366

(c)

not including the objective until it can be addressed by whaitua
processes would fail to implement Council’s functions and
responsibilities under sections 30 and 69 of the Act;367

(d)

specifying the maintenance occurs where quality is good and
enhancement occurs where quality is degraded is less consistent with
the relevant higher order direction, and may omit a desirable outcome
whereby good water quality could be enhanced further;368 and

Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submissions S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust and S352 Federated Farmers.
361
Submission S310 Ravensdown.
362
Submission S14 Egon Guttke.
363
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 254 - 257 and Appendix B, p.30 - 31.
364
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 196 - 203 and 206 and Appendix A, p.2.
365
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 253.
366
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 259.
367
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 261.
368
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 263.
360
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additional other general qualifiers dilutes the effectiveness of the
objective.369

4.310

In their joint planning evidence for the Minister of Conservation, Rangitāne o
Wairarapa and Fish and Game, Ms Cooper and Mr Percy supported in part Ms
Pawson’s recommended amendments (para 348 -360). However, they also
gave the view that the objective should be further amended to more expressly
define where and when maintenance is to be achieved versus where
enhancement is to be achieved.370

4.311

Ms Whitney’s evidence for MDC and SWDC expressed a lack of support for
Ms Pawson’s recommended amendments. Ms Whitney noted that the change
being recommended would have implications for the submitters, particularly
given the scope of the objective would be extended to Water Races and Drains
such that they too need to be maintained or improved. Ms Whitney questioned
the practicality of requiring progressive water quality improvement in water
races, noting also the specific purpose for which they are used as reasoning for
their being managed differently to other surface water bodies.371

4.312

Ms Kelly’s evidence for Fertiliser NZ was in support of Ms Pawson’s
recommended amendments.372

4.313

In his evidence, Mr Hansen supported Ravensdown’s submission to clarify that
the enhancement aim of the objective only relate to water quality that is in a
degraded state. In his view, the notified objective may result in the requirement
of enhancement to water quality that is already in a good state.373

4.314

Ms Pawson’s recommendation was unchanged in her right of reply.

4.315

Summary of evidence Objective O24
In her section 42A report, Ms Pawson proposed several amendments to the
main text in Objective O24 and to the contents of the three tables included
under the objective.

4.316

Firstly, in response to the submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Ms Pawson
recommended that the improvement aim under clause (b) of the objective
extend to sites with significant mana whenua values and Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa. Ms Pawson gave the view that the amendment will complement the
PNRP’s objectives in their collective aim of implementing the Act’s
purpose.374

4.317

Drawing on the technical advice of Dr Greer, Ms Pawson also recommended
changes to the heading in Table 3.1 and various edits to Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
The latter included clarification that the Planktonic criteria values expressed

369

Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 264 - 265.
Evidence of Philip Percy and Lucy Cooper for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Minister of Conservation and Fish and Game
(2 February 2018), para 349 - 353.
371
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (26 January 2018), para 46.
372
Evidence of Claire Kelly (26 January 2018), Appendix A, first page.
373
Evidence of Chris Hansen (26 January 2018), para 29 - 31.
374
Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 298 - 305 and Appendix B, p.31 - 32.
370
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are a maximum rather than an absolute. Ms Pawson also recommended the
addition of “natural wetlands” as a further row in Table 3.2, with a
corresponding numerical value expressed for E.Coli only. She also proposed a
change to the footnote for the open coast and harbours criteria of Table 3.3
such that the Commercial Port Area within the Lambton Harbour Area be
excluded. Considered collectively, it was Ms Pawson’s evidence that these
changes better implement the higher order direction in the NPS-FM and correct
minor errors.375
4.318

Objective O24 was addressed in the joint planning evidence of Mr Percy and
Ms Cooper for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Minister of Conservation and Fish and
Game. They supported the shared values for Māori cultural use and contact
recreation under the objective, but gave the view that the objective should
apply to all water bodies for those values through the establishing of direction
on water quality outcomes. Mr Percy and Ms Cooper told us that until a
comprehensive values assessment of all freshwater management units has been
carried out across the region, a precautionary approach to management is
required. In their view, such an approach is likely to have some negative
economic impact; however they added that is unlikely to be significant – and
irrespective they considered that approach is better aligned with relevant
direction of higher order strategic documents. The approach they recommended
was incorporated into a revised version of the Objective attached to their
evidence.376

4.319

Ms Wharfe’s evidence for HortNZ was that the inclusion of the term “as a
minimum” under the objective presents uncertainty for plan users. She also
noted her support for a separate management approach for contact recreation,
noting that it is not appropriate to apply primary contact recreation to all water
bodies in the region.377

4.320

Ms Baker for Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai expressed concern about the
proposed Plan’s framing of Māori customary use as a shared value with contact
recreation. Her preference was that values are not compounded under the
PNRP, and rather that separate outcomes are expressed which can be measured
more clearly.378 At the hearing, Ms Baker tabled a set of revised plan
provisions that disaggregated Māori customary use from Objective O24 and
applied it as a new standalone objective to read “Rivers, lakes, natural
wetlands and coastal water are suitable for mahinga kai and Māori customary
use by achieving the huanga as identified through the implementation of
Method M2.” 379

375

Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018), para 317 - 340 and Appendix B, p.32 - 35.
Evidence of Philip Percy and Lucy Cooper for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Minister of Conservation and Fish and Game
(2 February 2018), para 366 - 377.
377
Evidence of Lynette Wharf (29 January 2018), para 7.3 - 7.9.
378
Evidence of Mahina-a-rangi Baker (26 January 2018), para 18 - 24.
379
Supplementary Evidence of Mahina-a-rangi Baker (7 March 2018), p.2 - 4.
376
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4.321

Mr Guttke sought the exclusion of private water bodies from the objective,
questioning why a water body on private land should be suitable for Māori
customary use.380

4.322

Ms Whitney for SWDC and MDC expressed concern that the objective as
notified is uncertain, open to interpretation and should be amended
accordingly. She recommended that either reference to Māori customary use,
toxicants and irritants from Table 3.1 or that clarification be provided in the
objective as to what is meant by “safe”, and “supports Māori customary use”
and what levels of toxicants and irritants “do not pose a threat”.381

4.323

Dr McKenzie from Regional Public Health supported changes to Table 3.1
proposed by Ms Pawson.382

4.324

Ms Wratt drew on the evidence of Mr Hutchings for Wellington Water and
(para 132) expressed concern about the lack of specificity expressed in Table
3.3 regarding concentrations of contaminants and their relationship with
shellfish health. Ms Wratt noted that some areas – for example in the vicinity
of stormwater outfalls – are not appropriate for collection of shellfish, and that
the objective should better reflect that contamination can occur in those
locations.383

4.325

Mr Daysh’s evidence addressed CentrePort’s request that the main body of the
objective exclude the Commercial Port Area from “coastal water”. He
expressed a preference for that drafting solution to the amendment of the
footnote in Table 3.3 as recommended by Ms Pawson. In Mr Daysh’s view, the
footnote is not as clear for plan users and may be missed accordingly. He also
noted that if the footnote is retained, it should refer also to Maps 33 and 34,
rather than just Map 32.384

4.326

We also received legal submissions from Mr Anderson for Forest and Bird and
Mr Meier for Federated Farmers on Objective O24. Mr Anderson signalled that
Forest and Bird supported the amendments proposed to the objective by Mr
Percy and Ms Cooper.385 Mr Meier’s submission was in contrast to the
approach proposed by Mr Percy and Ms Cooper. He told us that neither the
RMA, NPS-FM nor the RPS require that freshwater quality limits be expressed
in the proposed Plan. Mr Meier further explained that the NPS-FM allows
progressive or staged implementation as proposed in the PNRP.386

4.327

There was also a great deal of technical evidence presented at the hearing on
behalf of several submitters regarding the content of Tables 3.1 - 3.3. The lack
of agreement and consistency between those experts gave us cause to request
conferencing across several topic areas, including of most relevance here:

380

Tabled Statement of Egon Guttke (15 March 2018), p.1 - 2.
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (26 January 2018), para 48 - 52.
382
Oral submission of Dr Jill McKenzie (21 February 2018), para 6 - 7.
383
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (26 January 2018), para 131 - 132.
384
Evidence of Lindsay Daysh (26 January 2018), para 7 - 12.
385
Legal submissions of Peter Anderson for Forest and Bird (22 February 2018), para 51.
386
Legal submissions of M J Meier for Federated Farmers (28 February 2018), para 3 - 7.
381
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technical attributes in the tables.
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4.328

In terms of trends, the conferencing experts – Dr Snelder for GWRC, Ms
McArthur for Minister of Conservation and Rangitāne o Wairarapa, and Dr
Canning for Fish and Game – agreed on several points, including that there is
no evidence of region-wide degradation of water quality and that observation
sites used to collect and analyse information exhibit improvements for some
metrics, degradation for others, and uncertain results for others again. There
was, however, disagreement about the overall trend across the region and
whether there is a sufficiently robust suite of information available to conclude
one way or the other whether that trend is one of general improvement,
maintenance or degradation.387

4.329

Ms McArthur and Dr Canning also attended conferencing on the water quality
objectives, joined by Dr Greer for GWRC and Prof Death for Fish and Game.
Among other matters discussed, these experts addressed the substance of
Tables 3.1 - 3.3 under Objective O24. They agreed that if numeric outcomes
for benthic cyanobacteria are to be included in the proposed objective, they
should be recorded in both Tables 3.1 and 3.2 and be based on the relevant
guidance document from the Ministry for the Environment and the Ministry of
Health, New Zealand guidelines for cyanobacteria in recreational fresh
waters: Interim guidelines (2009).388

4.330

That said, the experts disagreed whether numeric outcomes should be
expressed at all, or if a more qualitative descriptor is better. Dr Greer favoured
the latter as, in his view, the 2009 guidelines are based on risk of exposure to
bacteria, rather than on the risk of an illness arising from that exposure. The
other experts considered that the guidelines are robust enough to use for the
management of health risks for recreational users.389

4.331

In her right of reply, Ms Pawson recommended several clerical and substantive
changes to the objective and Tables 3.1 - 3.3 in response to evidence presented
by submitters and to the results of the expert witness conferencing. These
changes included:

387

(a)

clarification in Tables 3.1 - 3.3 that the Māori customary use
objectives relate to the achievement of the huanga identified by mana
whenua;

(b)

inclusion of aesthetic objectives and numerical values in Table 3.1;

(c)

deletion of the footnote in Table 3.3 to exempt the Commercial Port
Area as originally amended in her section 42A report; and

Expert conferencing joint witness statement: Water Quality Trends (19 February 2018), para 6 - 11.
Expert conferencing joint witness statement: Water Quality Objectives (22 February 2018), Section 2.1.2.
389
Expert conferencing joint witness statement: Water Quality Objectives (22 February 2018), Section 2.1.1.
388
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inclusion of footnote references under Tables 3.1 - 3.3 to the
Council’s Technical Guidance Document: Aquatic ecosystem health
and contact recreation outcomes in the Proposed Natural Resources
Plan 2015.

4.332

Ms Pawson dedicated some time in her right of reply to the latter amendment
above, focussing on the role and importance the Technical Guidance
Document. She noted that Tables 3.1 - 3.8 are all “supported by” the document,
and that the document provides “technical guidance on the interpretation,
measurement and assessment of objectives” in the tables.390

4.333

Ms Pawson drew on Dr Greer’s expertise, noting that by referencing the
guidance document in the tables, the proposed Plan’s clear interpretation will
be aided in the future.391

4.334
4.335

Discussion and findings
In summary, we have amended both Objectives O23 and O24.
The amendment to Objective O23 is as per the recommendation of Ms Pawson
for the reasons she expressed. We agree with Ms Pawson that the objective
should be extended to artificial and modified water courses, and that the
change will better implement the relevant NPS-FM and RPS outcomes.
Broadly speaking, those artificial water bodies are interconnected with rivers,
lakes and wetlands and if they are not maintained or enhanced, there is an
unacceptable risk the natural water bodies they connect to will not be either.
The submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa is accepted in part accordingly,
and the objective is amended as follows:
Objective O23
The quality of groundwater, water in the region’s rivers, lakes, natural wetlands
surface water bodies, groundwater and the coastal marine area is maintained or
improved.

4.336

We have also amended the definition of surface water body as recommended
by Ms Conland for the reasons set out in her section 42A report. We note that
the term “surface water body” is used in the Plan to assist with the
interpretation of provisions for a wide range of activities including discharges
to water, discharges to air, discharges to land, livestock access and land use
activities, damming and diverting water, and the take and use of water.

4.337

We have adopted two main changes to Objective O24 to accept in part
submissions from Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai, Fish and Game, Minister of
Conservation and Rangitāne o Wairarapa. Firstly, we have added reference to
sites with significant mana whenua values and Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to the
water bodies for which water quality is to be improved under the objective.
This is in step with the recommendations and reasons of Ms Pawson as
summarised above, though we have modified the exact wording she proposed
for clarity.

390
391

Right of Reply, Rachel Pawson (8 May 2018), para 260.
Right of Reply, Rachel Pawson (8 May 2018), para 267.
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4.338

The second change can be more accurately summarised as a series of
amendments to Tables 3.1 - 3.3. In general, these changes are consistent with
the recommendations of Ms Pawson in her section 42A and right of reply
reports.

4.339

Several of these changes have stemmed from the technical expert witness
conferencing; though we are compelled to record there was a lack of complete
consensus about the substance of the tables during that exercise. It appeared to
us that the key area of disagreement remaining in this respect was the extent to
which numerical values could (or should) be expressed in the tables. We have
ultimately adopted recommendations of officers – who favoured a mixture of
descriptions and numerical values – as we were not presented with sufficiently
compelling evidence to confidently ascribe numerical values for each attribute
in the table. Where numerical values were not practical, we have looked
closely at the narrative in the tables to ensure they as clear as possible.

4.340

In that same respect, it occurred to us during the hearing that the Council
placed a great deal of importance on the Technical Guidance Document. We
share the Council officers’ view that it is appropriate that the tool be referred to
in the tables to assist plan users and provide additional clarification on the
various technical and textual content in the tables; and particularly, guidance
on the narrative descriptions in the tables.

4.341

We note also that we have favoured Ms Pawson’s section 42A report
recommendation over the revised position in her right of reply with regard to
CentrePort’s request to exempt the Commercial Port Area from coastal water
under the objective. We don’t believe there is sufficient scope available to
delete the relevant footnote in Table 3.3 so have discounted Ms Pawson’s final
position on the matter. We agree in part with Mr Daysh that at the very least,
reference should be made to all of the Commercial Port Area, including as
shown on Maps 33 and 34. That said, we do not share his view that the
wording of the objective need be changed to best implement CentrePort’s
relief. We prefer the footnote to Table 3.3 for the reasons expressed in Ms
Pawson’s section 42A report, with appropriate amendments adopted to make
the reference complete and accurate.

4.342

We found that the alternative proposals by the other submitters’ experts were
overly complicated and / or incomplete. In particular and in relation to the
positions of Fish and Game, Minister of Conservation and Rangitāne o
Wairarapa, we had some significant doubts about the scope available to
introduce such precision into the tables; and even if scope was well established,
it seems inappropriate (and even inequitable) to include such complex
provisions based on what is essentially a quantum leap from the concepts
introduced in those initial submissions. Conversely, the Council’s attributebased approach (as amended) was more appropriate for expressing outcomes
and – we find – better implements the relevant higher order direction from the
NPS-FM and RPS.

4.343

Finally, we have also adopted the shared view of Ms Pawson and Ms Baker
that the tables will be clearer if reference is made to the achievement of huanga
identified by mana whenua in concert with the objectives for Māori customary
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use. This, we think, will enhance the proposed Plan’s achievement of the Act’s
purpose and providing for the relationship of Māori to their culture and
traditions with water and other taonga as a matter of national importance.
Objective O24
Rivers, lakes, natural wetlands and coastal water are suitable for contact
recreation and Māori customary use, including by:
(a)

maintaining water quality, or

(b)

improving water quality in:
(i)

significant contact recreation fresh water bodies and sites with
significant mana whenua values and Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to
meet, as a minimum, the primary contact recreation objectives in
Table 3.1, and

(ii)

coastal water and sites with significant mana whenua values and
Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa to meet, as a minimum, the primary
contact recreation objectives in Table 3.3, and

(iii)

all other rivers and lakes and natural wetlands to meet, as a
minimum, the secondary contact recreation objectives in Table 3.2.
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Lakes

Rivers

Water
body
type
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September to
April inclusive

≤ 540

at all flows
below 3x median
flow, September
to April inclusive

≤ 540

cfu/100mL
95th percentile

E. coli

< 10mm3/L total
biovolume of all
cyanobacteria

OR

< 1.8mm3/L
biovolume
equivalent of
potentially toxic
cyanobacteria

Planktonic

Low risk of
health effects
from exposure

Benthic

Cyanobacteria

Fresh water is safe
for primary contact
and supports
Māori customary
use by the
achievement of
the huanga
identified by mana
whenua.

Māori customary
use

Concentrations of
toxicants or
irritants do not
pose a threat to
water users

Toxicants and
irritants

1.6m

Water clarity

25%

Sediment cover

Table 3.1 Primary contact recreation and Māori customary use objectives in freshwater bodies in significant contact recreation freshwater bodies

Contact recreation and Māori customary use objectives

Proposed Natural Resources Plan

No bacterial or fungal slime
growths visible to the naked
eye as plumose growths or
mats

Heterotrophic growths
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Table 3.2 Secondary contact recreation and Māori customary use objectives
objectives with water in freshwater bodies
E. coli
Water body type

cfu/100mL
median

Cyanobacteria
Planktonic

Māori customary use

Benthic
Low risk of health
effects from exposure

Rivers

≤ 1,000

< 1.8mm3/L biovolume
equivalent of
potentially toxic
cyanobacteria

Lakes

Fresh water supports Māori
customary use by the
achievement of the huanga
identified by mana whenua.

OR
10mm3/L

<
total
biovolume of all
cyanobacteria
Natural wetlands

≤ 1,000

Table 3.3 Contact recreation and Māori customary use objectives in coastal water
Coastal water
type

Pathogens
Indicator bacteria/100mL

Māori customary use

Shellfish quality

Coastal water is safe for
primary contact and supports
Māori customary use by the
achievement of the huanga
identified by mana whenua

Concentrations of contaminants,
including pathogens, are
sufficiently low for shellfish to be
safe to collect and consume where
appropriate

95th percentile
≤ 540 E. coli

Estuaries

Open coast
and harbours

4.344

≤ 500 enterococci

Biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O18, O25 and O27 - 030. As notified, those
provisions read:
Objective O18
The ecological, recreational, mana whenua, and amenity values of estuaries
including their sensitivity as low energy receiving environments are recognised,
and their health and function is restored over time.
Objective O25
To safeguard aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai in fresh water bodies
and coastal marine area:
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(a)

water quality, flows, water levels and aquatic and coastal habitats are
managed to maintain aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, and

(b)

restoration of aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai is
encouraged, and

(c)

where an objective in Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 or 3.8 is not met, a fresh
water body or coastal marine area is improved over time to meet that
objective.

Note
Where the relevant whaitua sections of the Plan contain an objective on the same
subject matter as Objective O25 (water quality, biological and habitat outcomes),
the more specific whaitua objective will take precedence.

4.345

We have not reproduced Tables 3.4 – 3.8 here, rather we have summarised
their content at paragraph 4.346 below.
Objective O27
Vegetated riparian margins are established and maintained.
Objective O28
The extent of natural wetlands is maintained or increased and their condition is
restored.
Objective O29
Use and development provides for the passage of fish and koura, and the passage
of indigenous fish and koura is restored.
Objective O30
The habitat of trout identified in Schedule I (trout habitat) is maintained and
improved.

4.346

Again, rather than including the detail of the Tables under the objectives – in
this instance Tables 3.4 - 3.8 under Objective O25 – we have provided the
succinct summary of the tables’ contents in Ms Pawson’s section 42A report:
508.Table 3.4 contains five attributes of rivers and streams. These are macrophytes,
periphyton, invertebrates, fish and mahinga kai species. Dr Greer’s evidence
outlines the development of these objectives.
…
528.Table 3.5 contains five attributes of lakes. These are macrophytes,
phytoplankton, fish, mahinga kai species and nutrients. Section 5.8 of Dr
Greer’s evidence outlines the importance of these attributes and the
development of the narrative objectives included in Table 3.5.
…
543.Table 3.6 sets objectives for groundwater to safeguard aquatic ecosystem health.
The table contains three narrative objectives (nitrate, quantity and salt water
intrusion) for both groundwater directly connected and not directly connected
to surface water bodies.
…
555.Table 3.7 sets objectives for natural wetlands to safeguard aquatic ecosystem
health. The table contains five narrative objectives, plants, fish, mahinga kai
species nutrient status and hydrology.
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…
573.Table 3.8 sets objectives for coastal waters to safeguard aquatic ecosystem
health. The table contains seven narrative objectives, macroalgae, sea grass
and saltmarsh, invertebrates, mahinga kai species, fish, sedimentation rate and
mud content.392

4.347

4.348

Objective O18 received eleven submissions, which collectively sought:
(a)

retention of the objective;393

(b)

that the outcome expressed in the objective is amended from
“recognised” to “safeguarded”;394

(c)

that the objective be qualified such that the restoration aim is applied
to estuaries “where degraded”;395

(d)

that the objective be achieved “in partnership with landowners and the
community”396; and

(e)

that amendments be made to ensure the objective gives effect to
higher order policy documents, particularly in relation to ecological
and mana whenua values.397

The submissions on Objective O25 included the following key themes:
(a)

support for the objective as notified;398

(b)

that the safeguard outcome of the objective be amended to “provide
for”;399

(c)

that separate aims are specified for mahinga kai and aquatic ecosystem
health;400

(d)

that the “restoration” aim under clause (b) of the objective needs to be
balanced against economic factors, be deleted, or be qualified to only
apply “where appropriate”;401

(e)

various amendments / clarifications regarding clause (c) under the
objective, including that the term “over time” be clarified, or that it be

392

Section 42A Report, Rachel Pawson (12 January 2018).
Submissions S33 PHCCT, S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S117 KCDC,
S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
394
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
395
Submissions S145 First Gas and S146 NZTA.
396
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
397
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
398
Submissions S33 PHCCT, S75 Minister of Conservation, S163 PCC, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
399
Submission S132 Hammond Limited.
400
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
401
Submissions S13 CT and EM Brown, S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust, S132 Hammond Limited, S302
Fertiliser NZ and S352 Federated Farmers.
393
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stipulated that the end date for achievement is 2030 or that
improvement is only required where certain conditions apply;402

4.349

(f)

that clause (c) under the objective be deleted as it should not guide
whaitua processes before water quality levels are known, or that
reference to whaitua sections of the proposed Plan be deleted until the
content of those chapters is subsequently confirmed;403

(g)

that a new clause (d) be added to name priority water bodies for
whaitua attention;404

(h)

that the note under the objective be deleted or amended for greater
clarity;405

(i)

that references to mahinga kai be deleted in the objective and / or
tables;406

(j)

various amendments to Table 3.4, including re-ordering the river
classes, deletion of some columns and amendments to the numeric
outcomes expressed for periphyton and invertebrate levels in the
different river classes;407

(k)

amendment to Table 3.6 to clarify that the numerical amount for
nitrate in groundwater should not exceed relevant drinking water
standards;408

(l)

that the qualitative values expressed in the various tables under the
objective be replaced with measurable / numerical values and that
other water bodies and values be included in the tables under the
objective;409

(m)

inclusion of a new table in Objective O25 for the value of trout
spawning and trout fisheries identified in Schedule I; and410

(n)

inclusion of new objective specific to the quality and quantity of
groundwater.411

Objective O27 was subject to the following submissions:
(a)

402

support for the notified objective;412

Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S308 Fish and Game, S317 S and M Guscott and S352 Federated
Farmers.
403
Submissions S366 SWDC, S367 MDC and S415 Simon Campbell.
404
Submission S48 Peter Clayworth.
405
Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S308 Fish and Game, S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra, S352 Federated
Farmers and S353 Forest and Bird.
406
Submissions S366 SWDC, S367 MDC, and S285 Land Matters and common format.
407
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
408
Submissions S124 WWU and common format.
409
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S353 Forest and Bird.
410 Submission S308 Fish and Game.
411
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
412
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams and S353 Forest and Bird.
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(b)

deletion of the objective;413

(c)

that various qualifiers be added to the objective such that it is achieved
“in accordance with good practice,” “where appropriate and
necessary”, or “where they are needed to help protect water quality,
adjoining biodiversity and waterway channel integrity”;414

(d)

that the objective is amended to ensure ecological values of healthy
functioning riparian margins are recognised and provided for;415

(e)

the objective should be amended to be clear as to outcome, which may
include maintaining and enhancing aquatic and riparian habitat to
support ecosystem health and to reduce sediment and nutrient
discharges; and416

(f)

to acknowledge that the time required to achieve the objective extends
beyond the life of the proposed Plan.417

Submissions on Objective O28 included that:
(a)

the objective be retained as notified;418

(b)

the objective is deleted;419

(c)

the term “conditions” in the objective be amended to “values”;420

(d)

the objective relate to the extent and “functioning” of natural “or
constructed” wetlands and that the outcome for the objective be
limited to maintaining or increasing them;421

(e)

the objective be reworded to provide greater protection to wetlands
and / or restored where degraded; and422

(f)

qualifiers be added such that the maintenance and / or protection are
achieved “where possible” and restored “over time”.423

Objective O29 received the following submissions:
(a)

support for the objective as notified;424

413

Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submissions S35 Allan Smith, S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
415
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
416
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
417
Submission S301 CDC.
418
Submissions S110 EDS, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S176 Ian Jensen, S353 Forest and Bird and
S398 Atiawa ki Whakarongotai.
419
Submission S13 CT and EM Brown.
420
Submission S75 Minister of Conservation.
421
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
422
Submissions S146 NZTA, S167 Sustainable Wairarapa, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S308 Fish and Game and
S302 Fertiliser NZ.
423
Submission S285 Land Matters and common format.
424
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams and S353 Forest and Bird.
414
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(b)

that exception be made for RSI and / or where there is a functional
requirement for infrastructure to do so;425

(c)

that the objective is amended such that it refers only to circumstances
where fish passage is warranted by habitat assessment;426

(d)

inclusion of various qualifiers including that the objective be achieved
“where appropriate”, “where practicable”, “where barriers currently
exist”, “where beneficial”, “where it would otherwise occur”
naturally, “where possible”, “over time”, and / or “in identified
areas”;427 and

(e)

that the objective be amended to require maintenance or enhancement
of passage for all future uses, and restoration of passage where
previously destroyed or interrupted.428

The submissions on Objective O30 included:
(a)

support for the objective as notified;429

(b)

that qualifiers be included such that the objective is achieved “where
appropriate”, “over time” or “where degraded”;430

(c)

that the “improved” aim of the objective is deleted;431

(d)

that the objective be amended to align with the Sports Fish and Game
Management Plans of the Wellington Fish and Game Region432; and

(e)

that the dual aim of the objective be expressed as “maintained or
improved” rather than “maintain and improve”.433

Summary of evidence – Objectives O18, O28 - O30
Ms Guest was the section 42A report author for Objectives O18, O28, O29 and
O30.
Regarding Objective O18, Ms Guest proposed some edits to the notified
drafting in response to submitters. Given the recommendation tabled
previously by Ms Pawson was to combine Objective O18 with O25, O27 - O31
and O35 (as summarised below), Ms Guest offered two separate drafting
solutions to respectively be adopted depending on our decision to adopt Ms
Pawson’s recommendation (or otherwise). Specifically, Ms Guest
recommended that the objective be amended to:

Submissions S85 Roading, Parks and Solid Waste and S135 WWL.
Submission S85 Roading, Parks and Solid Waste.
427
Submissions S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust, S146 NZTA, S285 Land Matters and common format, S316
Dairy NZ and Fonterra, S352 Federated Farmers, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
428
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
429
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
430
Submissions S302 Fish and Game, S285 Land Matters and common format.
431
Submissions S278 Derek Neal and S352 Federated Farmers.
432
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
433
Submission S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra.
426
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(a)

express a protection aim for the ecological, recreational, mana whenua
and amenity values of estuaries;

(b)

remove the clause “over time”; and

(c)

clarify that the health and function of estuaries is restored to a healthy
functioning state as defined by Table 3.8 under Objective O25.434

4.355

In Ms Guest’s view, the proposed amendments better align with the drafting of
other objectives in the proposed Plan and better aligns with the relevant RPS
Policy (35) by protecting the values associated with estuaries. Consistent with
her advice on other objectives and policies, Ms Guest did not support the
inclusion of any qualifiers sought by submitters on Objective O18.435

4.356

Mr Percy and Ms Cooper’s joint planning evidence addressed the potential
combination of Objective O18 with others. They did not support such an
approach as – in their view – it would dilute the outcomes for each
component.436

4.357

Ms Kelly,437 Mr Falloon438 and Ms Whitney439 were also not in favour of the
combined objective for similar reasons.

4.358

Ms Whitney also addressed the substance of Objective O18 in her evidence,
stating her preference that the objective either be deleted or retained as
notified, rather than revised as proposed by Ms Guest. In Ms Whitney’s view,
the higher level of protection recommended by Ms Guest does not align with
the higher order RPS direction referred to by Ms Guest as those provisions are
geared towards life supporting capacity and ecosystems, rather than amenity
and recreational value.440

4.359

Mr Percy’s evidence was in contrast to Ms Whitney. He supported Ms Guest’s
recommended amendments to Objective O18 as it provides better protection
for estuaries and harbours than the notified objective.441

4.360

Ms Cooper’s evidence was aligned with Ms Guest and Mr Percy. In Ms
Cooper’s view, the amendment proposed by Ms Guest is more consistent with
the higher order direction from Objective 1 and Policies 11, 13 and 14 of the
NZCPS. Ms Cooper also reinforced the view she expressed to us during
Hearing Stream 4 that the objectives in the proposed Plan should be time
bound, with a 2030 date recommended.442

4.361

In his evidence for NZTA, Mr Edwards gave the view that the objective’s
restoration aim should be limited to instances where health and function of

434

Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), para 266 - 267.
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), para 259 - 265 and Appendix A, pages 7 - 8.
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estuaries is degraded – with other, better-performing estuaries being subject to
a “maintenance” aim. Mr Edwards told us that drafting would better align with
the relevant higher order direction which recognises there will be a point at
which improvement, enhancement or restoration is no longer required.443
4.362

We received submissions from Mr Anderson for Forest and Bird on Objective
O18. He confirmed the submitter’s lack of support for the combination of the
objective with others; however, he also advised that Forest and Bird supported
Ms Guest’s proposed reference to Tables 3.7 and 3.8 under the objective.
Similarly, Mr Anderson signalled support for Ms Guest’s recommendation that
the objective include an aim of protection for the various values of estuaries. In
his submission, that revised aim is more clearly aligned with the relevant
direction of the NZCPS, NPS-FM and RPS.444

4.363

Ms Guest proposed no further changes in response to other evidence presented;
however, in response to the overwhelming lack of support from other experts
for the potential combination of Objective O18 with others (as summarised
above), Ms Guest recommended against that approach in favour of retaining
the objectives as standalone clauses.445

4.364

Turning to Objective O28, Ms Guest recommended one change in her section
42A report in response to the submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa. Similar
to her recommended amendment to Objective O18, this proposed change to
O28 referred to Tables 3.7 and 3.8 as a means of benchmarking the restoration
outcome to a healthy functioning state. In Ms Guest’s view, the amendment
would make the objective clearer as to the outcome anticipated.446

4.365

Ms Guest did not support the alternatives sought be other submitters as (in
summary):

4.366

443

(a)

deleting the objective would neglect the national importance ascribed
to the protection of wetlands from inappropriate use and development;

(b)

replacing the reference to wetland “condition” with wetland “values”
in the objective, while valid, is less aligned with Council’s functions
under the Act;

(c)

qualifiers reduce, rather than enhance, the objective’s efficiency and
effectiveness; and

(d)

including artificial wetlands under the objective could create conflict
with their primary purpose, particularly where maintenance is required
over time.447

Dr Gerbeaux’s evidence for the Minister of Conservation addressed the
preference expressed in the Minister’s submission for the objective to refer to

Evidence of Hywel Edwards (28 March 2018), para 24 - 27.
Legal Submissions of Peter Anderson for Forest and Bird (23 April 2018) para 14 - 20.
445
Right of Reply, Pam Guest (16 July 2018), para 9 7- 98.
446
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), para 266 - 267 and Appendix A, p.8.
447
Section 42ARreport, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), para 175 - 190.
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wetland values rather than condition. Dr Gerbeaux was in general support of
Dr Crisp’s evidence for GWRC; however, he qualified that support, telling us
that wetland condition does not necessarily provide the basis for all wetland
values as described by Dr Crisp. In Dr Gerbeaux’s view, it would be an equally
valid approach for the objective to relate to the “ecological integrity” of
wetlands, taking into account a range of anthropogenic pressures on various
indicators.448
4.367

Mr Edward’s evidence for NZTA was as per the summary provided above in
relation to Objective O18. Ms Kelly’s evidence for Fertiliser NZ echoed Mr
Edward’s view. In Ms Kelly’s view, greater clarity should be provided in the
objective on when the restorative aim of the objective should apply.449

4.368

In her right of reply, Ms Guest did not recommend any further amendments to
Objective O28 in response to submitter evidence and presentations. Ms Guest
told us that she not disagree with Dr Gerbeaux’s evidence in principle;
however, she remained of the view that the notified objective’s focus on
wetland condition remained her preferred approach. Ms Guest helpfully
suggested some wording that we might adopt should we favour Dr Gerbeaux’s
evidence; however, she stopped short of recommending that course of
action.450

4.369

Ms Guest’s section 42A report recommended no changes to Objective O29.
Ms Guest considered the notified objective to be more appropriate than the
alternatives proposed by submitters as – in her view:

4.370

(a)

the various qualifiers proposed would dilute the objective’s
effectiveness;

(b)

there are no situations where waterways would be bereft of fish
habitat or the potential for fish habitat such that fish passage is not
justified; and

(c)

RSI can be reasonably substantial in scale and extent, and should be
subject to the same standards as other use and development as relates
to fish passage.451

Ms Whitney’s evidence for SWDC and MDC was in support of the objective
providing for fish passage; however, she added that the “absolutely directive”
nature of the objective in relation to restoring fish passage does not recognise
such restoration is not appropriate in all circumstances. In her view, restoration
as an aim goes beyond the statutory direction from the Freshwater Fisheries
Regulations 1983 and Policy 18 of the RPS which both require maintenance of
fish passage. In further support of her view, Ms Whitney drew our attention to
the relevant section 32 report addressing Objective O29, which noted that

448

Evidence of Phillipe Gerbeaux (26 March 2018), para 4.21 - 4.22.
Evidence of Claire Kelly (26 March 2018), para 14 - 17.
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restoration will indeed not be appropriate in some cases and that the Council
has the means to identify those situations.452
4.371

Ms Wratt amplified Ms Whitney’s view in her evidence for Wellington Water.
She similarly expressed concern that the directive for restoration is unrealistic
and challenging to achieve in urban settings which have substantially altered
the character of the environment. Ms Wratt also questioned from which point
in time the objective intends fish passage to be restored to. Her
recommendation was also that the objective’s focus should be on maintenance
rather than restoration of fish passage, consistent with RPS Policy 18.453

4.372

Mr Percy similarly recommended the objective should seek to maintain fish
passage to better align with strategic direction from higher order documents.
However, his preference was that maintenance replaces the objective’s
“provide for” aim, and – unlike Ms Whitney and Ms Wratt – Mr Percy did not
recommend the deletion of the objective’s restoration aim.454

4.373

Mr Daysh’s evidence for CentrePort and KiwiRail was that the objective’s
restoration aim should only apply where passage of fish and koura is not
currently provided. In his view, this amendment appropriately recognises that
passage cannot be restored in some situations. Mr Daysh also observed that the
notified drafting could be read that fish passage does not exist in all situations,
which clearly is not the case.455

4.374

In her right of reply, Ms Guest adopted Mr Percy’s suggestion that the
objective’s “provide for” aim should be amended to focus on maintenance of
fish passage. She did not recommend the deletion of the objective’s restoration
aim as sought by Ms Whitney and Ms Wratt, noting that the proposed Plan’s
policies and methods make it clear that restoration is not a “blanket
requirement” – but that it will be achieved in appropriate circumstances.456

4.375

Ms Guest’s section 42A report also addressed Objective O30. She proposed
two amendments being replacement of the reference to Schedule I with
“important trout fishery rivers and spawning waters” and replacement of the
word “and” with “or” between the objective’s maintenance and improvement
aims. Ms Guest explained the changes were to acknowledge that Schedule I is
a tool for achieving the objective rather than the objective (or part of the
objective) itself and that changing the “and” to “or” was more consistent with
higher order statutory direction from the RPS.457

4.376

Ms Guest did not support the proposed reference to any Sports Fish and Game
Management Plans as suggested by Fish and Game. She explained that while
some of the interests of the submitter are aligned with Council’s functions
under the RMA, others are not. In her view, the objective (and other provisions

452

Evidence of Pauline Whitney for MDC / SWDC (26 March 2018), para 105 - 109.
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (29 March 2018), para 186 - 191.
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in the proposed Plan) address the relevant matters without any specific need to
refer to third party management plans.458
4.377

Ms Guest also expressed a lack of support for other submissions seeking the
addition of qualifiers, consistent with her reasoning on other objectives as
summarised above.

4.378

In her evidence for Fertiliser NZ, Ms Kelly proposed two drafting solutions to
provide additional clarity around when the improvement aim of the objective is
to be achieved. These included that improvement is to be achieved where the
relevant habitat is degraded or “where an objective in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 in
Objective O25 is not met”.459

4.379

Mr Hammond expressed the preference that the alternative proposed in his
submission be adopted such that the objective’s improvement aim is achieved
where appropriate and over time. As an alternative, he expressed support for
Ms Guest’s proposed replacement of the word “and” with “or”.460

4.380

Mr Fisher expressed a preference that the objective’s improvement aim be
amended to “provide for” trout habitat.461

4.381

Ms Whitney’s evidence for SWDC and MDC addressed the substance of the
objective in the context of its potential combination with Objective O18 and
others as summarised above. From that context, she did not support Ms Guest’s
proposed deletion of Schedule I as the replacement text is ambiguous in Ms
Whitney’s view.462

4.382

In her right of reply, Ms Guest recommended no further changes arising from
the evidence and presentations of submitters.

4.383

4.384

Summary of evidence – Objective O25
Ms Pawson’s section 42A report addressed Objective O25. As referred to
above, a main recommendation Ms Pawson made in this respect was to
combine the substance of Objective O25 with O18, O27- O30 and O35 to
describe the anticipated outcomes for biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health
and mahinga kai under a single objective.463 This structural change came about
following the Enfocus Report we summarised in section 2 of this report above.
However, in their supplementary evidence as part of the reply for Hearing
Stream 5, Ms Guest and Ms Pawson recommended retaining the separate
objectives after consideration of the responses from the submitters.
In addition to this structural amendment, Ms Pawson recommended changes to
the substantive content of Objective O25. Specifically, she recommended the
deletion of clause (b) because the encouragement of restoration is – in her view
– more akin to a policy, and given that other objectives better state the
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anticipated outcome for ecosystem health and mahinga kai. Ms Pawson also
recommended the deletion of the explanatory note under the objective, noting
that while it was helpful during the development of the proposed Plan, it is not
necessary in the operative plan.464
4.385

In summary, Ms Pawson did not support the alternatives proposed by other
submitters, including for the following reasons:
(a)

the “safeguard” aim of the objective is appropriate given the relevant
statutory direction, and the alternatives proposed (such as providing
for biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai) are less
effective in that respect;

(b)

inclusion of estuaries under the objective would duplicate the content
of other objectives;

(c)

retaining the term ‘over time’ is appropriate for this objective as it
signals the aim is to be achieved progressively and beyond the life of
the PNRP; and

(d)

nominating water bodies for whaitua attention under the objective is
not necessary or appropriate.465

4.386

Ms Whitney provided evidence for SWDC and MDC on the objective. She
expressed concern about the measurability and certainty of the content in the
Tables under the objective, in particular with respect to mahinga kai.466

4.387

Ms Kelly’s evidence for FertNZ recommended a redrafting of Objective O25
to remove the references to biodiversity, ecosystem health and mahinga kai
such that the focus is squarely on water quality, flows, levels and aquatic and
coastal habitats being either consistent with the levels set out in Tables 3.4 - 3.8
or improved to achieve that. In her view, the amendment is clearer as to the
outcome anticipated.467

4.388

In her evidence for Hort NZ, Ms Wharfe supported the Council’s rationale for
providing narrative values in the Tables under Objective O25 where numerical
values are not appropriate or robust. However, Ms Wharfe was concerned
about the use of the Technical Guidance Document as an interpretive tool for
the narrative outcomes, particularly given the document sits outside the
proposed Plan. She said the guide’s use should be clarified under the objective
at the very least. Ms Wharfe also was concerned about the objective’s aim of
improvement over time, given the lack of baseline data to rely on as a starting
point for measuring future improvement requirements.468

4.389

Similar to Objective O24, Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Fish and Game and the
Minister of Conservation jointly called planning and technical evidence in
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relation to Objective O25. Ms Cooper and Mr Percy’s joint planning evidence
recommended sweeping changes to the water quality objectives, policies, rules
and methods, including replacement of Objective O25 (and others). They
summarised the key failings of the PNRP as:
(a)

failing to comprehensively give effect to the RPS;

(b)

lacking clear description of how multiple contributors to water quality
are to be collectively managed;

(c)

lacking effective management of non-point source discharges of
nutrients;

(d)

lacking in certainty that the objectives will be achieved prior to
Whaitua processes being completed; and

(e)

failing to establish an effective framework to deliver water quality
improvements in degraded water bodies.469

4.390

The alternative framework Mr Percy and Ms Cooper proposed was geared
toward achieving improvements in degraded catchments, particularly where
diffuse discharges are identified as contributors to poor water quality. At the
objective level, this included amendments to the tables under Objective O25
that establish numerical limits on nitrate and phosphorus concentrations.470

4.391

Mr Anderson provided submissions on behalf of Forest and Bird. He noted that
while the submitter generally supported Objective O25, it also considered that
the policies and rules that implement it are devoid of any meaningful
management of diffuse discharges.471

4.392

As foreshadowed above in our discussion of Objective O24, the technical
expert witness conferencing on water quality matters also addressed Objective
O25 and Tables 3.4 - 3.8. Of particular relevance here, this included:

4.393

(a)

The conference on Table 3.4 held 27 February 2018, attended by Dr
Storey for GWRC, Prof Death for Fish and Game, and Ms McArthur
for the Minister of Conservation and Rangitāne o Wairarapa; and

(b)

The conference on water quality objectives held 22 February 2018,
attended by Dr Greer for GWRC, Prof Death and Dr Canning for Fish
and Game, and Ms McArthur for the Minister of Conservation and
Rangitāne o Wairarapa.

In both cases, there was a lack of consensus on all matters though some
agreement was reached. As with Objective O24, a key unresolved point related

469

Evidence of Philip Percy and Lucy Cooper for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Minister of Conservation and Fish and Game
(2 February 2018), para 17.
470
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to the Tables under Objective O25 and the extent to which numerical outcomes
are set for the various matters or whether narrative is used.
4.394

Similarly, while the conferencing experts did not fully agree that drivers for
aquatic ecosystem health should be factored into Table 3.4, they did agree to a
list of the drivers that should be included if the decision is made to refer to
them. These included matters such as temperature, dissolved oxygen, and
nutrients (among others).

4.395

All of these points of agreement and disagreement are presented in the joint
witness statements available on the Council’s website and summarised in
Appendices L and M attached to Ms Pawson’s right of reply.

4.396

Ms Pawson’s recommendation in her right of reply was that drivers not be
included in Table 3.4. She relied upon the primary evidence of Dr Greer who
noted that the drivers are not endpoints themselves, and do not – therefore –
assist with the consideration of whether the Objective’s “safeguard” outcome is
being met.472

4.397

As noted above, Ms Pawson spoke to the importance of the Technical
Guidance document to the interpretation of the narrative values in the Tables
under the Objective. In that respect and in relation to the proposed inclusion of
the achievement of huanga as a function of Māori customary use, Ms Pawson’s
recommendation on Tables 3.4 - 3.8 were consistent with her recommendations
on Tables 3.1 - 3.3 which we summarised previously.

4.398

Ms Pawson did recommend one further substantive change to the Tables under
Objective O25 in her right of reply, being the inclusion of new numerical
values for periphyton cover in Table 3.4. This amendment was consistent with
the agreement of the conferencing experts and the further technical guidance
provided by Dr Greer in his supplementary evidence473. In Ms Pawson’s view,
the amended objective will better implement the NPS-FM.474

4.399

Finally in relation to a new objective specifically for groundwater, Ms Pawson
did not recommend its inclusion as groundwater is already addressed in
Objectives O23 and O25.475 We also note that Mr Percy and Ms Cooper
considered that the intent of the new objective could be provided through
amendments to existing objectives.476

4.400

In relation to Tables 3.4 – 3.8, Ms Pawson’s principal recommendation
involved edits to the narrative in Table 3.7 in line with the evidence of Dr
Crisp. Ms Pawson’s view was that the amendments provide greater clarity and
accuracy to the objective.477 The amendments relate to the “wetland type,”
“plants,” “fish” and “nutrient status” columns and include:
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(a)

inclusion of new wetland types labelled as “seepage” and “saltmarsh”,
with associated nutrient status narrative values described as “low to
high” and “moderate to high” respectively;

(b)

amendment of the “plants” column title to “flora” and of the “fish”
column to “fauna”;

(c)

clarification under the new flora and fauna columns that the relevant
communities are “appropriate to wetland type”;

(d)

replacement of the term “balanced” in the narrative under those same
columns with the phrase “within an acceptable range of that expected
under natural conditions;” and

(e)

footnotes to provide additional interpretation assistance with the
narrative values.

Summary of evidence – Objective O27
Mr Loe (Hearing Stream ,2 section 42A report, 9 June 2017) recommended
significant changes to Objective O27 in response to submissions seeking
greater clarity and to better express a specific outcome. The amendment he
proposed included the addition of restoration to the notified objective’s dual
establishment and maintenance focus. It also established that the purpose for
realising those three actions is to enhance water quality, aquatic ecosystem
health, mahinga kai and indigenous biodiversity values. By recasting the
objective in this way, Mr Loe expressed the view that the objective would be
clearer and more appropriate.478

4.402

Mr Loe recommended an associated definition of “riparian margin” to assist
with the clear application of the proposed Plan.

4.403

In her evidence for SWDC and MDC, Ms Whitney expressed concerns
regarding Mr Loe’s proposed edits to the objective and the associated
definition of riparian margin. While the submitters she was appearing on behalf
of sought the addition of a qualifier at the end of the objective, Ms Whitney
told us that her preference was that the objective be deleted altogether. On the
presumption that the objective is retained, however, Ms Whitney recommended
that the term “vegetated” be removed from the start of the definition. In her
view, limiting the objective to vegetated riparian margins ignores other benefits
that may be realised by riparian margins, such as retirement, weed management
and fencing.479

4.404

Like Ms Whitney, Mr Percy expressed the view that the new definition
proposed by Mr Loe was unclear and unnecessary. However, Mr Percy
generally agreed with Mr Loe’s changes to the objective. He added that the
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objective’s focus should extend also to recognise that riparian margins
contribute to natural character and recreational amenity.480
4.405

In his statement for CDC, Mr Boyle indicated that the submitter did not oppose
the amendments to the objective proposed by Mr Loe.481

4.406

Ms McArthur’s statement for the Minister of Conservation supported Mr Loe’s
proposed amendments to Objective O27. Similar to Ms Whitney and Mr Percy,
however, Ms McArthur was of the view that the proposed definition of riparian
margin was not helpful.482

4.407

Ms Ongley provided us with submissions on behalf of Fish and Game. Therein,
she advised that Fish and Game supported the amendments to the objective
recommended by Mr Loe, but not the proposed definition for riparian
margin.483

4.408

Having considered the evidence and presentations of submitters, Mr Loe
recommended no further changes in his right of reply.

4.409

Discussion and findings
For the reasons summarised below, we have amended all six of the objectives
considered in this report section as follows:
Objective O18
The ecological, recreational, mana whenua, and amenity values of estuaries are
protected, including their sensitivity as low energy receiving environments are is
recognised, and their health and function is restored over time to a healthy
functioning state as defined by Table 3.8 Coastal waters.

Objective O25
To safeguard Biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai in fresh
water bodies and the coastal marine area are safeguarded such that:
(a)

water quality, flows, water levels and aquatic and coastal habitats are
managed to maintain biodiversity aquatic ecosystem health and
mahinga kai, and

(b)

restoration of aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai is
encouraged, and

(c)

where an objective in Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 or 3.8 is not met, a fresh
water body or coastal marine area is improved over time to meet that
objective.

Note
Where the relevant whaitua sections of the Plan contain an objective on the same
subject matter as Objective O25 (water quality, biological and habitat outcomes),
the more specific whaitua objective will take precedence.
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≤ 120

Mid-gradient, coastal and hard
sedimentary

Mid-gradient, soft sedimentary
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eastern Wairarapa

Lowland, small

2

3

4
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Indigenous
macrophyte
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diversity are
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All rivers

Steep, hard sedimentary

Macrophytes
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Significant
rivers

mg/m2 chlorophyll a

Periphyton biomass

1

River class

Table 3.4 Rivers and streams
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Macroinvertebrate Community
Index

Invertebrates

<20%
<20%
<20%
<20%

<40%
<40%
<40%

<20%

<20%
<40%

<20%

≥ 100

≥ 100

≥ 110

≥ 105

≥ 105

≥ 120

≥ 120

≥ 120

≥ 130

≥ 130

≥ 130

≥ 130

Significant
Significant
All rivers
rivers
rivers

<40%

All rivers

Periphyton cover
Only applies when there
is no periphyton biomass
data

Mahinga kai
species
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Mahinga kai
species, including
taonga species, are
Indigenous fish
present in quantities,
communities are
size and of a quality
resilient and their
that is appropriate for
structure composition
the area. Huanga of
and diversity are
mahinga kai as
balanced
identified by mana
whenua are
achieved.
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All lakes

Nitrate concentrations do not cause unacceptable
effects on groundwater-dependent ecosystems or
on aquatic plants, invertebrate or fish communities
in connected surface water bodies

Nitrate concentrations do not cause unacceptable
effects on stygofauna communities or other
groundwater ecosystems

Directly connected to
surface water

Not directly
connected to surface
water
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Nitrate

Groundwater type

Indigenous fish communities
are resilient and their
structure, composition and
diversity are balanced

Fish

Total nitrogen and
phosphorus concentrations
do not cause an imbalance in
aquatic plant, invertebrate or
fish communities

Nutrients
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The boundary between salt and fresh groundwater
does not migrate between fresh water and salt
water aquifers

Saltwater intrusion

Huanga of mahinga kai as
identified by mana whenua
are achieved.

Mahinga kai species,
including taonga species,
are present in quantities, size
and of a quality that is
appropriate for the area.

Mahinga kai species

The quantity of water is maintained to safeguard
healthy groundwater-dependent ecosystems

Quantity

Phytoplankton communities
are balanced and there is a
low frequency of nuisance
blooms

Submerged and emergent
macrophyte communities are
resilient and occupy at least
one third of the lake bed that
is naturally available for
macrophytes, and are
dominated by native species

Table 3.6 Groundwater

Phytoplankton

Macrophytes

Lake type

Table 3.5 Lakes

Proposed Natural Resources Plan

Open

Estuaries and
harbours

1.
coast

Coastal water type

Seagrass, saltmarsh
The algae community and brackish water
is balanced with a low submerged
macrophytes are
frequency of
resilient and diverse
nuisance blooms
and their cover is
sufficient to support
invertebrate and fish
communities

NA

Moderate to high

Moderate to high

Moderate to high

Low to high

Low to moderate

Low or very low

Nutrient status

Mahinga kai species,
including taonga
species, are present
in quantities, sizes
and of a quality that is
appropriate for the
area.

Indigenous fish
communities are
resilient and their
structure,
composition and
diversity are balanced

NA

Mahinga kai species Fish

Invertebrate
communities are
resilient and their
structure,
composition and
diversity are balanced Huanga of mahinga
kai as identified by
mana whenua are
achieved.

Invertebrates

Mahinga kai species,
including taonga species,
are present in, or are
migrating through, the
wetland and are in quantities,
size and of a quality that is
appropriate to the area

Indigenous fish faunal
communities (including those
of birds, fish, lizards and
invertebrates) are appropriate
to wetland type are resilient
and their structure
composition and diversity are
balanced within an
acceptable range of that
expected under natural
conditions
Huanga of mahinga kai as
identified by mana whenua
are achieved.

Mahinga kai species

Fish Fauna

Seagrass and
saltmarsh

Indigenous plant communities
are appropriate to wetland
type, are resilient and their
structure, composition and
diversity are balanced within
an acceptable range of that
expected under natural
conditions

Plants Flora

Macroalgae

Table 3.8 Coastal waters

Marsh

Swamp

Saltmarsh

Seepage

Fen

Bog

Wetland type

Table 3.7 Natural wetlands

Proposed Natural Resources Plan

The sedimentation
rate is within an
acceptable range of
that expected under
natural conditions

NA

Sedimentation rate
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The mud content and
areal extent of soft
mud habitats is within
a range of that found
under natural
conditions

Mud content

Water table depth and
hydrologic regime is
appropriate to the wetland
type

Hydrology
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Objective O27
Vegetated riparian margins are established, and maintained. or restored to
enhance water quality, aquatic ecosystem health, mahinga kai and indigenous
biodiversity of rivers, lakes, wetlands and the coastal marine area.

Objective O28
The extent and significant values of natural wetlands is maintained or increased
are protected and their condition is restored. Where the significant values relate to
biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health and mahinga kai, restoration is to a
healthy functioning state as defined by Table 3.7.

Objective O29
Use and development provides for the The passage of fish and koura is
maintained, and the passage of indigenous fish and koura is restored.

Objective O30
The habitat of trout identified in Schedule I (trout habitat) is maintained and or
improved.

4.410

Before addressing each of the objectives in turn, however, we record that we
have not adopted the potential combination of Objectives O18, O25, O27 O31 and O35. By the close of the hearing, Council officers and the majority of
witnesses and presenters we heard from did not support the combination for a
number of reasons. Not least of those is that standardising the outcomes for the
various aspects relevant to these objectives would put the proposed Plan at risk
of not implementing higher order strategic direction, and the purpose of the
Act. Ultimately, we agree it is more appropriate for the outcomes to be stated
separately.

4.411

We have amended Objective O18 as generally recommended by Ms Guest and
we adopt her reasons as summarised above. The one exception is that we have
not added the reference to “harbours” as recommended by Ms Guest as we are
not satisfied there is scope to do so. That aside, we agree with Ms Guest that
adding the reference to Table 3.8 as a measure of healthy functioning states,
makes the objective clearer, and more measurable. This, we think, will better
achieve the purpose of the Act as a result and the submission from Forest and
Bird is accepted accordingly.

4.412

We have amended the text and tables under Objective O25. For the reasons
expressed by Ms Pawson, we have re-worded the opening two lines of the
objective such that it reads as an outcome statement, and we have deleted
clause (b).

4.413

We have also adopted the changes to Tables 3.4 – 3.8 as recommended by Ms
Pawson, supported by various technical experts, for the reasons she stated.
These are generally consistent with the changes we adopted for Objective O24,
including in particular the footnote reference in Tables 3.4 – 3.8 to the
Technical Guidance document in and appropriate references to the huanga of
mahinga kai. We have also adopted the inclusion of new numerical values in
Table 3.4 for periphyton cover for the reasons given by the conferencing
technical experts and Ms Pawson.
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4.414

We record also our alignment with the changes to Table 3.7 proposed by Dr
Crisp and Ms Pawson for the reasons they set out and agree that the
amendments will make the objective clearer and more appropriate overall.

4.415

We recognise the contribution of technical experts for submitters who attended
conferencing to assist our consideration of Objective O25. While we see the
merit in their preference for greater use of numerics and expressing drivers in
the relevant tables under the objective, we ultimately have preferred the revised
approach proposed by the Council and its witnesses as it speaks more to
outcomes. The alternative favoured by the submitters’ experts was not fully
justified in evidence, and – in our view – elevated the complexity of the
objective with little or no net benefit.

4.416

We have not accepted the other alternatives, including the addition of a new
objective for groundwater sought by submitters for the reasons expressed by
Ms Pawson in her section 42A report and right of reply.

4.417

Turning to Objective O27, we have adopted Mr Loe’s recommended revisions
for the reasons he expressed in his section 42A report. We share Mr Loe’s view
that the revised wording better expresses an appropriate outcome, consistent
with higher order strategic direction. We have not, however, adopted Mr Loe’s
recommended definition for “riparian margin”. Our view is aligned with the
several witnesses for submitters who found that the proposed definition does
not enhance the appropriateness of the objective or the proposed Plan more
broadly.

4.418

We have amended Objective O28, having drawn on the reasoning of Ms Guest
and Dr Gerbeaux. In relation to the latter, we adopt Dr Gerbeaux’s view that
wetland condition alone might not form a basis with sufficient coverage to
provide for all wetland values. Accordingly, we have adjusted the aim of the
objective such that significant values of wetlands are to be protected and their
condition restored. We observe this amendment is consistent with the drafting
of the relevant objectives and policies in the NPS-FM and RPS. The
submissions from the Minister of Conservation and Rangitāne o Wairarapa are
accepted accordingly.

4.419

We have also adopted Ms Guest’s recommendation and reasoning that the
objective will be made more measurable and effective if reference is made to
Table 3.7 as a benchmark for defining a healthy functioning state. We have
modified the wording recommended by Ms Guest for clarity, but accept the
general thrust of her evidence.

4.420

We have amended Objective O29 in keeping with the revisions proposed by
Ms Guest in response to Mr Percy’s evidence for the reasons they have
expressed. We agree with all the planning witnesses that the objective’s core
aim should be one of maintenance of fish passage, consistent with the relevant
direction from higher order documents – and the amendment reflects this. On
the divided matter of whether the objective should express a restoration aim,
our view is aligned with Ms Guest that this is entirely appropriate and
consistent with the sustainable management of resources. We do not share Ms
Whitney and Ms Wratt’s concern that this aim will be required in all
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circumstances, and we believe the lower order policies and methods make that
clear.
4.421

We have accepted in part Mr Hammond’s relief sought on Objective O30 by
replacing “and” with “or”. We agree in particular with Ms Guest’s evidence
that this revision will better align the objective with the drafting of strategic
direction from higher order documents.

4.422

We have not accepted Ms Guest’s more substantive replacement of Schedule I
with the descriptive text proposed. We share Ms Whitney’s assessment that this
increases the ambiguity of the objective – but of greater moment, we are not
convinced there is sufficient scope to make the amendment anyway. At the
very least, we do not share Ms Guest’s view that this amounts to a minor
change that can be addressed through Clause 16 of the Act.

4.423

In all instances above, we have not adopted the various qualifiers sought by
submitters consistent with the reasons we have provided in relation to other
objectives. Simply put, those suggested amendments would make the
objectives less clear and less effective.

4.424

Sites with significant values
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives included O31 - O38 in the proposed Plan; however, as
we have already considered Objective O33 above under Māori relationships
and Objectives O32, O36, O37 and O38 under Natural Character, Form and
Function, our evaluation here is limited to Objectives O31, O34 and O35. As
notified, those provisions read:
Objective O31
Outstanding water bodies and their significant values are protected.
Objective O34
Significant historic heritage values are protected from inappropriate
modification, use and development.
Objective O35
Ecosystems and habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity
values are protected and restored.

4.425

484

Submissions on Objective O31 collectively sought:
(a)

retention of the notified objective;484

(b)

amendment to the objective such that only the values - and not the
outstanding water bodies themselves – are protected;485

(c)

amendment to the objective to clarify that the water bodies and their
values are only protected from “inappropriate use and
development”;486

Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S117 KCDC, S176 Ian Jensen
and S353 Forest and Bird.
485
Submission S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust.
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(d)

amendment to the objective to ensure a full region-wide assessment of
outstanding natural water bodies is completed based on the criteria in
the RPS, including a description of what the water bodies and values
are to be protected from;487

(e)

amendment to the objective to also achieve restoration of outstanding
water bodies where they are degraded;488 and

(f)

that the objective only relates to water bodies identified in a schedule
attached to the proposed Plan, to be included after a region-wide
identification exercise has been conducted.489

The submissions on Objective O34 sought the following:
(a)

retention of the objective as notified;490

(b)

that the objective and the provisions that implement it include landbased historic heritage management;491

(c)

that the objective refers to sites as well as values;492

(d)

that it is clarified in the objective that the outcomes sought are
achieved in partnership with landowners and the community;493

(e)

that the objective makes provision for the protection of natural
elements from human impacts;494 and

(f)

that the objective only relates to significant areas identified in a
schedule attached to the proposed Plan, to be included after a regionwide identification exercise has been conducted.495

Objective O35 received the following submissions:
(a)

retention of the notified objective;496

(b)

that the objective only applies “where practicable” or “where
appropriate” or “where values have been compromised” or “where
degraded” or “over time”;497

486

Submissions S140 KiwiRail, S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA, S282 WIAL, S352 Federated Farmers, S366 SWDC and
S367 MDC.
487
Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S308 Fish and Game and S352 Federated Farmers.
488
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
489
Submissions S282 WIAL, S308 Fish and Game, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
490
Submissions S62 Civic Trust, S75 Minister of Conservation, S94 Heritage NZ and S146 NZTA.
491
Submission S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust.
492
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
493
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
494
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
495
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
496
Submission S162 Mt Victoria Residents.
497
Submissions S14 Egon Guttke, S35 Allan Smith, S93 Coastal Ratepayers, S121 CentrePort, S132 Hammond
Limited, S140 KiwiRail, S145 First Gas, S146 NZTA, S285 Land Matters, S294 Bell Camp Trust, S295 Carter Families,
S297 Kennott Family Trust, S299 Julian and Ruth Blackett, S316 Dairy NZ and Fonterra, S346 Waikanae Christian
Holiday Park, S348 Max Lutz, S349 USNZ, S351 Tim Mansell and Family and S370 Mahaki Holdings.
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(c)

that the protection aspect of the objective relates to protection from
“inappropriate use and development”;498

(d)

amend the objective to read “Protect the significant indigenous
biodiversity values of ecosystems and habitats, where they currently
exist;”499

(e)

that the objective better provides for the requirements of section 6(c)
of the RMA by identifying areas of significant indigenous vegetation
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna and ensuring their
protection;500

(f)

amend the objective to read “Adverse effects on ecosystems and
habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity values identified in a
method to this Plan are avoided, remedied or mitigated;”501

(g)

amend the objective to acknowledge the objective will be achieved
over a longer period than the 10-year life of the PNRP;502

(h)

that it is clarified in the objective that the outcomes sought are
achieved in partnership with landowners and the community; 503 and

(i)

that the objective only relates to significant areas identified in a
schedule attached to the proposed Plan, to be included after a regionwide identification exercise has been conducted.504

Summary of evidence
Ms Guest’s section 42A report addressed Objectives O31 and O35. Her
recommendations on these two objectives were conditional on our acceptance
(or otherwise) of the recommendations in the combined section 42A report for
Water Quality that Objectives O18, O27, O28, O30, O31 and O35 are
combined with Objective O25.
In summary, Ms Guest recommended the following changes to Objective O31:
(a)

inclusion of the words “and restored” at the end of the objective; and

(b)

if the Water Quality section 42A report recommendations are not
accepted, a further sentence added to Objective O31 to read “Where
the significant values relate to biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health
and mahinga kai, restoration is to a healthy functioning state as
defined by Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8”.505

Submissions S93 Coastal Ratepayers, S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail, S145 First Gas and S146 NZTA.
Submission S127 Wairarapa Regional Irrigation Trust.
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
501
Submission S282 WIAL.
502
Submission S301 CDC.
503
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
504
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
505
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), p.77 - 78, para 238 - 239.
499
500
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4.430

In making these recommendations, Ms Guest agreed with the submission from
Fish and Game that restoration is an appropriate additional outcome for the
objective to establish. She noted that protection may be an appropriate outcome
for water bodies in a relatively good condition; however, some outstanding
water bodies are degraded, and a restorative aim may be preferable for them.506

4.431

Ms Guest considered that no other amendments suggested by submissions
should be made to Objective O31 as, in her view:
(a)

referring to values as well as the water bodies in the objective is
redundant; and

(b)

referring to specific schedules and methods in the objective is
unnecessary and inconsistent with the approach adopted elsewhere in
the proposed Plan.507

4.432

For Objective O35, Ms Guest recommended no changes unless the
recommendations in the Water Quality section 42A report for combining it
with other relevant objectives is not accepted. Under that scenario, Ms Guest
recommended that the words “to a healthy functioning state as defined by
Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6. 3.7 and 3.8” be added at the end of the objective.508

4.433

Ms Guest did not support the other recommendations to Objective O35 sought
by submissions, providing the view that:

4.434

(a)

adding any of the various qualifiers sought by submitters would
reduce the objective’s effective implementation of section 6(c) of the
Act; and

(b)

protection of terrestrial biodiversity is assigned to territorial
authorities in their plans, rather than the PNRP.509

In her section 42A report, Ms Legarth recommended no changes to Objective
O34 arising from submissions. In summary, her reasons for that
recommendation were:
(a)

protection of historic heritage outside of the CMA and the margins of
water bodies is not within the jurisdiction of the proposed Plan;

(b)

limiting the application of the objective to sites in Schedule E would
not protect all historic heritage in the region and therefore not achieve
the purpose of the Act or the relevant direction in the NZCPS and
RPS;

(c)

related to the above, there is the potential for any number of
archaeological sites to be present in the region which are otherwise

506

Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), p.76 - 77, para 231 - 235.
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), p.75 - 76, para 22 6- 230.
508
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), p.80, para 251.
509
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest (12 March 2018), p.79, para 244 - 250.
507
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not identified currently and the objective should apply to them where
they are identified through future use and development; and
(d)

referring to community partnership as a means of achieving the
objective does not enhance the objective itself.510

4.435

In her evidence for First Gas Ms Whooley addressed Ms Guest’s
recommendation on Objective O31. In Ms Whooley’s view, the proposed
addition of the restoration aim without further clarifying details about the
restoration required creates implementation problems. Namely, she noted that
the revised objective provides no guidance as to the point at which restoration
would be achieved. This, in Ms Whooley’s view amounts to an uncertain and
continual requirement.511

4.436

Ms Whitney’s evidence for MDC and SWDC addressed Objectives O31 and
O35. On the former, Ms Whitney supported the submitters’ request that the
protection aim of the objective be from “inappropriate use and development”.
She gave the view that the addition of this phrase would be consistent with
section 6 of the RMA and clarify that it is not “all and any” – and rather,
“inappropriate” – development and use that the water bodies are to be
protected from.512

4.437

Ms Whitney echoed this view on Objective O31 in her evidence for
Transpower, noting also the specific direction in the NPSET that pertains to
planning and development of the National Grid in sensitive environments. She
drew our attention to the wording of Policy 8 of the NPSET which uses the
phrase “seek to avoid”. In Ms Whitney’s interpretation, that wording does not
impose an absolute requirement to avoid all adverse effects of such activities in
sensitive environments.513

4.438

Ms Whitney told us that she was not opposed to the “protection” aim of
Objective O35; however, in her view, the “restoration” aim extends beyond
what is required under the RMA. Given the wide range of wetlands that could
be subject to the restoration aim, her view was that the aim is onerous. Ms
Whitney added that this objective is one where a qualifier is warranted, and she
recommended the phrase “where appropriate” be applied for the restoration
aim.514

4.439

Another expert to address both Objectives O31 and O35 was Mr Kyle for
WIAL. Mr Kyle shared Mr Whitney’s view and reasoning that Objective O31
would be more appropriate if it qualified that the protection aim of the
objective relates specifically to inappropriate use and development. Regarding
Objective O35, Mr Kyle preferred that the aim of the clause be amended to
avoid, remedy or mitigate effects on significant biodiversity values. Drawing
on the expert evidence of Dr Thomson, Mr Kyle added that it will not be

510

Section 42A Report, Yvonne Legarth (4 May 2018), p.24 - 27, para 117 - 135.
Evidence of Erin Whooley (26 March 2018), p.9, para 23.
512
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (26 March 2018), p.37 - 38, para 112 - 120.
513
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (26 March 2018), p.8 - 9, para 24 - 25.
514
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (26 March 2018), p.38 - 40, para 122 - 128.
511
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possible to protect and restore biodiversity values in all circumstances and a
more flexible, balanced outcome is required in the objective to reflect this.515
4.440

Mr Percy addressed Objectives O31, O34 and O35 in his evidence. His
evidence on Objective O31 was focussed on Rangitāne o Wairarapa’s request
that additional water bodies be identified as outstanding in the proposed Plan
and about the overall approach to identifying significant natural resources,
rather than on the drafting of the objective itself.516

4.441

Regarding Objective O34, Mr Percy gave the view that it is more appropriate
for the clause to refer to the protection of sites with historic values, rather than
the values themselves. In reaching this position, Mr Percy questioned how
values can be modified, used or developed. The alternative drafting proposed
in his evidence is better aligned with section 6(f) of the Act in Mr Percy’s
view.517

4.442

Mr Percy was supportive of Ms Guest’s recommendation that Objective O35
refer to Tables 3.4 - 3.8 as a measure of a healthy, functioning state.518

4.443

Through Mr Anderson’s legal submissions, Forest and Bird also signalled their
support for Ms Guest’s recommended reference to Tables 3.4 - 3.8.519

4.444

Like Mr Percy, Ms Cooper’s evidence related to all three of the objectives.
This included her agreement with Ms Legarth that Objective O34 should be
retained as notified.520

4.445

Ms Cooper also drew on her evidence from Hearing Stream 4, similar to Ms
Guest’s reference to the Water Quality section 42A report for that hearing. Ms
Cooper reiterated her view that Objectives O31 and O35 should remain as
standalone objectives, rather than be combined with others under Objective
O25. She supported Ms Guest’s secondary recommendation that the objectives
should make reference to Tables 3.1 - 3.8.521

4.446

Mr le Marquand’s evidence was in contrast to Ms Cooper. His preference was
that the consolidation of objectives under Objective O25 as recommended in
the Water Quality section 42A report be adopted.522

4.447

Mr Fuller provided evidence for NZTA based on his decades of experience in
applied ecology. He concluded that there is a disparity in the proposed Plan
between the condition and value of ecological systems and the level of
protection implementing the relevant objectives engrained in the proposed
policies and rules. Mr Fuller was principally focussed on these lower order
provisions; however, Mr Edwards drew on Mr Fuller’s expert view that the

515

Evidence of John Kyle (23 April 2018), p.4 - 5, para 3.1 - 3.8.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (26 March 2018), p.27 - 28, para 64 - 71.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (18 May 2018), p.6 - 7, para 8 - 12.
518
Evidence of Phillip Percy (26 March 2018), p.26, para 62.
519
Legal Submissions, Peter Anderson (23 April 2018), p.4 - 5, para 16.
520
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (18 May 2018), p.109 - 110, para 321 - 323.
521
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (26 March 2018), para 8 - 11.
522
Evidence of David le Marquand (26 March 2018), p.7, para 4.1.
516
517
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level of ecological protection engrained in the proposed Plan is unjustified in
many instances.523
4.448

Namely, Mr Edwards gave the view that Objective O35 (and other related
objectives) fails to recognise that there are existing examples where significant
biodiversity values are already being provided for – and in those instances, the
aim of the objective should be about maintenance of the values, rather than
further restoration. Failure to do so would not, in Mr Edwards’ view, fully give
effect to the RPS. His preference was that the objective be qualified such that
the restoration aim is applied only in instances where the significant values are
deemed to be in a degraded state.524

4.449

Mr Daysh’s evidence for CentrePort and KiwiRail addressed Objectives O34
and O35. On the former, Mr Daysh told us he had “no particular problem with
the objective”, though he recommended some amendments to the lower order
provisions that give effect to Objective O34.525 Mr Daysh also gave his support
for the submissions’ proposed amendments to Objective O35 which qualify
that the protection aims of the objective are from “inappropriate use and
development” and that the restoration aims apply “where values have been
compromised.” On these points Mr Daysh added:
(a)

the “inappropriate use and development” rider is used in the RMA in
relation to the matters listed at sections 6(a), (b) and (f), though the
rider isn’t used in relation to significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitats of indigenous fauna under section 6(c); and

(b)

caution should be applied to an unqualified aim for restoration given
the implications of the King Salmon Supreme Court decision.526

4.450

In her right of reply, Ms Guest signalled that she and Ms Pawson conferred
about the combination of objectives proposed in Hearing Stream 4, including
Objectives O31 and O35. Having considered the concerns expressed by
submitters with that course of action, Ms Guest recorded their shared view that
the retention of the objectives as standalone clauses is more appropriate.527
Accordingly, Ms Guest further reinforced the position in her section 42A report
that Objectives O31 and O35 be amended to refer to Tables 3.4 - 3.8.528

4.451

Ms Legarth addressed the evidence from submitters on Objective O34 in her
right of reply and maintained her recommendation of no changes to the
objective.529

4.452

523

Discussion and findings
Having considered the submissions, section 42A reports and evidence
presented on these three objectives, we have made the following amendments:

Evidence of Stephen Fuller (28 March 2018), para 8 - 11.
Evidence of Hywel Edwards (28 March 2018), p.7 - 8, para 22 - 27.
525
Evidence of Lindsay Daysh (18 May 2018), para 162.
526
Evidence of Lindsay Daysh (26 March 2018), paras 11.1 - 11.2.
527
Right of Reply, Pam Guest (16 July 2018), p.27 - 28, paras 68 - 72.
528
Right of Reply, Pam Guest (16 July 2018), paras 131 and 138.
529
Right of Reply, Yvonne Legarth (18 July 2018), p21, para 38.
524
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Objective O31
Outstanding water bodies and their significant values are protected and restored.
Where the significant values relate to biodiversity, aquatic ecosystem health and
mahinga kai, restoration is to a healthy functioning state as defined by Tables 3.4,
3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.

Objective O34
Significant historic heritage values are protected from inappropriate modification,
use and development.

Objective O35
Ecosystems and habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity values are
protected, and where appropriate restored to a healthy functioning state as defined
by Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.

4.453

With one exception – being in relation to Objective O35 – these amendments
are aligned with the recommendations provided by Ms Guest and Ms Legarth,
and we adopt their reasons provided in their section 42A reports and reply
documents and summarised above.

4.454

Regarding the submissions seeking various qualifiers to this suite of objectives,
we note in particular our broad alignment with Ms Guest’s response in her
right of reply.530 We share her view, for example, that referring to tables 3.4 3.8 helps to define the state to which significant natural areas and their
associated values are to be restored.

4.455

That said, we agree with the evidence of Ms Whitney that Objective O35 is an
example of an objective where it is more appropriate to apply a qualifier. For
the reasons she expressed, we agree that the restoration aim of the objective
should be subject to a value judgement that it is appropriate to do so for a given
proposal. Consistent with the explanations in the RPS, the proposed Plan’s
approach to restoration is generally one of encouragement rather than
compulsion,531 and this qualifier is consistent with that theme. We have also
relied on the evidence of Mr Fuller as summarised above in arriving at this
amendment.

4.456

We note also that this amendment is consistent with changes we adopt to
Policy P37 in Decision Report 13, which is also about restoration. In our view,
restoration presents one of the rare situations where the use of a “where
appropriate” qualifier is consistent with higher order direction and accordingly
enhances the appropriateness of the relevant objectives, and the provisions that
implement them.

4.457

530
531

Air
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O39 - O41. As notified, those provisions read:

Right of Reply, Pam Guest (16 July 2018), paras 84 - 90.
For example at pages 52 and 144.
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Objective O39
Ambient air quality is maintained or improved to the acceptable
category or better in Schedule L1 (ambient air).
Objective O40
Human health, property, and the environment are protected from the
adverse effects of point source discharges of air pollutants.
Objective O41
The adverse effects of odour, smoke and dust on amenity values and
people’s well-being are reduced.

4.458

4.459

4.460

4.461
532

The five submissions on Objective O39 included:
(a)

three submissions sought the objective be retained as notified;532

(b)

that the objective is absent of a timeframe and resources (methods)
attached to its implementation;533

(c)

that the objective should be broadened and refer specifically to
transport related pollutants.534

Objective O40 received the following submissions:
(a)

three submissions sought the objective be retained as notified;535

(b)

that the receiving environment be extended to include bees, organic
horticulture and tree crops;536

(c)

that the objective is absent of a timeframe and resources (methods)
attached to its implementation.537

The following submissions were received on Objective O41:
(a)

two submissions sought the objective be retained as notified;538

(b)

that the qualifier “to the extent practicable” be added to the end of the
objective;539

(c)

that only “significant” adverse effects be reduced by the objective;540

(d)

that the focus of the objective be to “manage” “discharges” of odour,
smoke and dust to “avoid, remedy or mitigate” their effects.541

Two submissions requested the inclusion of new objectives, including:

Submissions S276 Holcim, S352 Federated Farmers and S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Submissions S89 Mr Robert Jackson.
534
Submission S162 Mt Victoria Residents.
535
Submissions S55 The Oil companies, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S29 Powerco.
536
Submission S125 Rural Residents.
537
Submission S89 Mr Robert Jackson.
538
Submission S146 NZTA.
539
Submission S125 Rural Residents.
540
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
541
Submissions S55 The Oil Companies, S307 Hort NZ.
533
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(a)

to manage air quality to reflect the different receiving environments
across the region, taking into account the location and characteristics
of the background receiving environment, including the underlying
land use patterns or zoning;542

(b)

that new sensitive activities should not locate near land uses or
activities that emit odour, smoke or dust;543

Summary of evidence
Mr Denton did not propose any changes to the three air quality objectives in his
section 42A report or his right of reply.

4.463

Mr Denton’s evaluation of Objective 39 was limited to the submission from Mt
Victoria Residents that transport-related pollutants should be directly addressed
in the objective. He did not comment on Mr Jackson’s submissions on
Objectives O39 or O40 that the objectives are not time bound or measurable –
though we note that Mr Jackson did not present to us on this matter either.

4.464

In response to the Mt Victoria Residents submission, Mr Denton explained that
the Ministry of Transport manages motor vehicle emissions through the
importation controls on vehicles at the ports of New Zealand. He added that
Councils work with the Ministry of Transport on ambient air quality
monitoring of discharges from motor vehicles and in Mr Denton’s view the
Ministry is best equipped to manage motor vehicle emissions nation-wide
through the import control regulations.544

4.465

Mr Denton did not support the submissions on Objective O41 as:

4.466

(a)

including the qualifier “to the extent practicable” would undermine
the effectiveness of the objective (consistent with his assessment of
other objectives considered above);545

(b)

limiting the objective’s application to the reduction of “significant”
adverse effects could allow for a lesser degree of adverse effects,
which is not consistent with the environmental outcome anticipated or
the direction from RPS Policy 2.546

Mr Edwards’ evidence for NZTA preferred a more management-focussed
approach in Objective O41. He drew our attention to the RPS provisions on air
quality:
35

Objective 41 must give effect to the RPS Air Quality Objectives 1 and 2 and
Policy 2 which I have summarised above in my evidence. I consider the RPS
Air Quality framework relates more to achieving an air quality threshold at
which amenity value and human health is protected. This will require either
the maintenance of existing acceptable air quality or enhancement where that
quality is degraded.

542

Submission S307 Hort NZ.
Submission S125 Rural Residents.
544
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017) p. 27, paras 99 and 100.
545
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017) p. 75, para 266.
546
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017) p. 75, para 268.
543
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While a ‘reduction’ in emissions will achieve this, this starting position
implies that all air quality is degraded where in reality, this is not the case.
Further, a reduction focused approach does not, in my opinion, relate well to
the fact that RSIs inevitably must balance the positive and adverse effects that
may be generated by a particular project (e.g. large-scale earthworks).547

4.467

Mr Falloon noted his agreement with Mr Denton’s recommendation that
Federated Farmer’s proposed amendment to Objective O41 and its new
objective not be accepted.548

4.468

In his evidence for the Oil Companies, Mr le Marquand expressed general
concern about the proposed Plan’s objectives and policies relating to air
quality. In relation to the “reduction” outcome sought by Objective O41, he
said:
In the first instance the use of “reduced” doesn’t necessarily promote the sustainable
management of resources. It could be very easily achieved. You could reduce the
adverse effect, but still have an unacceptable effect and meet the intent. I don’t think
that is what’s intended. If you are going to use the term reduced then you have to
have a bottom line identifying the outcome of the reduction (eg: reduced to an
acceptable level).549

4.469

Mr le Marquand expressed the preference that the objective focus on
“avoiding, remedying or mitigating” adverse effects, rather than reducing them.
His view was that such an outcome is more consistent with the active aims of
the lower order policies in the PNRP.550

4.470

Ms Wharfe’s evidence for Hort NZ signalled her alignment with Mr Denton’s
assessment that retention of the “reduced” outcome is appropriate.551

4.471

Discussion and findings
Having considered all of the submissions and evidence relating to the air
quality objectives, we find that Objectives O39 and O40 should be retained as
notified and Objective O41 should be amended to read:
Objective O41
The adverse effects of odour, smoke and dust on amenity values and
people’s well-being are reduced minimised.

4.472

547

In all respects, our findings align with Mr Denton’s recommendations and
reasoning on Objectives O39 and O40. We also note (for the benefit of Rural
Residents) that the definition of “environment” in the RMA would comprise
(among other matters) bees, organic horticulture and tree crops - they all fall
within that definition. While we have not adopted the submission that those
features be expressly mentioned in Objective O40, we note that they are
protected by the objective by virtue of that definition.

Evidence of Hywel Edwards (23 June 2017) p. 7, para 35 - 36.
Evidence of Hywel Edwards (12 July 2017) p. 37, para 183.
549
Evidence of David le Marquand (23 May 2017) p. 6, para 4.4.
550
Evidence of David le Marquand (23 May 2017) p. 9, para 4.14.
551
Evidence of Lynette Wharfe (3 July 2017) p. 14, para 4.107.
548
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4.473

We agree with Mr Denton that adding the qualifier “where appropriate” would
not make the objective more appropriate nor better align it with relevant higher
order direction. Similarly, we share Mr Denton’s view that Objective O41
would not be clearer or more measurable if the outcome was amended to focus
on avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects.

4.474

That said, we find merit in Mr le Marquand’s evidence that the “reduced”
outcome could be made clearer so as to avoid the interpretation that all
emitting activities should reduce their levels of emissions, or that no new
emitting activities should be enabled over the life of the plan. That line of
thinking is consistent with Mr Edwards’ thematic summary of the RPS that the
improvements gained from reductions in emissions is the desired outcome for
areas with degraded air quality, while air quality in other areas can be
maintained.

4.475

Mr Jackson’s submission has also highlighted that the objective does not
clearly benchmark the level of effects against which reductions are to be
achieved, or the extent of reductions to be realised overall.

4.476

Synthesising Mr le Marquand, Mr Edwards, and Mr Jackson’s views and
having regard to terminology used consistently in other objectives, we consider
that the “reduced” outcome of the objective should be amended such that
adverse effects are “minimised”. We consider this outcome is clearer than the
noted objective and more consistent with the higher order direction from the
RPS and the NESAQ.

4.477

Finally, we accept the uncontested view of Mr Denton that no additional air
quality objectives are necessary.

4.478

Soil
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O42 and O43. However, as will be evident
from Table 2 above, we have relocated Objective O43 to part 3.11 of the
proposed Plan dealing with discharges. Accordingly, the only objective we
consider here is O42.

4.479

As notified, the objective read:
Objective O42

Soils are healthy and productive, and accelerated soil erosion is
reduced.

4.480

While three submissions supported Objective O42, a range of changes were
sought in other submissions, including:
(a)

552

amendments to better integrate with other objectives, including in
relation to aquatic ecosystem health and freshwater habitat;552

Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S308 Fish and Game.
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(b)

refocusing the objective on safeguarding the life supporting capacity
of soil or enhancing it where it is degraded;553

(c)

clarification of what is meant by the term “productive” or amendment
to the objective such that “soil health and function are protected”;554

(d)

splitting the two aims of the objective into two separate objectives,
with the respective outcomes being “the life supporting capacity of
soils is maintained” and “accelerated soil erosion is reduced;”555

(e)

addition of qualifiers to limit the objective to identified catchments, to
be achieved “over time” and to be achieved in concert with
landowners, industry and the community.556

Summary of evidence
Mr Denton proposed a wording change to the objective in response to the
submissions seeking a clearer outcome than provided by the term “productive”.
He acknowledged that other uses are also applicable and that the relevant RPS
Objective would be better implemented if Objective O42 referred to a “range
of uses” being retained.557

4.482

While Mr Denton later proposed a further change in his right of reply, he
subsequently reverted to his section 42A recommendation in his supplementary
reply.

4.483

Mr Falloon’s evidence for Federated Farmers was in support of Mr Denton’s
proposed amendment; however, he also recommended that we amend the
clause to add the qualifiers sought in the organisations submission (and
summarised above).558

4.484

Mr Percy gave the view that there is significant benefit to be gained from the
objective relating to the life-supporting nature of soils and in linking that
outcome to similar objectives for freshwater and coastal ecosystems. Mr Percy
shared Mr Falloon’s support for Mr Denton’s proposed amendment but added
that Objective O42 would better implement RPS Objective 30 if it also gave
effect to that objective’s ecosystem function aim.559

4.485

Ms Kelly’s view was that Objective O42 as notified is not sufficiently clear as
to the anticipated outcome and is too stringent. She also expressed the view
that Mr Denton’s proposed amendment did not reduce the ambiguity or
enhance the appropriateness of the objective for achieving the purpose of the
Act. Ms Kelly encouraged us to consider a broader range of soil functions and
capabilities such as nutrient cycling, biodiversity and habitat regulation of
drainage flow and physical stability to name a few. She preferred an objective

553

Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S308 Fish and Game.
Submissions S302 Fertiliser NZ and S310 Ravensdown.
555
Submission S307 Hort NZ.
556
Submission S352 Federated Famers.
557
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017) p. 27, para 132 - 136.
558
Evidence of Jamie Falloon (12 July 2017) p. 33 - 34, para 160 - 162.
559
Evidence of Phillip Percy (23 June 2017) p. 15 -1 7, para 50 - 56.
554
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that clearly identifies these functions and expresses as an outcome that they
will be retained.560
4.486

Mr Hansen supported Mr Denton’s proposed amendment but noted also that
the amendment sought in Ravensdown’s submission would also be
appropriate.561

4.487

Ms Wharfe’s evidence supported the Hort NZ submission that the objective be
split into separate outcomes for soil health and erosion.562

4.488

Mr Willis’s report described Objective O42 as a “foundation” objective, and he
noted that the objective is implemented by a range of lower order provisions.
He recommended that the focus of the objective solely be on soil, avoiding
mixing messages with other objectives as relates to the effects of land use on
water.563

4.489

Discussion and findings
Based on the submissions and evidence presented, we have amended Objective
O42 to read:
Objective O42

Soils are healthy, and productive, retain a range of uses, and
accelerated soil erosion is reduced.

4.490

While Fertiliser NZ did not express this specific drafting solution for their
relief as relates to the use of the term ‘productive’ in the objective, we find the
revision by Mr Denton achieves that relief, while drawing on the direction and
language used in the RPS (in particular RPS Objective 30). The Fertiliser NZ
submission is therefore accepted in part.

4.491

We found merit in Ms Kelly’s evidence and her suggested drafting revisions;
however, we consider they would be more appropriately cast as policies if they
were to be included given the level of detail they stipulate. Overall, we prefer
Mr Denton’s drafting for the reasons he’s expressed.

4.492

Our main reasons for not favouring Mr Percy’s proposed amendments is that it
would lead to duplication or confusion with other objectives in the proposed
Plan that are focussed on ecosystem function. For the reasons identified by Mr
Willis, we believe Objective O42 should be solely focussed on soil health and
associated need for reduced erosion.

4.493

Along those same lines, we do not agree with Ms Wharfe that there is any
benefit in splitting the objective to refer to soil health and erosion separately.

560

Evidence of Claire Kelly (23 June 2017) p. 3 - 4, para 14 - 18 and 24.
Evidence of Chris Hansen (10 July 2017) para 11 - 17.
562
Evidence of Lynette Wharfe (3 July 2017) p. 16 - 17, para 5.4 - 5.10.
563
Willis, G (14 July 2017). Review of the objectives of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the Wellington Region,
section 3.7, p.16.
561
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Land use
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O44 - O45. As notified, those provisions read:
Objective O44
The adverse effects on soil and water from land use activities are minimised.
Objective O45
The adverse effects of livestock access on surface water bodies are reduced.

4.495

4.496

564

Sixteen submissions were received on Objective O44, with one in support and
the remainder seeking the following amendments:
(a)

replacement of the proposed “minimise” outcome with alternatives
such as “avoid, remedy or mitigate,” “manage” or “reduce to the
extent practicable”;564 and

(b)

refocussing the objective to avoiding the creation of new
contaminated land due to land use activities.565

Objective O45 received the following submissions:
(a)

general support;566

(b)

that the objective be applied to the CMA in addition to surface water
bodies;567

(c)

that the objective should be amended to cross reference other
objectives in the proposed Plan or replace the term “reduced” with
“avoided, remedied, or mitigated”;568

(d)

various amendments should be made to the objective to further qualify
terms on stock exclusion from water bodies based on species, slope
and waterbody type;569

(e)

qualification that the adverse effects to be reduced are those on
indigenous ecosystems and human health, and that the outcome be
achieved over time whilst also maintaining reliable drinking water
access for animals;570 and

(f)

that “reduced” be replaced with “avoided”.571

Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S146 NZTA, S276 Holcim, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S282
WIAL, S302 Fertiliser NZ, S307 Hort NZ, S308 Fish and Game, S310 Ravensdown, S352 Federated Farmers, S353
Forest and Bird.
565
Rural Residents.
566
Submission S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams.
567
Submission S75 Minister of Conservation.
568
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
569
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
570
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
571
Submission S353 Forest & Bird.
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Summary of evidence
In response to submissions, Mr Loe proposed to amalgamate Objectives O44
and O45 so that the focus was no longer on minimising adverse effects but on
maintaining and enhancing soil conservation, water quality and ecosystem
health.572

4.498

Mr Percy expressed the view that the scope of Objective O44 is too broad and
it overlaps with the outcomes sought in Objective O42. He did not find Mr
Loe’s proposed amendments to be appropriate, and preferred combining
Objectives O42 and O44. Mr Percy’s proposed alternative focussed on the
management of land use activities to achieve multiple outcomes in respect of
multiple issues. These included: safeguarding soil’s life supporting capacity,
maintaining or enhancing valuable soil characteristics, avoiding or mitigating
accelerated erosion and contributing to life-supporting capacity and natural
character of surface water bodies, their margins, groundwater and the CMA.573

4.499

Mr Percy also favoured the deletion of Objective O45. In his view, the
objective functions as an implementation measure for Objectives O44 and O45
would be better recast as a policy.574

4.500

Ms Wharfe did not support the combined objective proposed by Mr Loe.
Rather, she favoured the proposed wording for Objective O44 spelled out in
the Hort NZ submission, which focusses on avoidance, remedy or mitigation of
adverse effects.575

4.501

Ms Whitney’s evidence similarly favoured an outcome under Objective O44
focussed on avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects of land use
activities, or that the objective be deleted altogether. She questioned the need
for the objective at all given the outcomes for water quality specified in
Objective O23.576

4.502

Ms McArthur commented on Mr Loe’s combined objective, saying that she
would support such an approach where exclusion of livestock could be cited as
an example of land use management for achieving the objective.577

4.503

Mr Falloon expressed support for deletion of Objectives O44 and O45.
However, if Objective O44 is to be retained, he gave the view that the clause
should be more specific and better aligned with Objectives O23 - O25.578

4.504

The exchange of evidence on these objectives led us to issue Minute 22, which
sought to clarify different amendments / permutations to Objectives O42, O44
and O45 collectively proposed by Messrs Loe and Denton. In their written
response, Messrs Loe and Denton acknowledged the potential confusion and
reversed the recommendations contained in Mr Loe’s section 42A report and

572

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017) p. 58 - 65, para 207 - 234.
Evidence of Phillip Percy (23 June 2017) p. 17 - 18, para 57 - 62.
574
Evidence of Phillip Percy (23 June 2017) p. 19 - 20, para 65 - 67.
575
Evidence of Lynette Wharfe (3 July 2017) p. 20, para 6.15 - 6.27.
576
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (22 June 2017) p. 16-17, para 59 - 63.
577
Evidence of Kathryn McArthur (23 June 2017) p. 10, para 34.
578
Evidence of Jamie Falloon (12 July 2017) p. 13, para 67 - 68.
573
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Mr Denton’s right of reply. The upshot of these edits was that Objective O42 is
to have a singular focus on soil as discussed above, whereas O44 and O45 have
been combined into a single objective with the focus being on the effects of
land use on water quality generally.
4.505

The ultimate position of Mr Loe was to largely adopt Mr Percy’s drafting of
Objective O44, albeit with some omissions.

4.506

We note also that many presenters referred to Mr Willis’ report and
recommendations on Objectives O44 and O45. The support for Mr Willis’
recommendation was mixed, but it was a common theme from many at the
hearing that multiple options are available to us for resolving the collective
content of Objectives O42, O44 and O45.

4.507

Discussion and findings
Ultimately, we have retained Objective O44 as notified and deleted Objective
O45.

4.508

For Objective O44, we find that the notified clause clearly states an outcome
and is more appropriate at implementing RPS Objectives 6, 12, and 13 than the
alternatives proposed by submitters.

4.509

Also on the matter of alternatives, we found most suggestions by submitters
unnecessarily duplicated and / or created confusion with other objectives,
including O23 – O25 in particular. As we have expressed at a general level
previously, we find it is more legible for future plan users if such duplication
and confusion is avoided.

4.510

As drafted Objective O44 is complimentary to those other objectives and
appropriately focusses on the land uses which have a potential impact on the
outcome of the resources subject to Objectives O23-O25.

4.511

We have deleted Objective O45 as it is superfluous to O44 in our view. The
outcome for land uses is expressed in Objective O44, and no evidence was
provided to justify that any particular land use need be singled out in the
objectives (including livestock access to water bodies).

4.512

In our view, any differential management of specific land uses is better
specified in the plan’s policies, rules and methods. That is a key topic we
discuss in Decision Report 8.

4.513

Discharges
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O43 and O46 - O51. As notified, those
provisions read:
Objective O43
Contaminated land is managed to protect human health and the environment.
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Objective O46
Discharges to land are managed to reduce the runoff or leaching of contaminants
to water.
Objective O47
The amount of sediment-laden runoff entering water is reduced.
Objective O48
Stormwater networks and urban land uses are managed so that the adverse
quality and quantity effects of discharges from the networks are improved over
time.
Objective O49
Discharges of wastewater to land are promoted over discharges to fresh water
and coastal water.
Objective O50
Discharges of wastewater to fresh water are progressively reduced.
Objective O51
The discharge of hazardous substances is managed to protect human health,
property and the environment.

4.514

4.515

The submissions on Objective O43 included:
(a)

general support;579

(b)

that the objective be amended to qualify that its protection aim is from
contamination related effects and to include an additional aim of
“identifying” contaminated land, consistent with the Council’s
functions under section 30 of the RMA;580

(c)

deletion of the reference to “human health” under the objective,
consistent with the Council’s functions under section 30 of the
RMA;581

(d)

that the objective be amended to include direction on the remediation
of existing contaminated land;582 and

(e)

that vertebrate and invertebrate life are also protected under the
objective.583

Objective O46 received the following submissions:
(a)

general support;584

(b)

that the objective is deleted;585

579

Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S302 Fertiliser NZ and S310 Ravensdown.
Submissions S140 KiwiRail, S145 First Gas and S146 NZTA.
581
Submissions S145 First Gas and S146 NZTA.
582
Submissions S125 Rural Residents and S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
583
Submission S125 Rural Residents.
584
Submissions S70 Mr David Wilson, S75 Minister of Conservation and S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams.
580
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(c)

the addition of various qualifiers, including that the objective is
achieved “to the extent practicable” or “in accordance with good
management practice”;586

(d)

that the objective manages discharges in a manner that achieves the
freshwater objectives in Tables 3.4 to 3.8 (under Objective O25);587

(e)

addition of the words “adverse effects of” between the words “reduce”
and “runoff”;588

(f)

replacement of the objective’s aim of “reducing runoff” with
“controlling levels of runoff” or reducing the “potential of” runoff;589

(g)

that the objective be amended to reflect the language and targets of the
Porirua Harbour Strategy and Action Plan;590 and

(h)

that the objective be amended to avoid runoff or leaching of
contaminants where they would cause the freshwater objectives and
limits to be exceeded.591

Key themes in the submissions on Objective O47 included:
(a)

general support;592

(b)

that the objective is deleted;593

(c)

that the objective’s aim is amended such that the adverse effects of
sediment laden water are avoided, remedied or mitigated;594

(d)

that the objective be amended to be time-bound and to avoid
sediment-laden runoff of contaminants to water where they would
cause the freshwater objectives and limits to be exceeded.595

(e)

addition of various qualifiers that the objective is achieved “to the
extent practicable”, “as far as practicable,” or “over time”;596

(f)

that the objective be amended to reflect the language and targets of the
Porirua Harbour Strategy and Action Plan;597

(g)

that the objective’s aim be amended to manage sediment laden water
in accordance with good management practice;598 and

Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submissions S146 NZTA and S310 Ravensdown.
587
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
588
Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
589
Submissions S33 PHCCT and S307 Hort NZ.
590
Submission S33 PHCCT.
591
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
592
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams and S398 Atiawa ki
Whakarongotai.
593
Submission S282 WIAL.
594
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
595
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
596
Submissions S29 Powerco, S146 NZTA, S285 Land Matters and common format.
597
Submission S33 PHCCT.
586
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that the objective only apply to major infrastructure and subdivision
developments.599

Objective O48 was subject to the following submissions:
(a)

general support;600

(b)

that the objective be amended such that it only applies to inappropriate
or significant adverse effects of discharges from stormwater
networks;601

(c)

that the objective focus on the effects of stormwater rather than
managing assets;602

(d)

that the objective be amended to be time-bound, to ensure stormwater
discharges are to a level consistent with the freshwater objectives and
limits and to avoid, remedy or mitigate local adverse effects on lifesupporting capacity, mahinga kai and sites of significance;603 and

(e)

amend the objective to achieve a net zero effect of stormwater from
new development.

The submissions on Objective O49 included:
(a)

general support for the objective;604

(b)

that the objective recognises the need for a different approach for
urban areas and better aligns with recognition and protection of
RSI;605 and

(c)

amendment to recognise the public health benefits of bypasses for
wastewater discharges in high rainfall events.606

Objective O50 received the following submissions:
(a)

general support for the objective;607

(b)

general opposition for the objective;608

(c)

confirmation that the term “progressively reduce” may extend beyond
the life of the proposed Plan;609

598

Submission S310 Ravensdown.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
600
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S121 CentrePort, S146 NZTA,
S352 Federated Farmers and S398 Atiawa ki Whakarongotai.
601
Submissions S301 CDC, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
602
Submission S135 WWL.
603
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
604
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S112 Friends of the Paekakariki Streams, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa,
S352 Federated Farmers, S353 Forest and Bird, S366 SWDC, S367 MDC and S398 Atiawa ki Whakarongotai.
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(d)

that provision is made for existing discharges of wastewater to the
coast where appropriate;610

(e)

that the objective’s “reduce” aim is changed to “eliminate”;611 and

(f)

amend the objective to acknowledge the likely need for continued
reliance on disposal of treated effluent to rivers for the foreseeable
future to allow communities to work towards removal of such
discharges over an efficient and affordable timeframe.612

The submissions on Objective O51 included:
(a)

general support for the objective;613

(b)

amend the objective’s “protect” aim to focus on avoiding, remedying
and / or mitigating adverse effects;614

(c)

amend the objective to include the aim that new contaminated sites
will not be created;615

(d)

include “new organisms” to the objective such that the same aim
applies to them as hazardous substances;616 and

(e)

that the aim of the objective be to avoid the discharge of hazardous
substances to the environment as a first priority, and where that is not
possible, to require strict requirements to protect human health,
property and the environment.617

Summary of evidence – Objectives O43 and O51 and the definition of
“contaminated land”
Mr Loe’s section 42A report addressed Objectives O43 and O51.
Mr Loe agreed with the submissions seeking amendment to Objective O43 to
more clearly relate to the Council’s functions with respect to contaminated
land. He observed those functions include the identification of contaminated
land, the control of discharges of contaminants to or from the land and the
maintenance of soil quality. Mr Loe noted also that the environment includes
humans and human health, so the notified objective is somewhat duplicative in
that respect. In his view, the amendments better relate to Council’s functions,
and more clearly express an outcome than the notified objective.618

Submissions S301 CDC, S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
Submission S135 WWL.
Submission S33 PHCCT.
612
Submission S301 CDC.
613
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614
Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S302 Fertiliser NZ and S310 Ravensdown.
615
Submission S125 Rural Residents.
616
Submission S139 GE Free New Zealand.
617
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618
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (4 May 2018), para 85 - 88 and Appendix A, p. 51 - 52.
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4.523

Inherent in the clear implementation of the objective is the proposed definition
of “contaminated land”. Accordingly, we have considered the evidence
provided on the definition in this report section.

4.524

In his section 42A report, Mr Loe recommended that the notified definition be
deleted and that a new definition be included in the proposed Plan for “SLUR
Category III land”. He noted that the objectives, policies, rules and schedules
only relate to SLUR Category III land given the note under the definition of
contaminated land; however, his view was that there is likely to be
contaminated land in the region that has not been investigated and confirmed as
such to date. Such land would not be captured under the definition and
therefore not subject to the relevant provisions in the proposed Plan. This, in
Mr Loe’s view creates uncertainty in the PNRP and conflict with the
interpretation section of the RMA.619

4.525

In his evidence for Powerco and the Oil Companies, Mr le Marquand signalled
support for the revisions to definitions proposed by Mr Loe, but a lack of
support for Mr Loe’s recommended changes to Objective O43. In Mr le
Marquand’s view, the latter leaves a disconnect between the threshold of
effects in the objective and the definition of “contaminated land” under the
RMA. Mr le Marquand was generally accepting of Mr Loe’s desire to amend
the objective more in line with Council’s functions and to express an outcome;
however, Mr le Marquand recommended that the revised aim of protection be
from “significant” adverse effects of discharges from contaminated land. He
also preferred that the objective be relocated to the section of the objectives
chapter dealing with discharges as a result.620

4.526

Neither Mr Daysh, nor Mr Percy addressed us on Objectives O43 or O51. Ms
Kelly’s tabled statement for Fertiliser NZ addressed both, however. She was in
support of the amendments proposed by Mr Loe.621 Ms Kelly also gave the
view that a definition for contaminated land would be useful, even if it simply
referred to the RMA definition. Given that the rules in the PNRP refer to
SLUR Category III Land, and that many plan users would not have a clear
understanding of that term, she supported a new definition as proposed by Mr
Loe.622

4.527

In his right of reply, Mr Loe signalled agreement with Mr le Marquand that
Objective O43 should be relocated to section 3.11 of the proposed Plan and
that the objective express a threshold of effects related to the revised aim Mr
Loe proposed. However, Mr Loe preferred for the objective to relate to “more
than minor effects” rather than “significant” effects as he considered the latter
to be too high a threshold for the objective. In his view, this wording better
aligns the objective with the expectations of RMA Part 2.623

4.528

Regarding Objective O51, Mr Loe recommended that the objective be
reworded to better express an outcome and to provide more clarity. Similar to

619

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (4 May 2018), para 64 - 71 and Appendix A, p. 50 - 51.
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his recommendation on Objective O43, Mr Loe also proposed the deletion of
the reference to “human health” and “property” in the objective as they both
come under the broader ambit of “the environment” which is also subject to the
objective’s aim. Mr Loe also agreed with submissions seeking an additional
outcome be expressed under the objective, being the avoidance of any further
creation of contaminated land. He did not, however, support the inclusion of
“new organisms” within the objective as it lacks efficiency and effectiveness
for achieving the RMA’s purpose.624
4.529

Mr le Marquand’s evidence for Powerco and the Oil Companies on Objective
O51 was not supportive of Mr Loe’s additional aim of avoiding creation of
new contaminated land. He added that establishing an avoid aim and associated
policies and rules would be sending the wrong signal and would not contribute
to Council’s function of identifying contaminated land. Furthermore, it was Mr
le Marquand’s view that the creation of contaminated land is often as a result
of accidents, spills or other system failures – and the management of such
incidences is best done through enforcement action, with any residual
discharges to be sanctioned by Council.625

4.530

Mr Loe did not recommend any further changes to Objective O51 in his right
of reply, but provided additional reasons for not recommending the acceptance
of submissions seeking inclusion of “new organisms” under the objective.626

4.531

Summary of evidence – Objectives O46 - O48
Mr Loe addressed Objective O46 in his section 42A report. He recommended
accepting the submissions seeking the expression of a clearer outcome under
the objective, with greater alignment to relevant higher order direction. To
achieve that end, Mr Loe proposed a redrafting of the objective such that the
aim is for discharges to land is to safeguard the life-supporting capacity of
water.627

4.532

Relatedly, Mr Loe did not support the submissions seeking various qualifiers to
be added to the objective as they would reduce its effectiveness, particularly
with regard to implementation of the NPS-FM.628

4.533

Ms Kelly’s evidence for Fertiliser NZ shared Mr Loe’s view that the objective
should be redrafted to express an outcome; however, she did not support Mr
Loe’s proposed drafting solution. She preferred that the objective safeguard the
life-supporting capacity of water by controlling and managing discharges of
contaminants to land.629

4.534

Ms Whitney also expressed concern with Mr Loe’s amendments in her
evidence for MDC and SWDC. Firstly, Ms Whitney gave the view that the
term “safeguard” sets too high a bar which would require an outcome where no
adverse effect of any scale arises. She added that it is unclear how the revised
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objective relates to other objectives in the PNRP (especially O47- O51) which
are more enabling of other discharges and recognise that the nature of those
discharges are such that safeguarding is not always possible. Ms Whitney noted
also that Objective O4 already deals with life-supporting capacity and she
questioned whether there is sufficient scope for the change proposed by Mr
Loe. Her preference was that the objective be amended as sought by MDC and
SWDC to refer to the “adverse effects” of runoff or contaminant leaching.630
4.535

In his evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Mr Percy shared Ms Whitney’s
lack of support for Mr Loe’s recommendations. In Mr Percy’s view, those
amendments do not add to the clear interpretation of desired outcomes of the
objective for users of the proposed Plan. Mr Percy’s preference was that the
objective link to the achievement of the water quality limits expressed under
Objective O25.631

4.536

In her evidence for the Minister of Conservation, Ms Cooper was similarly
critical of Mr Loe’s proposed recommendations. Ms Cooper did not consider it
appropriate for the management of discharges to contribute to life-supporting
capacity of soil, ecosystems and water. She ultimately supported either
reversion of the objective to the notified form, or in the amended form
proposed by Mr Percy.632

4.537

Mr Loe gave further consideration to the objective in his right of reply. While
he accepted the view expressed by other planning experts that his revised
objective was not appropriate, Mr Loe also gave the view that the alternatives
proposed by those experts did not substantially improve the usefulness of the
objective. He ultimately proposed a further refinement to the drafting of the
objective in response such that the aim is for the runoff or leaching of
contaminants to water from discharges to land is reduced.633

4.538

Objective O47 was addressed in Mr Denton’s section 42A report. He
recommended no changes to the objective in response to the submissions
received. In summary, his reasons for that included:

4.539

(a)

the range of qualifiers sought by submitters weaken the objective and
leave it open to dispute; and

(b)

the suggestion that Objective O44, O46 and O47 need be amended to
manage the impacts of takes, land use and discharges on freshwater
does not recognise that other objectives policies and rules in the
proposed Plan already address those matters.634

Mr Percy’s evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa was that the objective should
refer back to the outcomes expressed in Objectives O24 and O25. He gave the
view that doing so would make Objective O47 clearer and more measurable,
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drawing on a similar example in the Horizons One Plan. Mr Percy’s view was
that the amendment would better implement the NPS-FM.635
4.540

Mr le Marquand’s evidence for Powerco was that the aim of “reducing” does
not necessarily promote sustainable management of resources. As drafted, Mr
le Marquand thought the objective could be easily achieved and yet still result
in unacceptable effects arising. He drew on the direction of the RPS, which
directs “minimisation”. In Mr le Marquand’s view that direction is consistent
with the relief sought by Powerco, being that the objective is achieved “to the
extent practicable”. That said, he recommended that a clearer alignment with
the higher order direction could be achieved by the outcome being to minimise
sediment-laden runoff or to “avoid, remedy or mitigate” the effects of that
runoff.636

4.541

Mr Anderson provided submissions on Objective O47 for Forest and Bird. He
described the objective as “meaningless” and having “no place in a plan”. Mr
Anderson reiterated Forest and Bird’s preference that the objective be amended
to clarify that the net effect of sediment-laden water entering water is no more
than minor.637

4.542

In his right of reply, Mr Denton recommended no further changes to the
objective arising from the evidence and presentations of submitters.

4.543

Ms Carter’s section 42A report addressed Objective O48. She recommended
one change to the objective, being the replacement of the phrase “discharges
from the network” with “stormwater discharges.” As described by Ms Carter,
the amendment broadens the application of the objective to all stormwater
discharges, and not just those from networks. In her view, the amendment
better achieves the purpose of the Act, and in particular sections 5(2)(b) and
5(2)(c).638

4.544

Ms Carter disregarded the alternative amendments proposed by other
submissions as:

635

(a)

removal of the reference to urban land uses would be less appropriate
for the implementation of relevant RPS and NPS-FW direction;

(b)

the amendment proposing the cross reference to the aims of
Objectives O24 and O25 creates a circular reference in the proposed
Plan and is unnecessary when the objectives are read as a whole;

(c)

the term “improved over time” is clear enough on plain meaning such
that no additional clarification is necessary; and

(d)

it is not appropriate for the proposed Plan to preclude any effects of
stormwater discharges altogether, but nor is it appropriate that only
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those stormwater discharges with significant adverse effects be
improved over time.639
4.545

Ms Wratt’s evidence for Wellington Water was that the objective should be
amended to clarify the intention of the objective which is to improve or reduce
the adverse effects associated with the quantity of stormwater, rather than
improve or reduce the quantity of stormwater, as quantity is dictated by rainfall
and characteristics of a given catchment. To provide greater clarity in this
respect, Ms Wratt recommended that the objective be amended such that the
“effects generated from stormwater discharges are reduced over time”.640

4.546

In the joint planning evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Minister of
Conservation, Mr Percy and Ms Cooper did not accept Ms Carter’s assessment
that referring to other objectives under Objective O48 creates a circular
reference and is inappropriate. In their view, such a cross reference provides
greater clarity about the outcome anticipated. Mr Percy and Ms Cooper also
expressed the view that establishing an achievement date of 2030 makes the
objective more measurable than the phrase “over time”.641

4.547

In her right of reply, Ms Carter reconsidered her original recommendation and
advised her preference was that the objective be retained as notified. She
acknowledged that other objectives manage stormwater discharges that are not
from networks and that it is appropriate to have a network-specific objective.
Ms Carter further commented on Ms Wratt’s evidence, expressing her
disagreement that the objective not make specific mention of quantity and
quality effects. Both are important in Ms Carter’s view and should be reflected
in the objective.642

4.548

Summary of evidence – Objectives O49 and O50
Mr Loe addressed the submissions on Objective O49 in his section 42A report.
In addition to some minor editorial changes, Mr Loe’s recommendation was
that the objective be amended by including the phrase “unless the discharge to
land is not the best practicable option” at the end. By proposing this change,
Mr Loe recommended the part acceptance of many of the submissions received
on the objective. In his view, the amendment is more appropriate than the
notified objective as it better gives effect to the relevant RPS polices, while
allowing greater flexibility where justified.643

4.549

Ms Whitney’s evidence for MDC and SWDC supported the substantive
amendment to the objective proposed by Mr Loe. In particular she agreed that
the amendment provides clarification that the preference expressed by the
objective requires further evaluation on a case by case basis.644

4.550

In her evidence for Wellington Water, Ms Wratt expressed the view that
Objective O49 should not require wastewater discharges to land in all cases,
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such as on steep land with shallow soils in an urban environment (like
Wellington). She added that wastewater overflows during wet weather events
are intermittent and unpredictable, and should not be required to be discharged
to land for reasons of impracticality. Ms Wratt agreed that reference to the
“best practicable option” is appropriate; however, her view was that the
wording proposed by Mr Loe should be changed to read “where this is the best
practicable option”.645
4.551

Mr Percy’s evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa preferred the notified objective
to Mr Loe’s alternative. While he shared Mr Loe’s view that the notified clause
did not express a clear outcome, Mr Percy’s view was that the amendment
proposed by Mr Loe resulted in the objective reading more like a policy.646

4.552

Ms Cooper similarly did not support Mr Loe’s proposed amendments to
Objective O49 in her evidence for the Minister of Conservation. She did not
agree with Mr Loe’s assessment that the notified clause could be interpreted as
expressing a mandatory or unqualified requirement to discharge wastewater to
land or that the objective amounts to an inaccurate expression of higher order
strategic direction. To the contrary, Ms Cooper’s view was that the notified
objective is consistent with the higher order aim of promoting discharges to
land.647

4.553

Mr Anderson’s submissions for Forest & Bird were aligned with the
preferences of Ms Cooper and Mr Percy that the notified objective be retained.
Mr Anderson described an objective as amended by Mr Loe as
“meaningless”.648

4.554

Mr Loe revised his view on the objective in his right of reply in response to
points raised in submitter evidence and presentations. Specifically, he
withdrew the previous recommendation that the objective refer to the best
practicable option, and he recommended that the ‘prefer or promote’ aim of the
objective be amended such that discharges of wastewater occur to land rather
than to water. Mr Loe considered this amendment to better express an outcome
(rather than an action), and was consistent with the relevant direction from
higher order documents.649

4.555

Submissions on Objective O50 were canvassed in Ms Legarth’s section 42A
report. She recommended that the objective be retained as notified, and that the
submissions seeking amendment to the objective be rejected as:

645

(a)

the policies of the proposed Plan provide sufficient differentiation
between new discharges and increases to existing discharges such that
no distinction is needed at the objective level;

(b)

there is no need to clarify a duration over which the aim of the
objective is to be “progressively reduced”, and this aim will be
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implemented via the consent process for future discharge applications;
and
(c)

while the Council considered the option of avoiding all discharges of
wastewater to water, the costs associated with achieving that for
existing network owners are high and need to be subject to Long Term
Plan and Annual Plan processes with respective communities – the
incremental improvement aim was deemed more appropriate as a
result.650

4.556

In response to the submission from Wellington Water that the objective
recognise and protect existing wastewater discharges to coastal water, Ms
Legarth proposed a new Objective 50A. In her view, an additional objective
would promote consistency across the PNRP and better implement NZCPS
Objectives 1 and 3, and Policy 23. The drafting of the new objective Ms
Legarth proposed was that “the discharge of wastewater to coastal water does
not reduce water quality and reflects mana whenua and community values”.651

4.557

Ms Wratt’s evidence for Wellington Water was largely supportive of the new
objective proposed by Ms Legarth; however, Ms Wratt noted that other
objectives in the PNRP already establish aims for water quality and mana
whenua values such that Objective 50A need not duplicate that content. She
recommended a revised drafting solution for the new objective that (our
emphasis of changes) “the discharge of wastewater to coastal water does not
significantly adversely effect water quality after reasonable mixing and is
informed by an understanding of mana whenua and community values.” In
Ms Wratt’s view this wording appropriately reflects Policy 23 of the
NCZPS.652

4.558

In their joint evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Minister of Conservation
and Fish and Game, Ms Cooper and Mr Percy gave the view that the objective
should express different outcomes for existing and future wastewater
discharges to water. Their recommendation was that new discharges be
avoided, and existing discharges are progressively reduced and fully phased
out by 2030. In their view, the revised wording proposed will better achieve the
purpose of the Act than the notified objective.653

4.559

Ms Whitney gave evidence in support of MDC and SWDC’s submission on
Objective O50. She supported the submitters’ request that the term
“progressively reduced” be given greater clarity in the objective, though she
also supported the observation in the EnFocus Report that the objective could
be deleted as it is unnecessary. In the event the objective is retained, Ms
Whitney recommended the inclusion of the following at the end of the
objective to give effect to the submitters’ relief: “during and beyond the life of
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the plan, taking into account existing discharges and operational
constraints.”654
4.560

4.561

In her right of reply, Ms Legarth recommended partial acceptance of Rangitāne
o Wairarapa’s submission on Objective O50 by proposing the amendment of
the word “reduced” to “removed.” She added that the term “progressively
eliminated” would equally achieve the purposes of the RMA. Ms Legarth did
not proposed any further changes to the additional Objective O50A she
proposed in her section 42A report in response to the evidence and
presentations of submitters.655
Discussion and findings
For the reasons discussed below, we have retained Objectives O49 and O50 as
notified and amended Objectives O43, O46 - O48 and O51 as follows:
Objective O43
Contaminated land is managed to protect human health and the The environment
is protected from more than minor adverse effects of discharges from
contaminated land.

Objective O46
Discharges to land are managed to reduce tThe runoff or leaching of contaminants
to water from discharges to land is minimised.

Objective O47
The amount of sediment-laden runoff entering water is reduced minimised.

Objective O48
Stormwater networks and urban land uses are managed so that tThe adverse
quality and quantity effects of stormwater discharges from the stormwater
networks and urban land uses are improved over time.

Objective O51
The environment is protected from the adverse effects of discharges of hazardous
substances and the creation of contaminated land is avoided is managed to
protect human health, property and the environment.

4.562

Objective O43 has been amended per the recommendations set out in Mr
Loe’s section 42A report and right of reply and for the reasons he provided.
This includes a rephrasing of the objective to more clearly state an outcome
and reference to the effects of contaminated land on the environment being no
more than minor, consistent with the submission from NZTA, KiwiRail and
First Gas. We share Mr Loe’s view that these changes will enhance the
Objective’s clarity and effectiveness as a result.

4.563

We have not accepted alternatives sought by other submissions for reasons
given by Mr Loe in his section 42A report.

654
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4.564

We have also adopted the recommendation from Mr Loe that Objective O43 to
be relocated into section 3.11 of the proposed Plan as it is more relevant to the
suite of objectives relating to discharges.

4.565

Relatedly, we have deleted the definition of “contaminated land”, as
recommended by Mr Loe for the reasons he has expressed. We agree with him
and other experts that reliance upon the RMA definition is more appropriate.
We also agree with Ms Kelly that the proposed Plan’s clear interpretation and
effective implementation will be enhanced by defining “SLUR Category III
Land”. This will, in particular, assist with the clear application of the Rules in
Chapter 5 of the PNRP that refer to that category of land.

4.566

We have largely adopted Mr Loe’s revised wording of Objective O46 in his
right of reply for the reasons he provided. We share his view that the revision is
expressed more as an outcome relative to the notified objective. While Mr Loe
recommended that the outcome expressed for the objective was one of
“reduction,” we find that the aim of “minimisation” is a clearer outcome,
consistent with the reasons we provided above in relation to Objective O41.
The relief sought by NZTA and Rangitāne o Wairarapa are accepted in part
accordingly, and alternatives sought by other submissions are not accepted for
the reasons given by Mr Loe.

4.567

Consistent with that amendment to Objective O46 and other objectives we
have described above, we have amended Objective O47 by changing the
outcome from “reduced” to “minimised” as recommended by Mr le Marquand
for the reasons he expressed. We have not accepted the various qualifiers
sought by other submissions consistent with Mr Denton’s assessment and our
general approach as this dilutes the outcome sought.

4.568

As ultimately recommended by Ms Carter, we have not made any substantive
changes to the content of Objective O48. That said, we have amended the
phrasing of the objective such that it is expressed as an outcome. We share Ms
Carter’s view that the substantive focus of the objective is appropriate and will
work in conjunction with other objectives to effectively manage stormwater
discharges sustainably. We have not accepted the alternatives sought by
submitters for the reasons expressed by Ms Carter in her section 42A report
and right of reply.

4.569

While we are grateful for the objective consideration of and efforts of Mr Loe
to re-write Objective O49 as a clear outcome, we found that in doing so the
level of stringency was unjustifiably elevated and far exceeded the relevant
statutory direction. While our preference would be for the objective to be redrafted as a clear outcome statement, we are limited in the options available to
us by scope. None of the options available to us will, in our view, result in an
improvement over the notified objective, and we have adopted the view
expressed by Ms Cooper and Mr Percy that the objective be retained as
notified.

4.570

We ultimately dismissed WIAL’s recommendation that Objective O49 be
amended to include the qualifier “where appropriate” for similar reasons we
have given above on other objectives. The edit would increase the level of
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ambiguity in the objective, and increase the risk that the relevant higher order
direction from the NPS-FM, the RPS and Part 2 of the RMA are not
implemented.
4.571

We similarly have not accepted the relief sought by WWL on Objective O49.
Firstly, it would be inefficient to amend this objective to recognise investment
in infrastructure as this duplicates other objectives and policies in the proposed
Plan to do just that. In addition, there is no need to express at the objective
level that wastewater disposal to land may have limitations. This is inherent in
the objective stating a preference for that method of disposal and not a
requirement for it. Future proposals may well seek to test this preference and
the objective enables a merits-based consideration of those proposals to
proceed through the consent process where justified.

4.572

Our decision on Objective O50 is to retain the objective as notified. We were
attracted to the submission from Porirua Harbour Catchment Community Trust
to change the outcome in the objective from progressively “reduced” to
“eliminated”. However, it is not the expectation that this would be the outcome
over the life of this plan, and there was no compelling evidence presented to us
to categorically confirm that such an outcome is necessary in order to
implement any higher order direction or Part 2 of the Act. For the same
reasons, we have not accepted the submissions of Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Ngā
Hapū ō Ōtaki or Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai.

4.573

We record also that we have not accepted the Wellington Water submission
seeking that the objective also apply to coastal water and include the concept of
reasonable mixing. We note that Objective O49 expresses the outcome
anticipated for discharges of wastewater to coastal water. There are additional
outcomes expressed in the proposed Plan as relates to the quality of coastal
water generally, including Objectives O3, O23, O24 and O25.

4.574

Ultimately, we have not accepted Ms Legarth’s proposed additional Objective
O50A. We share Ms Wratt’s view that the reference to water quality and
cultural matters is unhelpful and unnecessary given the other objectives in the
proposed Plan that deal with those. Moreover, we consider the objective as
drafted by Ms Legarth fails to accurately implement the relevant direction from
the NZCPS (Policy 23 in particular), which makes a distinction between treated
and untreated wastewater discharges. We were not presented with any viable
alternatives to this that would improve the objectives – neither as a whole, nor
those limited to wastewater discharges – in their implementation of the NZCPS
and Part 2 of the Act.

4.575

Overall, we find there is a clear and coherent outcome expressed collectively
by Objectives O49 and O50 as to the PNRP’s expectations for wastewater
discharges. In the short term, there is flexibility to depart from the preferred
approach of discharging to land, though this preference will eventually cease to
apply. Irrespective, there are other objectives in the proposed Plan which will
need to be met by wastewater discharges – including in relation to water
quality and mana whenua values.
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4.576

Finally, we have amended Objective O51 for the reasons given by Mr Loe in
his section 42A report and right of reply. We agree with Mr Loe that the
revised wording more clearly expresses an outcome, and add that the inclusion
of an additional aim to avoid the creation of contaminated land is consistent
with the Act’s purpose. To that end, we do not share Mr le Marquand’s
concerns that the additional aim is misleading or inappropriate.

4.577

We record our understanding that the Council’s functions under section 30 of
the RMA have been amended such that management of hazardous substances
is no longer mandatory. That change postdates the PNRP and therefore is not
relevant for us; however, we note that the hazardous substances provisions may
be amended in the future as a result of the functions changing.

4.578

Water allocation
Identifying the issues
In the notified provisions, the sole objective relating to water allocation read:
Objective O52
The efficiency of allocation and use of water is improved and maximised
through time, including by means of:
(a) efficient infrastructure, and
(b) good management practice, including irrigation, domestic municipal
and industry practices, and
(c) maximising reuse, recovery and recycling of water and contaminants,
and
(d) enabling water to be transferred between users, and
(e) enabling water storage outside river beds.

4.579

Sixty-four submissions were received on Objective O52. In summary, the
submissions included:
(a)

two submissions in support;

(b)

sixty-two submissions seeking amendment to the objective to
(collectively):
(i)

replace the “maximised” outcome with “the amount is
increased”

(ii)

amend bullet point (e) or add a new bullet point (f) to the
objective to enable storage within the beds of rivers;

(iii)

clarify the meaning of “efficient” and “good management
practice” where used in the objective;

(iv)

amend the “maximising” aim of clause (c) to “increasing to
the extent that is reasonably practicable”;
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(v)

add “reliability and” before “efficiency” at the start of the
objective;

(vi)

amend the objective to ensure water takes and use are
necessary, reasonable and efficient, and do not lead to any
catchment being over-allocated;

(vii)

clarify that water take consent durations will be at least 25
years;

(viii)

amend clause (d) to enable sharing and temporary transfers of
allocation rights between catchment users; and

(ix)

amend the title to ‘taking, using, damming and diverting’ and
amend the objective to ensure those activities are undertaken
in a manner that avoids, remedies or mitigates adverse
effects, and in compliance with minimum flow levels.

4.580

Summary of evidence
Ms Hammond took a lead from Mr Willis’ report in her evaluation of
Objective O52. Specifically, she gave the view that the sub-clauses under the
objective read more as policy direction than outcomes. Ms Hammond also
observed that the direction in the sub-clauses was also contained in Policies
P116 - P120 and P128. For these reasons, she recommended that the subclauses be deleted.656

4.581

Accordingly, Ms Hammond also recommended that the various submissions
seeking to amend or add to the sub-clauses be rejected.

4.582

Ms Hammond did not share the view from the many common format
submitters seeking the “maximises” aim of the objective be amended and that
reliability be a consideration for water allocation. She gave the view that the
objective is to ensure that water is allocated and used in an efficient manner,
not to increase the amount of water available for allocation. Ms Holland also
drew our attention to Objectives O6-O8, which – in her view – provide for
reliability.657

4.583

In all of the above respects, Ms Hammond’s view was unchanged in her right
of reply.

4.584

Ms Hammond’s recommended restructuring of the objective was supported by
Mr Daysh,658 Ms McGruddy659 and Ms Wratt.660

4.585

Notwithstanding that support, Ms Wratt expressed some residual concern with
the term “maximised” being retained as one of the objective’s aims. The aim is
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potentially unrealistic and unnecessarily expensive in her view, while also
being ambiguous as to the point at which efficiency is maximised.661
4.586

Ms Mahina-a-rangi Baker’s evidence for Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai was less
focussed on the inherent flaws with Objective O52 itself, and more related to
an identified void at the policy and rule level in the objective’s
implementation.662 We discuss this in greater detail in Decision Report 9.

4.587

In her evidence, Ms Wharfe focussed on Ms Hammond’s recommendation that
Hort NZ’s submission to include “reliability” in the objective’s aims be
rejected. Ms Wharfe disagreed with Ms Hammond’s statement that reliability
is already provided by Objectives O6-O8, noting that the term itself does not
feature in any of those objectives. Ms Wharfe noted that reliability may be
appropriately incorporated into the suite of policies instead but gave the view
that it would be most appropriately located in the objectives.663

4.588

Mr Percy’s evidence on this matter was on behalf of Fish and Game, Rangitāne
o Wairarapa and DOC. Mr Percy found Ms Hammond’s recommendation
would result in Objective O52 being unnecessarily open-ended and ambiguous.
He added that the objective should be converted to a policy and replaced by a
new objective which makes reference to efficient use of water as part of
achieving the outcomes expressed in other objectives.664

4.589

Mr Anderson’s submissions for Forest and Bird criticised Ms Hammond’s
recommendation, saying that the objective should address the matters provided
for in the policies – even if that is in broad terms. He then went on to agree
with Ms Hammond, however, that the sub-clauses of Objective O52 are better
cast as policies. Having read Mr Percy’s evidence, Mr Anderson expressed
support for the substitute objective proposed by Mr Percy.665

4.590

In her supplementary right of reply, Ms Hammond considered the upshot of
combining Objectives O2 and O8 as suggested by Mr Willis. She said that in
doing so, the framework for managing allocation would make the plan less
effective in implementing Objective B2 and Policy B5 of the NPS-FM. This
would also amount to an objective gap for policy P107 and the prohibited
activity rules that implement the policy. On that basis, Ms Hammond
recommended a new objective to avoid new over-allocation and to phase out
existing over-allocation.666

4.591

Discussion and findings
For the reasons we summarise below, we have determined that the following
amendments are appropriate:
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Objective O52
The efficiency of allocation and use of water is improved and
maximised through time., including by means of:
(a)

efficient infrastructure, and

(b)

good management practice, including irrigation, domestic municipal and
industry practices, and

(c)

maximising reuse, recovery and recycling of water and contaminants, and

(d)

enabling water to be transferred between users, and

(e)

enabling water storage outside river beds.

Objective 52A
Any further over-allocation of freshwater is avoided and existing overallocation is phased out.

4.592

Having considered the submissions and evidence on this matter, we resolved
that the three key issues to settle for Objective O52 are whether:
(a)

the subclauses should be deleted, or retained and amended;

(b)

“maximise” is an appropriate outcome; and

(c)

the additional objective proposed by Ms Hammond is necessary or
appropriate.

4.593

For the reasons expressed by Ms Hammond, we think the deletion of the subclauses under Objective O52 is the superior of the options summarised in the
first key issue. This amendment was actively supported by several expert
witnesses as we have summarised above, and even the presenters who held
residual concerns about the objective agreed that the sub-clauses are best recast
as policies.

4.594

For similar reasons, we do not share Mr Anderson’s submissions or Mr Percy’s
evidence that deleting the sub-clauses renders the objective unnecessarily
open-ended or meaningless. Improving the efficiency of water allocation over
the life of the plan is an appropriate objective in the context of Part 2 and in
implementing relevant strategic direction from higher order documents. The
aim is clear, measurable, and able to be implemented by the relevant policies
and methods set out in the proposed Plan.

4.595

As to the second key issue, we share Ms Hammond’s view that “maximise” is
an appropriate outcome for this objective to set. We echo her view – as shared
by Mr Percy – that the term is consistent with NPS-FM Objective B3 to
improve and maximise the efficient allocation of water. As Ms Hammond
described it, the improve and maximise aim of the objective sets the
expectation that water allocation efficiency in the region will strive to
continually do better in step with advances in technology, process and good
practice. We share Ms Hammond’s view that this outcome is the most
appropriate.
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4.596

Finally, we record our agreement with Ms Hammond that an additional
objective is appropriate for the reasons she has expressed in her right of reply.
We agree that the additional objective will enhance the proposed Plan’s
implementation of the NPS-FM, and by extension, the Act’s sustainable
management purpose.

4.597

We note also the efforts of Mr Percy to assist us with an alternative Objective
52A. However, we do not find his proposed drafting expresses a clear outcome.
Moreover, we consider that it introduces unnecessary duplication with other
objectives in the PNRP. Accordingly, we have not adopted his proposed
alternative.

4.598

Coastal management
Identifying the issues
This suite of objectives includes O53 - O59. As notified, those provisions read:
Objective O53
Use and development in the coastal marine area has a functional need or
operational requirement to be located there.
Objective O54
Use and development makes efficient use of any occupied space in the
coastal marine area.
Objective O55
The need for public open space in the coastal marine area is recognised.
Objective O56
New development in the coastal marine area is of a scale, density and design
that is compatible with its location in the coastal environment.
Objective O57
Use and development is appropriate in the Lambton Harbour Area when it
is compatible with its surroundings and the Central Area of Wellington City.
Objective O58
Noise, including underwater noise, from activities in the coastal marine area
is managed to maintain the health and well-being of marine fauna, and the
health and amenity value of users of the coastal marine area.
Objective O59
The efficient and safe passage of vessels and aircraft that support the
movement of people, goods and services is provided for in the coastal
marine area.

4.599

Given their relevance to the objectives, we have also opted to assess the
defined terms “functional need” and “operational requirement” in this report
section.
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The majority of submissions on Objective O53 were in support,667 though
other submitters sought amendments to the objective, including:
(a)

that use and development having a “historical need” to be located in
the CMA also be addressed by the objective;668

(b)

that the objective be amended by adding the word “generally” after
area or, at the end of the objective adding “or is more efficiently,
effectively or cost-effectively located there”;669

(c)

that reference to the CMA in the objective be replaced with “coastal
environment” and addition of the following at the end of the objective
– “and avoids adverse effects on significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitat of indigenous fauna and outstanding landscapes and
features in the coastal environment”;670

(d)

that an exception be provided under the objective where the use and
development is in the Lambton Harbour Area;671 and

(e)

rewording the objective such that activities shall not be located in the
CMA unless they have a functional need to be located there.672

4.601

All submissions on Objectives O54 and O58 were in support. Accordingly,
we have made no changes to these objectives and find no need to provide any
detailed evaluation of them.

4.602

As with Objective O53, the majority of submissions on Objective O55 were in
support.673 The three submissions seeking amendments included:

4.603

(a)

amendment to clarify that the public open space addressed by the
objective is appropriately located;674 and

(b)

that public access to the northern beach of the Kaiwharawhara
reclamation is improved.675

Submissions on Objective O56 included:
(a)

667

general support;676

Submissions S29 Powerco, S55 The Oil Companies, S62 Civic Trust, S75 Minister of Conservation, S102 Petroleum
Exploration and Production Association of New Zealand, S117 KCDC, S121 CentrePort, S140 KiwiRail, S146 NZTA and
S282 WIAL.
668
Submissions S366 SWDC and S367 MDC.
669
Submission S175 Allin and Crozier.
670
Submission S353 Forest and Bird.
671
Submission S141 CentrePort.
672
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
673
Submissions S75 Minister of Conservation, S163 PCC, S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S282 WIAL and S353 Forest
and Bird.
674
Submissions S121 CentrePort and S140 KiwiRail.
675
Submission S88 Trelissick Park Group.
676
Submissions S62 Civic Trust, S75 Minister for Conservation, S141 CentrePort, S146 NZTA, S279 Rangitāne o
Wairarapa and S353 Forest and Bird.
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(b)

that “function” is added to list of matters new development is to be
compatible with under the objective;677

(c)

amendment to the objective to recognise the purpose of new
development;678 and

(d)

the clause “whilst recognising functional needs or operational
requirements of such development” is added at the end of the
objective.679

Objective O57 was supported by three submissions.680 Two submissions
sought amendment to the objective, requesting:
(a)

that the objective recognises that development in the CMA needs to be
compatible with the surroundings, in particular in the Wellington
waterfront;681 and

(b)

the clause “and has particular regard to Objective O55 and O56” is
added at the end of the objective.682

Finally, the submissions on Objective O59 included:
(a)

general support;683

(b)

that the words “in the coastal marine area” are deleted from the
objective;684 and

(c)

that in addition to vessels and aircraft, the objective relates to safe
passage of “pedestrians, cyclists, [and] motorised vehicles”.685

Summary of evidence
In his section 42A report, Mr Denton recommended no change to Objective
O53. In summary, his reasons for recommending the rejection of submissions
seeking amendment included:
(a)

no provision is made for existing use rights in the CMA, so the
inclusion of ‘historical need’ for use and development to locate there
is not appropriate;

(b)

including a cross reference to Objective O57 provides no added
benefit as the two objectives are to be read together anyway; and

677

Submissions S121 CentrePort and S140.
Submissions S93 Coastal Ratepayers and S175 Allin and Crozier.
679
Submission S282 WIAL.
680
Submissions S141 CentrePort Properties, S146 NZTA and S353 Forest and Bird.
681
Submission S160 Site 10 Redevelopment Limited Partnership.
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Submission S62 Civic Trust.
683
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the notified objective gives effect to the relevant direction in the
NZCPS and RPS.686

4.607

In his statement for Coastal Ratepayers United, Mr Dunmore disagreed with
the last of the points above. Mr Dunmore told us that the objective does not
give effect to the NZCPS because it is too restrictive. He added that if the
intent of the NZCPS was that activities without a functional need should never
be in the CMA, the drafters would have been more deliberate to that effect.687

4.608

Mr Daysh’s evidence discussed CentrePort’s submission that an exception be
made under the objective for used and development in the Lambton Harbour
Area. In Mr Daysh’s view, such a distinction is appropriate as the Lambton
Harbour Area is one of the only places in the region where such activities are
appropriate without also having a functional need to locate in the CMA.688

4.609

In her evidence for MDC and SWDC, Ms Whitney addressed the submitters’
proposed amendment to include “historical need” under the objective. She
accepted Mr Denton’s recommendation that the notified objective be retained
on the basis that the terms “functional need or operational requirement” also
address the issue of historic need.689

4.610

Mr Percy’s evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa was that the wording of the
objective should be amended to better give effect to the NZCPS. In his view,
the aim should be that use and development shall not be in the CMA unless it
has a functional or operational reason.690

4.611

Mr Denton’s section 42A report also addressed the submissions on the defined
terms “functional need” and “operational requirement.” Again, we have
decided to consider those terms here given their inherent relationship with
Objective O55. We note Mr Denton’s view in his section 42A report was that
the definitions should be retained as notified.691

4.612

The relevant submissions seeking amendment to the definition of “functional
need” sought: clarity on the meaning of the term “dependent”; additional
reference to the “best practicable option”; and better alignment with the
NZCPS. In Mr Denton’s view, the plain English definition of dependent was
clear such that no additional clarification need be provided, and the defined
term and its reference in PNRP provisions is consistent with the NZCPS.692

4.613

Mr Denton’s report similarly discounted the submissions on the definition of
“operational requirement.” In response to the call for additional clarity around
the phrase “needs to be carried out” in the definition, Mr Denton said that need
relates to the ability for a given activity to occur effectively and efficiently. Mr
Denton did not accept the suggestion by Submitters 145 and 146 that safety
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should be a consideration in the definition, noting that safety is a consideration
for the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015.693
4.614

Mr Anderson’s evidence for Spark and Chorus addressed the submitters’
request to gain better clarity around the term “dependent” in the definition of
“Functional Need” and “needs to be carried out” in the definition of
“operational requirement.” While Mr Anderson generally accepted Mr
Denton’s view regarding the plain English meaning of the terms, he did not
believe the definitions are broad enough to accurately provide for the
functional need and operational requirements of relevant activities. Mr
Anderson’s recommendation was that the definitions be amended as per the
meanings provided in the Auckland Unitary Plan, which include the need of an
activity to traverse, locate or operate in a particular environment because it can
only occur in that environment or because of technical or operational
characteristics or constraints.694

4.615

Mr Edwards’ evidence for NZTA similarly sought for the definition of
“functional need” to be broadened. He observed that the term is limited to the
CMA as notified, but that it shouldn’t be. Moreover, Mr Edwards, like Mr
Anderson, suggested that the term clarify that it relates to activities that must
be in a particular location or environment by their nature.695 Ms Whooley made
similar observations in her tabled statement for FirstGas, noting also that the
term’s use in the proposed Plan extends beyond coastal-related provisions
only.696 Both experts spoke to the request by NZTA and FirstGas for the
definition to also refer to safety, noting that it is appropriate for inclusion in the
definition given the use of the term in Part 2 of the Act.697

4.616

Mr Denton proposed no further changes in his right of reply in response to the
evidence and presentations of submitters on either defined term or Objective
O53.

4.617

Similarly, Mr Denton recommended no changes to Objective O55 in his
section 42A report. Mr Denton did not support the inclusion of the terms
“where appropriate” or “appropriately located” as – in his view – those
submitter amendments would reduce the effectiveness of the objective and not
give effect to NZCPS Objective 4, or Policies 6 or 18. Mr Denton did not
consider any amendments were necessary to better implement the NZCPS,
including in relation to requests from submitters that enhanced access be
provided to the Kaiwharawhara reclamation.698

4.618

Mr Daysh expressed a different view to Mr Denton in his evidence for
CentrePort. It was Mr Daysh’s view that the notified objective is too specific;
and whereas the NZCPS provides for a secondary access outcome to be
achieved where the primary outcome is not met, Objective O55 does not signal
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any departure from the primary aim will be acceptable. Mr Daysh preferred
that the objective include the ‘appropriately located’ qualifier to afford greater
flexibility, and his view was that the amendment would not be contrary to the
NZCPS. He also observed that the Commercial Port Area is subject to access
restrictions under other legislation, and that the Port does not have discretion to
relax them in order to provide access.699
4.619

Mr Kyle’s evidence addressed WIAL’s further submission in support of the
CentrePort submission. Mr Kyle gave the view that Mr Denton’s assessment
was incomplete, having not taken into account the direction of Policy 19 of the
NZCPS – which states that it might be necessary to impose access restrictions
to parts of the CMA for environmental, health and safety and other reasons. Mr
Kyle supported the amendment proposed by CentrePort, adding that it would
better implement the direction in the NZCPS that requires consideration of
providing access against other important factors in certain circumstances.700

4.620

Mr Denton did not recommend any further amendment to Objective O55 in his
right of reply.

4.621

Mr Denton also recommended that Objective O56 be retained as notified in his
section 42A report. He did not support the amendments proposed by submitters
as:

4.622

(a)

making reference to the function, functional need or operational
requirement of new development in the CMA duplicates the aim of
Objective O53; and

(b)

the “purpose” of a new development is not a relevant matter to take
into account under the objective.701

In his evidence for CentrePort, Mr Daysh told us he did not share Mr Denton’s
interpretation that the addition of the word “function” would undermine, soften
or reduce the effectiveness of the objective and its implementation of the
NZCPS. He added (his emphasis):
In my view, it is not just the location that new development must be in scale, density
and design compatibility with, but also the reason why any new structure needs to be
put here i.e. the function it is there for. Even though functional need is considered in
Objective O53, a development’s function as well as its location will dictate scale,
density and design compatibility. 702

4.623

Mr Denton did not address the objective further in his right of reply.

4.624

Mr Denton’s section 42A report recommended no change to Objective O57
either. Mr Denton did not consider any amendments are necessary to better
recognise in the objective that the Lambton Harbour Area adjoins the
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Wellington Central Business District. He added that Policy P142 performs that
role and it does not need to be duplicated at the objective level.703
4.625

Mr Denton similarly did not support the recommendation that the objective
cross reference the outcomes expressed by other objectives. He noted that the
objectives are to be read as a whole and duplication will not enhance this
objective individually or all the objectives collectively.704

4.626

While we did hear evidence from Mr Daysh on the relationship between
Objectives O53 and O57, no other evidence or presentations were made by
submitters on the substance of Objective O57. Mr Denton accordingly
recommended no further changes in his right of reply.

4.627

The proposed Plan’s final objective as notified was Objective O59. Mr
Denton’s recommendation in his section 42A report was that the objective be
retained as notified. He did not support the deletion of the CMA from the
objective such that its application would extend to the Regional Council’s
jurisdiction outside the CMA. In Mr Denton’s view, provision of such
activities is the jurisdiction of District Plans. Similarly, he found that the landbased transport activities sought for inclusion by Submitter 146 are also best
managed by District Councils.705

4.628

In their respective evidence for NZTA and MDC and SWDC, Mr Edwards and
Ms Whitney signalled agreement with Mr Denton’s assessment.706 Mr Denton
recommended no amendments to the objective in his right of reply.

4.629

Discussion and findings
Having considered the submissions, section 42A reports and evidence
presented on these objectives, we have made the following amendments:
Objective O53
Use and development shall not be located in the coastal marine area has except
where it has a functional need or operational requirement to be located there.,
unless the use and development is in the Lambton Harbour Area.
Objective O56
New development in the coastal marine area is of a scale, density and design that
is compatible with its function and its location in the coastal environment.

4.630

In summary, we have amended Objectives O53 and O56 and retained the
definitions of “operational requirement” and “functional need” and Objectives
O54, O55 and O57 - O59 as notified. Again, we have not considered any
amendments to Objectives O54 or O58 as no submissions afforded scope to do
so.

4.631

We have made two amendments to Objective O53 to accept in part the
submissions from Rangitāne o Wairarapa and CentrePort Properties. The latter
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provides the exception for the Lambton Harbour Area, and in making this
amendment we adopt the reasons given by Mr Daysh in his evidence. While we
see merit in Mr Denton’s view that Objective O57 already implements the
outcome sought by CentrePort Properties, we find there is some inherent
conflict between the two objectives as notified. The exception proposed by the
submitter will alleviate our concerns in that respect and will provide for a
clearer application of the proposed Plan as relates to use and development in
the Lambton Harbour Area.
4.632

The other amendment is the rephrasing of the objective’s aim as recommended
by Mr Percy. We share Mr Percy’s view that the direction from the NZCPS is
stronger than the notified objective delivers, and the amendment will remedy
that shortcoming. The purpose of the Act will also be better implemented as a
result.

4.633

We have not amended the definition of “functional need” or “operational
requirement” for the reasons given by Mr Denton. We agree that the
definitions are clear and appropriate to the respective terms uses in the
objectives, policies and methods.

4.634

We ultimately share Mr Denton’s view that Objective O55 as notified is more
appropriate than the alternatives proposed by submitters. Amending the
objective to require enhanced access to the Kaiwharawhara Reclamation is too
site-specific, and unjustified given the evidence of Mr Daysh for CentrePort.
Accordingly, we have not accepted the submission of Trelissick Park Group.

4.635

While we found Mr Daysh and Mr Kyle’s evidence helpful in many respects, it
was apparent to us on this matter that they conflated the concepts of “access to”
and “provision of” public open space in the CMA. Objective O55 in our
understanding is limited to the latter, while Objective O10 sets out the aim for
public access. We do not find that the aim of Objective O55 requires that all
parts of the CMA be converted to open space, nor does it relate to the provision
of access. Rather, we share Mr Denton’s view that the objective implements
the NZCPS as relates to open space and is appropriate.

4.636

Turning to Objective O56, we have adopted the amendment recommended by
Mr Daysh for the reasons he expressed. In that respect, we do not agree with
Mr Denton that the addition of the word ‘function’ to the objective would
introduce duplication to Objective O53. Objective O56 is about ensuring new
developments are of a scale and nature that is compatible with the
environment, whereas the role of Objective O53 is to exclude new use and
development that does not have a demonstrable need to be in the CMA. We
agree with Mr Daysh that it is appropriate that the compatibility aim of
Objective O53 relates also to the function of the development proposed and
share his view that this is consistent with the NZCPS and – by extension – Part
2 of the Act.

4.637

We have retained Objective O57 as notified for the reasons provided by Mr
Denton in his section 42A report. No submitters presented us with any
evidence or additional information to support alternatives and we are satisfied
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that the objective is appropriate as originally drafted. The submissions in
support of the objective are accepted accordingly.
4.638

Finally, we have retained Objective O59 as notified for the reasons given by
Mr Denton, as supported by Mr Edwards and Ms Whitney.
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Decision Report 5
Beneficial Use and Development

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
This is the fifth of 16 decision reports prepared by the Hearing Panel
appointed to hear submissions on, and determine, the PNRP.

1.2

The report addresses the policies, rules and methods relating to beneficial use
and development and the submissions received on those provisions.

1.3

We have structured our discussion on this topic as follows:
(a)

Section 2 summarises key contextual matters, including relevant
provisions and key issues / themes in submissions;

(b)

Sections 3-5 contain our evaluation of key issues and amendments to
provisions; and

(c)

Section 6 conclusion.

1.4

This report should be read in conjunction with Decision Reports 1 and 4.
These preceding reports provide context on the approach we have adopted to
our decision-making and our reporting. Decision Report 4 records our
decisions on the submissions relating to the proposed Plan’s objectives.

1.5

Section 32AA of the RMA is the principal driver for this report. Among other
things, it requires:

1.6

(a)

our evaluation to be focussed on changes to the proposed provisions
arising since the notification of the PNRP and its section 32A reports;

(b)

the provisions to be examined as to whether they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the objectives;

(c)

as part of that examination, that:
(i)

reasonable alternatives within the scope afforded by
submissions on the provisions and corresponding evidence
are considered;

(ii)

the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions is assessed;

(iii)

the reasons for our decisions are summarised; and

(iv)

our report contains a level of detail commensurate with the
scale and significance of the changes made.

As set out in Decision 1, we have not produced a separate evaluation report
under section 32AA. Rather, where we have adopted the recommendations of
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Council’s section 42A authors, we have adopted their reasoning, unless
expressly stated otherwise. This includes the section 32AA assessment table
attached to the relevant section 42A reports and / or right of reply reports.
Those reports are part of the public record and are available on the GWRC
website. Where our decision differs from the section 42A authors’
recommendations, we have incorporated the section 32AA evaluation into the
body of this report as part of our reasons for amendments, as opposed to
including this is a separate table or appendix.
1.7

We note also that specific objectives were considered at the hearing of these
matters. For the reasons we have given in Decision Reports 1 and 4, however,
our evaluation of those and all other objectives is contained within Decision
Report 4. Both of those Decision Reports should accordingly be read in
conjunction with this report.

1.8

Appendix C contains our summary table of decisions on each submission point
and Appendix D contains the track changed Proposed Natural Resources Plan.

2.

Summary of provisions and key issues

2.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
In this section, we provide relevant context around which our evaluation is
based. Our discussion includes:

2.2
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(a)

summary of relevant provisions;

(b)

themes raised in submissions; and

(c)

identification of key issues for our subsequent evaluation.

Relevant Provisions
Beneficial use and development objectives
In Decision Report 4, we made several changes to the objectives related to
beneficial use and development to enhance the PNRP’s achievement of the
purpose of the RMA. As amended, the collective outcomes now anticipated by
these relevant objectives are that (in summary):
(a)

the importance and contribution of air, land and water to the social,
economic and cultural well-being of the community are recognised in
the management and allocation of those resources (O2);

(b)

water of a suitable quality is available, within sustainable limits, for
health needs of people and reasonable needs of livestock (O6); and

(c)

recreational values of the CMA, surface water bodies and natural
wetlands are maintained and enhanced (O9);

(d)

public access to and along the CMA and surface water bodies is
maintained and enhanced (O10);

(e)

the benefits of RSI and REG activities are recognised (O12);
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(f)

RSI and REG activities in the CMA and surface water bodies are
protected from new incompatible use and development (O13); and

(g)

the risk from natural hazards and adverse effects of climate change are
acceptable (O20), and inappropriate use and development is avoided
in high risk areas (O21).

We also explained amendments we have adopted to the definition of RSI in
Decision Report 4, including the reasons for those amendments. The defined
term is used in the policies we consider below and in various rules throughout
the proposed Plan. Accordingly, reference should be made to the discussion of
that definition in Decision Report 4.
Beneficial use and development Policies
Section 4.2 of the notified Plan proposed 10 policies relating to beneficial use
and development. This suite of provisions included policies P7 - P16.

2.5

While Policy P10 is among those provisions and is relevant to this topic, it is
also relevant to water quality and discharges of water. We have evaluated
Policy P10 in Decision Report 11, though we record here that evaluation
includes consideration of P10 as it relates to the implementation of the
beneficial use and development objectives.

2.6

Policies P7 and P8 respectively list several activities whose benefits are to be
recognised, and which are to be generally recognised as beneficial and
appropriate.

2.7

Policy P9 is to avoid the reduction (in extent or quality) of public access to the
CMA or surface water bodies with some exceptions.

2.8

Policy P11 describes the scenarios where the benefits of damming and storing
surface water are to be recognised.

2.9

Policies P12 through P14 relate to RSI and REG activities. Policy P12
describes matters that will be regarded when implementing the aim of
Objective O12 to recognise the benefits of these activities. Policy P13 states
that RSI and REG activities have benefits and are generally appropriate, while
Policy P14 implements the protection aim of Objective O13 by managing
reverse sensitivity effects of incompatible activities on RSI and REG activities.

2.10

Lastly, Policies P15 and P16 apply the same direction provided in P12 and
P13 to catchment-based flood protection and erosion management activities.

2.11

2.12

Beneficial use and development Rules
There are rules in the proposed Plan that implement the above policies;
however, they all relate more directly to the many natural resources managed
in the PNRP as opposed to the beneficial matters addressed by these policies.
For example, Rule R214 in the notified PNRP relates to reclamations and
drainage for RSI outside sites of significance. This rule is not only relevant to
beneficial use and development, but also to the management of effects on the
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CMA and cultural, ecological and natural character values. It is ultimately a
coastal plan rule, and so we have addressed it substantively in Decision Report
15, notwithstanding that it has clear relevance also to the substance of this
report.
2.13

That said, we record that our assessment of such rules has included
consideration of their efficacy in implementing the above policies.

2.14

Beneficial use and development defined terms
Several defined terms in the PNRP are relevant to this topic, including
“National Electricity Grid,” “Offset,” “Reverse Sensitivity” and “Upgrade”
among others.

2.15

Submissions
According to the reporting officer Mr Denton1, 632 submissions were received
on the proposed beneficial use and development provisions. Similar to other
topics, we found that the main groupings that submissions fell into were:

2.16

1

(a)

those in support of a particular provision (or provisions);

(b)

those seeking to amend or delete a provision(s); and

(c)

those recommending the inclusion of new policies, rules or other
methods.

The key matters emerging from the submissions seeking amendments to the
provisions, or inclusion of new provisions, are:
(a)

that the matters specified under Policies P7 and P8 be expanded to
include more activities, such as urban use and development, plantation
forestry, diffuse discharges, specified primary production activities,
cleanfills and landfills;

(b)

conversely, that some of the identified activities in the policies be
removed from the lists, or the impact of their benefits being
recognised is moderated / qualified;

(c)

that the benefits of the activities in this suite of policies at Section 4.2
of the proposed Plan be “provided for” and/or “enabled” as well as
recognised;

(d)

proposed amendment to Policy P9 to enable enhanced access to the
CMA and surface water;

(e)

that the “avoid” direction in Policy P9 be exempt from RSI;

(f)

that the requirement for offsetting under Policy P9 be qualified for
scenarios where no practicable alternatives exist;

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.18, para 85.
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(g)

that the recognition of storage benefits identified by Policy P11 be
broadened beyond damming and storing within river beds;

(h)

that the acknowledgement in Policy P12 of the functional /
operational needs of the port being taken into account when
recognising benefits also be applied to other RSI;

(i)

that clarification is provided in Policy P12 that the direction is
applicable in the CMA and beds of lakes and rivers;

(j)

that the list of matters in Policy P13 include “development,”
“replacement,” and/or “removal” of RSI in addition to the matters
listed;

(k)

that the term “generally appropriate” at the end of Policies P13 and
P15 be amended to “appropriate” or “protected”;

(l)

that Policy P14 direct the management of other effects on RSI over
and above reverse sensitivity effects and / or that the adverse effects of
other activities do not compromise the use, maintenance, development
or upgrade of RSI;

(m)

that Policies P15 and P16 be broadened to also relate to coastal
hazard mitigation activities;

(n)

that the direction provided in Policies P15 and P16 be tempered
through also requiring effective effects management of flood
protection and erosion control activities;

(o)

that the direction in Policy P16 be to “provide for” new flood
protection and erosion control activities; and

(p)

proposed amendments to various defined terms including, for
example, that the definition for “National Electricity Grid” be
amended to better reflect the Electricity Industry Act 2010.

Some of these matters feature more predominantly than others in our
evaluation below, but we record that all submissions on the beneficial use and
development provisions have been subject to analysis in our deliberations.
More detailed descriptions of the submissions and key issues can be found in
Mr Denton’s section 42A report.
Outline of key issues
Our evaluation below focusses on three key issues in turn, being:
(a)

RSI and REG activities (section 3);

(b)

Flood protection & erosion control (section 4); and

(c)

Benefits of other activities and resource use (section 5).
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2.19

We note here that the only amendment to definitions we have adopted in
relation to this topic is discussed in section 3. All other relevant defined terms
are to remain as notified per the recommendations of Mr Denton.2

3.

Benefits of RSI and REG activities

3.1

Relevant provisions
The provisions we consider here include Policies P12 - P14 and the definition
of National electricity grid.

3.2

As noted above, Policy P12 lists several matters to have regard to for the
purposes of recognising the benefits of RSI and REG activities. The matters
include the need to consider:
(a)

the strategic integration of infrastructure and land use;

(b)

the location of existing infrastructure and structures; and

(c)

the need for REG activities to locate where the renewable energy
resources exist; and

(d)

the functional need for port activities to be located within the coastal
marine area; and

(e)

operational requirements associated with developing, operating,
maintaining and upgrading RSI and REG activities.

3.3

The Council acknowledges under Policy P13 that the use, operation,
maintenance, and upgrade of existing RSI and REG activities are beneficial
and generally appropriate. Also, Policy P14 signals that RSI and REG
activities are to be protected from new incompatible activities occurring nearby
to avoid, remedy or mitigate reverse sensitivity effects.

3.4

The notified definition of National Electricity Grid referred to “the assets used
or owned by Transpower New Zealand Limited, including: (a) transmission
lines, and (b) electricity substations.”

3.5

3.6

2

Amendments and reasons
In summary, we have made several amendments to Policies P12, P13 and P14
as notified. We have also amended the definitions of “National Electricity
Grid” and “upgrade”.
There are two primary changes we have adopted in respect of Policy P12,
being:
(a)

deletion of clause (d); and

(b)

reinstatement of the thrust of clause (d) within clause (e) such that it
has a broader application.

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), Issue 4.2.
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3.7

In making these amendments, we have adopted the shared view of Mr
Edwards, Ms Whitney and Mr Daysh that the ‘functional need’ aspect of clause
(d) should not be limited to the Port in the CMA. For the reasons expressed by
those witnesses,3 we agree that other RSI and REG activities are relevant, and
we agree that the scope of the policy should be extended beyond the CMA to
also apply in the beds of lakes and rivers.

3.8

In considering other alternatives proposed by submitters, we are not compelled
to make further amendments to the policy. For example, it is not more
appropriate for the policy to stipulate a ‘provide for’ or ‘enable’ direction as
the policy’s main role is to explain how Objective O12 will be implemented –
O12 is about recognition of benefits only, and we find that Policy P12 as we
have amended implements that aim appropriately.

3.9

In addition, we are not compelled to specify that the policy relates to ‘new’ as
well as ‘existing’ facilities as this is inherent in the policy as notified. As will
be evident below, we have deleted ‘existing’ from Policy P13 and we note here
that the rationale some submitters provided as justification for specifying ‘new’
in Policy P12 was derived from Policy P13 relating exclusively to existing
activities. We find that the amendments we have adopted resolve that
ambiguity about new versus existing and will better implement the relevant
objectives accordingly.

3.10

Lastly, we have not added any qualifiers seeking to – on the one hand – limit
the recognition of benefits for RSI and REG activities in scheduled areas or –
on the other – to exempt the application of scheduled area provisions to RSI
and REG activities. Regarding the latter, we amplify Ms Anderson’s
submissions4 that the strategic direction from higher order documents does not
require the proposed Plan to provide an enabling pathway for RSI and REG
activities in all circumstances. Equally, however the benefits of RSI and REG
activities do not cease to exist where proposed in a scheduled area.

3.11

The higher order direction is not that the PNRP must pick one priority over the
other in this context, but that both must be considered in future decisionmaking on a case-by-case basis. When read as an integrated whole, we believe
the policies as we have amended them, best implement the relevant objectives
and higher order statutory direction without cause for further rationalisation
within Policy P12.

3.12

Turning to Policy P13, we have adopted three key changes. As alluded to
above, the first of these amendments is the deletion of the term “existing” from
the policy. We share Ms Wratt’s view5 that new RSI and REG activities are
also relevant to the direction under Policy P13. While NZTA’s preference6 was
that this be engrained in the proposed Plan via a standalone policy for new

3
Evidence of Hywel Edwards for NZTA (5 May 2017), p.10 - 11, para 50 - 52; Evidence of Pauline Whitney for MDC
and SWDC (4 May 2017), p.19-20, para 68 - 70; and Evidence of Lindsay Daysh for KiwiRail (5 May 2017), p. 10 - 11,
para 53 - 55.
4
Legal Submissions for Hearing Stream 5, Right of Reply (19 July 2018), p.10, para 32.
5
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (5 May 2017), p.38, para 119.
6
Response to the Hearing Panel Questions on behalf of the New Zealand Transport Agency (19 May 2017), p.5, para
20 - 23.
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activities, we consider that the amendment we have adopted achieves a similar
result. To that end, we accept NZTA’s submission on Policy P13 in part.
3.13

For completeness, we note also that PNRP Objectives O12 and O13 are not
limited in any way to existing infrastructure, nor is the relevant higher order
direction from the NPSET, NPSREG or RPS. We find no corresponding need
for Policy P13 to be any different.

3.14

The second amendment we have made to Policy P13 is to add “development”
to the list of matters specified in the policy. This change was sought by WIAL
and we have relied on Mr Kyle’s evidence and reasons7 in making this
amendment. For completeness, Mr Kyle’s evidence focussed on this change
being made by way of a new objective, whereas we consider the amendment to
Policy P13 – as sought in WIAL’s submission notice – is more appropriate for
the purposes of achieving Objective O13 as amended in Decision Report 4.
We note also that inclusion of “development” in this policy is consistent with
the term’s use in related policies under the NPSET and NPSREG for the
National Grid and REG activities (respectively).

3.15

The third substantive change we have adopted is to replace the notified
“beneficial and generally appropriate” direction of Policy P13 with “provided
for”. Several submissions expressed concern about the lack of certainty
associated with the notified drafting and the use of the term “generally” in
particular. We agree with Ms Wratt’s evidence for Wellington Water8 that the
notified direction is vague and should be more clearly articulated.

3.16

In this same context, Ms Wratt helpfully added her view that the specific relief
sought by Wellington Water – being replacement of the notified direction with
“are protected” – is not the most appropriate alternative either. While Ms Wratt
did not specify any other possible drafting solutions in relation to Policy P13,
she drew our attention to other nomenclature used commonly in the notified
policies, including “provide for” and “recognise and provide for”. More
broadly, in her evidence regarding Wellington Water’s submission on Policy
P45, Ms Wratt noted a key driver for the submitter was to ensure operation,
maintenance and upgrade of its infrastructure is provided for.9 We observe also
that the relief sought by Wellington Water on this policy expressed some
latitude for a “similar” direction to be applied if “are protected” is deemed
inappropriate.

3.17

Along similar lines, the Wellington Electricity submission specified an
alternative wording to be applied to its critical assets, being that they are
provided for.

3.18

We note also the higher order direction from the NPSET and NPSREG, which
expressly requires the proposed Plan to provide for the development, operation,
maintenance and upgrade of the National Grid and REG activities
(respectively).

7

Evidence of John Kyle (5 May 2017), p.16, para 8.4 - 8.5.
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (5 May 2017), p.43, para 135.
9
Evidence of Carolyn Wratt (5 May 2017), p.51, para 163.
8
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3.19

For the above reasons, we find the most appropriate direction for Policy P13 is
that development, operation, maintenance and upgrade of RSI and REG
activities (new and existing) are provided for. The policy as amended will
better implement the amended objectives in the PNRP and, in turn, the higher
order strategic direction from the relevant national policy instruments.

3.20

There were a small number of additional alternatives to Policy P13 proposed
by submitters. For example, some requested that the policy should relate also to
the “removal” of facilities in addition to operation, maintenance and upgrade.
We have not accepted these for the reasons expressed by Mr Denton.10

3.21

Another amendment was sought by Transpower in the form of a new policy to
better implement Policies 4 and 5 of the NPSET which relates to new
infrastructure associated with, and major upgrades of, the National Grid. Mr
Denton did not address this submission in his section 42A report, his right of
reply or his supplementary statement; however, Ms Whitney did provide some
evidence for Transpower. While we share Ms Whitney’s view that the
proposed Plan should be amended to better implement the NPSET, we do not
agree that an additional standalone policy is necessary to do so. Rather, and for
the reasons summarised above, we find the amendments to Policies P12 and
P13 we have adopted are the most appropriate for the purposes of
implementing the relevant PNRP objectives – and in turn the NPSET.

3.22

WCC likewise sought a new policy be inserted in Section 4.2 of the proposed
Plan to recognise the benefits, and provide for the use and development of
existing and future urban areas and infrastructure. We accept this relief in part
to the extent that it aligns with our proposed amendment to Policy P13;
however, we have stopped short of including a new policy that similarly
provides for use and development of urban areas. While there is unquestionable
merit in the submission, we note that:

3.23

10

(a)

there is a lack of higher order direction in the strategic documents
relevant to this proposed Plan that dictates an imperative for this
policy to be included as proposed;

(b)

the evidence presented by WCC did not go far enough to justify that
policy direction, particularly as it related to the costs and benefits of
providing greater policy relief for urban development relative to other
use and development; and

(c)

we do not agree with WCC that the proposed policy will better
implement the proposed objectives, and we note that the submitter did
not suggest a new or amended objective which the proposed policy
would implement.

For completeness, we acknowledge that the NPS-UDC has elevated urban
environments and the need to enable such environments to develop and change
to a level of national significance; however, as that NPS came into force after

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.76 - 77, para 347.
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the PNRP was notified it is not a strategic imperative at this time. The direction
in the NPS-UDC is relevant to regional plans, and the Council will need to
consider how best to give effect to the NPS in the future.
3.24

In Section 5 below, we discuss a consequential change we have made to Policy
P14, being the addition of “significant mineral resources” to the list of matters
addressed by the policy. For the reasons expressed by Mr Denton,11 we have
retained the balance of the policy as notified.

3.25

Several witnesses called by submitters gave the view that this policy could
provide broader protection to RSI and REG activities than the notified
provision while still implementing RPS Policy 8. Some of the amendments
suggested by these witnesses – Ms Foster for Meridian, Ms Whitney for
Transpower and Mr le Marquand for Powerco and the Oil Companies for
example – included that:
(a)

protection should be provided to the facilities from any adverse
effects, not just reverse sensitivity effects;

(b)

the spatial limits expressed in the policy – under, over or adjacent to –
should be removed to recognise that effects may arise further afield;
and

(c)

the policy need not be limited to effects from new incompatible
activities, but may also include changes to, or intensification of,
existing established incompatible activities.

3.26

As noted by Mr Denton, effects of new and modified activities on RSI and
REG facilities over and above reverse sensitivity effects are managed by
various activity-based policies, rules and methods such that Policy P14 does
not need to repeat those provisions. The reverse sensitivity effects management
is more relevant to the protection of RSI and REG facilities as noted in the
relevant provisions of the higher order policy documents, and we find the
notified policy appropriately addresses those effects. Consistent with our
findings as to Objective O13 in Decision Report 4, we have deleted reference
to both new incompatible use and development and new use and development
use and development. Notwithstanding the submission from NZTA which
sought to alter the definition of sensitivity we have made no changes to this
definition for reasons set out by Mr Denton in his section 42A report.12

3.27

We have amended the definition of “National Electricity Grid” as sought by
Transpower and Hort NZ. We agree with Mr Denton13 and Ms Whitney that
the term itself should be changed to “National Grid” and we share Ms
Whitney’s view14 that it should remain as a standalone defined term the rather
than simply be listed under the definition of RSI. Similarly, we have simplified
the definition by cross referencing the term used in the Electricity Industry Act

11

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.81 - 82, para 372 - 375.
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.63 - 64, para 283 - 284.
13
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.62, para 276.
14
Evidence of Pauline Whitney (5 May 2017), p.17, para 58.
12
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2010, consistent with the recommendations of the planning Joint Witness
Statement from 27 June 2017.15 In our view, these changes will make the
proposed Plan clearer and easier to administer as it relates to the National Grid.
3.28

Finally, we have altered the definition of “upgrade” as sought by Meridian
Electricity Limited. We have made two changes as follows;
(a)

Extending the reasons for upgrades to occur to include improving the
functional characteristics of structures or facilities, with the associated
caveat that the upgrading itself does not give rise to any significant
adverse effects on the environment; and

(b)

Making specific reference to generation or transmission capacity of
renewal energy generation activities and referring to the efficiency or
security of regionally significant infrastructure, and limiting the
replacement of support structures to within the footprint of authorised
activities.

3.29

We agree with the evidence presented by Ms Foster16 in respect to the rational
for altering the definition of upgrade. In particular, these changes will better
implement the policies in the proposed Plan relating to RSI and REG (Policies
P12 and P13) and in doing so will achieve the objective of the NPS-REG and
RPS Objective 9.

4.

Benefits of flood protection and erosion control

4.1

Relevant provisions
Policies P15 and P16 are relevant to this issue.

4.2

Policy P15 as notified uses similar language to Policy P13 to recognise the
benefits and general appropriateness of existing catchment-based flood and
erosion risk management activities.

4.3

Similarly, Policy P16 directs that benefits of new catchment-based flood and
erosion risk management activities are recognised in future decision-making.

4.4
4.5

Amendments and reasons
In summary, we have amended Policy P15 and retained Policy P16 as notified.
The amendment we have made to Policy P15 is identical to the third edit we
made to Policy P13. That is, we have changed the wording of the policy such
that it expresses a “provide for” action. For the reasons we expressed above
regarding the same editorial change to Policy P13, we find this amendment:
(a)

15
16

is more appropriately suited to the nature of a policy, being to provide
some direction or action to achieve the proposed objectives – as
opposed to the notified policy which amounted to a statement of
general appropriateness;

Joint Witness Statement (27 June 2017), p.2, para 5.
Evidence of Christine Foster (5 May 2017), p.10 - 12, para 32 - 35.
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(b)

better implements the relevant objectives, and in particular the aim of
Objective O20 for risk from natural hazards to be acceptable; and

(c)

better reflects the thrust of the rules relevant to existing catchmentbased flood and erosion management activities, which are of a
relatively-enabling nature.

4.6

The submission on Policy P15 from WWL is accepted in part accordingly.

4.7

We have ultimately retained Policy P16 as notified. We share Mr Denton’s
view that the notified policy is in balance with other proposed policies relating
to topics such as natural character, natural hazards, and freshwater habitat –
and that collectively, these policies best implement the proposed objectives.

4.8

We carefully considered the requests by submitters and the evidence of their
experts to elevate the direction under the policy from recognising to “providing
for” new flood and erosion risk management activities. On balance, we find
such a change would go too far and increase the likelihood that the objectives
relating to natural character and biodiversity in particular would not be
achieved.

4.9

Again, the notified policy strikes a better balance by signalling to decisionmakers that the benefits of these activities need to be considered alongside the
potential adverse effects they may entail. This approach is less directive to
decision-makers than the alternative sought by submitters, but that does not in
our view make it less effective at achieving the proposed objectives when
considered in conjunction with the other policies in the proposed Plan.

4.10

Accordingly, the submissions in support of Policy P16 from Federated
Farmers, the Oil Companies and Powerco are accepted.

5.

Benefits of other activities and resource use

5.1

Relevant provisions
Here we focus on Policies P7 - P9 and P11.

5.2

As notified, Policy P7 directed that the cultural, social and economic benefits
of using land and water for various other activities be recognised. The activities
included such examples as aquaculture, treatment, dilution and disposal of
wastewater and stormwater, electricity generation, irrigation stock water and
firefight among others.

5.3

Policy P8 was similar in nature, listing a range of matters deemed to be
“beneficial and generally appropriate”. The matters included activities that
restore natural values, systems and features, daylighting of piped streams,
removal of pest plants and animals and public artwork among other matters.

5.4

Policy P9 as notified established the direction that any reduction in the
quantum or quality of public access to and along the CMA and beds of lakes
and rivers is to be avoided except where certain circumstances apply.
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Policy P11 recognised the benefits of damming and storing water in the beds
of rivers where the benefits are significant, water is available for other
concurrent uses, and water supply and allocation are enhanced.
Amendments and reasons
As we detail below, our decision on these provisions is to delete Policies P7,
P8 and P11 and to amend Policy P9.
Regarding Policy P7 we share the view expressed by Mr Percy17 for Rangitāne
o Wairarapa and Ms Cooper18 for the Fish and Game in their evidence and Mr
Anderson in his submissions for Forest and Bird19 that the proposed Plan’s
objectives will be better implemented if the policy is deleted for the reasons
they have expressed. We further observe the policy is not appropriate in a
section 32 sense in that:
(a)

there is no clear relationship between this policy and the
implementation of any of the anticipated outcomes for the region
expressed in the proposed objectives; and

(b)

while the policy purports to recognise the benefits of the matters
listed, the rules and methods are lacking in a coherent expression of
how that recognition is to be implemented.

5.8

This, in our view, points to a clear lack of justification for the policy and we
accept the submissions seeking the policy’s deletion accordingly.

5.9

We considered all other alternatives proposed by submitters, including
retention and additions of other activities to the list under the policy, and found
the evidence to be unconvincing. The one exception to this was in relation to
Ms Allan’s evidence for GBC Winstone about the utilisation of mineral
resources and the need under RPS Policy 60 to consider the benefits of that use
and to protect them where the resource is regionally significant.

5.10

In Decision Report 4, we agreed with Ms Allan’s evidence that these
resources should be subject to appropriate direction in the PNRP in order to
implement the RPS. This led to us adopting amendments to Objectives O12
and O13. There is a corresponding need for us to implement those amended
objectives by way of appropriate policy direction. We have done so through
two edits to the proposed policies to implement the respective outcomes
anticipated in these objectives for mineral resource use – being the recognition
of such activities’ benefits and their protection from incompatible use.

5.11

Firstly, as noted in section 3 above we have amended Policy P14 so that
significant mineral resources are subject to the same protection from the effects
of incompatible activities as RSI and REG activities are.

17

Evidence of Philip Percy (9 May 2017), p.48 - 49, para 169 - 174.
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (24 May 2017), p.48 - 49, para 141 - 144.
19
Legal submissions of Peter Anderson (13 June 2017), p.15, para 56 - 58.
18
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5.12

Secondly, we have added a new policy that is specific to the recognition of the
benefits of mineral resource use so that future decision-making takes those into
account. We considered amending Policy P12 to incorporate these activities,
but decided against it due to the identified matters to have regard to under the
policy being more relevant to RSI and REG activities than mineral resource
use. In our view, these two edits will better give effect to the amended
Objectives, thereby enhancing the proposed Plan’s implementation of the RPS.

5.13

Turning to the efficacy of Policy P8, we have reached a similar conclusion as
we did for Policy P7. Again, in a section 32 context, we found no clear linkage
between the policy and any objective or rule.

5.14

In this respect, we accept the submission of Susannah and Mark Guscott that a
policy direction to recognise certain matters as ‘generally appropriate’ is
ambiguous and largely ineffectual. This was accepted by Mr Denton who said
“the policy confers a level of uncertainty with the way benefits are conferred
on activities or the use of land and water for certain activities”.20 He added
that this generality is nevertheless useful in the PNRP. We disagree.

5.15

Rather, we share the submitters’ view that the policy framework in this respect
should be clearer, more concise and effective in its implementation of the
PNRP objectives.

5.16

That so many other submitters sought additions to, or partial deletions of, the
matters cited under the policy amplifies the perception that this policy lacks
rigour in its definition. There are many activities that have benefits stemming
from associated use of resources; however, that does not necessarily give rise
for a need to single out some of these and not others within a plan unless there
is convincing or demonstrable evidence to do so or unless driven by higher
order direction from national or regional policy instruments. That justification
is clearly lacking to the matters listed under Policy P8 in our view, and the
policy’s retention in the proposed Plan would – we fear – lead to uncertain and
inconsistent decision-making in the future.

5.17

We find the PNRP objectives will be more clearly and effectively implemented
if the policy is deleted.

5.18

We have made several amendments to Policy P9. Firstly, for the reasons
expressed in his section 42A report,21 we have adopted Mr Denton’s
recommendations that:

20
21

(a)

the notified direction of the policy to avoid any reduction in the extent
or quality of public space should be amended such that the extent and
quality of those spaces is maintained and enhanced; and

(b)

the clause at the end of the policy relating to mitigation or offsetting
only relates to sub-clauses (a) and (b) of the policy.

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.37, para 161.
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.54 - 56, para 235 - 245.
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5.19

We consider this amendment better reflects the wording of, and implements,
Objective O10 and is in turn more consistent with section 6(d) of the RMA.

5.20

We have also included a new clause (b) under the policy as a consequential
change arising from our deletions of Objective O37 and Policy P51. We
provide the reasons for those deletions in Decision Reports 4 and 10
respectively. We observe here that in doing so, there is a policy imperative to
ensure people have access to significant surf breaks and the recreational and
cultural benefits that stem from them in order to effectively implement the
amended objectives, including Objectives O9 and O10 in particular. This
imperative is provided for by the new clause we have added to Policy P9.

5.21

A key tenant of Policy P9 is the concept of “offset”. Notwithstanding the
submission from NZTA which sought to alter the definition of offset we have
made no changes to this definition for reasons set out by Mr Denton in his
section 42A report.22

5.22

Finally, we have deleted Policy 11 as sought by Forest and Bird, Fish and
Game, Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki and Rangitāne o Wairarapa. We had adopted the
reasons for this deletion as expressed by Ms Cooper23 and Mr Percy.24

5.23

Moreover, we find that Objective O2 is more effectively and efficiently
implemented if the policy is deleted. By extension, we also agree with Mr
Anderson’s submissions25 that the policy does not assist with PNRP’s
implementation of the RPS or NPS-FM.

5.24

There is also a lack of any rules or methods in the proposed Plan that
implement the policy. This is a clear indicator to us that the policy adds little, if
any, value to the PNRP.

6.

Conclusion

6.1

For the reasons summarised above, we have adopted several changes to the
beneficial use and development polices and methods.

6.2

Overall, we find these amendments will better implement the objectives of the
proposed Plan as amended in Decision Report 4.

22

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (19 April 2017), p.63, para 278 - 279.
Evidence of Lucy Cooper (24 May 2017), p.51 - 52, para 15 0- 156.
24
Evidence of Philip Percy (9 May 2017), p.51 - 53, para 183 - 190.
25
Legal submissions of Peter Anderson (13 June 2017), p.18, para 69 - 73.
23
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Decision Report 6
Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
This is the sixth of 16 decision reports prepared by the Hearing Panel
appointed to hear submissions on, and determine, the PNRP.

1.2

The report addresses the policies, methods, schedules and definitions relating
to areas and sites with significant mana whenua values and the submissions
received on those provisions.

1.3

We have structured our discussion on this topic as follows:
(a)

Section 2 summarises key contextual matters, including relevant
provisions and key issues / themes in submissions;

(b)

Sections 3 - 6 contain our evaluation of key issues and amendments to
provisions; and

(c)

Section 7 briefly sets out our conclusions.

1.4

This report should be read in conjunction with Decision Reports 1 and 4. The
former provides context on the approach we have adopted to our decisionmaking and our reporting. Decision Report 4 records our decisions on the
submissions relating to the proposed Plan’s objectives.

1.5

Section 32AA of the RMA is the principal driver for this report. Among other
things, it requires:
(a)

our evaluation to be focussed on changes to the proposed provisions
arising since the notification of the PNRP and its section 32A reports;

(b)

the provisions to be examined as to whether they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the objectives;

(c)

as part of that examination, that:
(i)

reasonable alternatives within the scope afforded by
submissions on the provisions and corresponding evidence
are considered;

(ii)

the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions is assessed;

(iii)

the reasons for our decisions are summarised; and

(iv)

our report contains a level of detail commensurate with the
scale and significance of the changes made.
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1.6

As set out in Decision 1, we have not produced a separate evaluation report
under section 32AA. Rather, where we have adopted the recommendations of
Council’s section 42A authors, we have adopted their reasoning, unless
expressly stated otherwise. This includes the section 32AA assessment table
attached to the relevant section 42A reports and / or right of reply reports.
Those reports are part of the public record and are available on the GWRC
website. Where our decision differs from the section 42A authors’
recommendations, we have incorporated the section 32AA evaluation into the
body of this report as part of our reasons for amendments, as opposed to
including this is a separate table or appendix.

1.7

We note also that specific objectives were considered at the hearing of these
matters. For the reasons we have given in Decision Reports 1 and 4, however,
our evaluation of those and all other objectives is contained within Decision
Report 4. Both of those Decision Reports should accordingly be read in
conjunction with the below.

1.8

Appendix C contains our summary table of decisions on each submission point
and Appendix D contains the track changed Proposed Natural Resources Plan.

2.

Summary of provisions and key issues

2.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
In this section, we provide relevant context around which our evaluation is
based. Our discussion includes:

2.2
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(a)

summary of relevant provisions;

(b)

themes raised in submissions; and

(c)

identification of key issues for our subsequent evaluation.

Relevant Provisions
Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values – Objectives
As indicated in Decision Report 4, we propose changes to the objectives
relevant to areas and sites with significant mana whenua values to enhance the
proposed Plan’s implementation of the RMA’s sustainable management
purpose. Those edits included wholesale deletion of some objectives and
refinements to others. In summary, the outcomes now anticipated by the mana
whenua objectives are:
(a)

the sustaining of mauri or, where it is depleted, the enhancing of
natural resources and processes to replenish mauri (O3);

(b)

the recognising of the relationships of Māori and their culture and
traditions with their taonga (including lands, water, sites, and waahi
tapu) through specific means (O14); and

(c)

the recognising of kaitiakitanga and the active participation of mana
whenua in planning and decision-making (O15).
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It is these revised objectives which form the basis for our section 32 analysis;
namely an examination of whether the proposed provisions are the most
appropriate way to achieve the mana whenua objectives.
Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values – Policies
We consider seven of the PNRP policies in this decision. As signalled by the
objectives referred to above, policies relating to mana whenua values focus on:
(a)

directly managing adverse effects of activities on values of mana
whenua (for example, Policies P17, P44, and P45); or

(b)

recognising and providing for the relationships of mana whenua and
their values through a variety of means (for example, Policies P18,
P19, P20 and P21).

2.5

Policy P17 sets out the manner by which the mauri of fresh and coastal waters
will be recognised, sustained and enhanced. These involve managing adverse
effects of activities on mauri, providing for activities that sustain and enhance
mauri, and recognising and providing for the role of kaitiaki in sustaining
mauri.

2.6

Policy P18 sets out how the relationship between mana whenua and Ngā
Huanga o Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa will be recognised and provided for,
including through the resource consent process, in the developing of Whaitua
Implementation Programmes, in working with mana whenua and other parties
on restoration initiatives, and in implementing kaupapa Māori monitoring. The
policy requires particular regard be had to the values and Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa huanga identified in Schedule B. Schedule B provides a glossary of
terms relating to Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa, and then lists the Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa of significance to the iwi of the Wellington region. Areas and sites
identified in Schedule B are shown on Map 2.

2.7

Policy P19 requires that the cultural relationship of Māori with air, land and
water is recognised, while adverse effects on this relationship and values is
minimised.

2.8

Policy P20 seeks to involve mana whenua in assessment and decision-making
processes associated with resource use and development, so as to recognise and
provide for kaitiakitanga. Means of involvement include managing activities in
sites listed in Schedule C in accordance with tikanga and kaupapa Māori,
identifying and including mana whenua attributes and values in the kaitiaki
information and monitoring strategy referred to in Method M2, and applying
such values in maintaining mana whenua relationships with Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa.

2.9

Policy P21 requires the Council to include all relevant statutory
acknowledgements in Schedule D, and have regard to them when processing
resource consent applications. Schedules D1 and D2, respectively, currently
contain statutory acknowledgements arising from the Port Nicholson Block
(Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika) Claims Settlement Act 2009 and
Ngāti Toa Rangatira Claims Settlement Act 2014. During the course of the
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hearings, the Rangitāne Tū Mai Rā (Wairarapa Tamaki nui-ā-Rua) Claims
Settlement Act 2017 was passed into law and this has subsequently been
incorporated into the Plan as Schedule D3 without need for a formal Schedule
1, RMA process.
2.10

Policy P44 sets out how the sites of significance to mana whenua listed in
Schedule C will be protected and restored through a range of regulatory and
non-regulatory methods, namely proposed Plan rules and working in
partnership with key stakeholders, respectively.

2.11

Policy P45 establishes a hierarchical pathway for protecting and restoring
Schedule C sites through the resource consent process. In the first instance, this
involves avoiding the location of activities within such sites. Where avoidance
is not practicable, cultural impact assessments are the required vehicle by
which the adverse effects of activities are evaluated and the means to avoid
significant adverse effects and to remedy or mitigate more than minor adverse
effects are recommended. Where these options are not available, then the
activity is found to be inappropriate (as is offsetting in any circumstances).
Relevant iwi authorities are to be considered affected parties for all activities
requiring consent in a Schedule C site where the adverse effects are minor or
more than minor.

2.12

2.13

2.14
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Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values – Schedules
There are three schedules in the proposed Plan relating to significant mana
whenua values. Schedules B and D have already been described above, as they
are linked to Policies P18 and P21 respectively. Schedule C contains a list of
sites with significant mana whenua values. In comparison with the broad Ngā
Taonga Nui a Kiwa areas listed in Schedule B which relate to entire water
bodies, Schedule C lists specific sites, such as bays, harbours, reefs, shorelines,
lakes, rivers, streams, river or stream reaches, springs, wetlands, waterfalls,
lagoons, reserves and river or stream mouths. The schedule is divided into five
parts relating to particular iwi:
(a)

Schedule C1 – Ngā Hāpu ō Ōtaki;

(b)

Schedule C2 – Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai;

(c)

Schedule C3 – Ngāti Toa Rangatira;

(d)

Schedule C4 – Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika; and

(e)

Schedule C5 – Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o
Wairarapa.

Sites listed in Schedules C1 to C5 are shown on Maps 3 to 7. The significant
values for each site are listed, and a glossary provides an explanation for each
of those values.
Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values – Rules
There is a suite of rules in the proposed Plan that specifically refer to Schedule
C sites. They include rules relating to discharges to water, land uses, wetlands,
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beds of lakes and rivers and the CMA. Activities subject to these rules are
either subject to additional permitted activity conditions, specific matters for
control or discretion, or are accorded a particular consent status, if they are
proposed in a Schedule C site. Rules that refer to Schedule B areas generally
do so as matters for control or discretion; location within a Schedule B site is
not determinative of consent status.
2.15

2.16

2.17

2.18

2.19

Requests for amendments to these rules are dealt with comprehensively in the
Decision Reports covering the topic to which they relate.
Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values – Other Methods
There are three other methods described in Section 6 of the proposed Plan that
are relevant to this topic. They all rely on fostering the relationship between
mana whenua and the Council with respect to:
(a)

developing and implementing a kaitiaki information and monitoring
strategy by December 2017 (Method M2);

(b)

assisting the wider community to understand and provide for mana
whenua values, with a particular emphasis on mana whenua
relationships with air, land and water within Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa
(Method M25); and

(c)

encouraging the involvement of kaitiaki in resource consent processes
where mana whenua relationships with air, land and water or their
values are adversely affected, again, with a particular emphasis on
Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa, and also sites with significant mana whenua
values (Method M26).

Areas and Sites with Significant Mana Whenua Values – Definitions
There are seven defined terms that are of particular importance where the
provisions relating to significant mana whenua are concerned. These are the
definitions for ‘mana whenua’ itself, as well as those for ‘mauri’, ‘Māori
customary use’, ‘cultural impact assessment’, ‘mahinga kai’, ‘Ngā Taonga Nui
a Kiwa’, and ‘Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa huanga’.
Submissions
Similar to other topics, we found that the main groupings for submissions on
significant mana whenua values fall into the following three categories:
(a)

those in support of a particular provision (or provisions);

(b)

those seeking to amend or delete a provision(s); and

(c)

those recommending the inclusion of new policies, rules or other
methods.

The key matters emerging from the submissions seeking amendments to the
provisions, or inclusion of new provisions, are requests:
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(a)

for more detail on the concept, scope and means of affecting or
enhancing mauri;

(b)

to amend the approach to managing Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa;

(c)

to clarify or alter use of the terms ‘protect and restore’ in policies;

(d)

to amend the mitigation hierarchy set out in Policy P45;

(e)

to clarify interpretation of the term ‘cultural impact assessment’;

(f)

to provide more definitively for existing uses and regionally
significant infrastructure;

(g)

to replace the word ‘minimised’ in policies with ‘avoided’ or
‘avoided, remedied or mitigated’;

(h)

for greater clarity with respect to references to ‘kaitiakitanga’, or to
generalise such references by adding qualifiers or referring to other
parties;

(i)

for site-specific amendments to Schedule B and C and the associated
maps;

(j)

to amend definitions for ‘mana whenua’, ‘Māori customary use’ and
‘mahinga kai’; and

(k)

to revise other methods to make reference to other parties such as
‘landowners’.

Some of these matters feature more predominantly than others in our
evaluation below, but we record that all submissions on the provisions relating
to significant mana whenua values have been subject to analysis in our
deliberations. More detailed descriptions of the submissions and key issues can
be found in Ms Greenberg’s and Ms Guest’s section 42A reports.
Outline of Key Issues
Our evaluation below focusses on four key issues in turn, being:
(a)

changes to policies (section 3);

(b)

changes to schedules (section 4);

(c)

changes to other methods (section 5); and

(d)

changes to definitions (section 6).

3.

Changes to Policies

3.1

Relevant provisions
The provisions we consider here are Policies P17, P18, P19, P20, P21, P44
and P45. As outlined in paragraph 2.4 above, these policies either directly seek
to manage adverse effects on values of significance to mana whenua (for
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example Policies P17, P44 and P45) or, in the first instance, they seek to
recognise and provide for the relationships mana whenua have with those
values (for example Policies P18, P19, P20 and P21).
3.2

3.3

The division between effects-based and relationship-based policies is not a
binary one, however. Policy P17, in recognising the importance of mauri to
Māori, also seeks to recognise the role of kaitiaki in sustaining mauri, for
instance, whereas Policy P18 seeks to recognise and provide for the
relationship between mana whenua and Ngā Huanga o Ngā Taonga nui a Kiwa
by, among other things, having particular regard to values and Ngā Taonga Nui
a Kiwa huanga identified in Schedule B.
Amendments and reasons
For the reasons outlined below, we have amended the policies as follows:
Policy P17:
(a)

adding a reference to mauri being ‘sustained and enhanced’ in the
introduction to the policy;

(b)

clarifying that the focus is on managing ‘adverse’ effects of activities;
and

(c)

‘providing for’ (as well as ‘recognising’) the role of kaitiaki in
sustaining mauri.

Policy P18:
(d)

clarifying that it is in making decisions on resource consent
applications and in developing Whaitua Implementation Programmes,
that the values and Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa huanga (Schedule B) must
be given particular regard;

(e)

consequently deleting the advisory note relating to the ‘reasonable
steps’ whaitua committees are expected to take in their development
of such programmes;

(f)

stating that relevant iwi authority(ies) will be recognised as affected
parties where activities at risk of having a minor or more than minor
effects on Schedule B areas or Schedule C sites are concerned; and

(g)

clarifying which parties Council will work with on restoration
initiatives within Schedule B areas.

Policy P20:
(h)

clarifying that it is ‘mana whenua’ who will be involved in
‘assessment and decision-making processes’, in recognising and
providing for kaitiakitanga;

(i)

adding the word ‘including’ to the front of the policy so that it is clear
that the means set out in (a) to (c) are not exclusive; and
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clarifying that the focus is on managing ‘activities’ rather than ‘natural
and physical resources’ in Schedule C sites.

Policy P44:
(k)

providing a description of the mix of regulatory and non-regulatory
methods by which Schedule C sites will be protected and (rather than
‘and / or’) restored.

Policy P45:

3.4
3.5

(l)

restructuring the policy to outline a clearer pathway or management
hierarchy under which Schedule C sites will be protected and restored,
where the activities concerned are located either within or outside of
these sites, and would or could cause more than minor adverse effects
on Schedule C site values and, in doing so;

(m)

clarifying the circumstances in which avoidance, minimising,
remedying, and offsetting, and the activity itself, are appropriate or
inappropriate, and the role of cultural impact assessments in
determining this; and

(n)

stating the circumstances in which relevant consent authority(ies) are
to be considered affected parties;

We have not made any changes to Policies P19 and P21 as notified.
Policy P17
In making the changes to Policy P17 outlined above, we rely primarily on the
scope provided by the submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa1 and the
evidence of Mr Percy,2 particularly where the addition of ‘sustained and
enhanced’ to the beginning of the policy, and ‘providing for’ in clause (c) are
concerned. We have also adopted a change to add ‘adverse’ in relation to
‘effects’ that was recommended by Ms Greenberg for Council.3 We have not
adopted all of changes requested by Rangitāne o Wairarapa; in this we agree
with the reasons Ms Greenberg gives for recommending their rejection, for
example that means of participation by kaitiaki are otherwise adequately
provided for in other policies.4

3.6

Collectively, the changes we have made will make Policy P17 more consistent
with the wording of Objective O3, which specifically refers to mauri.

3.7

Two submitters5 sought clarification on what the properties of mauri are. It is
our understanding that mauri cannot be defined with complete specificity, as
the values are specific to the water body in question and those mana whenua
that hold those values. How mauri will be determined necessarily depends on

1

Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, paras 129 – 132.
3
Section 42A Report (Part B) by Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 408 – 415.
4
Section 42A Report (Part B) by Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, para 413.
5
Submissions S35 Allan Smith and S14 Egon Guttke.
2
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the application of the day. However, we note that the proposed Plan provides a
definition for ‘mauri’. No submissions were made on the definition and it
remains as notified.
3.8

3.9

We have also not met the relief sought by other submitters6 requesting the
addition of qualifiers, such as ‘where possible’ and ‘over time’ to the policy.
We agree in this respect with the reasons Ms Greenberg gave for
recommending their rejection.7
Policy P18
In making the changes to Policy P18 outlined above, we rely primarily on the
scope provided by the submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa8 and the
evidence of Ms Guest for the Council.9 We agree with Ms Guest that the
changes she proposed in response to the submission from Rangitāne o
Wairarapa, and that we have adopted, will:
(a)

improve the effectiveness of the policy framework by clarifying the
intent of the management approach with respect to Ngā Taonga Nui a
Kiwa and the linkages with Schedule C sites;

(b)

clarify the expectations for iwi, resource users and resource
consenting officers; and

(c)

extend recognition of the role groups, other than iwi, have with
respect to restoration activities.

3.10

The main alternatives to the changes we have made were requested by Mr
Guttke10 and Rangitāne o Wairarapa. Mr Guttke sought that the policy would
only apply to publicly accessible resources. We reject this relief on the grounds
that there is no relationship between land tenure and the existence or location
of significant mana whenua values, and that activities do not have to be located
on the same property to potentially impact on those values.

3.11

In his evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Mr Percy requested changes to
Policy 18 that would have the effect of affording Schedule B areas the same
level of protection as that given to Schedule C sites.11 We note that the areas
identified in Schedule B are extensive in size and cover much of the
Wellington region. In rejecting this request, we find that:
(a)

such a change would not be effective or efficient as it would have the
effect of requiring resource consent for most activities in these areas;

(b)

significant and defined parts of the Schedule B areas are protected
under the resource consent process through their identification in
Schedule C; and

6

Submissions S295 The Carter Family and S310 Ravensdown Ltd.
Section 42A Report by Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 401, 402 and 408.
8
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, paras 244 - 258.
9
Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, paras 22 - 32.
10
Evidence from Egon Guttke, 11 May 2017.
11
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, para 252.
7
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where resource consent is required for other reasons (for example
where discharges exceed permitted activity thresholds), then
consideration of the potential impact on Schedule B areas will be
brought to bear, by virtue of Policy P18.

3.12

We have accepted Ms Guest’s reasoning in regard to the above reasons for not
affording change to all the requests by Rangitāne o Wairarapa.12

3.13

Finally, it is our view that change(s) of the nature requested above would
necessarily require a Schedule 1 process, with attendant opportunities for
participation by all interested and affected parties.

3.14

We find that the changes Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai sought in evidence13
were not within the scope of their original submission14 and so we have been
unable to consider them further. We have covered the issue of ‘scope creep’ in
Decision Report 1.

3.15

Policy P19
Overall, we find that Policy P19 as notified is appropriate and gives effect to
the relevant objectives. Accordingly, we have not made any changes to the
policy and in doing so have rejected the relief sought by various submitters.
Their requests, and our grounds for rejecting them, are summarised below.

3.16

In their submissions, First Gas15 and NZTA16 requested that the reference in
Policy P19 to ‘minimise’ be replaced with ‘avoid, remedy or mitigate’,
whereas Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought its replacement with ‘avoid’.17 In his
evidence for NZTA,18 and similarly with respect to other policies in the
proposed Plan (particularly Policy P4), Mr Edwards for NZTA argued for a
‘case by case’ approach in planning provisions and, on that basis, indicated a
preference for ‘avoid, remedy or mitigate’ over ‘minimise’. Mr Percy (for
Rangitāne o Wairarapa), had similar concerns with the word ‘minimise’ with
respect to Policies P4, P19 and other policies.19

3.17

We find that the phrases ‘avoid’ and ‘avoid, remedy or mitigate’ are not
appropriate in the context of Policy P19. That is because Policy P19 focuses
on the relationship between Māori and their resources and values, as opposed
to the resources per se. As the effect to be managed (in this case ‘minimised’)
is on the relationship, not the resources, the phrases ‘avoid’ or ‘avoid, remedy
or mitigate’ would not work in this context.

3.18

In our view, the desire on the part of submitters to replace references to
‘minimise’ here and elsewhere in the proposed Plan may be due to the way it is
defined in Policy P4. In this respect, we note that we have deleted Policy P4

12

Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 91 – 95 and Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by
Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, para 37.
13
Evidence from Kristie Parata, 19 June 2017.
14
Submission S398 Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai.
15
Submission S145 First Gas Ltd.
16
Submission S146 New Zealand Transport Agency.
17
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
18
Evidence from Hywel Edwards, 5 May 2017, paras 75 – 77.
19
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, paras 111 – 123.
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for the reasons set out in Decision Report 3. In the absence of Policy P4, the
retention of Policy P19 may be more palatable to submitters.
3.19

Policy P20
In making the changes to Policy P20 outlined above, we rely primarily on the
scope provided by the submission from Rangitāne o Wairarapa20 and the
evidence of Mr Percy21 and Ms Greenberg.22 We agree with Ms Greenburg that
the change requested by the submitter to refer to the management of ‘activities’
rather than ‘natural and physical resources’ would clarify the intent of Policy
P20, in other words, the implementation of active participation of mana
whenua in planning and decision-making. We agree with Mr Percy that the
addition of ‘including’ in the first line of the policy will assist as the matters set
out in clauses (a) through (c) of the policy are not the only way in which mana
whenua express kaitiakitanga. Further changes to the beginning of the policy to
make the involvement of mana whenua in assessment and decision-making
processes explicit, will partly meet the relief sought in the submission of
Rangitāne o Wairarapa.

3.20

These changes ensure that Policy P20 better aligns with Objective O15, which
specifically refers to kaitiakitanga.

3.21

The main alternatives to the changes we have made were requested by
Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Federated Farmers, Land Matters et al, CRU, Allin and
Crozier, Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai, Ngāti Kahungunu Ki Wairarapa and
Hammond Ltd.23 Mr Percy sought a further change to replace Ms Greenberg’s
suggested inclusion of ‘activities’ with ‘adverse effects’ but this change would
fall outside the scope of the original submission of Rangitāne o Wairarapa. We
otherwise agree with Ms Greenberg’s reasons for not recommending the
acceptance of the specific changes sought by the abovementioned submitters.24
In particular, and with respect to the request by Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai
that Policy P20 make reference to Council establishing a kaitiaki group, we
note that this is not precluded under Policy P20 or Methods M25 or M26.

3.22

3.23

Policy P21
Overall, we find that Policy P21 as notified is appropriate and gives effect to
the relevant objectives. Accordingly, we have not made any changes to the
policy and in doing so have rejected the relief sought by various submitters.
Their requests, and our grounds for rejecting them, are summarised below.
In their submissions, First Gas25 and NZTA26 sought inclusion of plans
showing statutory acknowledgement areas and contact details for iwi and hapū.

20

Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, paras 135 - 136.
22
Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 481 – 482.
23
Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa, S352 Federated Farmers, S285 Land Matters Ltd, S93 Coastal
Ratepayers United Inc, S175 Joan Allin and Rob Crozier, S398 Te Ātiawa ki Whakarongotai, S300 Ngāti Kahungunu ki
Wairarapa and S132 Hammond Ltd respectively.
24
Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 478 – 490.
25
Submission S145 First Gas Ltd.
26
Submission S146 New Zealand Transport Agency.
21
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3.24

Rangitāne o Wairarapa sought changes to clause (b) to refer to statutory
acknowledgements in Schedule D, and other relevant statutory
acknowledgements, as they come into effect.27 In his evidence, Mr Percy
acknowledged that as they come into effect, such acknowledgements will be
included in the PNRP without the need for a full Schedule 1 process, yet
sought reference to other acknowledgements arising, given the potential for
delays in updating hard copies of the proposed Plan.28

3.25

We appreciate that as Treaty settlements are reached, new statutory
acknowledgement areas will come into effect. By its very nature, the settlement
picture is evolving. We also note that contact details quickly date. Our
understanding is that Council maintains a separate register of contact details,
outside the PNRP.29 In any case, the RMA requires that statutory
acknowledgements must be given regard to in deciding whether persons are
affected by an application (irrespective of whether they have been physically
incorporated into a plan or not).

3.26

It is our view that the references to statutory acknowledgements in Policy P21
are sufficiently clear and will not preclude consideration of any additional
areas arising from the settlement process. We have, however, accepted a
change to Schedule D recommended by Ms Greenberg30 to include
introductory text informing plan users of the Council’s list of contact details for
iwi and groups representing hapū in the Wellington region. This will go part
way to meeting the relief sought by the relevant submitters.31

3.27

3.28

Policy P44 and P45
We deal with Policies P44 and P45 together as they are complementary in
nature, with Policy P44 focusing on protecting and restoring sites with
significant mana whenua values identified in Schedule C, and Policy P45
focused on managing adverse effects on those sites. Another reason for
considering them together is the need to address questions we have arising
from their scope and that of their related objective (O33 as notified, now
incorporated into clause (d) of the new omnibus Objective O14).
While Policies P44 and P45 explicitly mention sites with significant mana
whenua values as identified in Schedule C, Objective O33 as notified (now
Objective O14(d)) refers simply to ‘sites with significant mana whenua
values’. The first question we have can be framed as follows:
(a)

3.29

27

What sites does Objective O33 (now O14(d)) relate to?

We have determined that Objective O33 (now O14(d)) relates to those sites
covered by Policies P44 and P45 (i.e. Schedule C sites), primarily due to the
use of the word ‘sites’. Whereas, the Ngā Taonga Nui a Kiwa areas that are
recognised and provided for in Policy P18 and identified in Schedule B,

Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, paras 137 – 138.
29
Section 42A Report by Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, para 185.
30
Section 42A Report by Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, para 187.
31
Submissions S145 First Gas Ltd and S146 New Zealand Transport Agency.
28
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naturally rely more broadly on clauses (a) and (b) and directly on clause (c) in
Objective O14. With that question settled in our minds, the second and third
questions we have can be framed as follows:
(a)

Does Objective O33 (now O14(d)), in seeking to protect and restore
Schedule C sites, anticipate that said sites are to be protected from the
effects of use and development where activities are located solely
within the sites in question, or also outside the sites?

(b)

If the answer to the question posed in paragraph 3.28(a) above is that
said sites are to be protected from effects generated both within and
outside the sites in question, then is there a level of acceptable effect,
does the proposed Plan deal with the cumulative impact of permitted
and consented activities and, if not, should it?

3.30

In setting these questions we have largely relied on Mr Percy’s evidence on
behalf of Rangitāne o Wairarapa32 which, in the above respects, we found to be
of assistance to us. It is our view that Objective O33 (now O14(d)) does
anticipate that sites with significant mana whenua values are to be protected
from activities located both within and outside them. This stands to reason,
given the sites are largely located within, or form parts of, water bodies and are
therefore potentially at risk from upstream discharges in addition to direct
discharges.

3.31

Following on from this, we also form the view that the effects of permitted and
consented activities on the values of Schedule C sites are an appropriate matter
for consideration under the proposed Plan, and that the conditions imposed on
rules and resource consents provide the means to enable this consideration.

3.32

Our consequential recasting of Policy P44, in general, and Policy P45, in
particular, represents a combination of adopting the relief sought by Rangitāne
o Wairarapa, the evidence of Mr Percy and the recommendations of Ms Guest.
We have not however, combined Policies P44 and P45 as sought by Mr
Percy,33 as we consider the policies have complementary but distinct functions.
That functional distinction, we believe, is now reinforced by the amendments
we have made to both policies, as outlined below.

3.33

Turning now to the specific amendments we have made to Policy P44, we have
accepted Ms Guest’s recommendation34 to add three clauses which set out how
Schedule C sites will be protected and restored, with respect to specific nonregulatory methods. The changes Ms Guest recommended were largely in
response to evidence from Mr Percy35 and Mr Falloon for Federated Farmers,36
seeking to amend the policy to provide useful guidance on how Objective O33
would be achieved, and to reference positive partnerships with stakeholders,
respectively. We agree that the changes Ms Guest recommends address the

Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, paras 259 - 273.
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, para 262.
34
Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, paras 52 – 55.
35
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, paras 259 – 261.
36
Evidence from Jamie Falloon, 25 May 2017, paras 11.1 – 11.12.
32

33
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redundancy in Policy P44 as notified. The changes give life to both the policy
and Objective O33 (now O14(d)) which it seeks to implement.
3.34

We adopt Ms Guest’s amendments in as far as they go. However, there was a
broader request made by Mr Percy that we consider should be more directly
addressed. Mr Percy sought the redrafting of Policy P44 not just to reference
non-regulatory initiatives, but also management responses via regulation.37 We
agree with Mr Percy that a more comprehensive approach to revising Policy
P44 to refer to both non-regulatory and regulatory methods would assist
decision-makers. Accordingly, we have added reference to ‘a mix of the
following regulatory and non-regulatory methods’ in the beginning of the
policy, added clause (a) to reference regulatory means, and arranged the three
non-regulatory means referred to above under clause (b).

3.35

We have not made any other amendments to Policy P44. A request to replace
‘protect and restore’ with ‘enhance and improve’ was made in evidence by Ms
Wratt on behalf of Wellington Water.38 She was concerned that the former
might not be achievable in a modified environment. Mr Lewandowski had a
similar concern and, on behalf of WCC, sought amendments to the policy in
recognition that some sites are modified.39 We agree with Ms Guest’s reasons
for recommending no amendments in response to these two requests; to the
effect that the terms ‘protect and restore’ are appropriate given the natural
resources to which they relate,40 and the requirement for a cultural impact
assessment enables the environmental context to be taken into account.41

3.36

As outlined above, the changes we have made to Policy P45 adopt in part the
wording requested by Mr Percy.42 Mr Percy was concerned that the policy as
notified is restricted to addressing activities within sites and only through
resource consent conditions.43 We agree with Mr Percy that, by and large, the
changes he sought would make the policy more effective, by establishing a
more robust management hierarchy and clarifying the circumstances in which
solely avoiding adverse effects, or otherwise employing a cascade of avoiding,
remedying or mitigating responses is appropriate.44 For the reasons outlined in
paragraphs 3.29 to 3.31 above, we also agree with Mr Percy that Policy P45
needs to be recast so that it provides a management response for dealing with
the activities that may be located outside a site with significant mana whenua
values, but that nevertheless have the potential to adversely affect those values,
such as upstream discharges.45 Whilst we have not adopted Mr Percy’s
wording, we have altered Policy P45 so that it clearly applies to activities both
inside and outside of Schedule C sites. Notwithstanding that there are no direct
rules relating to the effects of activities outside of Schedule C sites, we
consider that it is appropriate that the policy test for the acceptable level of
effect of an activity on the significant values of a Schedule C site should be the

37

Evidence from Phillip Percy, 5 May 2017, para 261.
Evidence from Carolyn Wratt, 5 May 2017, paras 154 – 160.
39
Evidence from Maciej Lewandowski, 5 May 2017, paras 69 – 82.
40
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 121 – 135.
41
Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, para 48.
42
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, Appendix 3, pages 63 – 64.
43
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, para 263.
44
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, paras 269 – 270.
45
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, para 271.
38
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same, regardless of whether the activity is carried out within or outside of the
site. We accept that for activities that are outside (and usually upstream, in the
case of discharges) of a Schedule C site, the policy will only be triggered
where there is a requirement for a resource consent for reasons other than
Schedule C. Whilst not ideal, we did not have an alternative rule framework in
front of us from submitters to consider and adopt. We are satisfied however,
that for such applications Policy P45 will need to be considered.
3.37

With respect to the addition of a clause setting out the circumstances in which
iwi authority(ies) would be identified as an affected party, we prefer the
wording recommended by Ms Guest, for the reasons she outlines in her right of
reply.46 The wording provides a sufficient level of certainty, and should go
some way towards addressing the concerns over the written consent statement
in clause (d) as notified, expressed in submissions by Hammond Ltd, Meridian,
CDC, Wellington Water and NZTA.47

3.38

There are three particular changes requested by Mr Percy that we have not
adopted:
(a)

to not allow more than minor adverse effects on significant values that
cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated to be off-set (our emphasis);
and

(b)

where a site is degraded, requiring existing adverse effects of the
activity on significant values to be remedied (our emphasis); and

(c)

rules that require zero runoff / leaching or a maximum contaminant
load.

3.39

In our view, there are no circumstances in which off-setting of more than minor
adverse effects on Schedule C sites would be appropriate and have retained a
clause in Policy P45 to this effect. We do not understand the purpose of the
change outlined in paragraph 3.38(b) above and accordingly have not adopted
it. In terms of paragraph 3.38(c), any rule regime dealing with load
contamination and runoff / leaching will be dealt with by the whaitua process.

3.40

We have made several other amendments to Policy P45 to reflect the
clarification of the mitigation hierarchy as recommended by Ms Guest with
respect to Policies P32 and P41. With respect to Policy P45, submitters did
make similar requests to those outlined in paragraph 3.35 above, including the
addition of various qualifiers. We have not adopted them for the same reasons
that Ms Guest gave in recommending their rejection.

46

Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, paras 77 – 80.
Submissions S132 Hammond Ltd, S82 Meridian Energy Ltd, S301 Carterton District Council, S135 Wellington Water
Ltd and S146 New Zealand Transport Agency respectively.
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4.

Changes to Schedules

4.1

Relevant provisions
Here, we focus on Schedules B, C and D. The specific focus of each of the
schedules and, for Schedules B and C, related Maps 3 to 7 is as set out in
paragraphs 2.13 and 2.14.

4.2

4.3

274

Amendments and reasons
We have made changes to Schedule B to:
(a)

apply a macron where references to whānau and other words are
concerned;

(b)

correct the references to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika;

(c)

correct references to hapū and significant values with respect to the
entry for Parangarahu Lakes;

(d)

correct significant values with respect to Te Korokoro o Te Mana
(Korokoro Stream);

(e)

correct the description for Te Whanganui-ā-Tara (Wellington Harbour
(Port Nicholson));

(f)

replace and expand the entries for Raukawa Moana (Cook Strait);

(g)

add to the description for Te Awa Tapu o Ruamāhanga (Ruamāhanga
River); and

(h)

include Lake Onoke within the description for Wairarapa Moana.

We have made changes to Schedule C to:
(a)

add introductory text noting that the sites listed in the schedule are
discrete sites and do not refer to the entire water body, referring the
Plan user to mapped information for the sites and to mana whenua for
information regarding the values of a particular site, and advising that
Council holds contact information for iwi;

(b)

add the word ‘significant’ to ‘values’ in the column headings in the
schedule;

(c)

correct the references to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika
(Schedule C4);

(d)

correct spellings and references to significant values with respect to
the entries for Parangārahu (Fitzroy Bay), Bearing Head /
Ōruapouanui, Parangārahu Lakes (Schedule C4), Kourarau Stream
and Wetland, Makakaweka Stream, and Parakuiti – Ruamāhanga
River (Schedule C5);
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(e)

amend the site name and boundary for the Kourarau Stream and
Reservoir to apply to the Kourarau Stream and Wetland; and

(f)

delete entries for Motukairangi coast, Motuwaireka Stream mouth and
reefs, and Whareama River mouth and coast (Schedule C5) and
replace these with new entries for Motuwaireka Stream to Waipupu
and Whareama River mouth (Schedule C5).

4.4

We have also made a change to Schedule D to add introductory text to the
effect that contact details for iwi authorities and groups that represent hapū are
held by the Council.

4.5

Our reasons for making changes to Schedules B and C are set out below. No
submissions were received on Schedule D and the only change we have made
involves the inclusion of introductory text, for the reasons outlined in
paragraph 3.26 above.

4.6

Schedule B
In making the changes to Schedule B entries outlined above, and consequential
amendments to Map 2, we have adopted Ms Guest’s recommendations.48 In
the main, her recommended amendments correct minor errors, which she was
alerted to by submitters, such as Rangitāne o Wairarapa and Port Nicholson
Block Settlement Trust.49 We agree with her that these changes can be made
with reliance on clause 16(2) of Schedule 1 of the RMA.50

4.7

We have not otherwise amended Schedule B. In its submission, Ngā Hapū ō
Ōtaki sought the inclusion of Schedule B areas in Policies P44 and P45;
effectively bringing Schedule B areas under the same management framework
as Schedule C sites. We reject the relief sought for the reasons set out in
paragraphs 3.11 and 3.12 above.

4.8

Federated Farmers requested that Schedule B be restructured to locate relevant
areas in the whaitua chapters.51 As the development of the whaitua provisions
is a work in progress, we agree with Ms Guest that an interim management
framework must be provided in the proposed Plan.52 Schedule B forms an
integral part of that framework; accordingly, we reject the relief sought.

4.9

Mr Guttke requested that the headwaters of the Waikanae River be removed
from Schedule B as they have been in long term private ownership, no
customary rights have been exercised during that period and, in his view,
evidence is lacking supporting their identification as taonga. These are not
relevant considerations for identification in Schedule B, and we agree with the

48

Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 189 - 193 and Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared
by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, Appendix 1, pages 39 – 50.
49
Submissions S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa and S305 Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust respectively.
50
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, para 193 and Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam
Guest, 11 August 2017, paras 81 – 82.
51
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
52
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, para 185.
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reasons Ms Guest gives for recommending no change to the entry in Schedule
B for the Waikanae River.53
4.10

Schedule C
In making the changes to Schedule C entries outlined above, we have adopted
Ms Guest’s recommendations and reasons relating to:
(a)

areas of significance to Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko o te Ika and
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Wairarapa and Rangitāne o Wairarapa;

(b)

Kourarau Stream and Wetland (‘Reservoir’ as notified); and

(c)

the replacement of three entries for Motukairangi, Motuwaireka, and
Whareama with two more discrete sites.

4.11

The changes referred to in paragraph 4.10(a) above are corrections that fall
within the scope of clause 16(2) of Schedule 1.54 Those referred to in
paragraphs 4.10(b) and (c) reflect the outcomes of pre-hearing meetings
involving Council staff, iwi and the relevant submitters,55 and as such are
welcomed by the Panel. All three sets of amendments also involve
consequential changes to the relevant maps.

4.12

We have adopted Ms Guest’s recommendation to include a note at the
beginning of Schedule C directing plan users to further sources of information
and detail,56 in response to requests for clarification from submitters including
Hammond Ltd, Kapiti Coast Airport Holdings Ltd, CDC, and Maypole
Environmental Ltd.57

4.13

Finally, we accept Ms Guest’s recommendation58 to add the word ‘significant’
to the headings of columns in Schedule C to read ‘significant values’, in
response to a request from Dairy NZ and Fonterra,59 as this would provide a
clearer link to Policies P44 and P45.

4.14

We have not otherwise amended Schedule C. SWDC and MDC sought the
deletion of Henley Lake from Schedule C.60 We note that kaitiaki have
confirmed the significant values associated with Henley Lake and we accept
the reasons Ms Guest gives for recommending its retention.61

4.15

Andres and Emily Crofoot sought the deletion of Ngakauau Stream mouth and
Otahome (Otahaumi) Stream mouth and foreshore from Schedule C.62 Again,
we note that kaitiaki have confirmed the significant values associated with

53

Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 187 – 188.
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 236 – 240.
55
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 76, 80, 198 - 202, 210 - 213 and Figures 3 and 5 and Right of
Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, Appendix 4, pages 8 – 12.
56
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, para 233.
57
Submissions S132 Hammond Ltd, S99 Kāpiti Coast Airport Holdings Ltd, S301 Carterton District Council and S143
Maypole Environmental Ltd respectively.
58
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 194 – 195.
59
Submission S316 Dairy NZ/Fonterra.
60
Submission S367 Masterton District Council.
61
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 203 – 208.
62
Submission S304 Anders and Emily Crofoot.
54
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these sites and we accept the reasons Ms Guest gives for recommending their
retention.63
4.16

Four submitters sought the deletion of Kourarau Stream and Reservoir from
Schedule C.64 All submitters able to attend a pre-hearing meeting on the matter
reached an agreement involving the rationalisation of the site boundary and
title, as outlined above. That resolution and subsequent amendments to the
proposed Plan have addressed the concerns of submitters and therefore the
requested deletion of the site is rejected.

4.17

Glen and Angie Meredith sought the deletion of three sites relating to
Motukairangi and Whareama from Schedule C.65 As a result of a pre-hearing
meeting involving the submitters, this matter has been resolved, as outlined
above. While the original submission was to delete these three sites, the
subsequent amendments to the proposed Plan address many of the concerns of
the submitters, and we therefore accept this submission in part.

4.18

Heritage NZ sought the addition of a number of sites to Schedule C.66 We
acknowledge Ms Guest’s point that Schedule C sites are iwi mandated, in
other words, they must meet iwi criteria for inclusion, and reflect iwi priorities
for management.67 In that context, we agree that it is not appropriate to meet
the relief Heritage NZ seeks.

4.19

In her right of reply,68 Ms Guest reports on the outcome of meetings between
Council staff, and representatives of Heritage NZ, the Port Nicholson Block
Settlement Trust and the landowner, where the requested inclusion (by
Heritage NZ) of the Rangitatau Wāhi Tapu area in Schedule C was considered.
As a result of those meetings, and a lack of support for its inclusion in
Schedule C from iwi (necessary given the iwi mandated nature of the
schedule), Heritage NZ indicated that it would pursue the addition of the site to
Schedule E4. Accordingly, we have dealt with this matter further in Decision
Report 16.

4.20

Finally, Rangitāne o Wairarapa requested the addition of Schedule B sites into
Schedule C.69 In his evidence, Mr Percy sought the addition of Lakes
Wairarapa and Onoke into Schedule C, in the event that a request to strengthen
provisions relating to Schedule B areas was not met.70 We agree with Ms
Guest’s reasons for rejecting these requests.71

63

Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 214 – 217.
Submissions S61 David and Pip Blackwood, S71 Sport Fly Fishing NZ Ltd, S86 Graham Evans and S52 Wellington
Fish and Game Association (Wairarapa).
65
Submission S432 Glen and Angie Meredith.
66
Submission S94 Heritage New Zealand.
67
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, para 222.
68
Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, paras 86 – 88.
69
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
70
Evidence from Phillip Percy, 9 May 2017, paras 276 – 281.
71
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 219 - 221 and Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared
by Pam Guest, 11 August 2017, para 94.
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5.

Changes to Other Methods

5.1

Relevant provisions
Here, we focus on Methods M2, M25 and M26. The specific focus of each of
these methods is as set out in paragraph 2.17.

5.2

Amendments and reasons
We have not made any changes to Methods M2, M25 or M26 as notified, for
the reasons set out below.

5.3

Two submissions were made to support the retention of both Methods M2 and
M26. No requests for changes were made by submitters. There are no grounds
for amendment.

5.4

Federated Farmers sought to have Method M25 amended to add ‘landowners’
to the list of those parties the Council will work with in building community
understanding and provision for mana whenua values.72 This request was not
addressed in the Council’s section 42A report or right of reply. Our decision is
to reject the relief sought. Mana whenua are the appropriate source of
information on mana whenua values. The focus of the method is to assist
communities in developing their understanding and provision for those values.
Communities will naturally include landowners.

6.

Changes to Definitions

6.1

6.2

Relevant Provisions
Here we consider the proposed Plan’s definitions relevant to mana whenua
values. Of the seven relevant definitions outlined in paragraph 2.17 above, four
drew submissions that require consideration. They are the definitions for ‘mana
whenua’, ‘Māori customary use’, ‘cultural impact assessment’ and ‘mahinga
kai’.
Amendments and reasons
We have not made any substantive changes to the definitions as notified and
referred to above, for the reasons set out below.

6.3

With respect to ‘mana whenua’, Federated Farmers requested that the
definition be amended to include the word ‘sites’, thereby restricting the
definition only to sites listed in Schedule C.73 We agree with Ms Greenberg
that the term is used throughout the proposed Plan in its primary sense and that
the request should be rejected on the grounds that it would not serve the
provisions where it is used.74

6.4

With respect to ‘Māori customary use’, submitters, including MDC and
SWDC, sought amendments to provide greater certainty as to what activities
are provided for or as to what defines ‘Māori practices’ (a term used within the

72

Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
Submission S352 Federated Farmers.
74
Section 42A report by Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 418 – 420.
73
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definition).75 We agree with the reasons Ms Greenberg provides76 in
recommending no change be made to the definition. In evidence, Ms Whitney
acknowledged that MDC and SWDC had not proposed an amended definition
in their submission, and considered any amendment problematic; rather she
sought amendments to the provisions where the term is used.77 Ms Legarth for
Council did not deal with this point in her right of reply, and we have no
grounds to make any amendment.78
6.5

With respect to the definition for ‘cultural impact assessment’, Wellington
Water requested to removal of references to Treaty claims.79 Federated
Farmers requested that the definition refer to ‘describing site-specific effects
and balancing values and uses’. Rangitāne o Wairarapa80 sought consistency
with the RPS. We agree with the reasons Ms Guest provides81 in
recommending no change be made to the definition.

6.6

However, we are unable to adopt Ms Guest’s recommended addition to the
definition of a requirement that cultural impact assessments must be prepared
by suitably qualified and iwi mandated persons,82 as there is no scope from
submissions for this. There is however scope to include introductory text
informing plan users of the Council’s list of contact details for iwi and groups
representing hapū in the Wellington region, which we have done here, and with
respect to other provisions, as outlined above.

6.7

With respect to ‘mahinga kai’, Fish and Game requested that the definition
include cultural values.83 Federated Farmers requested that the definition
include a list of species. Submissions using the Land Matters Common
Format84 requested that the definition align with the NPS-FM. We agree with
the reasons Ms Greenberg provides85 in recommending no change be made to
the definition.

7.

Conclusion

7.1

For the reasons summarised above, we have adopted a suite of changes to the
provisions relating to significant mana whenua values.

7.2

Overall, we find these changes will ensure the proposed Plan better aligns with
the relevant direction from the RPS and sections 6(e), 7(a) and 8 of the RMA,
and better implement the objectives of the proposed Plan as amended in
Decision Report 4.

75
Submissions S121 CentrePort Ltd, S301 Carterton District Council, S367 Masterton District Council and S366 South
Wairarapa District Council.
76
Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 424 – 425.
77
Evidence from Pauline Whitney, 4 May 2017, para 83.
78
Right of Reply for Hearing Stream 1, prepared by Yvonne Legarth, 11 August 2017.
79
Submission S135 Wellington Water Ltd.
80
Submission S279 Rangitāne o Wairarapa.
81
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 162 – 164.
82
Section 42A Report, Pam Guest, 20 April 2017, paras 165 – 168.
83
Submission S308 Fish and Game.
84
Submission S285 Land Matters Ltd.
85
Section 42A Report, Emily Greenberg, 20 April 2017, paras 517 – 522.
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Decision Report 7
Air Quality

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
This is the seventh of 16 decision reports prepared by the Hearing Panel
appointed to hear submissions on, and determine, the PNRP.

1.2

The report addresses the policies, rules and methods relating to the
management of air quality and the submissions received on those provisions.

1.3

We have structured our discussion on this topic as follows:
(a)

Section 2 summarises key contextual matters, including relevant
provisions and key issues / themes in submissions; and

(b)

Sections 3-6 contain our evaluation of key issues and amendments to
provisions; and

1.4

This report should be read in conjunction with Decision Reports 1 and 4. The
former provides context on the approach we have adopted to our decisionmaking and our reporting. Decision Report 4 records our decisions on the
submissions relating to the proposed Plan’s objectives.

1.5

Section 32AA of the RMA is the principal driver for this report. Among other
things, it requires:

1.6

(a)

our evaluation to be focussed on changes to the proposed provisions
arising since the notification of the PNRP and its section 32A reports;

(b)

the provisions to be examined as to whether they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the objectives;

(c)

as part of that examination, that:
(i)

reasonable alternatives within the scope afforded by
submissions on the provisions and corresponding evidence
are considered;

(ii)

the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions is assessed;

(iii)

the reasons for our decisions are summarised; and

(iv)

our report contains a level of detail commensurate with the
scale and significance of the changes made.

As set out in Decision 1, we have not produced a separate evaluation report
under section 32AA. Rather, where we have adopted the recommendations of
Council’s section 42A authors, we have adopted their reasoning, unless
expressly stated otherwise. This includes the section 32AA assessment table
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attached to the relevant section 42A reports and / or right of reply reports.
Those reports are part of the public record and are available on the GWRC
website. Where our decision differs from the section 42A authors’
recommendations, we have incorporated the section 32AA evaluation into the
body of this report as part of our reasons for amendments, as opposed to
including this in a separate table or appendix.
1.7

We note also that specific objectives were considered at the hearing of these
matters. For the reasons we have given in Decision Reports 1 and 4, however,
our evaluation of those and all other objectives is contained within Decision
Report 4. Both of those Decision Reports should accordingly be read in
conjunction with the below.

1.8

Appendix C contains our summary table of decisions on each submission point
and Appendix D contains the track changed Proposed Natural Resources Plan.

2.

Summary of provisions and key issues

2.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
In this section, we provide relevant context around which our evaluation is
based. Our discussion includes:

2.2

2.3
2.4

1

(a)

summary of relevant provisions;

(b)

themes raised in submissions;

(c)

identification of key issues for our subsequent evaluation.

Relevant Provisions
Air Quality Objectives
In Decision Report 4, we found the three notified air quality objectives to
generally be the most appropriate for achieving the purposes of the RMA, apart
from one minor drafting change to Objective O41. In summary, the three
outcomes now anticipated by these respective objectives are that:
(a)

ambient air quality will be maintained or improved to achieve
‘acceptable’ levels or better as defined in guidelines1 prepared by MfE
in 2000 (O39);

(b)

human health, property and the environment are protected by adverse
effects of point source discharges to air (O40); and

(c)

nuisance effects from air discharges on amenity and well-being are
minimised (O41).

Air Quality Policies
The PNRP proposed ten policies to implement these objectives.
Policy P52 has a dual focus. Firstly, it seeks to improve air quality where it is
poor and to maintain or improve air quality where it is good, as measured

As set out in Schedule L1 of the proposed Plan.
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against guideline values for specific contaminants. The policy’s second role is
to clarify that Council will manage discharges of other contaminants to ensure
the human health protection objective is achieved.
2.5

Policy P55 is of a similar broad scope to Policy P52. It has a particular
implementation role for Objective O41 and is focused on the management of
nuisance effects from air discharges.

2.6

Four of the policies are focused on implementing the objectives for health and
amenity through good management practice. These provisions include Policies
P53 and P56 which relate to effects from domestic fire and open fire emissions
being minimised by good management practices. Policies P58 and P60 apply
the same approach to the management of industrial point source discharges and
discharges of agrichemicals and fumigants (respectively).

2.7

Three of the provisions can be defined as ‘avoidance’ policies. In summary, the
matters to be avoided include:

2.8

2.9

2.10

(a)

open fires in the degraded Masterton Urban Airshed (Policy P54);

(b)

significant adverse effects from the burning of specified materials,
being those defined in the Plan as having particularly noxious,
harmful or offensive effects (Policy P57); and

(c)

significant adverse effects from industrial points source discharges of
hazardous pollutants (Policy P59).

The final policy – Policy P61 – provides assessment guidance for resource
consent applications to discharge contaminants into polluted airsheds where
offsetting is proposed as a method for implementing the NESAQ.
Air quality rules
The 41 air quality rules in the proposed Plan are activity-based. Generally, the
rules permit discharges from a range of sources, subject to meeting
performance conditions. Where those conditions are not met, resource consent
is required as a discretionary activity under Rule 41.
There are some exceptions to this permitted-discretionary regime. Most
notably:
(a)

the discharge of certain identified fumigants requires resource consent
as a controlled activity;

(b)

resource consent is required as a discretionary activity for a limited
number of identified discharges, including in relation to large scale
generators, manufacturing and processing of some foodstuffs, and
agrichemicals (for example); and

(c)

Policy P57 is implemented through classifying the burning of
specified materials as a prohibited activity.
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Air quality methods
Method 5 of the proposed Plan signals that the Council will work with central
government, city and district councils to develop and implement action plans
for polluted airsheds.

2.12

The only identified airshed in the Plan is the Masterton Urban Airshed, as
shown in Map 25. This defines the spatial extent of the area within which the
related rules for the airshed apply.

2.13

Schedule L of the proposed Plan comprises two matters relevant to air quality.
The first of these – Schedule L1 – sets out the guideline values and air quality
targets recommended by MfE in 2002 (and referred to above). This schedule
compliments Policy P52 in particular and the associated rules that implement
that policy.

2.14

Schedule L2 includes an inventory of hazardous air pollutants. These
pollutants are excluded from various permitted activity rules, including R19
(workplace ventilation), R32 (petroleum storage or transfer facilities), and R39
(fumigation).

2.15

2.16

2

Submissions
According to Council officer Mr Denton,2 65 submitters made 390 submission
points on the proposed air quality provisions. Similar to other topics, we found
the main groupings submissions fell into were:
(a)

those in support of a particular provision (or provisions);

(b)

those seeking to amend or delete a provision(s); and

(c)

those recommending the inclusion of new policies, rules or other
methods.

Some of the key themes emerging from the submissions seeking amendments
to the provisions, or inclusion of new provisions, include:
(a)

a definition for “ambient air quality” should be provided in the
proposed Plan;

(b)

the definition for “hazardous air pollutants” should not be limited to
those specified in Schedule L2;

(c)

that the policy direction for minimisation of adverse effects be
replaced with the avoidance, remedy or mitigation of effects;

(d)

that open fires should be banned across the region, and / or that greater
restrictions should apply to domestic fires in polluted airsheds;

(e)

conversely, that the provisions relating to domestic fires should be
made less stringent;

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p.19, para 65.
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(f)

requests for additional provisions to relate to the management of
emissions from vehicles;

(g)

that provisions relating to “good management practice” should be
amended to more clearly express what is intended;

(h)

that the permitted activity rule for discharges from emergency power
generators should expressly allow for such discharges where planned
outages or load shedding are required;

(i)

that rules relating to spray coating should be more stringent;

(j)

that provision be made for the discharge of non-toxic paints through
spraying activities;

(k)

that buffer distances for certain industrial discharges should be greater
than proposed in the PNRP;

(l)

that rules relating to dust-generating activities be:
(i)

clarified through a note to explain how Council will
determine if discharges are objectionable;

(ii)

amended to provide exemptions and/or modifications to the
standards for particular dust-causing activities;

(iii)

amended such that the rules relating to aggregate and cement
storage are broadened to apply to the handling, storage and
conveyance of bulk materials (including fertiliser, grain,
timber, logs and others);

(iv)

amended to expressly permit dust discharges from cleanfill
operations;

(m)

opposition to the proposed consent requirements for discharges of
odour from certain food processing and manufacturing activities,
which are otherwise permitted under the operative plan;

(n)

that rules relating to discharges associated with petroleum storage or
wastewater pumping stations and processes should be more enabling
where the discharge does not result in adverse effects;

(o)

that a permitted activity rule be provided for minor discharges from
industrial or trade premises;

(p)

that the activity status for various ‘default rules’ be changed from
discretionary to restricted discretionary;

(q)

that the definition of ‘sensitive area’ be amended by including
additional matters;
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(r)

that various amendments be made to the policies and rules for
agrichemicals, including for added clarity about land-based, waterbased and aerial application and about appropriate accreditation for
applicators;

(s)

that amendments be made to the provisions relating to fumigants,
including to correct drafting errors and relating to buffer distances
applying to associated discharges;

(t)

that amendments be made to definitions relating to discharges of dust,
odour and smoke, including the terms “property” and “specified
materials”; and

(u)

that amendments be made to policies and rules relating to discharges
of dust, odour and smoke, including the addition of qualifiers or less
stringent policy aims and changes to rules relating to outdoor burning.

Some of these matters feature more predominantly than others in our
evaluation below, but we record that all submissions on the air quality
provisions have been subject to analysis in our deliberations. More detailed
descriptions of the submissions and key issues can be found in Mr Denton’s
section 42A report.
Outline of Key Issues
Our evaluation below focusses on three key issues in turn, being:
(a)

agrichemicals and fumigants (section 3);

(b)

dust-generating activities (section 4); and

(c)

discharges from food processing and manufacturing (section 5).

2.19

At section 6, with briefly discuss other discrete matters, including the reasons
for amending or not amending certain provisions.

3.

Agrichemicals and fumigants

3.1

Relevant provisions
The provisions we consider here include Policy P60 and Rules R36-R40.

3.2

As noted above, the Council’s proposed policy direction under Policy P60 is to
manage the effects of agrichemical and fumigant discharges on human health,
property and the environment through good management practice.

3.3

Rules R36 and R37 permit discharges of agrichemicals to land, air and water,
subject to performance standards. The standards are based on conditions and
management practices generally derived from the New Zealand Standard NZS
8409:2004 Management of Agrichemicals. Where the permitted activity
conditions are not met, consent is required under Rule R38 as a discretionary
activity.
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Fumigation discharges are permitted by Rule R39, provided the discharge is
not noxious, dangerous, offensive, or objectionable beyond the discharge site
and provided it does not contain any of the hazardous air pollutants identified
at Schedule L2. Rule R40 enables discharges of six of those hazardous air
pollutants to be authorised as a controlled activity.
Amendments and reasons
For the reasons expressed by Mr Denton3 we have not adopted any changes to
Policy P60 in response to the two submissions seeking amendments. We have,
however, adopted amendments to the rules that implement Policy P60.

3.6

There was a common theme in submissions on notified Rules R36 and R37
that the provisions were unnecessarily complex or onerous. Several submitters
recommended the deletion of various permitted activity conditions under these
rules, while others suggested that the rules should be more practical in their
focus.

3.7

Mr Denton ultimately agreed with those submissions and proposed sweeping
changes to Rules R36 and R37. In summary, he proposed that the rules be
replaced with the following provisions as per the operative Regional Air Plan:
(a)

a suite of general conditions for all discharges of agrichemicals,
largely derived from the permitted conditions under the two notified
rules; and

(b)

restructuring the two permitted activity rules for discharges to relate to
handheld and aerial application of agrichemicals (respectively):

3.8

We share Mr Denton’s view that the revised provisions are more appropriate
than the notified provisions for the reasons he expressed in his right of reply.4
In particular, we find that the amendments appropriately reflect that
agrichemical discharges from hand held sprayers will generally result in low
risks to people and property, whereas the risk is greater for motorised and
aerial application.

3.9

We also share Mr Denton’s findings in response to the submissions that
opposed the conditions requiring GROWSAFE® certification and other training
and qualifications to be duplicative of other regulatory body functions and / or
outside the Regional Council’s functions under section 30 of the RMA.

3.10

We have not accepted the submissions seeking the deletion of either the spray
plan or notification requirements for motorised and aerial applications under
the agrichemical rules. We understand these go hand-in-hand with NZS
8409:2004 Management of Agrichemicals and are consistent with the good
management practice aim of Policy P60.

3.11

That said, we accept that the rules can be made clearer and more robust.
Accordingly, we have adopted Mr Denton’s recommendation that notification

3
4

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p. 48, paras 176 - 179.
Right of Reply, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p.9 - 14, para 49 - 67 and Appendix B, p.32 - 41.
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of spraying activities need only be required for neighbouring parties that are
likely to be affected.
3.12

For similar reasons, we have also adopted amendments to the associated
definition for ‘sensitive area’. These changes involve the inclusion of ‘marae’
and ‘beehives’ as sensitive areas, and the removal of ‘amenity areas’. Our
reasons for these changes are aligned with Mr Denton,5 and we find the
amendments will make the rules clearer and with a more appropriate
application across all relevant sensitive activities.

3.13

We agree with the submitters seeking the ‘default’ rule for agrichemicals not
meeting permitted standards – Rule R38 – will be more efficiently recast as a
restricted discretionary activity rule rather than fully discretionary. This
amendment’s appropriateness was uncontested at the hearing, and accordingly
we adopt the revised rule structure and matters of discretion as proposed by Mr
Denton.6

3.14

We have made a clerical amendment to Rule R39 to recognise that the six
fumigants in Rule R40, are not permitted activities under Rule R39. Scope for
this amendment is afforded by Clause 16.

3.15

Finally, we have made two amendments to the controlled activity rule for
fumigant discharges (Rule R40), which respectively clarify that:
(a)

Rule R40 applies to fumigation that is not otherwise permitted by
Rule R39 so as to avoid the unintended consequence in the notified
provisions that such discharges may also require consent under the
“catch-all” discretionary activity rule (R41); and

(b)

the matter of control relating to the buffer area relates to the source of
discharge, rather than (say) a site boundary.

3.16

On the above basis, we accept the submission from PCC seeking this relief and
the reasons expressed by Mr Denton that the rule will be more effective and
efficient as a result.7

3.17

We have also made further changes to the General Conditions, Rules R36B
and R38, and the definition of “sensitive area” on the basis of the
recommendations in Mr Loe’s section 42A report relating to the discharge of
agrichemicals in a community drinking water supply protection area. The
effect of these changes is to make such discharges a restricted discretionary
activity. The matters of discretion in Rule R38 have been extended to include
measures to avoid adverse effects on human drinking water quality. In relation
to the definition of “sensitive area”, we have removed the reference in clause
(d) to group drinking water supply and community drinking water supply

5
Paul Denton (multiple): Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), paras 185 - 186 and 209 - 210 and Right of Reply
Appendix B, p.44 and Supplementary Right of Reply (12 January 2018), paras 43 - 45 and Section 32AA summary at
p.30.
6
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p. 64-65, paras 229 - 233 and Supplementary Right of Reply (15
September 2017), Appendix B, at p.68.
7
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p. 67 - 69, paras 242 - 247.
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protection areas, to avoid duplication with the General Conditions and Rule
R38.8
3.18

In addition, we have universally replaced the term “application” with
“discharge” for the reasons expressed in Mr Loe’s right of reply.9

3.19

Overall, we find that the amendments to the provisions outlined above will be
the most appropriate for achieving Objectives O39-O41 as relates to
agrichemicals and fumigants.

4.

Dust-generating activities

4.1

Relevant provisions
Though several of the air quality policies are applicable to this report topic,
Policy P55 is particularly relevant. It sets out that Council will minimise
offensive or objectionable discharges in order to manage air quality amenity.

4.2

Policy P56 is also relevant to the extent that dust associated with outdoor
burning (among other matters) is to be minimised through good management
practice.

4.3

All of the air quality permitted activity rules include a pre-condition that
any discharge of dust beyond the property from which the discharge originates
shall not be offensive, objectionable, noxious and / or dangerous.

4.4

Rules R25-R28 are labelled as “Dust-generating activities” under Section
5.1.7 of the proposed Plan and have particular relevance to this decision topic.
These rules include various additional permitted activity conditions relating to
such factors as buffer distances from sensitive activities, management measures
required and composition of the material discharged from the following
activities:

4.5

4.6

(a)

abrasive blasting, both within (Rule R25) and outside (Rule R26)
enclosed areas; and

(b)

handling of aggregate (Rule R27) and storage of cement (Rule R28).

Dust-generating activities that are not permitted by the above rules are
discretionary activities under Rule R41.
Amendments and reasons
Having reviewed the submissions received on Policy P55, we asked Mr
Denton at the hearing why dust was not expressly mentioned in the policy.
Along similar lines, we observed that:
(a)

8
9

the other matters referenced in the policy – odour, smoke, particulate
matter, fumes, ash and visible emissions – are likewise referenced
throughout the related permitted activity conditions in the air quality
rules in the same way that dust is; and

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (4 May 2018), p. 34 - 40, para 138 - 155.
Right of Reply, Barry Loe (7 September 2018), p. 12, para 39 – 40.
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the complementary direction provided in Policy P56 regarding the
management of effects from outdoor burning contains a similar list of
matters including dust.

4.7

Mr Denton gave consideration to this in his right of reply, ultimately agreeing
that including dust in the matters to be minimised by Policy P55 would be
superior to the notified clause.10 We agree, noting in particular the assistance
the amendment provides in implementing RPS Policy 2.

4.8

We share the reasoning of Mr Denton11 that the amendments sought by
submitters to Rules R25 and R26 will not improve those respective provisions,
with one exception. Namely, we do not share Mr Denton’s recommendation
that the submission from Transpower on Rule R26 should be rejected.

4.9

The submission sought an exemption to permitted activity condition (b), which
limits the operation of a mobile abrasive blasting unit to 10 days in any 12month period for a given property. Ms Eng’s for Transpower, tabled a
statement explaining that the reasons this exemption was sought include:
(a)

high-pressure water blasting is part of Transpower’s routine
maintenance for support structures to protect the structures from
corrosion and enabled their continued use over their anticipated
lifespan; and

(b)

while the NESETA essentially overrides the PNRP for such blasting
activities on support structures existing as at January 2010, it does not
apply to National Grid structures erected after that date; and

(c)

it is not uncommon for properties to contain five or more National
Grid structures, and as blasting can take 3-4 days per structure, the
condition will be impossible to meet in places.12

4.10

In his reply, Mr Denton questioned why new towers would need to be blasted
once installed, and he expressed the view that when a new tower is erected it
then becomes “existing” for the purposes of the NESETA. We do not share Mr
Denton’s view in either of the above respects.

4.11

Relatedly, we consider Mr Denton has not considered the need to give effect to
the NPSET. In taking account of the direction from the NPSET, and Policies 2
and 3 in particular, we find that:

10

(a)

the rule as notified does not provide for the effective maintenance of
the National Grid; and

(b)

imposing the standard is unjustified given the lineal nature of the
National Grid and the associated operational needs for multiple
structures to be located on a given property and for regular
maintenance to be carried out on them.

Right of Reply, Paul Denton (11 August 2017), p. 7, para 32 and Appendix B pages 9 - 10.
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (11 August 2017), p. 37 - 39, para 142 - 147.
12
Letter dated 23 June 2017, p.3 - 4.
11
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4.12

While the exemption will enable a greater number of days over a 12-month
period where blasting can occur on a given property, we observe that the
blasting will need to comply with all other permitted activity standards under
Rule R26 or resource consent will be required.

4.13

We have also adopted several changes in response to submissions on Rule
R27.

4.14

Firstly, we agree with the shared view of Mr Daysh for CentrePort and Mr
Denton for the Council that the notified provisions being limited to aggregate is
unnecessarily restrictive. We share their view that reverting to the Operative
Air Quality Plan approach of permitting discharges from the handling and
storage of other dry or bulk products is appropriate. For the reasons they have
expressed, we also agree that – for the areas defined in Maps 32 and 33 as
Commercial Port Area13 – discharges associated with these materials /
activities should be permitted provided that they are contained within the
Commercial Port Area boundary.14

4.15

As a consequential change, we adopt the renaming of the rule to refer to “bulk
solid materials” rather than aggregate alone. In conjunction with this, we agree
with Mr Denton that an efficient further amendment is to include a new
definition for bulk solid materials. We have accepted the evidence of Ms Allan
for GBC Winstone15 that the definition should include quarry overburden to
enable its disturbance to be enabled by the permitted activity rule, and we note
that Mr Denton ultimately supported that position in his right of reply.16

4.16

Finally, we have accepted the submissions seeking the addition of cleanfills to
the list of activities from which the discharges are permitted (along with
quarrying and mining). In this respect, we accept the tabled statement of Mr
Gibson for Spencer Holmes that failure to permit discharges to air from
cleanfill activities is inconsistent with the enabling approach for other
discharges from cleanfills under Rule R70.17

4.17

This amendment also dictates that we adopt a consequential change to Mr
Denton’s proposed definition for “bulk solid materials”. Namely, we have
deleted the proposed exclusion of cleanfills from that clause to enable the
associated discharges to air under Rule R27.

4.18

We have stopped short of adding “cement” to the definition as we do not
believe there is scope to do so, and as it would contradict with Rule R28.

4.19

Overall, the above amendments the rules and other methods will, in our view,
better implement the minimisation and good management practice aims of the
proposed policies. The minor addition to the policies will likewise enable the
provisions to better implement the three air quality objectives in a more

13
We note that we have not included Map 34 (Seaview) in this list for the reasons expressed by Mr Denton in paragraph
149 of his Section 42A Report.
14
Paul Denton (multiple): Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 39 - 40, Right of Reply (11 August 2017) p. 15 para 77
- 85, Attachment 1 (Meeting notes dated 27 July 2017) and Appendix B pages 26 - 27, and Evidence of Lindsay Daysh
(23 June 2017), p.4 - 5, para 14 - 18.
15
Evidence of Sylvia Allan (23 June 2017), p. 3, para 3.5.
16
Right of Reply (11 August 2017) p.14 para 68 - 71 and Appendix B, page 2.
17
Statement of David Gibson (23 June2017) p.2.
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appropriate manner than the notified provisions relating to dust-generating
activities.

5.

Food manufacturing and processing

5.1

Relevant provisions
Here, we focus on Rules R29 – R31.

5.2

Rules R29 and R30 respectively permit discharges from the production of
alcohol and roasting of coffee beans where the discharges are not offensive or
objectionable beyond the property where the discharge occurs.

5.3

Rule R31 identifies discharges from several other food manufacturing and
processing activities (milk powder and vegetable oil production, tanneries and
fellmongers, and tobacco manufacturing to name a few) as a discretionary
activity.

5.4

Amendments and reasons
We have adopted Mr Denton’s recommendation in response to the submission
from GWRC that food, animal and plant manufacturing / processing should be
permitted where of an appropriate scale and not resulting in an objectionable or
offensive odour effect beyond the site of discharge. We accept Mr Denton’s
evidence that this corrects an unintended omission in the permitted activity
framework, and share his view that the objectives in the proposed Plan can be
achieved in a more efficient manner by permitting the activities as proposed.18

5.5

The amendment also expressly permits milk powder processing where the
amount of product drying at any one time does not exceed two tonnes per hour.
The proposed Plan was originally silent on such an activity and any associated
discharge would have required resource consent under Rule R41 as a
discretionary activity. The revised rule overcomes this ‘mechanical’
shortcoming of the proposed provisions.

5.6

Of the alternatives we considered to this suite of rules, we note in particular the
evidence presented by Imperial Tobacco. We have some sympathy for the
resistance the submitter expressed to their operation requiring resource consent
under the proposed provisions despite being a permitted activity under the
operative Air Quality Plan. However, we amplify Mr Denton’s view that the
driving issue for the departure from the operative approach is one of scale19,
and in that respect this will be a relevant issue for all manufacturing /
processing facilities that exceed the proposed 250kg / hr maximum permitted
standard.

5.7

Mr Beckett’s evidence for the submitter was that the existing operations do not
result in any discharge of smoke, particulates, gas, or vapour which is noxious,
dangerous, offensive or objectionable at or beyond the boundary of the
property. On that basis, Mr Beckett gave the view that enabling the activity to
continue to operate as of right is consistent with Policies P58 and P59.

18
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 41 - 42, para 155 and Right of Reply (11 August 2017) p. 21 para 122 - 124
and Appendix B, page 27 - 28.
19
Right of Reply (11 August 2017) p. 20 para 115 - 120.
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5.8

That said, there was a telling omission in Mr Beckett’s evidence of the
activity’s consistency (or otherwise) with the direction in Policy P55. We
accept that Policies P58 and P59 are undoubtedly relevant matters here, but
Policy P55 is the core provision for odour and associated effects on amenity
which the proposed rule is geared towards.

5.9

In that respect, the evidence of both Mr Beckett and Mr Denton was that the
submitter’s facility continues to receive complaints on a fairly regular basis.
That being the case does not instil us with confidence that the activity is indeed
being managed to minimise offensive or objectionable odour. We therefore
find that Policy P55, and in turn Objective O41 will be better implemented if
the submission from Imperial Tobacco is not accepted.

6.

Other amendments

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

20
21

Context
Here, we summarise some of the other amendments we have adopted for the air
quality provisions. Many of these are of a minor or clerical nature for the
purposes of improving the efficient administration of the Plan. Those examples
are of a relatively low scale and significance, and accordingly our
corresponding evaluation is at a high-level only.
Moreover, except where we have expressed otherwise, we accept the
submissions and associated recommendations of Mr Denton for the reasons he
has expressed in his section 42A report, his right of reply or both, and
including his associated section 32AA evaluation for the balance of matters
relevant to the air quality provisions.
Other amendment to policy
The only amendment to the air quality policies we have adopted apart from the
addition of “dust” to Policy P55 is to change the title of Policy P54 such that it
is clear that the provision only relates to the Masterton Urban Airshed (as
shown in Map 25). This is a purely administrative change under Clause 16 and
for the purposes of adding clarity for plan users. For completeness we record
that there were no submissions seeking a change to Map 25. Relatedly, we
record that there was a single submission from GWRC seeking to delete the
term “open fire” used in Policy P54. In rejecting this submission we adopt the
rational from Mr Denton who opined that as the policy gives effect to the
NESAQ where all new open fires are prohibited in polluted airsheds, it is
therefore necessary to retain the definition.20
Other amendments to definitions
We have granted the relief sought by Horticulture NZ and accept the
corresponding recommendation and reasons from Mr Denton21 that a definition
be provided to clarify what is meant by “ambient air quality”. That said, we
find that the proposed definition relates to “ambient air” rather than to the
quality of air per se. Accordingly, we have amended the proposed definition to
reflect that.

Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 24, para 85.
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 21 - 22, para 75 - 77.
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6.5

We also accept the shared view of NZTA and Mr Denton that the definition of
“hazardous air pollutant” should not be limited to the materials listed in
Schedule L2. The proposed Plan’s policies and rules will be more effectively
achieved by making this deletion, particularly as relates to the effects of other
potentially hazardous pollutants which are not expressly identified in the
schedule. For completeness, we record that there were no submissions seeking
amendments to Schedules L1 and L2.

6.6

We have adopted in part, the Fertiliser Association’s proposed amendment to
the definition for “property” in response to several submissions seeking that
outcome. We agree with Mr Denton’s observation22 that the notified definition
was unduly limited to land in freehold title, and that the PNRP will benefit
from a more all-encompassing definition, particularly for larger sites that may
comprise multiple titles. Since that initial consideration, we became aware that
the term is used in several other parts of the Plan, other than the air provisions.
Mr Denton advised us that, officers had examined the definition of property for
the purpose of ensuring that it can work between all of the provisions of the
proposed Plan, including where it is primarily used in the discharges into air,
and then discharges to land, water allocation and in the rules for the beds of
lakes and rivers. Accordingly, we have adopted Mr Denton’s recommended
amendments as outlined in his supplementary right of reply.23

6.7

In line with Mr Denton’s recommendations and reasons,24 we have added two
exceptions to the definition for “specified materials” as requested by Waa Rata
Estate and the Southern North Island Beekeepers Association. The exceptions
are made for “green waste” and “the burning of bee hives as required under the
Biosecurity Act 1993” respectively.

6.8

Other amendments to rules
Our summary here addresses the remaining rules by the topic name used in the
PNRP.

6.9

R1-R5: Outdoor Burning
In the suite of rules relating to outdoor burning, we have made two minor
amendments to Rules R3 and R4. These changes include:

22

(a)

updating the relevant references in Rule R3 to apply to fire control
services by Fire and Emergency NZ, rather than the Rural Fire Service
and New Zealand Fire Service for the reasons expressed by Ms
Strawbridge25 and Mr Denton;26 and

(b)

enabling discharges from both commercial and non-commercial
pyrotechnics displays under Rule R4 as sought in the submission by
GWRC and recommended by Mr Denton.27

Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 72 - 73, para 258.
Supplementary Right of Reply – Coastal Management (7 August 2018), p. 10 - 11, para 61 - 66.
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 71 - 73, para 256 and 259, and Appendix A, p. 87 - 88.
25
Tabled statement of Alex Strawbridge (28 June 2017), page 2.
26
Right of Reply (11 August 2017), section 13, and Appendix B, p. 12 - 13.
27
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 80, para 284 - 285, and Appendix A, p. 102 - 103.
23
24
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We have not accepted the relief of the various submitters seeking to amend
Rules R1 and R2 to enable discharges from burning small amounts of
specified materials discharges or other discharges that may be toxic or noxious.
Such amendments would not be consistent with the policy direction in part 4.7
of the proposed Plan, and in particular, the minimisation and avoidance
directions under Policies P56 and P57. Overall, we find that the human health
and amenity aim under the air quality objectives will be best implemented by
rejecting the submissions in question.
R6: Outdoor Burning
No submissions were received in respect of this rule.
R7-R13: Large-scale combustion
We have made three changes to the suite of rules relating to large-scale
combustion activities.

6.13

Firstly, we have accepted the relief sought by Blended Fuel Solutions NZ that
Rules R8 and R11 be amended to more accurately refer to terminology of
activities to be managed by the rules. The amendments and reasons we have
adopted in response to the submission are as per Mr Denton’s section 42A
report.28

6.14

The third amendment is to Rule R12 as sought by Chorus, Spark and
Wellington Electricity. Again, we adopt Mr Denton’s reasons29 for the
amendment.

6.15

The other submissions on these rules were either in support, or had relief
granted through other changes we have adopted. Most notably, our amendment
to the definition for “property” gives effect to the relief sought by Waa Rata
Estate seeking greater clarity on the application of these rules.

6.16

6.17

R14-R22: Chemical and metallurgical processes
No submissions were received in respect of Rules R16-20 or R22, and the
single submission on R21 was in support. Accordingly, our evaluation here is
limited to Rules R14 and R15 relating to spray coating in enclosed and nonenclosed areas (respectively).
For the reasons expressed by Mr le Marquand30 for the Oil Companies and
Powerco, and Mr Denton31, we have amended Rule R14 to enable the spray
application of water-based paints to be permitted in enclosed spaces, but have
not made a corresponded amendment to Rule R15. As noted by Mr le
Marquand, this turns on:
(a)

the differing presumptions under section 15 of the RMA for
discharges from industrial trade premises versus other activities / sites;
and

28

Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 32-33, para 124 - 128, and Appendix A, p. 88 - 90.
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 33, para 125 - 129, and Appendix A, p. 90 - 91.
30
Refer hearing transcript 12 July 2017.
31
Right of Reply (11 August 2017), Section 10, and Appendix B, p. 20 - 22.
29
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a desire to avoid unnecessary consent requirements for discharges of
water-based paints for outdoor application in domestic circumstances
where effects are anticipated to be temporary and insignificant.

6.18

We have also adopted Mr Denton’s recommendation32 that permitted activity
condition (b) which precludes any emission of any pollutant identified in
Schedule L2 be deleted. We agree that clause (a) already prevents any
noxious, dangerous, offensive or objectionable effect beyond the property from
which the discharge occurs, thereby making clause (b) redundant.

6.19

We have not adopted any further changes in response to the submissions
seeking to make the permitted activity conditions under Rules R14 or R15
more stringent. In this respect, we note in particular that Rule R14 is aligned
with the relevant industry standard (AS / NZS 4114.1:2003 Spray Painting
Booths) and we were not presented with any compelling technical evidence to
justify alternative conditions relating to buffers or the height of discharge point.

6.20

6.21

6.22

R23-R24: Cremation and incineration
Each of the two rules under this topic received one submission; however,
neither submitter presented to us on the matter. Mr Denton’s evaluation was
that the alternatives sought by the submitters would be a less appropriate
outcome than the proposed provisions. We agree for the reasons he expressed
in his section 42A report.33
R32: Fuel storage
We have made one change to Rule R32 in response to the submission from the
Oil Companies. We adopt the recommended wording and reasons of Mr
Denton34 in this regard, noting also Mr le Marquand’s agreement35 with that
outcome.
R33: Mobile source emissions
Five submissions were received on Rule R33, all of which were in support. We
have therefore not considered any amendments to the clause.

6.23

R34: Gas, water and wastewater
No submissions were received in respect of this rule.

6.24

R35: Drying and kiln processes
No submissions were received in respect of this rule.

6.25

32

Requested New Rule – minor discharges
Three submissions requested a minor discharges rule to be included in the rule
suite for the air chapter or amend Rule R41 to only require consent only for
discharges that will have adverse effects. Mr Denton’s evaluation was that the
alternatives sought by the submitters would be a less appropriate outcome than

Right of Reply (11 August 2017), Section 10, and Appendix B, p. 20 - 21.
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 43 - 44, para 160.
34
Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 44, para 161, Appendix A, p. 94 - 95.
35
Evidence of David le Marquand (23 May 2017), page 28.
33
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the proposed provisions. We agree for the reasons he expressed in his section
42A report.36

7.

Conclusion

7.1

For the reasons summarised above, we have adopted several changes to the air
quality polices, rules and other methods. Most of these are of a minor or
clerical nature to improve the effective implementation of the proposed Plan;
though some changes are more substantive.

7.2

Overall, we find these amendments will better implement the objectives of the
proposed Plan as amended in Decision Report 4.

36

Section 42A Report (12 June 2017), p. 44 - 45, para 163 - 165.
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Decision Report 8
Soil Conservation, Land Use and Riparian Margins

1.

Introduction

1.1

Report outline and approach
This is the eighth of 16 decision reports prepared by the Hearing Panel
appointed to hear submissions on, and determine, the PNRP.

1.2

The report addresses the policies, rules and methods relating to soil
conservation, land use activities and management of riparian margins and the
submissions received on those provisions.

1.3

We have structured our discussion on this topic as follows:
(a)

Section 2 summarises key contextual matters, including relevant
provisions and key issues/themes in submissions; and

(b)

Sections 3-6 contain our evaluation of key issues and amendments to
provisions; and

(c)

Section 7 conclusion.

1.4

This report should be read in conjunction with Decision Reports 1 and 4. The
former provides context on the approach we have adopted to our decisionmaking and our reporting. Decision 4 records our decisions on the submissions
relating to the proposed Plan’s objectives.

1.5

Section 32AA of the RMA is the principal driver for this report. Among other
things, it requires:
(a)

our evaluation to be focussed on changes to the proposed provisions
arising since the notification of the PNRP and its section 32A reports;

(b)

the provisions to be examined as to whether they are the most
appropriate way to achieve the objectives;

(c)

as part of that examination, that:
(i)

reasonable alternatives within the scope afforded by
submissions on the provisions and corresponding evidence
are considered;

(ii)

the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions is assessed;

(iii)

the reasons for our decisions are summarised; and

(iv)

our report contains a level of detail commensurate with the
scale and significance of the changes made.
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1.6

As set out in Decision 1, we have not produced a separate evaluation report
under section 32AA. Rather, where we have adopted the recommendations of
Council’s section 42A authors, we have adopted their reasoning, unless
expressly stated otherwise. This includes the section 32AA assessment table
attached to the relevant section 42A reports and / or right of reply reports.
Those reports are part of the public record and are available on the GWRC
website. Where our decision differs from the section 42A authors’
recommendations, we have incorporated the section 32AA evaluation into the
body of this report as part of our reasons for amendments, as opposed to
including this is a separate table or appendix.

1.7

We note also that specific objectives were considered at the hearing of these
matters. For the reasons we have given in Decision Reports 1 and 4, however,
our evaluation of those and all other objectives is contained within Decision
Report 4. Both of those Decision Reports should accordingly be read in
conjunction with the below.

1.8

Appendix C contains our summary table of decisions on each submission point
and Appendix D contains the track changed Proposed Natural Resources Plan.

2.

Summary of provisions and key issues

2.1

Outline of matters addressed in this section
In this section, we provide relevant context around which our evaluation is
based. Our discussion includes:

2.2
2.3

300

(a)

a summary of relevant provisions;

(b)

themes raised in submissions;

(c)

identification of key issues for our subsequent evaluation.

Relevant Provisions
Soil and land use objectives
The four objectives of most relevance in the notified PNRP to the matters
addressed in this report include O42 - O45.
In Decision Report 4, we found it appropriate to amend Objective O42, to
delete O45 and to relocate O43 to section 3.11 of the proposed Plan relating
to discharges. Accordingly, the objectives we focus on in assessing the
effectiveness of the provisions relating to soil, land use and riparian margins
are Objectives O42 and O44. In summary, the outcomes now anticipated by
these respective objectives are that:
(a)

soils are healthy and retain a range of uses, and accelerated soil
erosion is reduced (O42); and

(b)

adverse effects of land use activities on soil and water are minimised
(O44).
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2.4

Soil, land use and riparian margin policies
The six policies in Sections 4.8.9 - 4.8.11 of the proposed Plan are relevant to
this report.

2.5

In summary, these provisions collectively establish the following direction:

2.6

2.7

(a)

rural land uses are to be managed using good management practice
(P96);1

(b)

sediment discharge from earthworks is to be minimised through
source control, good management practice and / or offsetting (P97);

(c)

activities that have the potential to result in accelerated soil erosion
and associated silt / sediment discharges are to adopt measures and
good management practice to achieve objective O42 (P98);

(d)

livestock access to the CMA and surface water is to be limited or
prevented, depending on the classification of the given water body
(P99);

(e)

riparian setbacks and good management practices are to be used for
cultivation and break-feeding activities to minimise overland flow of
contaminants to surface water (P100); and

(f)

good management of riparian margins, including livestock exclusion,
planting of appropriate vegetation and pest management is to be
encouraged to maintain and restore ecosystem health and natural
character and to reduce sediment and nutrient discharges to surface
water (P101).

Soil, land use and riparian margin rules
The rules on this topic are located in Sections 5.4.2 - 5.4.5 in the notified
PNRP. Generally, these rules permit a range of land use activities, subject to
meeting performance conditions. Where those conditions are not met, resource
consent is required as a discretionary activity under Rules R96, R98 or R101
or – for plantation forestry activities – a controlled activity under Rule R103.
Apart from plantation forestry, the other activities expressly managed by the
rules include the use of land for:
(a)

cultivation (R94);

(b)

break-feeding (R95);

(c)

livestock access to bed and banks of surface water bodies, including
disturbance and discharges (R97);

(d)

earthworks of up to 3,000m2 per property over 12 months, including
associated discharges (R99); and

1
Policy P96 was considered in Hearing Stream 5 in conjunction with the discharge to land provisions. As it is directly
relevant to land use activities, however, we have evaluated the policy in this report.
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(e)

2.8

2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

2
3

vegetation clearance on erosion prone land of up to 2ha per property
over 12 months, including associated discharges (R100).

Other methods
There is one method in chapter 6 of the proposed Plan that is relevant to this
report. Under Method M12, the Council will encourage sustainable rural land
management through a combination of actions including collaboration with key
landowners and stakeholders, gathering of biophysical information and
providing incentives for riparian and wetland fencing, planting and pest
control.
Schedule O of the proposed Plan is also relevant to this report topic. It sets out
an inventory of information requirements to be addressed in a plantation
forestry harvest plan as referred to in Rules R102 and R103.
Submissions
According to Mr Loe,2 570 submission points were made on the land use in
riparian margins and livestock access provisions. Mr Denton3 identified that
there were 696 submission points made by 138 submitters in relation to soil
conservation. We note the observation by both authors that a substantial
proportion of the submissions received on these topics were of a common
format.
Similar to other topics, we found that the main groupings that submissions fell
into were:
(a)

those in support of a particular provision (or provisions);

(b)

those seeking to amend or delete a provision (or provisions); and

(c)

those recommending the inclusion of new policies, rules or other
methods.

Key matters emerging from the submissions seeking amendments to the
provisions, or inclusion of new provisions, are:
(a)

amended definitions or new definitions for undefined terms used in
policies and rules such as “source control,” “surface water body,”
“property,” “stabilised”, “earthworks” or “drain”;

(b)

proposed changes for policy direction seeking to “minimise” effects
such that the direction is to “avoid, remedy or mitigate” the effects;

(c)

amendments to policies and rules to ensure that land use activities are
not allowed where they are unable to avoid, remedy or mitigate
adverse effects on sites in Schedules A - F and H and on surface and
coastal water;

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.24, para 88.
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p. 16, para 81.
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(d)

amendments to the policies and rules to relating riparian margins and
buffers to enable livestock access at stock crossing points, access for
drinking water and / or construction and maintenance of tracks;

(e)

that buffers not be applied to riparian margins for break-feeding;

(f)

that Policy P101 include reference to the maintenance and
enhancement of mahinga kai in addition to the other matters listed;

(g)

amendments to the policies and rules relating to livestock access such
that the focus is on avoiding the discharge of sediment / contaminants
in the first instance, then avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse
effects of discharges as a secondary direction;

(h)

various amendments to the rules to enable greater access of livestock
to surface water, including (for example) unlimited access for
particular animals, a higher number of permitted access instances per
year, extending the timeframes for which proposed exclusions come
into effect, reduced buffer distances and / or unlimited access when
aquatic species are not spawning;

(i)

various amendments to the rules to reduce restrictions on cultivation
and break feeding activities;

(j)

that policies and rules enable stock access to water races with
limitations;

(k)

that forestry and / or vegetation clearance on land which is not erosion
prone be made a permitted activity;

(l)

that the rules for plantation forestry be aligned with the NES-PF;

(m)

that requirements for forestry harvest plans only be for harvested areas
of 10ha or more within a calendar year;

(n)

that the maximum permitted area for vegetation clearance under Rule
R100 be increased from 2ha to 5ha;

(o)

that earthworks for any new farm track be a permitted activity;

(p)

that the maximum permitted levels for earthworks are expressed as a
proportion of site area and / or so that the rule is applied to catchments
affected;

(q)

amendments to better align the proposed earthworks rules with district
plan rules, bylaws and other earthworks regulations administered by
district councils;

(r)

that the activity status for Rule R101 be changed to controlled or
restricted discretionary;
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(s)

that all stock access, earthworks, vegetation clearance and/or
plantation forestry be considered as discretionary activities;

(t)

that the permitted activity standards for the land use activities are
clearer, more measurable and more enforceable;

(u)

that the permitted activity land use rules are amended such that all
associated discharges to land and water are considered under the
relevant land use rule without additional need to comply with general
discharge rules; and

(v)

that the scope of Method M12 be broadened, including such that the
method be applied to urban environments as well as rural.

Some of these matters feature more predominantly than others in our
evaluation below, but we record that all submissions on the provisions for
earthworks and vegetation clearance, land use in riparian margins and stock
access to water bodies have been subject to analysis in our deliberations. More
detailed descriptions the submissions and key issues can be found in Messrs
Loe and Denton’s section 42A reports.
Outline of Key Issues
Our evaluation below focusses on three key issues in turn, being:
(a)

the proposed provisions for implementing Objective O42 (section 3);

(b)

cultivation and break-feeding (section 4);

(c)

stock access to water (section 5); and

2.15

At section 6, we briefly discuss other discrete matters, including the reasons for
amending or not amending certain defined terms.

3.

Provisions implementing Objective O42

3.1

Relevant provisions
The provisions we consider here include Policies P96 - P98 and Rules R99 R103.

3.2

The Council’s proposed policy direction under Policy P96 is to control rural
activities via good management practice.

3.3

Policy P97 is to minimise the discharge of sediment to surface water and the
CMA from earthworks activities by using a source control approach, good
management practice and (where minimisation is not possible) by offsetting.

3.4

Policy P98 establishes the use of good management practice and other
measures for earthworks, vegetation clearance and plantation forestry to
address the potential erosion and discharge effects of those activities. The
practice measures proposed in the policy include silt and sediment control and
site stabilisation.
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3.5

Rule R99 permits earthworks and associated discharges to land or water up to
3,000m2 in area for any property over a 12-month period, provided that
conditions relating to location, stability, and quality impacts on receiving
waters are met. Rule R100 is similar in its construction, albeit that it permits
vegetation clearance and associated discharges of up to 2 hectares per property
over 12 months where undertaken on erosion prone land.

3.6

Earthworks and vegetation clearance activities that are not permitted are
discretionary activities under Rule R101.

3.7

Rule R102 permits plantation forestry harvesting on erosion prone land and
associated discharges, provided that a harvest plan is prepared in accordance
with proposed Schedule O and other conditions relating to the location of
cleared vegetation and slash in proximity to water bodies, revegetation,
stabilisation and quality impacts on receiving waters are met. Any plantation
forestry harvesting not permitted by Rule R102 requires consent as a
controlled activity under Rule R103.

3.8

3.9

Amendments and reasons
We have organised our discussion here to respectively describe the changes
adopted to policies, rules and other methods.
Policies
For the reasons expressed by Messrs Denton and Loe we have:
(a)

deleted Policy P964 and Policy P97;5 and

(b)

retained Policy P98 as notified.6

3.10

We accept the view of Mr Loe that Policy P96 (as originally drafted) is vague,
lacks sufficient specificity and overlaps in part with Policy P65. Moreover, we
share Mr Loe’s view that Policy P65 as amended during Hearing Stream 4
(and confirmed in our Decision Report 11) appropriately adopts the relevant
content of Policy P96 such that the relief of most submissions on P96 is
granted. As there are now no policies under Section 4.8.9 Land Use, we have
consequentially deleted that heading from Chapter 4.

3.11

Along similar lines, we agree that Policy P97 duplicates Policy P98 in part. We
note also that a focus of Policy P97 relates to the discharges associated with
land use activity – not the activity itself. In that respect, we find it creates
confusion and conflict with other policy direction in the proposed Plan relating
to discharges, including with Policy P67 in particular.

3.12

We also agree with Mr Denton that the reference to offsets for sediment
discharges in Policy P97 is poorly explained. For all of these reasons, we find
the proposed Plan is made clearer and more efficient from the removal of
Policy P97.

4

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (26 April 2018), p.85-87, para 348, 358 - 360 and Appendix A, p.226 - 227.
Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14 September 2017), p.5 - 6, para 25 - 36 and Appendix B, p.34 - 35.
6
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p. 30 - 31, para 144 - 147 Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14
September 2017), p.5 - 6, para 25 - 36.
5
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We have accepted in part all submissions on Policy P98 apart from Federated
Farmers, who sought deletion of the policy and NZTA, who sought the
addition of qualifiers. We find the policy is “on point” as it specifically
identifies the land use activities that must be managed in order to achieve the
healthy soil and reduced erosion outcomes in Objective O42. We have made a
consequential amendment to the title of Policy P98 to capture that the scope of
the policy is not limited to accelerated soil erosion (as the notified Plan
suggests). For the reasons set out by Mr Denton, we have not altered the
definition of stabilised used in Policy P98.7
Rules
We agree with all of Mr Denton’s proposed changes to Rule R99 for the
reasons he has expressed.8 The majority of these amendments are clerical in
nature and will improve the efficient implementation of the rule. For example,
exchanging the term “stormwater” with “sediment-laden runoff” in the rule
better aligns with the related drafting used in Objective O47.

3.15

One of the changes we have adopted to the rule, being the addition of clause
(e), is of a more substantive nature. Mr Denton proposed this change in
response to the submission from Fish and Game, which sought good
management practices be adopted in the rules for the various land use
activities, including setbacks from water bodies.

3.16

On the matter of setbacks, Mr Denton proposed a minimum setback distance of
5 metres from any surface water body. Mr Percy for Rangitāne o Wairarapa
agreed that a setback is an appropriate method for the proposed Plan to adopt;
however, his recommendation was that the minimum distance be 10 metres.

3.17

We have ultimately agreed that a setback is appropriate, however, we are
compelled to record also that there was no definitive evidence presented to
categorically define what distance would be most appropriate. For example, Mr
Percy based his recommendation on the standard used in the Horizons
Regional Council One Plan. His evidence did not elaborate on the reasons for
10 metres being adopted in that plan or indeed why it would be appropriate for
the PNRP to apply the same. We note also that Mr Percy’s recommendation in
this respect went well beyond the scope afforded by the submitter he was
appearing for.

3.18

Mr Denton drew our attention to the section 32 report for Livestock access,
break-feeding and cultivation and the literature referred to that outlines the
effectiveness of a 5-metre-wide vegetated buffer for mitigating the overland
flow of contaminants to surface water.9 While that literature did not relate to
vegetated buffers as a method to mitigate effects of earthworks activities
specifically, we ultimately find the logic to be relatively transferrable for the
purposes of establishing permitted activity conditions for such activities in the
PNRP. We share Mr Denton’s reasoning10 that – in the absence of any more

7

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), Appendix C page 63.
Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p. 36 - 37, para 169, and Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14
September 2017), p.9 - 13, para 54 - 85 and Appendix B page 36 - 37.
9
Section 32 Report: Livestock access, break-feeding and cultivation (July 2105), Section 5.3.
10
Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14 September 2017), p. 12 - 13, para 83 - 84 and Appendix B, pages 36 – 37.
8
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detailed evidence to the contrary – the 5-metre setback is an appropriate margin
to apply for the purposes of implementing the relevant PNRP policies.
3.19

Among the alternatives proposed by submissions on Rule R99, we note here in
particular the request from several submitters that earthworks for the purposes
of any farm track be permitted. We make the following observations on that
request:
(a)

the ongoing repair and maintenance of existing tracks is permitted due
to the exemption under clause (e) of the earthworks definition;

(b)

new tracks only require resource consent where the permitted activity
standards are exceeded;

(c)

while there may be some perception that this amounts to a disconnect
with the proposed exemption for new forestry tracks under clause (i)
of the definition, we accept the advice of Mr Denton that such tracks
must comply with the relevant standards under the NES-PF in order to
enjoy permitted activity status; and

(d)

finally, we consider that unfettered enabling of earthworks associated
with new farm tracks would not amount to an appropriate
implementation of Policy P97 or achieve the outcome anticipated by
Objectives O42 and O47 (in particular).

3.20

We also carefully considered the request by the Land Matters common format
submissions to change the 3,000m2 per property permitted area control to one
based on a land area percentage basis. While we see merit in that suggestion,
we were not presented with any evidence to justify what the specific
percentage should be and how it would compare to a more general propertybased control. In the absence of that detail, we have accepted Mr Denton’s
view that the notified approach of 3000m2 per property is appropriate.

3.21

We have adopted similar clerical amendments to Rule R100 as we did for R99.
In addition, we agree with Mr Denton that the note should be added to the rule
to clarify that the vegetation clearance rule and definition do not apply to
activities that are managed by the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations
2003. In this respect, the relief sought by Wellington Electricity is accepted.

3.22

We were not presented with any evidence to justify submitters’ requests to
expand the permitted area for vegetation clearance under R100. We understand
from the section 32 report on soil conservation11 that the 2ha area in the
notified PNRP was derived to work in complement with the area applied to
plantation forestry. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, we accept
Mr Denton’s view that 2ha is generally appropriate and represents an overall
area of land that is both reasonably large for vegetation clearance purposes on
erosion prone land and which can be readily managed without giving rise to
significant downstream effects. Similarly, we have not made any changes to

11

At pages 14 – 15.
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the definition of “erosion prone land”. In rejecting the requested change we
have relied on the rationale provided in Mr Denton’s section 42A report.12
3.23

We have also adopted the changes to Rule R101 – the “default” rule for
earthworks and vegetation clearance not permitted by Rules R99 and R100 –
as recommended by Mr Denton. Several submitters observed that Rule R101 as
notified had the unintended consequence of requiring a discretionary activity
consent for vegetation clearance on land that is not erosion prone. We agree the
rule should be amended to fix that drafting error and accept the revised drafting
and reasons of Mr Denton13 as appropriate.

3.24

Finally, we record our acceptance of Mr Denton’s recommendation and
reasons14 that Rules R102 and R103 relating to plantation forestry be deleted.
These provisions are now redundant given that the NES-PF is in effect.

3.25

Other methods
Also due to the NES-PF coming into effect, we accept Mr Denton’s
recommendations15 that the following other methods can be deleted:
(a)

Schedule O: Plantation Forestry Harvesting Plan;

(b)

definition of “plantation forestry harvesting”;

3.26

Overall, we find that the amendments to the provisions outlined above will be
the most appropriate for achieving Objective O42.

4.

Cultivation and break-feeding

4.1

Relevant provisions
Here we consider Policy P100, Rules R94-R96 and associated methods.

4.2

Policy P100 employs riparian setbacks and good management practice to
minimise overland flow of contaminants to water from cultivation and breakfeeding activities.

4.3

Rules R94 and R95 respectively permit cultivation and break-feeding provided
that:

4.4

12

(a)

the activities do not occur within 5 metres of a surface water body;
and

(b)

sediment laden water from the activities does not flow into surface
water.

Cultivation under Rule R94 must also be undertaken along the contour of the
land where reasonably practicable.

Section 42A Report, Paul Denton (12 June 2017), p.21 - 23, para 105 - 112.
Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14 September 2017), p.1 7- 18, para 112 - 121 and Appendix B pages 39 - 40.
14
Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14 September 2017), p.19 - 25, para 123 - 127 and Appendix B pages 40 - 43.
15
Right of Reply, Paul Denton (14 September 2017), Appendix B pages 29 - 31 and 43 - 44.
13
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Any cultivation or break-feeding that are not permitted under Rules R94 and
R95 are a discretionary activity under Rule R96.
Amendments and reasons
As with the preceding section, we have organised our discussion of this topic to
address the policy and rules separately.
Policy P100
We have adopted the recommendation of Mr Loe16 to delete Policy P100 and
the shared view of Messrs Loe and Denton that aspects of the policy be brought
into the matters addressed in Policy P101 for the reasons they have
expressed.17
We agree that Policies P100 and P101 as notified sent mixed messages which
can be avoided through their rationalisation. In our view, the combined policy
will more effectively implement the wide array of objectives that are
applicable, including Objectives O23, O25, O26, O29, O30, O42, O44 and
O47. We discuss Policy P101 further under Section 5 below.
Rules R94 - R96
We also adopt Mr Loe’s recommended amendments to Rules R94 and R95 for
the reasons he has expressed.18 We agree that amending the rules to incorporate
elements of section 70 of the RMA as permitted activity performance standards
will better implement the direction in Policy P101. Likewise, we agree with Mr
Loe that the rules’ efficiency will be improved if setback distances for
cultivation and break-feeding are reduced from 5 metres to 2 metres on land
with a slope of 3 degrees or less that is in pasture or other vegetative ground
cover.

4.10

We have not accepted the alternatives proposed by submissions seeking either
a deletion of the setback or exclusion of the setback for certain water bodies
(such as drains or water races). In our view, those alternatives would fail to
effectively implement Policies P99-P101 and ignore the effects of hydraulic
connectivity between various surface water bodies.

4.11

Finally, we have made a consequential amendment to the drafting of Rule R96.
This adopts the same drafting of Rules R94 and R95 to add the clause “and the
associated discharge of a contaminant into water or onto land where a
contaminant may enter water” such that the rule is not limited to any relevant
land use that does not comply with the conditions under Rules R94 or R95.
This change will enhance the clear and consistent administration of the PNRP.

4.12

Overall, the above amendments to the policies and rules will, in our view,
better implement the effects minimisation and good management practice aims
of the proposed policies.

16

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.76 - 77, para 276 - 279 and Appendix A pages128 - 129.
Supplementary Right of Reply of Barry Loe & Paul Denton (12 Jan 2018), page 2 para 8.
18
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 83 - 90, para 299 - 314 and Appendix A pages 129 - 131 and
Right of Reply (11 August 2017), pages 12 - 13, para 30 - 34.
17
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5.

Stock access

5.1

Relevant provisions
Here, we focus on Policies P99 and P101, Rules R97 and R98 and associated
Method M12.

5.2

Policy P99 as notified manages sedimentation, water body disturbance and
associated discharges associated with livestock access to surface water and the
CMA. The policy expresses a two-pronged approach to this management
direction, whereby:
(a)

significant values of Category 1 waterbodies, aquatic habitat and
water quality are to be protected; and

(b)

for water bodies where livestock are not excluded, adverse effects are
avoided, remedied or mitigated through restrictions on animal type
and number, density, frequency and duration of access, and through
provision for alternative sources of drinking water and shade.

5.3

Policy P101 expresses that good management of riparian margins will be
encouraged in order to maintain or restore aquatic ecosystem health and natural
character and to reduce sediments and nutrients entering surface water. Good
management in this context includes exclusion of livestock, planting of
appropriate vegetation and management of plant and animal pests.

5.4

Rule R97 enables stock access as a permitted activity and associated
disturbance and discharges where conditions are met, while Rule R98 requires
that all other stock access is to be considered as a discretionary activity. In
summary, the permitted activity conditions under Rule R97 include:

5.5
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(a)

that no significant pugging results other than at a stock crossing point;

(b)

the access must not result in a conspicuous change in colour or clarity
within a site in Schedule C or beyond the zone of reasonable mixing
in other locations; and

(c)

from three years after notification of the proposed Plan, no access to
Category 1 water bodies shall occur except for sheep in wetlands
identified in Schedule 3; and

(d)

from seven years after notification of the proposed Plan, access to
Category 2 water bodies with an active bed width of 1m or wider is
limited to stock crossing points unless there is no flowing or ponded
water.

Method M12 is also relevant. It is a non-regulatory measure, committing the
Council to a range of measures to encourage sustainable land management.
These include access to funding for riparian planting and fencing, and
collaborative aims for Council, landowners and other stakeholders.
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Amendments and reasons
Policies
We have made several amendments to Policies P99 and P101.

5.7

Firstly, we agree with all of the changes to Policy P99 recommended by Mr
Loe for the reasons he has expressed,19 with one exception. We have not
adopted his suggestion that outside Category 1 water bodies, the policy should
“only allow access that protects aquatic habitat and water quality, and avoids
significant damage to land in a surface water body or the coastal marine
area.”

5.8

In this respect, we share Ms McArthur’s assessment on behalf of the Minister
of Conservation that the introduction of the term “significant damage” is
particularly problematic, and that it sets an expectation that an assessment of
all instances of damage will be required to determine if it is significant. We
agree that the proposed clause would make the policy less clear, and therefore
less appropriate.

5.9

That said, we find the remaining changes proposed by Mr Loe will more
clearly differentiate between the exclusion direction for Category 1 water
bodies and the management direction for other water bodies. This, in turn,
removes the conflicting direction between Policies P99 and P101, and the
disconnect between Policy P99 and Rule R97 in the notified provisions.

5.10

We have made several additional changes to Policy P101 in line with the
recommendations of Mr Loe.20 These include various editorial changes for
improved clarity and legibility, and reference to mahinga kai and water quality
in the body of the policy.

5.11

As with Policy P99, however, we have not agreed with all of Mr Loe’s
recommendations. For example, we consider that inclusion of the term “good
management” of riparian margins creates confusion about the term’s
interchangeability (or otherwise) with “good management practice”. We have
accordingly deleted the “good” qualifier from this policy.

5.12

Another editorial change we have made is the replacement of “management”
under clause (d) of the policy with the direction to “control”. As previously
drafted, the policy would have read (in effect) “management… including
management” and our minor rewording overcomes this.

5.13

More substantively, we have amended clause (a) of Policy P101 in recognition
of the relationship this policy has with Policy P99 and Rule R97. We were
compelled to clarify in this policy that stock access is not to be excluded in all
circumstances as the plain reading of the clause might otherwise suggest.
Rather, the expectation is that restricted or managed access is to be
contemplated in some cases in line with the expectations of Policy P99 and
Rule R97. By amending clause (a) to Policy P101, we believe there will be a

19
20

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.70 -7 5, para 255 - 268 and Appendix A p127 - 128.
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 79 - 80, para 289 - 292 and Appendix A page 129.
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reduced potential for confusion between these related provisions. The relief
sought by Waa Rata Estate is accepted in part in this respect.
5.14

Similarly, we have made reference to riparian margins under clause (a) to
better reflect the relationship between the policy and Objective O27, and the
role that stock exclusion plays in the establishment, maintenance and
restoration of riparian margins.

5.15

We considered and ultimately disregarded several alternatives raised by
submitters and their experts on the above provisions, and we make the
following observations in that respect.

5.16

Firstly, we have not made the policies more stringent by avoiding all stock
access to all water bodies. There was no compelling evidence presented that
such an approach is necessary to achieve the relevant objectives, particularly in
relation to the region’s less-significant water bodies. That includes Mr Percy’s
view21 that his proposed policy wording for Policy P99 would better
implement RPS Policies 18 and 43 and NZCPS Policy 21. In our view, the
wording he recommended goes beyond what those higher order provisions
dictate, and indeed what the PNRP objectives aspire to.

5.17

For that reason, we have not applied the stock exclusion direction to all
scheduled areas as requested by Rangitāne o Wairarapa; however, we note that
relief is accepted in part by virtue of the definition of Category 1 surface water
bodies including most scheduled features relevant.

5.18

We note also that there was no evidence provided by any party to quantify the
potential adverse impact complete exclusion would have on the aims of the
RMA and the PNRP to ensure reasonable access to drinking water for animals.

5.19

On the opposite end of the spectrum, we also find it would be inappropriate to
enable unfettered stock access to all surface water bodies. Such a policy
direction would certainly fall short of implementing the proposed Plan’s
objectives in our view.

5.20

As a subset of the above matter, we find that enabling uncontrolled stock
access to all water races may, or is likely to, result in unacceptable downstream
effects on receiving waters. We have particular concern for such scenarios
where the downstream environment might include Category 1 surface water
bodies or the CMA. Again, we consider that the policy will be more
appropriate and will better implement the proposed objectives by not accepting
the submissions seeking unfettered stock access to water races.

5.21

Finally, we note that Fish and Game’s proposed alternative of combining
Policies P99 with P101 was initially an attractive option to us. Ultimately,
however, we ruled the option out as Policy P99 has a wider application in the
CMA which is otherwise not addressed in Policy P101. Combining the
provisions in such a manner to distinguish the aspects of the policy applying to
the CMA from those applying to surface water would undermine the efficiency

21

Evidence of Phillip Percy (23 June 2017), page 27, para 89.
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in their rationalisation in our view, and there is no scope afforded by
submissions to extend the application of Policy P101 to the CMA.
5.22

Rules
The changes we have adopted to Rule R97 are extensive and relate to both
structural and substantive matters. Of most significance, the changes can be
summarised as follows:
(a)

the rule has been broadened to apply also to the CMA,22 whereas the
notified clause was limited to surface water bodies;

(b)

the date for which the exclusion provisions for Category 1 water
bodies commences has been extended by one year (to 2019);

(c)

extensive changes to the conditions for stock crossing points to make
the rule more legible and self-contained as proposed by Mr Loe;23

(d)

a corresponding simplification to the definition of ‘stock crossing
point’ proposed by Mr Loe.24

5.23

We agree with Mr Loe’s view that the notified rule was unnecessarily complex
and vague. The amended rule and associated amendment to the definition for
stock crossing point is clearer and will better implement the direction in the
relevant policies, including Policy P99 in particular.

5.24

We have not accepted the submissions seeking greater or lesser stringency for
stock exclusion conditions as they would be less aligned with the relevant
policy direction as we have amended and explained above.

5.25

As with Rule R97, we have amended Rule P98 in line with Mr Loe’s
recommendations for the reasons he has expressed.25 However, we have made
a further change in response to the submission from Forest and Bird that the
rule should be recast as a non-complying activity. We accept that relief in part.

5.26

Our reasoning stems from the direction to exclude stock access in Category 1
water bodies in Policies P99 and P101 and the integrated outcomes sought for
those water bodies under Objectives O14, O17, O18, O23, O24, O25, O27,
O30, O31 and O35. For those water bodies, we find that the more stringent
activity status and the subsequent application of the section 104(D) of the
RMA gateway test is appropriate and warranted. We record that Forest and
Bird requested that greater stringency be applied to a wider selection of water
bodies; however, we find that suggestion goes beyond the higher order
direction in the proposed Plan.

22

As sought by Submitter S75 the Minister of Conservation.
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 98 - 109, para 324 - 364 and Appendix A pages 131 - 135.
24
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 35 - 36, para 134 - 135 and Appendix A pages 131 - 135, and
Right of Reply (11 August 2017), pages 7 - 8, para 13 and page 22 (Section 32AA assessment table).
25
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 110 - 112, para 368 - 376 and Appendix A pages 135 - 136.
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Methods M12 and M28
Finally, we have accepted Mr Loe’s recommendations on the submissions on
Method M12 for the reasons he has expressed.26 This includes expansion of
the method’s application outside of rural areas alone, and acknowledgement
that the Council’s partnership for research, advice and good management
practices involves territorial authorities and other landowners in rural and
urban sectors. The submissions from Ngā Hapū ō Ōtaki, PCC and Hort NZ are
accepted in part accordingly.

5.28

For completeness we note that Method M28 is also relation to good
management practice and that the term is defined in the Plan. We deal with the
method and definition in Decision Report 11.

6.

Other amendments

6.1

6.2

Context
Here, we summarise the remaining amendments we have adopted on this report
topic. They all relate to defined terms and are generally of a minor or clerical
nature for the purposes of improving the efficient administration of the Plan.
Those examples are of a relatively low scale and significance, and accordingly
our corresponding evaluation is at a high-level only.
Summary of other amendments
We have amended the definition of “cultivation” as sought by Hort NZ and
recommended by Mr Loe27 and Ms Wharfe28 for the reasons they express. We
find that excluding strip tilling and forestry harvesting will make the defined
term clearer and more fit-for-purpose.

6.3

The definition of “dairy cow” has been amended to simply change the term
“herd of cows” to “cattle”. We agree with Mr Loe that “cattle” is a more
representative term for the reasons he has expressed.29

6.4

We have also amended the definition of “break-feeding” as recommended by
Mr Loe. We share his reasons30 for the change – consistent with the relief
sought in the relevant submissions from Mr Smith31 and Federated Farmers –
being both to make the term clearer and to broaden the methods of containment
over and above electric fences only.

6.5

Several changes have been made to the definition of “Category 1 surface water
body” in response to submissions. These include a restructuring of the
definition to list the relevant schedules in alphabetical order (as sought by
PCC) and deletion of the 0.1ha area qualifier applied to significant natural
wetlands (as sought by the Minister of Conservation). On the latter, we agree
with Mr Loe that the area qualifier is already expressed under the definition of
significant natural wetland and it is more effective and efficient to remove the
duplication.

26

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.114 - 115, para 382 - 386 and Appendix A p.136 - 137.
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p. 26 - 28, para 96 - 103 and Appendix A p.119.
Evidence of Lynette Wharfe (3 July 2017), p. 18, para 6.1 - 6.3.
29
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.31 - 32, para 121 - 122 and Appendix A p.120 - 121.
30
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.32 - 33, para 123 - 127 and Appendix A p.121 - 122.
31 Submitter S35 Allan Smith.
27
28
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6.6

We heard from several witnesses proposing alternatives to the definition of
“Category 2 surface water body”. Ultimately, however, we agree with Mr Loe
that the notified definition is most appropriate for the reasons he expressed in
his section 42A report.32

6.7

The definition for “livestock” is also amended, as sought by Federated Famers.
In this respect we share Mr Loe’s view that the defined term should specify the
animals most likely to interact with surface water as this is most relevant to the
use of the term in the proposed Plan.33

6.8

Finally, we have also amended the definition of “earthworks” in part, as
recommended by Mr Denton. We share his reasons34 for the change –
consistent with the relief sought in the relevant submissions from Mr Smith35
and Federated Farmers – being both to make the term clearer and to broaden
the methods of containment over and above electric fences only. In addition,
Mr Loe recommended that the definition be amended to exclude the discharge
of cleanfill material. We adopt that alteration for the reasons given in his
section 42A report.36

7.

Conclusion

7.1

For the reasons summarised above, we have adopted several changes to the soil
conservation, land use and riparian margins polices, rules and other methods.

7.2

Overall, we find these amendments will better implement the objectives of the
proposed Plan as amended in Decision Report 4.

32

Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 40 - 47, para 149 - 167.
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), pages 28 - 29, para 105 - 112 and Appendix A page 120.
34
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.32 - 33, para 123 - 127 and Appendix A p.121 - 122.
35 Submitter S35 Allan Smith.
36
Section 42A Report, Barry Loe (9 June 2017), p.32 - 33, para 123 - 125 and Appendix A p.206 - 207.
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